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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION
The first edition of “ Shuja*ud-Daulah” , Volume II by my
father Dr. A. L. Srivastava was published by M/s Minerva
Book Shop, Anarkali, Lahore in July 1945, two years before
the partition of the Country. The work was warmly welcomed
and highly appreciated in the historical circles. It was out of
print for a number of years in spite of a demand in the market.
Therefore, last year it was decided to bring out a revised second
edition of the work. My father’s publishers M/s Shiva Lai
Agarwala & Company gladly undertook to print and publish
its second edition.
My father had revised the book and sent it to the press, but
it is unfortunate that he could not see it in print. Material dis
covered since the publication of the first edition and the results
of fresh researches in the field have been duly utilized and
incorporated in the revision, which have added to its value and
usefulness.
I am sure the revised edition will be accorded a welcome
that it deserves.
23/448 Wazirpura Road,
AGRA-3.
October 26, 1973

D H ARM A BHANU

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION
The second volume of Shuja-ud-Daulah,—the third of the series
that I planned to write nearly eighteen years ago—-is now pre
sented before the public. The first two volumes were concerned
with the medieval period, but the present one deals with what
is usually designated as the British or, more correctly, modern
period of our history. It embraces the history of Northern
India for full ten years—from 1765 to 1775—, a highly signifi
cant epoch, and carries the story of Shuja-ud-Daulah*s activity
to his tragic and premature death in 1775. It opens with a
discussion and interpretation of the momentous treaty of Allaha
bad which witnessed the constitutional entrance of the English
East India Company into the body politic of India, and shows
clearly how Shuja who was at least theoretically the Company’s
equal in status in 1765 gradually sank into a secondary position
owing to the English interpretation and enforcement of the
treaty in their favour from time to time, and also because of the
Wazir’s personal ambition which drove him to seek English
armed assistance against his neighbours and countrymen. Awadh
was destined to be the main training ground of the Company’s
agents in India, who gradually evolved more or less a perma
nent policy towards Indian Powers after coming into contact
with Shuja-ud-Daulah. An attempt has been made in this work
to present a dispassionate analysis of the early British policy
towards Indian States and of the foreign relations of the succe
ssive governors from Clive to Warren Hastings.
Among many other political problems that faced the Indian
rulers and statesmen during that epoch mention may be made
particularly of those connected with Shah Alam’s relations with
the English and the reaction in various quarters of his scheme
of seating himself on his ancestral throne at Delhi. The Maratha
invasion of Northern India in 1770, their ambition and policy in
Hindustan and the attitude of the English towards them, have
been for the first time given here on the basis of their own
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unpublished records. Three chapters have been devoted to the
causes and results of the infamous Rohila War (1774), which
became one of the counts at the impeachment of Warren Hastings
by British Parliament.
The work concludes with an elaborate account of the social,
economic and cultural condition of the country during the period
on the basis of absolutely contemporary records in various
languages, showing how our political degradation, more than
anything else, became responsible for the country passing into
the hands of a handful foreign merchant adventurers from
beyond the seas.
The volume was ready, faired out for the press before the end
of 1942. But owing to abnormal conditions created by the
War, it had to be withheld from publication for three long years.
I would repeat my thanks to the authorities of various MS
libraries in Northern India and to the Government of India for
their kind permission to inspect and make use of their records.
The burden of reading the proofs has fallen on my eldest son,
Dharma Bhanu, B.A. (Honours), who has also taken the trou
ble of preparing the descriptive index.
D. A. V. College Hostel,
Lahore
June 1945.

A. L. SRIVASTAVA
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Chapter One

£eace w -iid the. £ n q .tiifi :
OAt O A ta iiti

A lta h a h a d , 1765

Why Shuja-ud-daulah surrendered h im self to Caruac
It has been related in the previous volume that after his
final appeal to arms, which culminated in his overthrow on
the battle-field of Kora, Shuja-ud-daulah, having been aban
doned by his allies and troops, including the notorious Samru
(who had marched off to take service under Jawahar Singh Jat
of Bharatpur) and reduced to the extremity, resolved to throw
himself on the generosity of the English and personally wait
upon general Carnac without any condition or agreement.1
The details, of the circumstances leading to this resolution
and the results therefrom make an interesting study, and
show how the spirits of an uncommonly proud and sensitive
man born in the purple are tamed and even humbled by an
adverse turn in the Fortune’s Wheel. Even before the rout
of his hastily raised levies, the fallen wazir had realised the
hopelessness of his position and despatched Gentil to the
British camp to make peace overtures and to beg for terms.
When all was over with his mercenaries, Shuja retreated to
Farrukhabad with precipitation to join his family and de
pendants there. In the agony of his heart he complained
bitterly of Rohila and Bangash indifference and of Maratha
defection, and realising that in view of the smallness of his army
and resources and faithlessness of those from whom he had
expected sympathy and active aid it was futile to renew the
struggle, he sought the advice of his friends and well-wishers as
to the best means of recovering his dominions. The suggestion
1 Ben. Sel. Com. to President and Council, Fort St. George, 6th July,
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made by Ahmad Khan Bangash met with acceptance. In spite
of his life-long rivalry with the wazir, the Bangash gave him a
piece of sound advice in these words : ‘‘Not a single Afghan, nor
any one of other tribes with whose assistance you expect victory,
will stand by you. In thus waiting [for them to join you]
you will only consume the little amount (literally a few
handfuls) of money that still remains with you in raising and
maintaining an army, and will thereby help your enemies, and
you will eventually find yourself where you are (to-day).
These so-called allies and helpers shall behave like mere
spectators (on the battle-field) and cause ridicule for all time.
As for my part, I have nothing but advice to offer, and it is
this that either fall on the enemy with the few troops you
can trust and if you are lucky enough to survive such an
action, you may come out victorious ; if not, you will have
staked your life and honour. If, however, such a course
seems hazardous, you should get up and all alone and without
anybody’s mediation go to the English camp. From what
has been heard of them it appears that they act with good
sense and generosity, and it is therefore likely that they shall
not use treachery and shall not throw you into the abyss of
destruction. It is highly probable that out of regard for the
importance and reputation of your house, they will open the
door of friendship and shall leave nothing undone to satisfy you
with their attention and friendliness.” 2 As this advice had
the ring of candour and sincerity about it, it appealed to
Shuja-ud-daulah, and as he had no other alternative, he decided
to follow it without loss of time.
Shuja-ud-daulah’s decision coincided with the success of
the mission of peace undertaken by Gentil. The clever
French privateer, anxious to save the friendly wazir from
utter ruin in order to make use of him in a future struggle
between his nation and the English for recovering the
French political fortune in India, successfully endeavoured to
inspire Carnac with pacific sentiments.3 Shitab Rai also
2 Siyar, II 769. T. M ., 250b ; Kalyan, 150b ; Khair-ud-din, 159,
support the Siyar.
3 Gentil, 243 ; Khair-ud-din, 160.
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played an important part in bringing about friendly relations
between the antagonists.4 The Fort William authorities had
all along been undoubtedly anxious for the termination of the
war, but not unless Shuja had complied with their original
demands in toto. But, now the far-sighted statesmanship of
Clive, who had landed at Calcutta as governor of Bengal on
May 3, 1765 and who clearly saw that none but Shuja could
convert Awadh into an effective buffer state against the
M arathas6 and the new commander-in-chief’s pacific intentions,
produced a change in their angle of vision, and the wazir’s deci
sion of an unconditional surrender led to a complete cessation
of hostilities and readiness of the parties to come to a willing
and friendly settlement. It is obvious that the English policy at
the time did not aim at the permanent occupation of Awadh
and Allahabad and the assumption of the responsibility of direct
administration of the wazir’s country—an experiment which
had not yet been tried even in Bengal and was beyond their
capacity. Their main objects were two : namely, the punish
ment of their enemies (Mir Qasim etc.) and the protection of
their western frontier, and Carnac was firmly of opinion that if
Shuja-ud-daulah were restored to his dominions, he “ will prove
a much better security to our frontier than any one we can put
in these dominions in his room.” Accordingly the commander
welcomed Shuja’s offer, and Gentil promised to bring him
thither.6 A quick correspondence between Gentil and the wazir
strengthened the latter’s resolution of interviewing the English
commander personally and he set out from Farrukhabad for
this purpose without even demanding from Carnac a pledge for
the security of his person. It is worthy of note that all this was
promptly done within a fortnight of the battle of Kora. On
May 17, 1765 (26th Zi-Qada, 1178A.H.), Shuja arrived at
Bilgram, 16 miles south-west of Hardoi, and the same day he
wrote to Carnac, expressing regret for his past conduct, and
1 Siyar, II, 769 ; T.M., 250b. Gentil, however, says that Shitab Rai
was hostile to peace.
& The Company’s letter to Madras, dated May 13th, 1768, vide Ben. Sel.
Com. Progs, of December 13, 1768.
6 Carnac to Sel. Com., 26th May, 1765, vide Ben. Sel. Com. Progs, of
11th June, 1765, Vol. 1765, pp. 53-54. Gentil, p. 245, says that Carnac
promised to him the restoration to Shuja of his subahs.
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informing him that he was already on his way to the English
camp and would meet him soon. He added the following with
his own hands :
“ I regard not wealth nor the government of countries.
Your favour and friendship is all I desire. Please God
I will be with you very soon when you will do for me what
you think best.”
Carnac, happy at the turn of events, assured Shuja “ the
best reception,, in his power and the friendship of the English,
and wrote : “ You may with perfect confidence come here as to
your own house and to those who wish your welfare. Further
particulars you will hear from Mouyun-o-Dowlah and Shitab*
R o y /’7

Shuja-ud-daulah in English Camp
With three to four hundred men Shuja-ud-daulah marched
slowly to Jajmau where Carnac had hastily arrived on May 25
for according an honourable reception to the wazir. Leaving
his troops on the other side of the Ganga he advanced towards
the English camp with his brother-in-law Salar Jang and a
few other attendants, 10 to 12 souls all told, and was respect
fully received first by Swinton and Shitab Rai some distance in
advance (26th) and then by Carnac himself who with his chief
officers had proceeded towards the Ganga for this purpose. On
approaching the river bank, they all got down from their horses,
and Shuja seeing this, dismounted from his palanquin and
embraced the general in Indian style. The commander, with
all his officers and Shitab Rai presented him nazar (offering),
each according to his rank, and followed his palki on foot to
the tent which had been set up for his reception. All possible
arrangements were made for his comfort and entertainment and
no pains were spared to make him forget that he was an humble
suppliant before (he English company. Having spent two to
three hours there, Shuja returned greatly satisfied to his camp
on the other side of the river. Carnac reported to the select
committee on May 27 that he had received the wazir “ with all
7 Ben, Sel. Com. Progs, of 11th June, 1765, Vo), of 1765, pp. 54
and 55.
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possible marks of distinction, at which he expressed much satis
faction. He appears, however, a good deal dejected at his
present condition, which must bear very hard upon him and he
must find himself without resources or being as he undoubtedly
is the most considerable man in the Empire and of an un
common high spirit, he would not have submitted to such a
condescension.” “ It will,” added the commander-in-chief, “ in
my opinion greatly add to the credit of the English name
throughout the country our behaving with generosity towards
a person who has all along bore so high a reputation in
Hyndostan.” 8
Shuja-ud-daulah’s unconditional surrender caused great satis
faction and joy at Fort William and the Bengal select committee
wrote to the Government of Bombay : “ We have now the
pleasure to acquaint you that Shuja Dowlah has surrendered
himself to General Carnac without even demanding a pledge
for the security of his person, and that he waits for Lord Clive’s
taking the command to receive such conditions of peace as we
think proper to grant.’’9

Preliminary Negotiations
Shuja-ud-daulah stayed near the English camp, anxiously
awaiting the decision of the Calcutta council, and there was an
exchange of visits, formal courtesies and entertainments between
him and the English commander. Behind the cover of these
social formalities diplomatic business was transacted for settling
the preliminaries of a peace. The select committe, while approving
of Carnac’s suggestion that “every appearance of insult and
violence to a person of Shujah D ow lah’s character ought to be
carefully avoided’" instructed him not to enter into any definite
agreement till the arrival there of Lord Clive who was shortly
to proceed to the camp with the object of immmediately
“ establishing peace on a lasting and solid foundation.” Mean
while the general was asked to negotiate and settle preliminaries,
8

9

Carnac to Ben. Sel. Com , 26th and 27th May, 1765, vide Ben.
Sel. Com. Progs, of 176 5, pp. 5 3-56 ; Siyar, III, 769 ; Kalyan,
151 ; T.M.y 25 1a ; Khair-ud-din, 160 ; Broome; 1. 522.
Ben. Sel. Com. to Fort St. George, 6th July 1765, vide letters
issued by Sel. Com., 1765, p. 18.
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and the points which were sought to be secured for the Company
were recommended as follows : firstly Balwant Singh should be
pardoned and reinstated in the Sate of B a n a ra s; secondly
N ajaf Khan should be favoured and encouraged ; thirdly
Shah Alam’s honour, safety and means of subsistence should
be guaranteed, and finally Mir Qasim and Samru should be
surrendered or put to death by Shuja-ud-daulah. But this
last condition was not recommended as essential, as the wazir
was to be bound by ties of gratitude and not by compulsion.
Carnac was further instructed to stipulate with Shuja for the
establishment of English factories and complete liberty of trade
for them in his subahs, but the committee made it clear that
they “ mean not to support this privilege by any military force,
nor to introduce troops or garrison into bis (Shuja’s) country.” 10
As the rainy season was near at hand, Carnac and Shuja
set out, after a few days’ stay near Jajmau, towards Allahabad
in order to get into touch with the emperor and discuss
preliminaries with him, and negotiations proceeded slowly
through the medium of Shitab Rai. Although the commander,
in pursuance of the committee’s instructions, deferred coming to
a definite settlement with the wazir, he gave him hopes of the
restoration of Awadh to him and informed him that he would
be required to pay a war indemnity. Shuja-ud-daulah, drawing
the general’s attention to his circumstances, replied that he was
not in a position to afford a sum of two lakhs of rupees even
and it was only after long negotiations and much difficulty that
he promised a sum of fifty lakhs of rupees. The next important
problem was the fate of N ajaf Khan. This “ gallant young
man,” writes Carnac, ‘‘has lately been very active in our service,”
and he was disliked both by Shuja and the emperor. It was
not without great diplomatic exertion that the general even
tually succeeded in persuading Shah Alam (who met the
party at Manikpur on 20th June) to agree to allow Najaf
to hold the districts of Kora and Allahabad under him. Thus
were the important preliminaries settled by the tact, and
diplomacy of Carnac, and Clive had merely to put the seal
10 Ben. Sel. Com. to Carnac, 10th June, 1765, vide Ben. Sel. Com. Progs,
of 1765, pp. 51a and 51b ; also letter No. 13 from Sel. Com., 1765,
pp. 8-9.
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of his approval upon them. Shuja-ud-daulah’s anxiety was
now over, and he called from the Rohila country his mother
and family to Allahabad. A few days after he and Carnac
proceeded to Banaras to receive Clive who was coming to
conclude a treaty with him and the emperor.11

Clive starts for Allahabad
On June 21, 1765, the Bengal select committee approved
of Lord Clive’s resolution of establishing cordial friendship
with “country powers” by a personal interview with Shujaud-daulah and other chiefs. Echoing his sentiments and
policy it authorised him in conjunction with Carnac “ to
stipulate such conditions with Shuja Dowlah, to form such
connections with the country powers and to pursue such means
as you (Clive) shall judge necessary to the Company’s interest,
the public welfare and obtaining a safe, honourable, advanta
geous and lasting peace.” His attention was invited to the
instructions about the preliminaries communicated to Carnac
on June 10, recommending that the wazir should be reinstated
in all his dominions with a view to convert it into a strong and
safe barrier against the Marathas, that an agreement should be
made with Shuja-ud-daulah for carrying on trade and establish
ing factories in his country and that a grant of diwani of Bengal,
Bihar and Orissa should be obtained from the emperor. Clive
was further authorised to include in the treaty any other condi
tions, if he thought them desirable.12
Clive left Calcutta on June 25, and on July 1 the select
committee set forth in clear terms the main objects of his
Lordship’s mission. “ We have invested his Lordship in conjunc
tion with you,” wrote the committee to Carnac, “ with full
powers to negotiate with Shuja Dowlah and the country powers
and you will perceive from the tenor of our instructions that our
great aim is to obtain a lasting and honourable peace, to revive
our languishing commerce, to impress the natives with a sense
11 Carnac to Sel. Com., 7th and 19th June, 3rd and 8th July, 1765,
vide Ben. Sel. Com. Progs. 1765, pp. 69, 96, 128-29 ; Khair-ud~
din, 161.
12 Sel. Com. to Clive, 21st June, 1765, vide, Ben. Sel. Com. Progs.
of 1765, pp. 80-83.
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o f our justice and moderation and to reduce those heavy military
charges which have hitherto rendered our extraordinary success
and even the cession o f rich provinces fruitless to the]Company'm
Having transacted on the way some urgent administrative
business relating to Bengal and carrying on a long formal
correspondence with Shah Alam and Shuja, Clive, charged
with this important duty, reached Banaras on August 1, and
was received with full military honours, a salute of 19 guns being
fired and all the troops being drawn.14

Conference with the Wazir and the Emperor
The very next day he had a conference with Shuja-uddaulah “ in which he expressed the utmost joy at having his
country restored, and gratitude for such generous behaviour
in a victorious enemy.5’ The amount of indemnity as settled
by Carnac was approved of and the mode and time limit
of payment were discussed and finally laid down. Of the
fifty lakhs of rupees stipulated upon, Shuja agreed to pay ten
lakhs in cash and ten lakhs more in jewels at the time of the
conclusion of the treaty, five lakhs on being put in possession of
his country, and the remaining twenty-five lakhs in 12 months.15
Two or three meetings of the conference were enough to
conclude this important business, and now Clive decided to
hasten to Allahabad in order to discuss terms with the
emperor and expedite the conclusion of treaties with him
and with the wazir. “ As the king is very slow in all his
motions.’ wrote he to Sykes on 3rd August, “ we think the
only way of shortening matters will be to wait on his Majesty
at llliabad.” His desire was to fix the royal tribute from
Bengal at Rupees 20 lakhs annually ; but as Carnac had been
in favour of 26 lakhs —the sum demanded by the emperor
and promised by the late Mir Jafar sometime back—he agreed
to the latter sum, if Shah Alam were to insist on it. “ I
13 Ben. Sel. Com. to Carnac, 1st July, 1765, vide Ben. Sel. Com.
Progs, of 1765, p. 94.
14 Clive to Sel. Com. dated Banaras, 1st August, 1765, in Ben. Sel.
Com. Progs, of 1765, pp. 141-42.
15 Clive and Carnac to Sel. Com. dated Banaras, 3rd August, 1765,
vide, Ben. Sel. Com. Progs, of 1765, p. 145 ; Malcolm's Clive, IIT.
125-26.
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think 20 sufficient,” he wrote to Sykes, “ however as we in
tend to make use of His Majesty in a very extraordinary
manner for obtaining nothing less than a Sunnud for all the
revenues of the country, 6 lakhs of rupees will be scarce
worth our disobliging the king, if he should make a point of
it ” i6 With these settled views, Clive and party left Banaras
on the 4th and arrived at Allahabad on the 9th, and had
more than one meeting with the emperor the same day.
By an agreement between him and the Fort William authori
ties in December 1764, Shah Alam was promised to be put
in possession of the whole of Shuja-ud-daulah’s dominions
save the state of Balwant Singh, which, by way of fulfilling
his part of the agreement, the emperor had conferred upon
the company by an imperial farmcin. Now, he expressed
his strong dissatisfaction when he was informed that he
would have to content himself with only two districts of
the wazir’s subahs, namely Kora and Allahabad. Although
he acquiesced in this, he wrote to Clive requesting that all
business relating to Bengal should be settled through Shitab
Rai and the tribute might be paid month by month, that
he should not be pressed to appoint N ajaf Khan, who was
unfit for business, as his manager for the districts of Allahabad
and Kora and that as he was anxious to march to Delhi after
the rainy season an English officer with a powerful force should
be appointed to accompany him. On Clive’s arrival at Allahabad
the emperor presented in Persian a paper of his demands that
as agreed to by the late Nawab of Bengal the company should
pay him tribute at the rate of 26 lakhs of rupees annually to
gether with an annual sum of 5J lakhs in commutation of the
income of the jagirs of some imperial officers in Bengal, and that
the company should further discharge the arrears of tribute,
that is, 32 lakhs, and put him in absolute possession of Kora
and Allahabad districts.17 He was, however, persuaded to
relinquish the jagir and arrear items, though not without
16 Clive to Sykes, Banaras 3rd August, 1765, vide, Forrest’s Clive, II,
pp. 281-82 ; Powis MSS. vide, Clive II, 281. Carnac had been offered
a present of two lakhs of rupees by Shah Alam. {Clive, II, 283).
17 C. P. C., I. 2687 ; Carnac & Clive to Sel. Com., Allahabad, 12th
August, 1765, vide Ben. Sel. Com. Progs. 1765, pp. 147-48.
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reluctance, s He was further constrained to agree to allow Najaf
Khan a handsome stipend from his own revenues from Bengal
and to grant sanads (patents of appointment) of nizamat
(governorship) and diwani for Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa to
Najm-ud-daulah of Bengal and to the English East India com
pany respectively. “ He expressed w arm th,” writes Mill, “ and
even resentment, upon the hardness of these arbitrary condi
tions ; but the necessities of the humbled monarch left him with
out means of relief.” 18

Grant o f D iw a n i to the Company, 12th August, 1765
The terms as finally settled were that Shah Alam was to
be put in possession of the districts of Allahabad and Kora,
yielding an annual revenue of 10 lakhs and 18 lakhs respective
ly, that he was to appoint Najaf Khan (whom he distrusted) as
the manager of these districts and allot to him an allowance of
two lakhs of rupees out of the tribute from Bengal, and that he
was to reside and hold his court at Allahabad under the protec
tion of the company. Further he was to issue imperial farmans
conferring diwani of the three provinces on the company and
recognising Najm-ud-daulah as nawab, while Clive on behalf of
the company bound himself to remit regularly the annual tri
bute of 26 lakhs of rupees to the royal treasury. Although
like the term that required the emperor to reside at Allahabad,
it was not reduced to writing, it is clear that Clive promised to
appoint a part of the English army to conduct the emperor to
Delhi at the end of the rainy season of 1766.19
Now an impressive ceremony was observed to complete the
epoch-making transaction with due solemnities. On the historic
day of 12th August, 1765, memorable in the annals of the
English East India company, Shah Alam II took his seat on a
throne in the English camp. “ It did not stand like the famous
throne of his ancestors, on six massive feet of gold inlaid with
rubies, emeralds, and diamonds, but on an English dining
table. The body was not of solid gold emblazoned with priceless
gems, but an arm-chair covered with some drapery.” 20 Clive,

18 Mill, Vol. Ill, 286.
19 C. P. C., I. 2688 ; Shigarf-nama, 3b.
20 Forrest’s Clive, II, 286.
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entertain or receive Mir Qasim, Samru or any other European
deserter of the company in his subahs and to deliver up all
future European deserters from the company. Fourthly, he
bound himself to cede the districts of Kora and Allahabad
to emperor Shah Alam II. Fifthly, he guaranteed Balwant
Singh of Banaras all his zamindari he had possessed at the time
of his joining the English on the condition of his paying him
the same revenue as heretofore. Sixthly, he agreed to pay
to the company a war indemnity of fifty lakhs of rupees, of
which 12 lakhs in cash and 8 lakhs in jewels were to be paid
immediately, 5 lakhs one month after the conclusion of the
treaty and the remaining 25 lakhs by monthly instalments, the
whole to be discharged in 13 months from the date of the treaty.
Seventhly, the fort of Chunar was to remain in possession of the
English until the last instalment of the indemnity was paid oft'
by the wazir. Eighthly, the wazir allowed the company to trade
duty free in his country. Ninthly, Shuja-ud-daulah promised
to forgive and not to molest all those subjects of his who had in
any way assisted the English during the late war. Tenthly, it
was agreed that as soon as the treaty was executed all the
company’s troops, except those necessary for garrisoning Chunargarh and for the protection of the emperor at Allahabad should
be withdrawn from Shuja-ud-daulah’s dominions. And finally
the parties solemnly bound themselves to observe the terms of the
treaty faithfully.23 The treaty was 1 signed, sealed and solemnly
sworn, according to their respective faiths by the contracting
parties'’ at Allahabad and it was approved by Shah Alam II,
who affixed his own seal to it.
Except in regard to article number 8, which, as originally
drafted, allowed the establishment of English factories with their
concomitants (e.g , gumashtas and troops, etc.) in Shuja’s
dominion, little difficulty was encountered in the negotiations
and settlement of the above terms. Dreading the consequences
of establishment of factories, the wazir strongly opposed the
inclusion of that part of the article and Clive, therefore, agreed
23 I. O. Cons., 1765, pp. 138-142. Most of the Persian authorities such as
Siyar, T. M.t Kalyan, etc., give a general description of the terms of the
treaty. Only Khair-ud-din, p. 162andSawanihat give the terms in detail.
There are a few mistakes in the version given by these authorities.
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to the omission of the objectionable clause. “ It gives us the
real concern to acquaint you,” wrote Clive and Carnac to the
select committee, “ that Shuja Dowlah expressed the greatest
reluctance at consenting to the 8th Article. He frankly confessed
that our encroachments in Bengal with regard to trade and
great abuses and exactions committed by the company’s servants,
and others countenanced by them, made him apprehensive of
the consequences in his own dominions and that he dreaded
much our having factories, etc., would, if anything could, cause a
rupture betwixt us ; in short the N abob expressed so much
uneasiness about the word Factories particularly, that at last
we agreed to leave it out, as you will observe in the treaty, and
indeed we cannot help thinking from the appearance of things at
present that we had better withdraw the factory of Banares
altogether when Balwant Singh’s engagement to the Company
expires.” 24

The agreement between the Emperor, Najm-ud-daulah
and the Company, 19th August, 1765
On August 19, an agreement was made between the company
and Najm-ud-daulah on the one hand and the emperor on the
other relating to the tribute to be paid to the latter from Bengal.
Najm-ud-daulah “ agreed to pay his Majesty out of the revenues
of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, the sum of 26 lacs of rupees a year,
without any deduction for batta on bills of exchange, by regular
monthly payments, amounting to 216,666-10-9 per month ; the
first payment to commence from the 1st September of the
present year ; and the English Company in consideration of His
Majesty’s having been graciously pleased to grant them Dewanny
of Bengal, etc., do engage themselves to be security for the
regular payment of the same. It shall be paid month by month
from the factory at Patna to Raja Shitabroy, or whomsoever
His Majesty may think proper to nominate, that it may be
forwarded by him to the court. But in case the territories of
the aforesaid Nabob should be invaded by any foreign enemy,
24 Clive & Carnac to Sel. Com. Allahabad, 20th August, 1765, vide
Ben. Sel. Com. Progs. 1765, p. 149 ; Powis MSS. quoted by Forrest,
vide Clive II, 289-90.
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a deduction is then to be made out of the stipulated revenues,
proportionable to the damage that may be sustained.” 25
The emperor bound himself, by a second article, to pay two
lakhs of rupees per annum to Mirza N ajaf K han for the assis
tance he had given to the English and Shah Alam during the
late war with Shuja-ud-daulah. The sum was to be paid by
monthly instalments every year and the first payment was to be
made on the 1st September, 1765. In case of default “ the
English Company, who are guarantees for the same, will make
it good out of the revenues allotted to His Majesty from the
territories of Bengal.” If Bengal were invaded and a deduction
be made on that account out of the imperial tribute, “ in such a
case a proportionable deduction shall also be made out of
Nudjuf K h an ’s allowances.” 20
Clive also managed to secure in a formal manner the impe
rial recognition of the company’s possessions in Bengal and
elsewhere in the country. At his request the emperor issued a
royal farm an laying down “ that the Chucklas of Burdwan,
Midnapore, and Chittagong and also twenty-four Pergunnahs of
Calcutta, etc., (the zamindari of the English Company, which
were granted to the said Company in the time of Meer Mohamed
Kossium, and Meer Mohamed Jaffer Khan, deceased), he con
firmed to the said Company as a free gift and ultumgau, without
the association of any persons.’’ Similar farmans were issued
confirming to the company Clive’s Jagir and all the grants of
land they had received from the nawab of K arnatak.27 The
Northern Sarkars which Clive and Forde had conquered from
the French after the battle of Plassey were also confirmed.
After the conclusion of these memorable treaties, Clive
accompanied by Carnac and Shuja-ud-daulah, started back to
Banaras leaving colonel Richard Smith in charge of a portion
of the British army to be stationed at Allahabad for the protec
tion of the emperor. The party reached Banaras on 23rd
25 Articles of agreement between Shah Alam and the Company, vide,
Aitchison’s Treaties, Bengal—No. 10—1765, Vol. II, p. 244.
26 Ibid.
27 Aitchison’s Treotiese, etc. Bengal—No. X, 1765, Vol II, p. 243 ;
Aitchison, the Carnatic—No. 11— 1763, Vol. X, p. 42.
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August, and here they parted, Clive resuming his march to
Patna en-route for Calcutta, while Shuja-ud-daulah returning to
Faizabad and Lucknow after close upon eight months’ exile
from his dominions.

Reflection on the Treaties of Allahabad
The treaties of Allahabad constitute a land-mark of supreme
importance in the annals of the company and introduce an
epoch of far-reaching consequences in that of India in general
and Awadh in particular. Besides definitely closing the chapter
of a prolonged and bloody struggle, they clearly defined the
relations of the company with its neighbours and laid the foun
dation of an honourable and lasting peace with them. In fact
they brought about a momentous change in the company’s
status in India. The imperial farm an conferring upon the
company the diwani of the three provinces and rightly designa
ted as the Manga Carta of that trading organisation, with it
conferred upon it the legal position and status of an Indian
power and a definite place in the body politic of the Mughal
Empire. “ This is,” writes Burke, “ the great act of the consti
tutional entrance of the Company into the body politic of India.
It gave to the settlement of Bengal a fixed constitutional form,
with a legal title, acknowledged and recognized now for the
first time from the charter of the undoubted sovereign.” 28 The
English became absolute masters in the e>es of the Indian world,
of certain of their possessions ceded to them by the late gover
nors of Bengal and Karnatak, not by right of cession or con
quest, but by reason of the imperial decrees issued at Allahabad.
The documents embodying the settlements of these weighty
problems and privileges must claim a premier rank among the
treaties of the company with Indian powers.
The settlement with Awadh was the most permanent achieve
ment of the conference. No successor of Shuja-ud-daulah
down to the very end of his dynasty presumed to raise his head
in defiance of the British might, and Awadh continued to
remain first a “ buffer State” and then a subordinate State
till the last day of its political extinction in 1856. In the treaty
28 Burke, Vol. IX, 441.
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between the company and Shuja-ud-daulah the observant eye
can detect the germ of a subsidiary alliance, a policy that subse
quently immortalised the period of Lord Wellesley’s governorgeneralship. Though Shuja-ud-daulah was nominally recognised
as an equal power with the company at the time of the treaty,
he became in effect a subordinate and a protected ally, if not a
tribute paying vassal, and some of the articles furnishsd a plausi
ble plea for interference with his administration and with some
of his pet schemes ; and if not he, at least his successors sank,
gradually but steadily, into a position of positive inferiority to the
company’s supreme agents in India.
Eventually the later
rulers on the gaddi of Lucknow dwindled into mere tools in the
hands of the governor-general and became his instruments in
the expansion of British power in the country.
Shuja-ud-daulah was lucky in having been granted very
favourable terms,—terms much more liberal than he could have
reasons to expect from an enemy with whom he had fought a
life-and-death struggle and whom be had resolved to expel from
Bengal bag and baggage. The wisdom and far-sightedness of
the British policy which dictated this lenient treatment cannot
be adequately praised. But it should be borne in mind that
this leniency was not so much due to generosity for a fallen
enemy as to the dictates of policy. The company’s one supreme
object at this juncture was the safety and permanence of their
possessions of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa,— an object that could
be realised only by ‘‘the formation of such a frontier as could
give the best security against foreign invasion and afford neces
sary leisure for the introduction of important internal improve
ments.” None, Shah Alam not excepting, save Shuja with his
natural talent, experience and hereditary position, was thought
to be “capable of interposing an effective barrier” between those
subahs and the M arathas who had long been anxious to acquire
a foothold in them. “ When our servants after the battle of
Buxar planned the extirpation of Shuja from his dominions and
the giving the same up to the King [Shah Alam],” runs the
Company’s despatch, dated May 13, 1768, “ Lord Clive soon
discerned the King would have been unable to maintain them,
and it would have destroyed the strongest barrier against the
Marathas and the northern powers and therefore wisely restored
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Shuja to his dominions.” 29 “ To fit him (Shuja) for the part
thus assigned him,” writes the historian Beveridge, “ it was
necessary not only to leave his strength unimpaired but to
convince him, by generous treatment, that he could not advance
his interest more effectually than by linking his own fortunes with
those of the Company and entering into close alliance with
them.” 30 It will thus be seen that it was not justice or generosity
but policy that was really responsible for Shuja’s restoration.
This wise policy, though marred by an unbecoming attitude of
jealousy and suspicion of the wazir’s rising power on the part of
Clive’s immediate successors, was abundantly justified by its
results. On the whole Awadh continued to remain to the end
a faithful ally of the company and materially contributed to
the expansion of the British power in India.
The settlement made with the emperor is even more striking.
It reduced Shah Alam to the status of a mere pensioner of the
company. The political
arrangement with him was less satisfactory
4
and naturally it did not evoke the chorus of praise with which
the solution of the problem of relationship with Shuja-ud-daulah
had been received. Considering the peculiar circumstances of the
case and the difficulties of Clive, it can at best be pronounced to
have been a temporary political expedient. But even as such it
is open to criticism on political and moral grounds. Without
any stretch of imagination, it could have been seen that Shah
Alam, who was still nominally the emperor of the whole country,
would not resist the temptation of marching to Delhi and occu
pying his ancestral capital and throne. Indeed within a year of the
treaty, he got tired of the galling tutelage of colonel Smith, the head
of the company’s troops at Allahabad, and this together with
his natural desire of attaining to full sovereignty and the failing
health and resignation of Najib-ud-daulah the dictator at Delhi,
obliged him to eagerly lend his ears to M aratha overtures for
installing him on his forefathers’ throne, and before the year
1771 had come to an end he was at the gates of the imperial
capital. Clive’s political arrangement was thus broken and
Warren Hastings was faced with an ugly situation on the
29 Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., Dec. 13, 1768.
30 A Comprehensive History o f India, Vol. I, p. 695.
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assumption of the office of governorship in April, 1772. As
regards the charges that Clive treated in a cavalierly fashion a
monarch in distress and that he threw away a golden opportu
nity of establishing the company’s rule over Delhi and the whole
of India by not taking possession of the capital in the name of
Shah Alam, these may be dismissed as the objections of the
political theorist. Even if he had been given the whole of the
Allahabad province, it is doubtful whether Shah Alam would
have preferred to remain for ever as the company’s pensioner at
Allahabad to the prospects and the glamour of ruling at his
ancestral metropolis. Howsoever feasible from the military
point of view, an expedition to Delhi would have been nothing
short of a great political blunder, as it might have united the
whole of the country against the company. A real and great
moral objection against the arrangement is that it violated the
terms of a former treaty with the emperor without any special
reason save the plea of expediency. Only a few months before
the treaty of Allahabad the Fort William authorities (Spencer
and Council) had entered into an agreement with Shah Alam
H, promising to put him in possession of the whole of Shujaud-daulah’s dominions, if the emperor granted to the company
the state of Banaras, then in the possession of Balwant Singh,
and Shah Alam had readily fulfilled his part of the agreement.31
At Allahabad, however, he was told that he would have now to
content himself with only two districts out of the two subahs and
he had to acquiesce without delay. It is interesting to note
that during the course of the negotiations Clive solemnly pledged
his word for an armed assistance to the emperor in his enterprise
to march to Delhi if a necessary sanction could be obtained
from the king of England. On Clive’s suggestion a letter was
drafted and a Muslim envoy of noble birth named Aitisam-uddin was sent to England along with captain Swinton to represent
Shah Alam’s case before his Britannic Majesty. After 2 years
and 9 months’ absence Aitisam-ud-din returned from London
without having realised the object of his mission. He was not
allowed to approach George III and the presents, valued at a
lakh of rupees, sent by the Mughal emperor and intended for
31 Vide Vol. I, pp. 257-58.
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the king of England were made by Clive on behalf of Shah
Alam, but without recommending any armed assistance for the
latter. No wonder that Aitisam-ud-din and Swinton charged
Clive with “ breach of faith.” (Lord Clive bad ahdi wa dag ha
namud.)82 To the modern student of the period, the story of his
Lordship’s act makes a sickening study and it is difficult to
resist the conclusion that he played this dirty trick to make Shah
Alam agree to the harsh terms he was dictating at Allahabad
without strong protests from him.
The settlement as a whole being a compromise between the
conflicting interests of the parties and particularly those of Shah
Alam and Shuja-ud-daulah, furnished a potent cause of discord
between the emperor and his wazir,— an important fact that has
hitherto escaped the attention of historians. Shuja-ud-daulah’s
timely submission, rightly thought Shah Alam, had spoiled
the imperial game of getting for himself the whole of the domi82 Aitisam-ud-din was the first educated Indian to go to England, and he
took with him a Muslim menial servant who acted as his cook and
valet. They together with captain Swinton left Calcutta in 1180 A.H.
(sometime in 1766 A.D.) and reached London after six months’ voyage.
Aitisam-ud-din returned to Bengal in 1183 A.H. (1769 A.D.). He wrote
an account of his experiences in England in a book in Persian (com
posed in 1781 A. D.) to which he gave the name of Shigarf-nama. A
copy of this unique manuscript is preserved in the Victoria Hall,
now Saraswati Bhawan, Library of Udaipur. This is the first book
written by an Indian about the English people, their country, their
manners, customs, education, government and so on. The author
charges Clive with treachery. He says that after he had been on board
the ship for a week, he was informed by Swinton that Clive had with,
held Shah Alam’s letter on the ground that the presents intended for
George III had not been yet sent and he (Clive) himself would bring
both the letter and the presents with him the following year. Aitisamud-din waited in London for one year and six months. When Clive
returned to London he presented one lakh of rupees given to him by
Shah Alam to George, as if they were a present from his Lordship and
did not mention anything about the letter from the Mughal emperor.
Aitisam-udd-in was greatly disappointed at Clive’s conduct and some
time after set sail on his return journey to India. (See Shigarf-nama,
pp. 3b-5b).
The letter and the presents were later acknowledged by George III.
See the latter’s letter dated September 14, 1769 (British Museum, Add.
MSS. 18020, ff. 46 verso and 50 varso), vide Cambridge History of India,
Vol. V, p. 594n.
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nions of the wazir, while the latter consistently complained that
the emperor’s intrigues were responsible for the tearing away of
Allahabad and Kora from his territory. The mutual bitterness,83
a direct sequel of the Allahabad settlement, continued to exist
till a year before Shah Alam’s final departure for Delhi in April,
1771.

83F 0r this bitterness see C. P. C .f II, 377-1275.

Chapter Two
OJkt Rtitokalion, and QonioiidcULoti

How Shuja managed to pay the first instalm ent of the
war indem nity
A great problem that now faced Shuja-ud-daulah was how
to get together twenty lakhs of rupees that he had agreed to
pay to the English immediately on the conclusion of the treaty
in part payment of fifty lakhs imposed upon him by Clive. His
treasury had been exhausted and his resources were at this time
nil. But the liability had to be discharged before the treaty
could be enforced, and therefore from Allahabad Shuja had
already written to his mother, wife, relations, friends and chief
officers, beseeching them to spare whatever ready money, jewels
and other precious articles they could, as the restoration of his
dominions depended upon the fulfilment of this, the very first
obligation, and indicating the sum that he expected from each
one of them. Most of these persons, including his mother and
brothers-in-law and numerous hereditary officials who had made
fortune in his service, evaded full compliance and sent one-half
to one-fourth of what they had been in a position to afford or
of what had been expected of them. But the wazir’s wife, Bahu
Begam, deservedly celebrated for her fidelity, delivered to her
husband, despite the advice of some time-serving flatterers to
the contrary, everything of value that she possessed,—cash,
jewels, gold and silver plates and costly furniture and even the
ornaments on her person, including her nose-ring with its bunch
of pearls. She rebuked and silenced her foolish advisers by
saying, “ Whatever I have is of use to me so long as Shuja-uddaulah is safe. If he ceases to live all these things (wealth
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and ornaments) would also cease to be of value to me.” 1 On
their receipt Shuja got the value of the jewels, plates and orna
ments assessed with Shitab R ai’s help and these together with
some cash, all valued at twenty lakhs, were made over to Clive.
The wazir further gave “ a Tuncaw (tankhwah or an assignment)
for twenty lakhs of rupees upon Bulwant Singh in security for
payment of the remainder of the indemnification.”2 He then
saw Clive off at Banaras, and returning to Allahabad took
leave of the emperor and set out for his capital.

Shuja re-enters Awadh ; his new problem s
With a composed mind Shuja-ud-daulah now re-entered
Faizabad on 22nd August and undertook a tour of his provin
ces in order to take charge of the country from the evacuating
British troops. It took him a week to rearrange and refashion
the administration of the capital after which he started (28th)
for Lucknow, transacting important administrative and military
business relating to the parganahs and the towns, on the way.
With the aid of a battalion of the company’s army, lent to him
for the purpose, he brought the whole of his dominions minus
Kora and Allahabad in his possession within a few weeks,
though full order and peace could not be restored till some
months later.3 His most pressing need was a new powerful
force which he could trust. Shuja’s recent experience of his
Mughals, officers as well as rank and file, who had been in
treacherous collusion with the British during the late war and
many of whom had deserted him to join the enemy, had rightly
prejudiced him against the whole race of these mercenaries. He
now dismissed most of those that had still remained in his
service, though the allowances paid to some who claimed kinship
with the nawab were not stopped. Many of the disbanded
Mughals, notable among whom were Musavi Khan (son of
Siyadat Khan, elder brother of Burhan-ul-mulk), Muhammad
Ali Khan and Abdul-mutab Khan, took service under Shah
1 Siyar, II, 770 ; also Kalyan, 156b.
2 Clive and Carnac to Com., 20th Aug., 1765, Ben. Sel. Com. Progs.
1765, p. 149.
3 C. P. C., I, 2073, 2753.
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Alam, and Shuja-ud-daulah recruited fresh and reliable troops
to fill their places.4
Shuja-ud-daulah’s rule had hardly been re-established before
he found himself worried by English interference with the local
administration of Banaras. It will be recalled that he had stoutly
opposed Clive’s proposal of the inclusion in the Allahabad
treaty of a clause permitting the establishment of English fac
tories in his dominions on the ground that it would lead to a
quarrel between the parties. It now became clear that his fears
were not without foundation. Marriot, the chief of the English
factory at Banaras, and his colleagues occasioned a disturbance
in the local mint, allowed Shuja “ no manner of authority in it”
and interfered with the wazir’s government. On the latter’s
remonstrance, Marriot falsely alleged that he had been autho
rised by the emperor to look after the mint. Realising the help
lessness of his situation, Shuja-ud-daulah lodged more than one
complaint with Clive, and the Bengal select committee promptly
directed Marriot “ to confine yourself strictly to the collection
of the Tancaws (assignment money) for which purpose alone
your residence at Banaras is continued, and by no means to
meddle directly or indirectly with any affairs which are not
immediately relative to your appointment.” Although falsely
denouncing Shuja’s charges as goundless, Marriot had to obey
and promise that he would take care to see that the wazir had
no reason for complaint. Clive’s strong arm thus nipped the
evil in the bud and Shuja was no longer harassed by the English
traders of Banaras.5
For some time after his restoration, external fear, probably
more imaginary than real, continued to haunt the wazir who
had received vague reports that the M arathas were devising
schemes for an invasion of his country. As the arrival of
military succour from Calcutta, which he was entitled to requi
sition in terms of the late treaty, was likely to cause delay, he
requested Clive (October) to issue standing orders to col. Smith
at Allahabad, directing him to join the wazir with his troops if
and when his territories were invaded by the M arathas or any
4 Imad, 99 ; Sawanihat, I, 78.
6 Ben. Sel. Com. to Marriot, 29th Oct., 1765 ; Sel. Com. Progs., 22nd
Nov., 1765 ; C. P. C., I, 2730, 2758.
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other power. Incompliance with this request theCalcutta authori
ties instructed Smith (25th Oct.) to co-operate with the wazir “ to
prevent the ingress of the M arathas and preserve the tranquillity
of the country.” Some days after on his representation that
the emperor was negotiating with Malhar Rao Holkar and was
willing to cede Kora and Allahabad to him in return for the
M aratha promise of installing him on his ancestral throne,
Smith was instructed by the select committee to remonstrate
with Shah Alam and to support Shuja in the event of an inva
sion of his subahsy for which service the latter would pay extra
ordinary expenses.6 No M aratha invasion, however, occurred
at the time and consequently the necessity of the use of British
troops did not arise.

The so-called Congress o f Chhaprah, June, 1766
Within a month or two of the treaty of A llahabad Shah
Alam, who was naturally eager to attain to full sovereignty by
regaining his ancestral capital and throne and thus getting rid
of English tutelage, sought the assistance of Malhar Rao Holkar
for the realisation of his ambition and is said to have promised
him in return the cession of the Allahabad and K ora districts.
His negotiations alarmed Shuja-ud-daulah who, fearing the
M aratha proximity to his dominion, appealed to Clive to allow
the British army at Allahabad to co-operate with him in an
emergency for the defence of Awadh. The English, who at once
detested and feared the M arathas, promptly complied with
Shuja’s request, refused the emperor the loan of troops and
guns for which he had repeatedly asked, and strongly remon
strated with him in their endeavour to persuade him to give up
what they termed the “ wild project” of seating himself on the
Delhi throne. Shah Alam, however, would not be so easily
persuaded. He left Allahabad in December, 1765, accompanied
by Smith (who was permitted by the select committee to escort
him as far as Kora) ; but had to return from the latter town in
April 1766, as his negotiations with the Marathas broke down
6 Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., 25th Oct., 1765 ; Corn’s letter to Smith, 29th
Oct., 1765 ; C. P. C., I, 2727, 2728, 2730.
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owing to English hostility to the enterprise and their utter refusal
to enter into any understanding with the Deccanis.7
Greatly disturbed at the menacing prospect of an alliance
between the emperor and the Marathas,- the Bengal select
committee resolved on 28th February 1766 to despatch a large
portion of the company’s second brigade from Allahabad to be
stationed at Shivarajpur on the Ganga, about 104 miles north
west of Allahabad and to form a confederacy of Shuja-uddaulah, the Rohilas, the Jats and the English to checkmate
that alliance. “ His (emperor’s proposed) treaty with the Marattoes,” wrote the committee to Smith, “ must necessarily produce
disturbances that may probably extend to Shujah Dowlah’s
dominions and even to these provinces. This danger we think
it absolutely necessary to avert by forming a league between
Shujah Dowlah, the Rohilla Chiefs and the Jats to oppose the
Marattoes in every attempt to gain a footing on this side of the
Jamuna or to break the public tranquillity so happily establi
shed.” On the 13th March Clive and Carnac were authorised
to discuss and decide the terms of the proposed alliance in a
personal interview with Shuja and other powers.8 The select
committee’s resolution was based on a correct knowledge of the
political situation and mutual relations of the north Indian
powers.. The Rohilas were afraid of an alliance between Shah
Alam and the Marathas, for they feared that they would be
made to surrender the M aratha territory in the Doab which
they had usurped after their defeat at Panipat. Jawahar Singh
Jat too was alarmed as he rightly believed that he would be the
first to be made to feel the full weight of a M aratha invasion as
soon as the latter had managed to cover their personal ambition
under the mask of imperial sanction.9 Nor were the English
fears of the Marathas altogether groundless. Many a patriotic
M aratha was feeling keenly how the English traders had
7 C. P. C.f I, 2718, 2725, 2731, 2735 A. B. C. & D ., 2754, 2759 ; Ben. Sel.
Com. to Smith, 29th Oct., 22nd Nov., 2nd Dec., 1765 ; Ben. Sel. Com.
Progs, of 10th April, 1766; S. P. D. XXIX, 99, 102, 107, 138 ; Ghulam
Ali, II, 251-53.
• Ben. Sel. Com. Progs, of 28th Feb. & 13th March, 1766, vide Vol. of
year 1766, pp. 21 and 41-42.
9 Smith to Ben. Sel. Com., 10th Feb., 1766.
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managed to become rulers by making and unmaking ‘nawabs’
in Bengal, by keeping the emperor as a pliable tool in their
hands and by compelling Shuja-ud-daulah to sink into the
position of a vassal of the company whose agents were harassing
pilgrims to holy Banaras by levying- pilgrims’ tax and other
hated duties, and was urging the Peshwa to undertake a con
quest of Bengal.10 Clive and his colleagues, who seem to have
been fully aware of these sentiments, wrote to the secret com
mittee of Fort St. George that the M arathas were “ the only
power in Indostan who have either the means or the inclination
to disturb us,” and advised the Madras government to settle
their disputes with the Nizam of Hyderabad and make a
common cause with him (the Nizam) against the Marathas.11
Accompanied by Carnac, Strachey and Ingham, Clive
reached Chhaprah early in June, where Shuja-ud-daulah arriv
ed on the 8th. Here a conference was held in the second week
of the month and among the notables present were besides the
above-mentioned personages, Balwant Singh, Shitab Rai, Munirud-daulah (emperor’s representative) and agents of the Rohila
chiefs, of the Jat raja and the Marathas. In conformity with
the usage of polite Indian society of the time the congress was
a pageant and its members concealed their business behind a
barrage of stately banquets and gorgeous female dances, grand
illuminations and brilliant display of fire-works. Shuja enter
tained Clive and other guests to a banquet, music and dances
which vied with the festivities and splendour of the Delhi court
of the 17th century, while Clive invited the wazir and party to
an equally sumptuous feast and a display of English drill and a
mock-fight of the company’s troops, which pleased Shuja so
much that he lavishly rewarded the English gunners with money.
Similar entertainments were given by Shitab Rai.12
The congress proved to be a qualified success, as it aban
doned its main objective, v/z., a defensive alliance with the
Rohilas and the Jats. Clive realising the soundness of Shujaud-daulah’s views that these distant powers would not assist the
10 s. P. D. XXIX, 110 , 111.
11 Ben. Sel. Com. to Gov. and Sec. Com. Fort St. George, 17th Oct.,
1766, vide, Ben. Sel. Com. Progs, of 1766, p. 221.
12 T. M., 251b ; Kalyan, 164a ; Siyar, II, 778.
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English in time of danger, gave up the policy of entering into
definite treaty engagements with them obviously because there
was no immediate danger from the Marathas. As regards those
chiefs whose alliance might be useful but the assembling of
whose agents would have detained Clive at Chhaprah for many
months, Shuja-ud-daulah was entrusted with “ the management
of each treaties (sic) as he may think convenient for his own
and the Company’s welfare ; but he is not to conclude anything
nor enter into any absolute engagements without previously
acquainting the President with every proposal and obtaining his
approbation.” 13 The most important achievements of the con
ference were the final settlement of the relations between Awadh
and the Banaras State and Shuja’s clearing off the balance of
the war indemnity in fulfilment of the article sixth of the treaty
of Allahabad. Now the sovereignty of the State of Banaras,
which had been given in assignment to the English by Shuja till
the payment of the last pie of the indemnity reverted to him
from July, 1766, and on the recommendation of Clive and
against the real desire of Shuja, who wanted to be left free to
impose any terms he liked on the raja, an agreement was
entered into between the nawab and Balwant whereby the latter
was confirmed in his zamindari as a vassal of Awadh on his
agreeing to pay regularly an annual revenue of 19,98,449 rupees.
Clive, however, accorded his verbal assent to Shuja’s proposal
that the raja should pay him a pesh-kash of three lakhs of
rupees as the price of his confirmation.14 Similarly the fort of
Chunar should have, in accordance with the terms of the treaty,
been delivered back to Shuja ; but while Clive issued orders to
put the wazir in possession of it by withdrawing European
troops, it was agreed that the company’s sepoys would remain
in the fort until the second brigade had been withdrawn from
13 Clive and Carnac to Ben. Sel. Com., 14th July, 1766, vide Ben. Sel.
Com. Progs, of 12th Aug., 1766.
14 Aitchison’s Treaties, Banaras, No. XX, pp. 45-6. Siyar (778) gives 24
lakhs ; T .M . , p. 25b and Kalyan p. 164a give 22 lakhs, while Balwant,
p. 109 gives twenty lakhs and fifty thousands. I accept the sum given
against Balwant's name in the patta granted to Chait Singh, Balwant’s
successor, by Shuja on 22nd November, 1770 A D. For the peshkash
see C. P. C., II, 741, 1294.
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Allahabad where only one battalion was to be left for the pro
tection of Shah Alam. In compliance with Shuja’s request
Clive allowed a battalion under captain Hill to attend him, and
all its charges were to be paid by the wazir. From this very
date began the process of the accumulation of these military
charges which in course of time brought Awadh under the
company's debt and became a most potent cause of the subse
quent shrinkage of the Awadh kingdom and complete loss of its
independence. So favourably was Clive impressed by Shujaud-daulah’s sincerity and loyalty as an ally to the British that
at Chhaprah he took the opportunity of recommending him to
the emperor through Munir-ud-daulah for his reappointment as
wazir and soon after the conclusion of the conference he and
Carnac expressed their views about him in these words : “ His
(Shuja’s) own interests indeed, particularly the preservation and
protection of his family and riches in case of need render him an
ally much to be depended upon and we must in due justice add
that if a due sensibility of favours received, an open confidence
and many other valuable principles are to be found amongst
Musalmans, Shuja Dowlah possesses them according to our
judgment in a higher degree than we have elsewhere observed in
this country.” 16 A most valuable contribution of the conference
therefore was the establishment of mutual confidence of sincerity
and loyalty between Shuja and the head of the British in
Bengal, which led to important results in future.

Shuja clears off the war indem nity ; he is reappointed
Wazir, 1766
Anxious to be punctual in the payment of the monthly instal
ments of the indemnity which weighed upon his mind as a heavy
burden to be cast off as soon as possible, Shuja-ud-daulah
remitted a month after the treaty of Allahabad five lakhs of
rupees to Shah Alam’s treasury to be credited to the account of
the royal tribute from the company. We do not know whether
subsequent instalments followed in due time. But it is quite
certain that the whole of the balance was completely discharged
on 11th June, 1766, two months before due date. In the treaty
16

C.P.C., II. 1044 ; Clive & Carnac’s letter of 14th July, 1766 referred
to above.
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itself there was no mention of the species of rupees which he had
to pay and Shuja-ud-daulah was at liberty to make his pay
ments in saunat16 coin the value of which was lower than that
of sikkah coin. Notwithstanding this, out of fifty lakhs, he paid
only twenty-seven lakhs in saunat coin and twenty-three in
sikkah coin, giving the company a net advantage of 1,15,000
saunat rupees. Such an act of princely generosity peculiar to an
oriental aristocrat coupled with his willing and prompt obser
vance of the treaty impressed the business-like Clive who wrote
to the select committee “ that it shows in the strongest light
his (Shuja’s) gratitude and equity of intention, leaves us no
room for dispute with a power whose alliance may be so welldepended upon, and which will always do honour as well as
real service to the Company.” The committee echoed the senti
ments and displayed their eagerness to strengthen the alliance
with Shuja “ by a strict conformity to the stipulation on our
part.” 17 ’
As a sequel to the cordiality thus reaffirmed Clive recommen
ded Shuja for reappointment as wazir and Shah Alam agreed to
invest him with the robes of the office, if Munir-ud-daulah were
allowed to work as his deputy. The condition was accepted,
and after some further negotiations in which Munir himself
played an important part, Shuja repaired to Allahabad and was
appointed to the post sometime at the end of 1766, vice Prince
Akbar Shah. Besides the special robes and the insignia of the
office, the emperor bestowed upon him some cash and other
rewards.18 Howsoever exalted, the wazirship was now an empty
designation, and Shuja could derive little benefit from it.

Early career of Beni Bahadur and his fall
Shuja-ud-daulah was now resolved to set his own house in
Sikkah rupees were those that were minted during a given year and
considered as standard coin for that year, while saunat or sanwat were
minted 2 or 3 years before and therefore accepted at some discount or
batta.
17 C.P.C., I, 27 4t 2741 ; Clive to Sel. Com., Chhaprah, 11th June, 1766,
vide, Ben. Pub. Cons., 23rd June, 1766; Ben. Pub. O.C. 23rd June,
1766, Nos. I, and III.
is C.P.C., I. 2792-2794 ; Vol. II, 1044 ; G. Ali, II, 215 ; M irat, 256a ;
T.M ., 251b (wrongly states that he was reappointed at Chhaprah).
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order. The treacherous Mughal officers had already been
punished with degradation in some cases and dismissal in others.
But steps could not be taken against one or two other notable
men, whom he had suspected of disloyalty, as the English policy
was to safeguard the interests of all those who had in any way
helped them against Shuja in the recent struggle. At Chhaprah
the wazir, however, managed to take Clive’s consent to punish
his disloyal officers even though they might have been the
company’s proteges, and after his return he proceeded to deal
with them in his own way.19
One such notable figure was his own prime minister M aha
rajah Beni Bahadur, a man of obscure origin who had, by dint
of natural talent, industry, and tact risen from poverty to power
and become the virtual head of administration. His father KhemKaran, a Brahman resident of Baiswara in the modern Unao
district in Awadh, practised as an ordinary physician in the time
o fS a ad at Khan (1723-39), a profession in which he was not
destined to prosper. Impoverished and overtaken by adversity,
he migrated towards the evening of his life to Lucknow,20 which
seemed to offer better prospects for earning a living. Here after
a short duration of unsuccessful practice as a doctor, he was
visited by blindness and had to adopt begging as the only means
of subsistence for himself and his family. His son Beni, then
aged about ten, would conduct him to the house of Saadat
K h an’s diwan Atma Ram who used to give away much in
charity to poor Brahmans and beggars of other denominations,
and the boy seating his blind father in the midst of the crowd of
beggars would go out for a chat with the menial servants of the
diwan’s son Ram Narayan. Possessed of handsome features,
marked intelligence and probably a sweet tongue too, Beni was
liked by the servants who managed to get him appointed as a
member of their order. When Beni was 15 or 16 years he was
recommended by a dancing girl of whom Ram Narayan was
enamoured. ‘‘Beni is a Brahman,” she said to the diwan’s
son, “ and it is not proper for you to take from him the
work of a menial servant.”
As a result Beni was raised
1ft
28

Khciir-ud-din, 173.
Haricharan, 470a.
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to be a trooper in his master’s body-guard, came in direct
touch with him (c. 1738) and soon became* his favourite.21
Atma Ram ’s death having occurred those very days, Ram
N arayan succeeded him as diwan with the title of Raja
and this was followed by Saadat K han’s suicide (March
1739). In 1748 his successor Safdar Jang deputed the raja to
manage his frontier districts of Shahabad22 (in Hardoi) and
Shikohabad, (35 m. S. E. of Agra) nominating his son Maha
N arayan to officiate a diwan. Accompanying the raja to
Shahabad, Beni was there elevated to be the manager of his
household, and by virtue of his new respectable position became
known as Beni Prasad.
This proved to be a turning point in his career, and although
poverty had denied him formal education in his boyhood and
in fact he continued to remain illiterate (sawad khwandan na
dasht) to the end of his life, Beni Prasad now made the best use
of the opportunity and grew up into an experienced and clever
man of business. He discharged his duties with greater honesty,
thrift and efficiency than others and consequently found his way
to the raja’s heart. His good management in the marriage of
his master’s youngest son Hirde Narayan, celebrated at Lahore,
earned him reputation as a successful organiser, and his judici
ously spending a portion of his slender savings in the wedding
of an indigent friend’s daughter, an act considered as one of
pious charity, enhanced his character as an unselfish philan
thropist.23 His star was now on the ascendant. Soon after
Shuja-ud-daulah’s accession he was introduced to the court by
his master’s son Maha Narayan, now head of the revenue and
finance departments, and as the father and son were badly
addicted to sensual pleasures, usually spending their nights in
drink and debauchery and days in sleep, much of the adminis
trative work of the diwans’ office fell into his hands, and more
21 A contemporary historian writes that he was in love with the boy
(taashuque ki ba wu dasht etc.) Haricharan, 470a.
22 The word reads like Shadabad in the manuscript (Haricharan, p. 470a)
which I have not been able to discover. It may most probably be
Shahabad, there being practically little difference in writing the two
words in Shiskast.
23 Irnad, 80.
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important still, he became a medium for the transaction of
business between the diwan and the nawab. Once Shuja stood
in immediate need of three lakhs of rupees which, however,
could not be furnished in time by the voluptuous diwan, while
Beni, when called upon to do it, managed it without delay,
and was as a consequence appointed Faujdar (magistrate) of
Khairabad (modern Sitapur) district, of course, in compliance
with his own request. Here too he acquitted himself with credit
by freeing the district from the refractory Mughals who had held
a part of it in assignment, increased the crown land and aug
mented the revenues.24 From his subsequent career it seems
very likely that he sowed dissension between the diwan and his
aged father on the one hand and the young nawab on the other,
and in fact he is held responsible for it in no uncertain terms by
a contemporary historian of standard authority.25 However
this may be, from this very time Ram N arayan and Maha
Narayan began to fall out of favour and were eventually ousted
from office by their protege, Beni Prasad who was in due course
nominated first as diwan (c. 1755) with the title of Bahadur and
then as Naib (deputy-governor) of Awadh and Allahabad (1759)
and entitled as Raja Beni Bahadur, soon magnified by the
superlative Maharaja Bahadur.26
From this place onward Beni’s career and activities have
been noticed in the previous volume and they need not be
24 Imad, 81.

26 Haricharan, 470b.

Tabsir, 675 (brief but accurate).
Beni Bahadur is mentioned as diwan in 1169 H. (7th October, 1755—
25th September 1756). That year a son was born to him. See Tarikhi-Bedar (my MS.), page 32.
20 Haricharan, 469b-470b ; Imad, 80-81. Haricharan seems to be a little
hard on the young Beni. We get the first notice of Beni as Naib in
April 1759 when he was employed against Muhammad Quli Khan
and next in July 1760 when Shuja at the time of leaving to join the
Abdali left him in charge of Awadh. Other early references of him
as Naib are in S.P.D., XXVII L. 263 dated 14-5-1761 and in a letter
of Ellis dated 9th Jan. 1762 (see Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., 3rd February,
1762.) A Marathi letter dated 3-3-1754 mentions Beni Bahadur son of
Daya Bahadur, who is most probably a different man, S.P.D.,
XXVII, 81.
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repeated here. From the very beginning of Shuja’s connection
with the company the raja was the leader of the pro-English
party at Faizabad, while his jealous rival Salar Jang was in
favour of a struggle with the English and poisoned Shuja’s ears
against the raja whom he misrepresented as being anxious to
grind his own axe in pressing upon the Awadh court the policy
of peace and inactivity. Shuja became highly suspicious of his
connection with the English and the main charges preferred
against him by the rival party were that he intrigued with the
enemy, remained inactive at Baksar, and allowed them a passage
from his side into the entrenchment of the wazir.27 He is also
said to have been friendly with Smith of A llahabad and entered
into some sort of understanding with him.28 Beni Bahadur’s
pro-English attitude and his inactivity at Panch Pahari and
Baksar are undoubted, but it is doubtful whether his inertness
was due to his collusion with the enemy for which we possess
conflicting and vague evidence or to his sense of humiliation29
to which he was subjected by the wazir’s eleventh hour refusal
to follow his sane advice after it had once been accepted and
by the bitter calumny of his rivals at the court for which there
is no lack of evidence, or to his deficiency as a soldier in which
capacity he had not distinguished himself in any battle even
before the nawab’s break with the company. It seems probable
that the last two causes together were more responsible for his
conduct in the late war than the first one. The raja was surely
loyal to Shuja-ud-daulah, but, like all shrewd and ambitious
men, more loyal to his own interests than to those of his master.
Surely it was to retain his post and power that he had abandoned
his master’s cause to join Carnac after Shuja’s power had been
shattered and he had become a fugitive. He reverted to allegiance
on learning that the English demanded his women as hostages
for his fidelity and that the nawab wazir was going to renew his
struggle with Maratha assistance. After the peace of Allahabad
Haricharan, 470b. Others like Imad (9b), Khair-ud-din, Maadan etc.
are not very definite and allude to his complicity with the English.
Gentil (237) charges him with treachery.
2 8 Khair-ud-din, 173.
29 Imad, 95 ; Kalyati, 132a. Gentil, p. 237 admits that Beni being jealous
of Salar Jang’s influence over Shuja hindered the capture of Patna etc.
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he loyally co-operated with his master, but he continued
his personal friendly relations with the English, especially with
Smith, which was obnoxious to Shuja-ud-daulah whose suspicion
had deepened with the lapse of time. Since his restoration the
nawab was anxious to chastise the raja and after his interview
with Clive at Chhaprah he only waited for an opportunity and
a pretext to execute his resolution.
Beni Bahadur’s dereliction of duty on more occasions than
one furnished the wazir with his long sought opportunity.
Through his laxity or negligence escaped from prison Balbhadra
Singh of Tiloi, a patriotic but rebellious baron of Awadh,
whom Shuja had placed under the raja’s custody. He failed
to punish another powerful zamindar, Bijai Singh of Bahraich,
who had treacherously slain Bande Ali Khan, son of Khadim
Husain Khan, collector of his district, had created disturbance
in the raja’s own district of K hairabad (Sitapur) and defeated
and put to flight his agents, Din Dayal and Haji Beg. The
situation became so alarming that Beni himself had to proceed
against the rebel ; but he displayed marked pusillanimity and
entered the town of Khairabad only after Bijai Singh had fled
across the river Sarain. Again the raja is said to have insti
gated another rebel chief, the Muslim Raja of Muhamadi,80
(62 miles N. W. of Sitapur and now in the modern Kheri
Lakhimpur district), to withhold his submission,31 although he
had signified his intention to do so and Shuja had marched to
Muhamadi to receive it. Having taken offence, the nawab deci
ded to arrest the raja by a stratagem, as he was too powerful
to be captured by mere force. The time being favourable, as
owing to the Abdali invasion of the Punjab (Dec. 1766-July
1767) the attention of the English, Beni Bahadur’s protectors,
was diverted by the danger from the north-west, Shuja turned
30 For a brief history of Muhamadi estate see Oudh Gazetteer (original
edition), Vol. II, p. 518.
31 Haricharan, 471a. For Bande Ali’s murder see also T. M. 252b. In
a letter (received at Calcutta on 4th Feb., 1767) Shuja wrote that he
was marching to Khairabad arud Sandi to settle some affairs (C.P.C.,
II, 16 and 31). In another letter (received on 27th Feb., 1767) he says
that he is near Sandi and will proceed to Khairabad by way of
Muhamadi (II, 108).
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back towards K hairabad at the head of a thousand fleet horse,
and leaving the main part of his force behind entered the
premier’s camp outside the town with barely 200 of his men
about mid-day on 5th February, 1767. The raja came out to
welcome him, conducted him into an inner apartment of his
tents and placed before him trays of fruits, sweets, and other
preparations. After rest and zuhar prayer (2 p.m.) Shuja
expressed his desire to go out to hunt a tiger which had made
its appearance in the vicinity and seating the raja on his own
elephant on the pretence that he wanted to consult him on an
important matter, set out in the direction o fM uh am ad i. On
reaching the main division of his army the nawab called for
another elephant and asked the raja to take his seat on it, and
although Beni Bahadur could now smell his master’s evil
designs, he had no option but to obey. On a hint from the
wazir the driver pulled down the ropes and in an instant huge
curtains covered the amari and made the raja a prisoner. A
demand of thirty lakhs of rupees (according to Ashob 35 lakhs)
was now made from him on the ground of misappropriation of
the State revenue, but the charge was hollow and intended to
silence public criticism of the arbitrariness of the wazir’s action.
While continuing his march towards Muhamadi, Shuja-uddaulah immediately sent the main detachment of his army to
K hairabad to obtain possession of Beni’s treasure and to annou
nce that his troops and servants should consider themselves
transferred to the nawab’s service. Some of the ra ja ’s followers
who had reasons to be dissatisfied, rejoiced over his fall and
joined the nawab-wazir, while others, specially the Mughals
whose livelihood and influence depended upon the ex-premier’s
patronage were filled with gloom and in perturbation of mind
fled to the jungle, leaving much of their baggage and some of
them even their horses to be taken possession of by Shuja’s men.
Beni Babadur’s own property, including a vast treasure, furni
ture, tents, artillery, 1,300 horses (according to another account
1,700) and 185 elephants was declared escheated to the state.82
32 Haricharan, 470b-47lb ; Khair-ud-din, 172-3 ; Imad, 99-100. Imad says
the incident took place near Madiaon (Mohibullahpur) near Luck
now. 1 prefer Haricharon who was present at Lucknow those days.
Regarding details (except here and there, for example he says it was
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Beni Bahadur was confined in the house of eunuch Nawish
K han at Faizabad. and a pension of twenty rupees a day was
allotted to him from the State. But Zuqi Ram Agarwala,
superintendent of the wazir’s treasury and notorious for his
niggardliness and his equally stingy colleague Kallu, once a
menial servant of Shuja’s household, meanly withheld a part of
this daily allowance, and even suggested that five rupees were
more than enough. The wazir, however, indignantly rejected
the proposal and confirmed his original orders.38 Considering
it dangerous to keep such an influential officer clapped up into
jail and apprehensive lest colonel Smith should move the Calcutta
council to effect his release for which there were strong rumours,
real or merely concocted, Shuja decided to make the raja
impotent for evil. Accordingly on 2nd March, 1767 iron nails
were pierced into both his eyes, which rendered him blind. In
this condition Beni Bahadur continued to live for many years
and died in the time of nawab Saadat Ali K han (1798-1814).
From almost the unanimous testimony of contemporary histori
ans it is clear that the raja was a great philanthropist and a
real friend of the poor, and besides giving away something in
charity everyday and helping charitable institutions, he opened
free kitchens (Langar Khana) at Lucknow, Banaras and other
places during the days of drought or famine, where cooked food
and ration were distributed to the suffering humanity. His fall
was therefore greatly regretted by the common people.34

M uhammad Elich Khan appointed Naib
Beni Bahadur was succeeded by Muhammad Elich Khan in
the office of prime minister. Descended from an Afghan of
obscure origin, the new premier was a Sunni Muhammadan of
the town of Bari near Dholpur where his indigent father earned
hot season which it was not), Imad is supported by Khair-ud-din and
is correct.
33 Haricharan, 472a and b- Charles Elliot records the tradition that
Saadat Ali Khan invited Beni on the pretext of appointing him his
naib and had him blinded again and the ex-raja died of pain. (See
Chronicles o f Oonas, p. 106.)
34 Haricharan, 473b ; Tabsir, 674-5 ; Khair-ud-din, 173-4 ; Imad, 101 ;
T. M., 252b. Regarding the blinding of Beni Haricharan maliciously
remarks that he thereby got it in legacy from his own father (who
too was blind).
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his living as a barber. With no advantages of birth or wealth and
being utterly illiterate (ummi m ahazfh like his predecessor, he
had to start his career from the lowest rung and in his early
manhood served for some time as one of the farrashes in the
wardrobe of Rai Lalchand Khatri, faujdar of Etawa. Subse
quently he transferred bis services to Masud Khan, an eunuch
in the imperial court at Delhi, and finally got admittance into
the circle of the wazir’s personal servants at Faizabad, where he
rose rapidly to importance, becoming Shuja-ud-daulah’s trusted
favourite after Beni Bahadur’s fall into disfavour. The Khan
was raised to the dignity of naib (deputy), the highest post in
the wazir’s gift, after the raja was thrown into confinement
(Feb. 1767), and as he was apprehensive lest Shuja-ud-daulah
should any time change his mind and restore the prisoner to
liberty and office, he proposed that the raja should be put to
death on the pretext that a certain im portant Englishman, who
was Beni Bahadur’s well-wisher, had endeavoured to move the
Calcutta authorities to effect the ex-premier’s release. But
Shuja-ud-daulah, anxious to respect the pledge he had once
given to the raja that he would never behead him, refused to
agree. Elich Khan then suggested that Beni Bahadur should be
deprived of his eye-sight and rendered impotent for evil, as it
was dangerous to keep him in that condition in confinement and
as the wazir’s promise was definitely restricted to his immunity
from death. The cunning advice pleased the nawab who gave
his consent, and Elich Khan performed the atrocious deed with
his own hands.36 No longer afraid of a rival hungrily awaiting
from behind the prison bars to stage a come-back, Muhammad
Elich Khan entered upon the duties o f his new and exalted
office with a composed mind in March 1767.

D efeat and Death o f Bijai Singh of Bahraich
The district of K hairabad of which Beni Bahadur had been
magistrate and collector (faujdar) in addition to his duties as
prime minister, was now placed in charge of the nawab wazir’s
sons Mirza Jangali and Mirza Saadat Ali Khan, then aged
about 15 and 12 years respectively, with Din Dayal and Keshri
35 Sawanihat, Vol. I, p. 101.
36 Imad, 101 ; Sawanihat, I, 80.
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Gopal as their advisers. With these two seasoned officers by
their side, the Mirzas attempted to restore order and peace by
reducing rebellious landlords to submission and proceeded to
punish Bijai Singh, who, after having been ousted from his
zamindari of Bahraich, had been carrying on depredations in
this (modern Sitapur) district. For a long time this redoubtable
scourge successfully eluding the faujdar’s troops continued the
practice of carrying fire and sword into the heart of the district
and the young Mirzas themselves had to march against the rebel,
deputing Korji Beg eight miles ahead of them with instructions
to face the enemy wherever he could be found. By a lucky
chance one of Bijai Singh’s spies having fallen into the hands
of Korji Beg’s men was compelled to reveal under a savage
torture his master’s where-abouts and to escort the enemy force
to the river bank (probably Sarain) where Bijai Singh was en
camped. The main division of his troops had crossed over to
the other side of the river, while he along with his sons and
some attendants, forty men and all told, was still preparing to
cross, when Korji Beg’s army suddenly appeared in sight. Bijai
Singh's followers advised him to plunge his horse into the river
instantly and be out of danger. But the valiant Rajput scorn
fully rejecting the proposal as unworthy for a man of his
race, dismounted along with his men to weather the
advancing storm on foot. A very severe engagement took place
in which Bijai Singh and all his forty followers fell dead,
fighting bravely to their last breath, but not before they had
slain a considerably large number of well-mounted and trained
enemy Afghans and tilangas (trained sepoys). The chief cause
of disturbance in the district was thus removed and peace re
turned to Khairabad.37

Shuja-ud-daulah strengthens and rem odels his army
After his restoration a number of useful projects simultane
ously engaged Shuja-ud^daulah’s close attention, and the most
important of them was a well-thought-out and steadily pursued
scheme of urgent military reform. In his recent war against the
English he had perceived the hopelessness of his ill-disciplined
and ill-managed army, however brave and devoted, when pitted
37 Haricharan, 4 7 l b - 4 7 2a.
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against the troops of the same origin, class and place, but
trained and commanded by European officers after the Western
manner, and therefore the main lesson of Baksar was too pain
ful to be lost upon the wazir’s quick and impressionable brain.
After the treaty of Allahabad Shuja-ud-daulah in his personal
life and outlook became almost a changed man. Brought up
though he had been in the luxuries of an opulous and heredi
tary court and devoted though he had been to the pleasures of
the harem, sports and chase till near the end of his thirty-third
year, he seems to have now realised the consequences of a life
of indolence and ease, and was determined to reform and streng
then his army and purify his administration. Although he
did not entirely give up his sensual hobbies, he began hence
forth spending most of his time in personally looking after the
details of administration and supervising the equipment and
discipline of his troops. He dismissed the faithless Mughal
mercenaries and filled their places by raising a fresh body of
troops, mostly Rajputs and Hindus of other castes and Indian
born Muhammadans. Although the wazir did not ignore cavalry,
he realised the value of trained infantry, had preference for it
and bestowed anxious care on its training and equipment. With
in a year and a half he had 30,000 new and chosen horse and
foot “ the men being all young and the horses of the best
quality.*’38 As he continued to make further levies, the number
and strength of his army soon swelled to a higher magnitude.
Following the example of Mir Qasim and keen to get his troops
trained in the European style, he employed at great cost French
and Abyssinian officers who commanded some of his battalions,
which were dressed in prescribed uniform and armed with fire
locks, matchlocks and bayonets. He grudged no expenditure
on an up-to-date park of field artillery of European design,
established a foundry for casting cannon and manufactured,
besides swords, shot, rockets and pikes, matchlocks and fire
locks after the English model. The nawab spent “ his mornings
in seeing his battalions exercise and in overseeing his founders
and gunsmiths with whom he usually spends two or three hours
daily.” He reorganised his intelligence department and establi38 C. P. C., II. 346, 407, 618.
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shed contact with important Indian courts, including the Fort
William, Calcutta and Poona whence he regularly obtained the
earliest news of important happenings in those distant places.
These military reforms, though they excited unbecoming jealousy
and suspicion of his allies, the English, consolidated his position
and power in his provinces and rehabilitated his reputation
among the contemporary Indian princes.39 In fact the wazir’s
neighboured now once again looked upon him as a formidable
power and a European traveller who spent some time at Allaha
bad opined that ‘‘having none but the Hindoos or the M uham
madans of India to contend with,” this prince “ might transmit
his name to posterity as a celebrated warrior and conquer the
chief parts of the empire.” 40

Shuja-ud-daulah’s unsuccessful diplom acy : his early
designs on Rohil-Khand frustrated
A close study of Shuja-ud-daulah’s correspondence with the
English authorities at Fort William reveals his intense desire to
possess himself of Rohil-Khand immediately after his restoration
and a scheme in his mind whereby to achieve this object. Herightly realised that the enterprise was beyond his strength and as the
British troops with their Western military science and discipline
were almost invincible against untrained and badly led Indian
armies of the 18th century, his policy was to hire a part of the
company’s brigades to assist him in conquering it. But as the
English were not likely to help him in a war of aggression and he
was entitled to requisition help from them only for the defence
of his dominions according to the second article of the treaty of
Allahabad, he took pains to represent the Rohilas as hostile
and dangerous. In pursuit of this policy he applied for military
assistance, early in October 1765, against the Marathas and his
neighbours, obviously the Rohilas, on the plea that these neigh
bouring chiefs “ considered him as dangerous person” , because
of his alliance with the English company and were “ forming
39

Imad, 1 01 -1 0 2 ; T. M .f 2 5 2 a ; Maadan, IV, 259a-260a ; R.
Smith’s letter to Sel. Com., dated 24th November, 1767, 3rd, 7th
and 10th January, 6th Febuary, 1768 ; Barker to Sel. Com., 17th
February, 1768.
40 Mrs. Kindersley, letter No. 49, p. 204.
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diverse projects.” Although Clive directed Smith, posted at
Allahabad, to succour the wazir in case of an invasion of Awadh
he expressed his unwillingness to “ employ the Company’s forces
for any id le -s c h e m e s and therefore despite Shuja-ud-daulah’s
persuasion that the scheme would be profitable to the English,
he failed to goad Clive into action against the Rohilas, osten
sibly because the latter (Rohilas) were not out for aggression.41
Hereafter the correspondence for about one whole year (January9th December, 1766) is unfortunately missing and hence there
are no records of later developments. We know, however,
from another source that in October 1766 Shuja-ud-daulah
reopened the question and again proposed that Robert Barker
be directed to accompany him with English troops towards
Kora where he had the intention of marching “ for the ratification
of certain agreement with the Rohilla chiefs,” and he repeatedly
wrote to Barker, urging him to hasten to his assistance, as “ Mir
Qasim with a large army has made advance towards his Subah
and is coming to Allahabad.” 42 But it was a mere rumour and
probably an inspired one, and therefore Clive refused to lend
British troops, suggested “ an amicable settlement of the dispute”
with the Rohilas, and advised the wazir not to march to Kora,
“ as perfect peace prevails in that quarter....... Moreover this
movement on the the part of His Highness will be looked upon
with suspicion by the Rohilas and will cause them much alarm
and apprehension.” 43 But Shuja-ud-daulah was not the man
to be so easily deterred from his long cherished ambition, and
before he could receive final refusal from Calcutta, he once
again prepared to attack his Rohila neighbours, cleverly con
struing, it seems, some w;ord in a letter from Clive into per
mission to capture Mir Qasim, in whose arrest and punishment
the English were supremely interested, by force. But the British
governor protested that it w'as not his intention to get the ex-nawab
of Bengal by violence out of the hands of the Rohila chiefs,44
which once more frustrated the wazir’s designs for some time.
41 C. P. C., I, 2727, 2728 and 2757.
42 Barker to Sel. Com. 26th Oct , 1 766. vide Ben. Sel. Com.
1766, p. 225.
43 C. P. C„ 1, 2772.
44 C. P. C., I, 2783.
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The Abdali invasion of 1766-67 afforded him a splendid
opportunity for making a fresh endeavour towards the reali
sation of his dream. But as usual he concealed his real designs
and as the Shah's movement south of Lahore caused a flutter
in Calcutta, Shuja-ud-daulah advised the immediate occupation
of Rohilkhand on the plea of preventing the Rohilas from going
to join the invader. Arguing plausibly that the Shah’s power
without Rohila assistance was negligible, while it would become
formidable if the latter were permitted to form a junction with
him, the wazir wrote to Verelst that “ should the Rohillas bring
the Shah upon us it would be difficult to satisfy him ; but he (the
Shah) is a mean-spirited man and a little sum will make him
easy, provided it is decided to punish the Rohillas first.”*5 It is
evident that Shuja-ud-daulah’s policy was an immediate occu
pation of the Rohila country and that of bribing the invader to
return to the Punjab, if he were to march down to the rescue
of his Indo-Pathan kinsmen. But whether the English could
see through the game or not, they would not be so easily en
trapped, and the governor refused to take the step recommended.
He replied that he in conjunction with the wazir would
demand “ a categorical answer from the Rohillas” for their
conduct after the rainy season.46 It is interesting to note that
so far as Shuja-ud-daulah was concerned the cat was soon out
of the bag. Within a week of making his proposal for a joint
invasion of Rohil-Khand, he informed Verelst that there was no
likelihood of a danger from the Abdali and even advised recall47
of British troops from Sheorajpur, where they had been stationed
as a precautionary measure, after he had become sure of the
English attitude towards his Rohila project and when he had
found that the English commander was insisting on his (Shuja’s)
accompanying the British troops to the line of defence against
the Shah,—a measure that he thought unnecessary and pre
mature and was altogether unwilling to adopt. Had the danger
from the Shah been real, the English would probably have
agreed to a temporary occupation of Rohilkhand ; but as it
was not and the measures of defence undertaken by the Bengal
45 C. P. C., II, 234.
48 C. P. C., II, 255.
47 C. P. C., II, 265 and 266.
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government were merely precautionary,48 Shuja-ud-daulah was
obliged to defer his ambitious scheme to a more favourable time.

Shuja-ud-daulah’s new buildings and gardens
Sometime in 1766 after he had reorganised his resources and
replaced a part of his antiquated army by well recruited and
trained troops, Shuja-ud-daulah desired to furnish for himself
and his family all those objects that would add to their comfort
and pleasure and enhance his prestige and majesty in the
appraisal of the princely order as well as that of the public.
Accordingly he not only made extensive additions to the
humble mansion of his grandfather but also erected a new and
better furnished palace and two mud forts and laid out many a
fruit and flower garden. The buildings in the palaces and the
audience halls were ornamented with a variety of coloured
designs. Besides a beautiful garden (called Anguri bagh) within
the precincts of the palace, three more symmetrically designed
gardens were laid out outside the enclosure of the palaces, but
within the ramparts of Faizabad, and for these about one
thousand gardeners were employed. He established a zoo and
an aviary with a variety of animals and birds at great cost to
his treasury. A little later an enclosure, strengthened by a
moat, was provided round the town, and its neighbourhood
with a circuit of twenty miles was converted into green parks
and gardens.49
Shuja-ud-daulah’s reputation was now firmly re-established,
and many of his officers and chiefs who had deserted him in
1764-65 returned to his service. Umrao Giri and Himmat Baha
dur (Anup Giri), once noted for their loyalty and friendliness to
48 C. P. C., II, 269 and 322.
Dr. Nand Lai Chatterji (vide his Verelst's Rule in India, Chap.
I) has completely misunderstood Shuja’s object and policy and his
attitude towards this invasion. He mistakingly thinks that the
wazir was nervous, extremely eager for a compromise with the in
vader and even anxious to join him in a crusade against the Eng
lish. According to him the danger to Bengal was real. All these
have been discussed and corrected by me in a paper entitled “ Was
the Abdali Invasion o f 1766-67 a Real Menace to Bengal ?” (See J.
I. History, Madras, April, 1940.)
49 Haricharan, 499a & b ; Imad, 106.
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the wazir came back from Bharatpur and re-entered the Awadh
service, each with one thousand troops. Raja Lachhmi N ara
yan, formerly Saadat K h an ’s wakil at Delhi, came back to
Faizabad from the Jat raja’s court and was warmly received
by the nawab who embraced him and presented to him a neck
lace of jewels and an elephant, besides robes of honour for him
and his seven principal followers. Some other old servants of
his family were similarly forgiven and re-employed.50
A few other important events that took place at this time
may conveniently be mentioned here. On 2nd January, 1768,
a white elephant, overcome by a fit of madness, broke the chains
and running amok fled through the streets towards the jungle to
the great consternation of the people. Shuja-ud-daulah person
ally charged the beast, and taking his seat coolly on its back
brought it back tamed to the stables.
On 1st May while the nawab-wazir was returning from a
hunting excursion, an unknown man fired his musket at him
from a short distance. But he missed the aim and Shuja luckily
escaped unhurt. The criminal was arrested on the s p o t; but
he refused to reveal his identity and the names of his accom
plices. Shuja-ud-daulah thought it impolitic to push forth with
an enquiry and ordered the m an’s release.61
By the middle of 1768 some of the wazir’s new buildings
were complete and the gardens and the zoo were ready. On
25th July, he paid a public visit to the gardens along with his
mother, wife and other ladies and their relations and servants.
The party went round sight-seeing and making purchases in the
Mina-bazar held in the gardens where females alone kept stalls
of a variety of fancy articles and sweetmeats. The Nawab
Begam (wazir’s mother) was so pleased with the show that she
distributed about five thousand rupees among the servants of
the wazir’s household.63

50 Haricharan, 497b.
51 Ibid.
62 Haricharan, 499b-500a.
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S m ith ’s c h a rg e s o f a n ti-E n g lis h c o n s p ira c y a g a in s t S h u ja
Reference has been made in the previous chapter to Shujaud-daulah’s successful attempt at reorganising his army, training
and disciplining his troops after the Western model and equip
ping them with up-to-date weapons, especially guns and firelocks
of European design, calibre and efficiency.
The num ber
and strength of his force, which was now for the most part
composed of trained infantry, supplemented by mobile cavalry
and a powerful park of artillery, excited the jealousy and
suspicion of his allies and neighbours, the English in Bengal,
who imagined that the wazir’s military preparations in times of
peace and tranquillity could have no other object except a war
of revenge on his part. So they endeavoured to bring about a
reduction in the strength of his army by diplomacy and persua
sion and failing that by the threat o f arms.
Towards the end of 1767, while a war for supremacy was
being fought between Haider Ali, assisted by the Nizam of
H aiderabad, and the English government of Madras, there were
rumours in Allahabad and whispers in Delhi of an impending
conflict between Shuja and the English and these rumours were
regularly reported by Richard Smith, who commanded the
com pany’s brigade at A llahabad, to the authorities in Calcutta.
The earliest report on the subject is dated 16th October, 1767
wherein Smith wrote that “ he (Shuja) manifests an inflexible
steadiness in modelling his army. H e has made some consi
derable levies ; his army is improving more than I wish— he
has constant intelligence from all quarters and his advices
from Caicutta are very minute ; from thence he is early
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acquainted with material circumstances, not only those which
are past, but often-times of what is expected.” 1 The next day
(17th Oct.) he informed the Bengal select committee that the
rumours were not confined to Delhi, and enclosing the copies
of two letters from M adho Rao and Bapuji Pandit to Shuja-uddaulah and their replies from the latter, opined that these letters
confirmed the wazir’s intention and policy against the English.2
After one day’s gap the colonel again wrote to the committee
that Shuja-ud-daulah was preparing a grand enterprise against
the English, was in regular correspondence with the M arathas
and might have entered into an alliance with them and other
powers. He added th a t the wazir was raising horse and foot,
paid his troops regularly month by month and might have formed
a secret conspiracy to overthrow the British power, and that
he would remain friendly only so long as it was not safe to
declare himself. It was therefore advisable, urged Smith, not
to withdraw the third brigade from A llahabad. He concluded
by enclosing copies of a number o f letters o f which the one
relevant to the subject of the colonel’s letter was from M alhar
R ao Holker’s widow to her wakil stating that Shuja had written
clandestinely to Janoji to assemble his forces and advance and
settle his affairs on their former footing.3

T h e c o m m itte e r e je c ts S m ith ’s r e p o r ts
The above letters with their enclosures were carefully
considered by the committee at a meeting held on 3rd November
and it was resolved that there was no cause of danger from
Shuja-ud-daulah whose profession, correspondence and conduct
did not w arrant the presumption that he was preparing for a
contest with the company. ‘^Whatever schemes of ambition the
N abob Shuja-ud-Dowlah may have formed in imagination,”
wrote the committee to Smith in reply, it was not in his interests
to think of fighting at present with the com pany’s government
in Bengal. Both policy and necessity must bind him to the
English interest, and being fully aware of the M aratha character
he would not trust them and make an alliance with them. “ All
1 S m ith to Ben. Sel. C o m ., 16th Oct., 17 67 .
2 Sm ith to Ben. Sel. C om ., 17th Oct., 1767.
3 S m i t h to Ben. Sel. C o m . , 19t h Oct., 1 7 67 .
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the other powers,” continued the committee, “ whom he could
wish to engage in a general confederacy are either too remote
by situation, too distrustful of each other, too jealous of him
or too feeble in themselves to create any reasonable apprehension
that he will lay much stress on their friendly assistance. These
joined to our moderation towards him, his open confidential
correspondence with the President and his general conduct form
the strongest presumptive evidence of bis professions and reality
o f his attachm ent.’’ As regards the w azir’s military prepar
ations, the committee informed Smith that Shuja-ud-daulah had
been raising levies with the governor’s permission and “ the
dauks were likewise placed with the President’s consent to obtain
news o f the M aratha movements as quickly as possible.” “ So
far from rendering himself formidable” concluded the committee,
“ Shuja Dowlah has not yet raised the number o f troops which
we could wish to see maintained for the protection o f his
country, and without which he will ever require the assistance
o f our forces contrary to the spirit and intention o f the orders
repeatedly transmitted by our honourable masters.” But as
regards future the Bengal authorities desired that “ not-withstanding these our present sentiments o f Shujah Dowlah's present
disposition,” his conduct should be carefully watched, but with
out giving him any cause of “ suspicion and distrust.” 4

S m ith ’s f u r th e r r e p o r ts re je c te d
Before Smith could know the governm ent’s opinion, he
sent (23rd Oct.) another alarming comm unication to Calcutta.
“ It is with concern,” he wrote, “ 1 learn the state of Shujah
D ow lah’s army. The number of his cavalry at present does not
exceed fourteen thousand, but what is o f more consequence, he
seems to know the value o f infantry ; he has five battalions of
sepoys complete,............; two other battalions are now raising.
He can already bring more pieces of artillery into the field than
we have with the second and third brigades.” In view of this
information Smith made three proposals : firstly that the strength
o f the British troops in the C hunar fort should be increased so
as to make it superior to S huja-ud-daulah’s garrison in that f o r t ;

4

Ben. Sel. C o m

to S m i t h , 3rd No v. , 1 7 6 7 .
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secondly that steps should be taken for the removal o fM .G en til,
who had one o f his comrades at the head o f the naw ab’s
artillery, from the latter’s service ; and thirdly that the wazir
should be compelled to reduce the num ber o f his troops. “ 1
would submit it to the consideration o f the Committee, if there
does not appear an absolute necessity for setting some bounds
to the number o f Shujah D ow lah’s forces, at least to his
infantry.” 5
The Calcutta government again refused to be alarmed. But
it decided to have a garrison of its own in Chunargarh so long
as a part of the English army had to remain in the territories of
Shah Alam and Shuja-ud-daulah, and to secure the removal of
Gentil and his associates from the counsel and country of the
wazir. It was further resolved to authorise the governor to
write to Shuja to persuade him to stop further recruitment of
troops.6 Evidently Verelst did not look upon the situation as
grave and although he had given a hint to him on the subject on
27th October, he postponed writing to the wazir till the 24th
Decem ber.7
Smith would not, however, relax his vigilance and activity.
On 5th November he again informed the Fort William authori
ties that although there was no danger to his territory, yet
Shuja was increasing his troops from several quarters, and con
cluded by adding that “ I am convinced he bears no good will to
our nation.” 8 But again the committee refused to treat the
situation as critical and postponed consideration of it till the
next meeting. Meanwhile, Smith who was now fully acquainted
with the committee’s views, again pressed the government
through a long letter (24th Nov.) to take action, as Shuja was,
in his opinion, making preparations for a war with them .9 The
committee, on the contrary resolved “ that Colonel Smith’s letter
being attentively perused and considered, this Committee are of
opinion that whatever Shujah D ow lah’s intentions may have
been there appears from the Colonel’s own representation
5 Sm ith to Ben. Sel. C om ., 2 3 rd Oct., 1767.
0 Ben. Sel. C om . Progs., 17th N ov ., 1767.
7 C. P. C ., II, 638 and 72 4.
8 Smith to Ben. Sel. C om ., 5th N ov., 1767.
9 Smith to Ben. Sel. C o m ., 24th Nov., 1767.
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nothing at present to be apprehended from the N abob.” Smith
was nevertheless now advised to keep “ the most watchful eye”
on the wazir’s measures and report his movements.10 On 22nd
December the government authorised Smith to have a garrison
of British troops in C hunargarh and to get Bolt’s gumashtas
removed from Shuja-ud-daulah’s dominions as Bolt was alleged
to have been carrying on correspondence with Gen til. Two
days later Verelst wrote to the wazir, persuading him to refrain
from further augmenting the num ber of his troops, as peace was
about to be concluded with the Nizam and Haider Ali and the
governor was anxious to “ avoid increasing the wazir’s burden
except in cases of real expediency.” 11

S h u ja p r o te s ts a g a in s t th e r u m o u r s
The rum our of an impending conflict between him and the
English could not long remain concealed from Shuja-ud-daulah
and caused him embarrassment and mental agony. In order to
contradict the reports and lodge against them an emphatic
protest, he summoned Captain H arper, commanding officer
o f the English troops at Faizabad and Resident at the
wazir’s court and told him (third week of November) “ in a
melancholy m ood” that his enemies had circulated false rumours
th at he was preparing to fight with the English and was calling
Hafiz R ehm at, Dunde K han, N ajib-ud-daulah and other chiefs
to his assistance. He urged H arper to inform Smith that he
wanted an enquiry to be held and th a t if it was discovered that
the rumours were baseless, then the offenders should be punish
ed. Shuja-ud-daulah wrote direct to Smith protesting against
the malicious reports spread by designing persons and requesting
that measures should be taken to ascertain the truth or otherwise
of the rumours and to punish the guilty. Smith hypocritically
replied that he did not credit the reports and desired an inter
view with the nawab, no doubt in order to see for himself whe
ther Shuja-ud-daulah was really the master of a formidable army
and harboured hostile designs. Shuja-ud-daulah desired nothing
better, and an interview was therefore quickly arranged. The
wazir at the same time, professing loyalty and friendship, wrote
10
11
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to Verelst too in these words : “ W h at malicious people have
reported and continue to propagate with obstinate malevolence
has neither a foundation nor colour, nor can it be termed any
thing but a lie and an invention.” 12-

S m ith c o n tr a d ic ts h im s e lf
On his arrival at Faizabad, Smith was cordially received
with due military honours by the wazir who made him a rich
present, consisting of some good horses, other articles and two
lakhs of rupees in cash, of which the colonel accepted every
thing except the cash. Shuja-ud-daulah assured him of his
friendship and fidelity and strongly remonstrated against the
false rumours given currency to by his enemies. Having observed
the w azir’s military establishment and activities with his own
eyes and satisfied with the rectitude o f his professions and inten
tions, Smith returned to A llahabad and referring to his letter
of the 3rd January in which he had given a detailed account o f
his visit and observations, he wrote to the Calcutta authorities
on 7th January, 1768 that “you will perceive that there is no
probability o f any disturbance from that quarter"1* (from Shuja).
While it was pleased that “ all suspicion was removed” as a
result of personal interview, the committee was struck by Sm ith’s
inconsistency and at its next meeting (27th) wrote to him, “ we
cannot but be somewhat surprised at the sudden change in your
sentiments regarding the wazir, when we consider how very
lately you have represented him as on the eve of a war.” The
committee seems to have become suspicious of Smith’s conduct
and hence it directed him to find out “ the original source from
whence this suspicion of Shujah D ow lah has arisen. We desire
you will cause a very particular enquiry to be made into the
information you have received relative to his conduct and
communicate the same to us with all convenient expedition and
we shall at all times be happy to testify the great regard we
have for his alliance, and we must further desire in case it
should appear you have been deceived by the reports which
12
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were conveyed to you to his prejudice that you will in your next
conference personally assure h im ....... th a t........ we have never
entertained the least suspicion of his fidelity.” 14

S m ith 's u n s u c c e s s fu l d e fe n c e o f h is c o n d u c t
We have no evidence to ascertain whether Smith held any
enquiry into the matter. It is, however, certain that he never
supplied the information on the point to the C alcutta authorities.
He kept quiet for about a month, and then after handing over
charge of the British troops at Allahabad to Sir Robert Barker,
he reopened the controversy and from the neighbourhood of
P atn a despatched a detailed account o f the wazir’s military
establishment, the num ber of his troops, their discipline and
equipment, and more particularly his artillery with his various
founderies, informing the committee that he possessed seven
battalions, not five as was wrongly given by him in a previous
letter. He concluded his long description by adding that “ I have
had occasion to observe th a t the idea of dependence on us hurts
him beyond measure. A large share o f vanity discovers itself
in all his actions....... when I consider Shujah Dowlah, himself
Vizier, son of a Vizier, and grandson of a m an who held one of
the first offices of Government when the Mogul Empire was in its
flourishing state, that Shujah Dowlah bred up in all the luxury
o f the East, and ever much addicted to pleasures, should now
so totally change his manners as to adopt this system of conduct
which in time must infallibly render him truly formidable....... I
own I cannot but admire the man for the great progress he has
already made in his new system ; though at the same time 1 am
fully convinced it is highly expedient for us to resolve on some
efficacious means to check his rising power.” T he colonel closed
his letter with the following postscript : “ Since I left Allahabad
I have received intelligence that the N aw ab Shujah Dowlah has
on foot three new battalions of sepoys an d is increasing the
num ber of his artillery-men which he is forming into a regular
battalion.” 15 Finally in reply to the com m ittee’s charge of
inconsistency Smith wrote on 17th February th a t he had not
been inconsistent in his opinion on Shujah’s character and that
14
15
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protestations” 10

B a rk e r s u p p o r ts S m ith
Sm ith’s place at the A llahabad court was worthily filled
by Barker who in testifying to “ the indefatigable attention” the
wazir was bestowing upon his military establishment, reported
(17th Feb.) that “ the progress he has m ade in his army is
beyond conception.” “ His arm y consists of seventeen (according
to another copy sixteen) battalions of sepoys,” he continued,
“ five of which have Europe-m ade arms, the whole with bayonets
and about 30,000 horse.’’ Barker enclosed translations o f two
letters from Shuja-ud-daulah the contents of which, he believed,
would make it clear th at he wanted to try the courage and
strength o f his army. He was bent upon getting Munir-uddaulah removed from Shah A lam ’s court, was utterly against
N a ja f K han, Balbhadra Singh and Balwant Singh, for he feared
that they would be on the English side in the event of a war
with him. He had already disposed of Beni B ahadur and would
do the same with Shitab Rai, if he could.17 O f the two letters
from Shuja referred to, one reported that Clive had not appointed
M unir naib-wazir and he would never consent to his acting
as such, and the other describing a raid by N a ja f K h a n ’s people
on the wazir’s village of D aundiakhera, complained that despite
repeated representations to the emperor, he (Shuja) had not
been given a satisfactory answer. “ My friendship (to the English)
is steadfast,” he wrote, “ and known to the whole world. There
fore I shall not represent to the king ; but if N a ja f K h a n ’s people
come again to disturb the subjects, my forces shall be sent to
take them wheresoever they are to be found— 1 am not under
any dread or apprehension from them, but observing a due
respect have been hitherto patient. Now I will not.” 18 One
may agree with Barker’s subsequent sober comment that these
letters were written “ in a very uncommon style,” 19 but most
16
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certainly they did not w arrant the presumption that their author
was spoiling for a fight with the English.
On 3rd M ay Barker furnished some more details about
Shuja’s military activities and reported that he had sent three
lakhs of rupees to G uajrat for buying good horses, had invited
O m ar K han, an ex-officer o f the A bdali’s, to take service
under him and despatched rupees forty thousand to Sidi Baluch
for enlisting 5,000 Baluch horse, besides having sent for a Sikh
Sardar to bring with him 2,000 troopers.20

T h e c o m m itte e d e fe rs d e c isio n
In spite of so many reports from Smith and Barker, Verelst
and the select committee had hitherto postponed the final consi
deration o f them, as they definitely believed Shuja-ud-daulah
to be loyal to his friendly engagements with the company and
his military preparations to be anything but formidable. But
certain circumstances obliged the governor to come to an early
decision regarding the action to be taken in the matter. In the
first place, colonel Smith who had arrived in C alcutta and taken
his seat on the select committee, was naturally anxious not only
for an early consideration of his reports but also for the com
mittee’s acceptance of his proposal to reduce the num ber of the
wazir’s troops and to prescribe a perm anent check on his rising
military power. In the second place, Shuja-ud-daulah had
been urging the governor since April 1767 to use his influence
with the emperor and get him restored as the de fa cto wazir
with full powers which were then wielded by his rival Munirud-daulah, and this question was so inextricably mixed up
with the issue raised by Smith’s reports th at the one could not
be tackled without attempting the solution of the other. And
finally Verelst’s confidence in the wazir’s loyalty was partly
shaken, when it was discovered in July, 1768, that Shuja-uddaulah was attem pting to smuggle arms from the French and
the Dutch settlements in Bengal into Awadh under cover of a
dastak from the governor, obviously not meant for transportation
o f arms and other materials o f war. Although all these arms
were, according to Verelst himself, “ old and bad,” yet the com20
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mittee was rightly prejudiced21 against the wazir and it was not
thought desirable to postpone much longer the consideration o f
Shuja-ud-daulah’s policy and intentions vis-a-vis the company.

S h u ja e x p la in s h is c o n d u c t a n d p o lic y
It seems th a t the wazir was not altogether in the dark about
the views and sentiments o f the committee, and apart from his
several protests against the unbecoming misrepresentations o f
his intentions and policy, he now sent a comprehensive expla
nation of his conduct. He informed Verelst that he had recei
ved intelligence from various sources th a t his levying a big force
was being misunderstood in Calcutta and required an expla
nation. In view of both the parties being bound by oath to the
treaty o f 1765 and anxious to be loyal to its provisions, there
should be no room for differences or misunderstandings, yet
considering the governor his friend, he was submitting the foll
owing points for his consideration and left him to judge whether
his statement was true or untrue. “ In the first place.’’ he wrote,
“ there is no clause in the treaty forbidding him to levy or m ain
tain (any number of) troops....... In the second place, His
Excellency must know that his house has been stripped of fifty
years’ prosperity by the wars,” and it must take many years
indeed to recover its losses, meaning thereby that his force had
not yet reached the limit of 1763 and o f that previous to those
years. Thirdly, unlike the practice in other States, he alone
in Awadh could levy or dismiss troops and as “ at the end of
every month a thousand troops are reduced by death, desertion
or rejection to sixty or seventy, he sees nothing unusual in m a k 
ing up the deficiency. But in the eyes o f people who look no
further than appearances, he seems to apply himself constantly
in the raising of troops.” Fourthly, his army was intended to
be employed, not against his friends the English, but against
his enemy, and not only the governor and Smith but also the
whole world knew as to who he was (probably the Rohilas or
the M arathas), and his allies the English need have no fear from
him. Fifthly, he was bound by the terms of the treaty to assist
21
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the English with his forces in case of an invasion of the com
pany’s territory. “ In this case it is necessary to reflect, suppo
sing th a t he is without forces, and the English Sardars are
attacked, from whence is he to bring assistance. If he fails
in this, it will appear that he has violated his engagements.”
Sixthly, “ in case it is absolutely the pleasure o f English Sardars
that he should retain no forces, he is ready to acquiesce in their
dem and, and if the English Sardars agree to send their forces
with him against his enemies, he has no need to keep troops of
his own.” He ended his letter with the following candid and
sincere but helpless appeal : “ If after hearing this explanation,
the governor is not satisfied and suspicion still lurks in the hearts
o f the English Sardars, it is indeed very surprising. The friend
ship which he vowed to the English Sardars was for his whole
life and not for a few days. He intended that it should be per
petual and binding on his latest posterity, and th a t whilst the
English Sardars preserved a footing in Hindustan, the grandeur
of his house should rem ain.’* He assured Verelst that “ by the
blessing o f God, there will be no breach of faith on his part.”
“ As he owes his country to the favour of the English Sardars,
so if the English Sardars and the gentlemen of the Council think
fit to strip him of it and resolve that it shall not be his, one line
from the governor and another from the Council will be suffici
ent. Let him but receive such a message ; the moment he recei
ves it, he will deliver up the country to English Sardars.”22
This letter reached Calcutta on the 1st August, two days
before the committee passed its momentous resolution where
by it was decided to take steps against the wazir, but it was
not given the consideration that it deserved. T he assurance from
their ally on the face of it was sincere and should have been
accepted by the Fort William authorities, especially as the wazir
was not guilty of mobilising his troops or concentrating them on
his own frontiers or those o f the emperor or the company. As
it was not done the committee abandoned the usual practice
followed in such cases for solving inter-state problems. As a
matter of fact with the exception of Verelst’s advice that he
should rest from his labours and not waste his time and money
22
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in increasing his array Shuja was not given any clear and formal
warning before it was decided to take practical steps to reduce
his military strength.

T h e c o m m itte e ’s r e s o lu tio n a g a in s t S h u ja
A t last on 27th July Verelst reviewed Shuja’s military prepar
ations and his sentiments tow ards the English, and gave reasons
why the committee had so far not taken steps to call an expla
nation from him or prescribe a check on his ambitious program
me. On 3rd August Smith delivered an elaborate minute
making out a plausible case against the wazir whom he repres
ented as being on the eve o f a war with the company. According
to him one of the main objects of Shuja’s ambitious policy,
steadily pursued since 1765, was to recover K ora and Allahabad
from Shah Alam ; but having failed to recover them, he reques
ted Smith to procure them from the king on the same rent that
N ajaf K han paid to the royal treasury, promising him (Smith)
a present of four lakhs o f rupees for that service. Even this
did not succeed, and Shuja had to discard these ineffective
means in favour of a fresh one, namely, his persistent effort to
be allowed to act as wazir with full powers which would auto
matically concentrate the administration of K ora a n d Allahabad
in his hands. Next Smith drew the committee’s attention to
Shuja’s formidable military preparations, his efficient intelligence
system and his correspondence with the M arathas, the
Nizam and Haider Ali and other Indian rulers, and finally
to the wazir’s refusal to company with the comm ittee’s request
to dismiss Gentil from his service. He concluded his long minute
with the statement that B alw ant Singh of B anaras had told him
that Shuja would have launched an attack on the English, if
the Deccan war had ended in the com pany’s defeat, and that
he was informed by H arper that the wazir was greatly disap
pointed when the news of the English success on the coast was
brought to him. He referred to the wazir’s attem pt to smuggle
arms from Bengal and complained that the committee had
failed to take action against him. In conclusion Smith suggested
that an explanation should be demanded from Shuja-ud-daulah
for his recent conduct and his military strength should be per
manently reduced.23
23
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Verelst, on the other hand, thought that, in view of the fact
that the wazir was not bound by any article o f the treaty of
1765 to limit his forces to a fixed num ber the best plan was not
to call an explanation but to invite him to Shah A lam ’s presence
on the pretext of settling the affairs of the wizarat and ask the
emperor to order him to limit his army to eight or ten thousand
foot, 5,000 horse and 20 pieces o f artillery and never to exceed
that number, and making this the indispensable condition of
giving him the sole charge o f the management of the king’s
household, with the power to appoint his deputies. But Verelst
was afraid th at the king would not agree to allow Shuja to be
come his de facto wazir.24
The two minutes were subjected to a critical examination
and after a prolonged discussion the committee resolved “ that
the conduct of the N abob Shuja Dowlah in levying such a
formidable num ber of troops,....... at a time when there cannot
be urged the least motive o f self-defence, since his own domi
nions as well as those of his allies enjoy perfect tranquillity, is
not only contrary to the spirit o f the treaty we have entered into
with him, but confirms in the strongest manner our suspicion
that he is meditating some hostile measures against the dominion
of His Majesty or the peace and tranquillity of the Com pany’s
possessions.”
W hat necessary measures should be taken to com bat the socalled danger were to be decided by the committee at its next
meeting. It was, however, agreed that “ such measures should
be taken with all possible secrecy,” as the committee was anxious
to avoid “ an open rupture with His Excellency, if it can be safely
and honourably avoided.” 25

T h e s o u rc e o f th e r o m o u r s tr a c e d : a c o n s p ira c y a g a in s t
S h u ja
It will be clear from the foregoing narrative that the origin
of the English suspicion of Shuja-ud-daulah’s intentions and as
a m atter of fact the original cause thereof was the rum our that
he was preparing for opening hostilities against them, and that
24
25
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his military preparations, regular news service and correspon
dence with the M arathas and other powers, though im portant
enough in themselves, were in the beginning at least mentioned
by Smith as arguments in support o f his conviction that these
rumours must be true. It is worthy o f note that the rumours
set afloat from A llahabad became not merely the starting point
of the English suspicion, but they also eventually poisoned the
relations between them and the wazir and were prominently
mentioned in the treaty subsequently concluded by the parties.
Who was the author of these rum ours and how did they reach
the ears o f Smith are im portant questions that call for a close
investigation. It has already been mentioned that Shuja-ud
daulah consistently believed all through this ugly episode that
the rumours were mischievously propagated by his enemies,26
dem anded an enquiry into the whole affair, and the punishment
of the persons responsible, if the reports spread by them were
found baseless.27 It will be recalled that Verelst too had directed
Smith to find out the original source o f the rumours and to
communicate to him the names o f the persons concerned. N ot
only did Smith not hold any enquiry into the information on the
strength o f which he had sent highly suspicious reports to C al
cutta, but he did not even inform the governor o f the names of
those who were responsible for bringing the rumours to his
notice. Sm ith’s significant silence on the latter point together
with the clear statement o f contem porary Persian authorities
that the rumours were maliciously spread by the wazir’s enemies
in order to do him injury, and all other recorded evidence direct
as well as circumstantial, reveal the existence of a conspiracy
against Shuja-ud-daulah in which the leading roles were played
by M unir-ud-daulah and to a lesser extent by Shah Alam, and
Smith only became a willing tool in their hands. The Imperial
Records D epartm ent of the G overnm ent of India possesses the
copies of a num ber of letters from M unir and one or two from
Shah Alam to Verelst reporting the rumours referred to and
insinuating th a t Shuja was preparing to launch a campaign of
revenge against the English. Although these letters followed
Smith’s in point of time, the internal evidence furnished by
26
27
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them, such as their style and the identical measures suggested
by their authors, arouses suspicion that M unir was the inspirer
o f Smith’s reports. It is significant that there were no reports
on the subject from Shitab Rai, M uham m ad R aza K han and
hosts o f other officers o f the company in B ihar and Allahabad
(though their letters are full o f diverse other information for the
governor’s ears) except from the three above mentioned indivi
duals, and four m onths later from Barker when the latter came
into close touch with the common source, namely, Shah A lam ’s
court. It should be noted th a t since April 1767 Shuja-ud-daulah
had been persuading Verelst to compel Shah Alam to allow
him to exercise the de fa c to powers of wazirship,28 which was
highly obnoxious to the emperor and utterly against the interests
o f M unir, as the latter was in possession o f the very powers that
the wazir claimed for himself. Hence M unir ardently desired
not only to frustrate Shuja’s ambition but also to dry the very
channel through which the wazir wanted to sail to his imme
diate objective so as to prevent him from attem pting to replace
him (Munir) in future. The emperor was already in his hands,
and now he diligently strove to drive a perm anent wedge bet
ween the wazir and his friends the English in Bengal through
whom Shuja had regained wizarat and through whom he was
now trying to regain the full powers o f th at office.
A consummate intriguer, M unir’s plans were well-laid and
his tactics, aiming at keeping himself behind the scene were
employed in poisoning Sm ith’s ears against the wazir through
the emperor and thus first preparing the background of the case
and then himself sending seemingly independent reports direct
to the governor on the subject of Shuja’s ambitions, military
preparations and the obviousness of an im m ediate danger from
him, as if he had no knowledge of the contents o f Smith’s letters.
Finally Shah A lam ’s testimony was intended to give the finish
ing touch to the conspiracy and to shake the foundation of
cordiality between the wazir and the Bengal government.
M unir-ud-daulah’s first report against the wazir, despatched
from P atn a about two months after Smith’s earliest com m uni
cation on the subject obviously to disarm suspicion of his impli23
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cation in the conspiracy, urged the advisability o f the effective
possession of C hunargarh by the British troops and the removal
o f Gentil from Shuja’s service. “ As he has given himself and
his fortune to the service o f the English S a r d a r s wrote Munir
to Verelst, “ he thought it his duty to inform the Governor that
the war in the Deccan has given rise to a m ultitude of rumours,
surpassing in their thousand absurdity the im agination even of
visioners, not the least o f which is an attem pt to form a federal
union of different p o tentates.'’ His insinuation was against the
wazir and he suggested th at in order to checkm ate the confe
deracy that Shuja was forming, Verelst should enter into a
friendly alliance with Hafiz R ahm at K h an and other Rohila
chiefs and requested the governor to authorise him (Munir) to
negotiate a treaty with them. In his next letter M unir character
ised the danger from Shuja as immediate and strongly recom
mended to Verelst the necessity of authorising Barker at A llaha
bad to raise three additional battalions “ with expedition and
to train them without delay,” while he himself decided to “ raise
a body of four or five thousand horse and foot that they may be
of service in time o f emergency.” He confessed that he had
already “ made these observations to colonel Smith and colonel
Barker who must have informed the governor thereof,” and
concluded by administering Verelst the advice th a t “ the best
medicine is that which prevents a disease.” 29
Without waiting for the governor’s orders M unir entered into
negotiations with the Rohilas and the Sikhs an d began raising
a body of fresh troops, justifying his hasty action on the plea of
danger from Shuja being imminent, and repeating his former
proposals for augmenting the number of the com pany's troops
at Allahabad. His letter ended with the significant remark that
the news from Faizabad must have been supplied to the governor
by Barker and H arper and it was therefore unnecessary for him
to give the details thereof. In another letter he emphasised
th a t his proposal for an immediate reinforcement o f the brigade
at A llahabad was “ really essential and highly reasonable.” 80
Shah Alam too shared the responsibility o f contributing his
might to prejudice Verelst against his wazir. Setting forth his
29
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views regarding the governor’s proposal of investing Shuja with
full powers of premiership, he wrote in unambiguous terms that
he would not consent to his acting as wazir, and endeavourde
to assure Verelst that Shuja would have made a common cause
with the enemies of the English, if the latter had suffered the
smallest reverse or adversity in the Deccan War. “ How the
Vizier,” wrote the emperor, “ w ithout any apparent cause busied
himself in levying forces, disciplining sepoys, casting cannons
and shot and making all war-like preparations, and how he still
continues these preparations, must have been fully m ade known
to the governor................ It is quite superfluous for His Majesty
to emphasise the point.” 31
Gentil, the French privateer in the wazir’s service, thought
that Smith alone was responsible for the reports32 against Shuja,
but from the above analysis, it will be clear that the responsibi
lity should be shared equally between Smith, Munir and Shah
Alam.

W as S h u ja re a lly h o s tile to th e E n g lis h ?
There is no doubt that Sm ith’s reports regarding the n u m 
ber, equipment an d discipline of the vvazir’s troops, the personal
care that he bestowed on them and the efficiency of his intelligence
service are substantially correct. The w azir’s anxiety to consoli
date his power and to extend his territory by recovering K ora
and A llahabad and by bringing Bundelkhand under his control
is apparent on the face of the narrative (vide Chapter II). But
it is highly improbable that his military preparations were
designed to fight a war of revenge with the English, that his
ambition was to expand in the direction of Bihar and Bengal
and that his correspondence with the M arathas was uothing but
an incitement to th at power to fight with the company and a
process of negotiation for forming a confederacy of various
chiefs against the government of Bengal. It will be recalled
that Shuja-ud-daulah had established news connections with
Poona, H yderabad, and Mysore and entered into correspondence
with the M arathas with the express desire of Verelst who wanted
the wazir to procure authentic information of the movements of
31
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those powers during the Deccan war.33 Notwithstanding Smith’s
positive assertion that his letters to the M arathas left no doubt
in his mind that the wazir was forming a confederacy against
the company, there is nothing incriminating in these letters.
Peshwa M adho R a o ’s letter to him and his reply thereto are
formal, while the Peshwa’s vakil’s offer of help in view of rum 
ours of a rupture between Shuja and the English and his demand
of a Sanad for Bengal in return for the aid promised were p ro 
mptly rejected by the wazir who forwarded the whole corres
pondence34 to Smith. There is, however, one letter a superficial
acquaintance with which might lead one to doubt the sincerity
o f Shuja’s friendship with the English, especially if it is divorced
from powerful contrary evidence and read with Smith’s comment
that “ Jf the contents of this letter are facts, there no longer
remains doubt of Shuja D ow lah’s intentions.” It is from
M alhar Rao H o lk ar’s widow to her vakil informing him that
Shuja had “ written clandestinely to Janoji urging him to assem
ble forces, advance and settle things on their former footing.” 35
Even if this letter be authentic, it seems to have been written
under suspicious circumstances, as the lady was anxious to make
a pilgrimage to G aya, Kashi and Prayag and had requested
Smith for a permit,36 and being a partisan of the Peshwa’s bouse,
she was naturally against Janoji. How did the letter come into
the hands of Smith is also not free from suspicion. Moreover,
Smith’s reports represent Shuja-ud-daulah as busy forming an
anti-English confederacy with M adho R ao and Janoji, besides
other chiefs, a scheme which the wazir, a shrewd politician that
he was, must have known as being impossible of realisation, as
these two M aratha chiefs were rivals and political enemies and
could not be brought together for any common patriotic objec
tive. M adho Rao was not inclined to take sides in the Deccan
33

Ben. Sel. Com . to Sm ith, 3rd N ovem ber, 1767 ; C. P. C ., II, 5 4 0 ,
5 4 8 , 5 5 0 , 618.
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S m ith ’s rem ark th a t there m ight have been some incrim inating
letters which Shuja might have w ithheld need no t be taken seriously.
Despite his exertions, he could no t intercept any, nor could he get
any in form ation on the subject.
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Sm ith lo Ben. Sel. C om ., 19th O ctober, 1767.

36 Ibid.
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war ; nor was he desirous of joining any confederacy, such were
his circumstances at this juncture, although he kept the English
all through in suspense and did not allow them to guess his real
intentions and policy which were first to settle his domestic
quarrel37 by subduing R aghunath R ao and Janoji and then only
to turn to his external enemies. An alliance between Shuja and
Janoji was even more unlikely, as the latter, unlike M ad h o Rao,
had no interest in N orth Indian politics, except in those o f Bengal.
His territories being separated from Awadh by hundreds of
miles o f almost impassable barriers, he could only have made a
diversion on Bengal, if Shuja had attacked it from the west.
But both these were outside the region of practical politics under
the circumstances. The Bengal select committee therefore
rightly refused to treat Smith’s reports seriously. In fact these
coloured reports must have produced comic effect on the mind
of Verelst and his colleagues who had been advised by Shujaud-daulah just a fortnight before to take practical steps to
organise a coalition of the Rohila, the Bangash and the Jat
chiefs, who were natural enemies of the M arathas, to check the
latter’s advance towards Northern India, should they decide to
make a common cause with the Nizam and H aider AI i.38 The
wazir had further informed the governor that “ there is no trust
to be put in the M arathas” on learning that M adho R ao had
made an offer of friendship, and advised him th at to prove the
sincerity o f his professions, he (M ad h o Rao) should be asked to
devastate Haider Ali’s dominion.39
Far from betraying even lurking hostility,
Shuja-udd au lah ’s conduct during the Deccan war fully confirmed his
friendship for the English. Not only did he establish news
connection with the Deccan States and raise a large body of
troops, especially cavalry at his own expense at Verelst’s
requests (though they were useful for him too in his pursuit
37

M y independent study on the subject is supported by the c o n c lu 
sion arrived at by Dr. N. K . Sinha, vide his paper u Madho Rao i
and the First Anglo-Mysore War” (Progs. Indian H istory Congress,
C a lc u tta , 1939, pp. 1 3 3 4 -3 9 ).

38 C. P. C ., II, 597.
39

C. P. C., II, 650.
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o f an aggressive policy against his Indian neighbours), but he
also offered to make a diversion40 on the enemy from the north.
He rejected Haider Ali’s appeal for joining a holy war against
the English and told him th a t religion • had nothing to do
with politics and that the English were his friends.41 He was
the m an to suggest to Verelst the desirability of procuring a
royal sanad from Shah Alam for the N izam ’s dominions so as
to invite the latter’s followers to desert their m aster so publicly
dismissed by his M ughal suzerain42 and thus compel him
to abandon his alliance with H aider Ali. He proposed a
confederacy o f some o f the im portant powers, such as, Jaw ahar
Singh Jat, Ahmad K han Bangash and the Rohila chiefs
against the two M u h am m ad an powers of the South.48
These were no ordinary sacrifices for a Muslim ruler for
the sake of retaining friendship of a non-Muslim power. Had
he harboured the least ill-will against the English, he would
not h ave pressed Verelst as he did several times (February
1767, October and November 1767 and M arch 1768 when
the Deccan war was in progress and Smith was secretly accusing
him o f hostility) not to w ithdraw the British contingents from
A llahabad contrary to the comm ittee’s decision and not to hand
over the Allahabad fort to any one but to keep it in English
hands.44 Unless Shuja-ud-daulah was devoid o f all political
sagacity, he would not be preparing for a contest with the com
pany and yet at the same time be appealing to Verelst to retain
one-third of the total English forces on his frontier and prac
tically under the direction o f his sworn rival M unir-ud-daulah
and also to keep the strategic fort of A llahabad in the hands
of Smith
Much less would he be requesting the governor
“ that the English army may not be removed from his (Shuja’s)
40

C. P. C., II, 684.

41

Imad , 106-7. S m ith’s rem a rk th a t Balwant Singh h a d to ld him th a t
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S h uja would have attack ed the English, if the la tte r h a d failed in
the Deccan, need not be ta k e n seriously, as being an avow ed p a rti
san of the English, B alw ant was against the wazir a n d wanted
to shake off his allegiance.
C. P. C., II, 6 3 5 , 650.
C. P. C., II, 597.
C. P. C ., II, 87, 635, 6 6 3 , 8 4 0 .
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dominions, as its remaining there will be attended with great
advantage.” 45
Both the w azir’s correspondence and conduct give the lie to
Sm ith’s unw arranted assertions. There is not a single sentence
in his huge correspondence with Verelst, other English officers
and his own agents at C alcutta and other Indian notables that
might be construed to mean th a t he was against the English
and was preparing to overthrow the British power in Bengal.
On the contrary, his letters to Verelst are full of such expres
sions as, “ his life and fortune are devoted to the English,” “ from
his heart and soul he is ready to perform anything,” “ will
labour with all diligence to perform whatever the governor signi
fies,” “ looks upon pleasing the governor in every transaction
as o f the utm ost importance,” “ is at all times the governor’s
ally whether in prosperity or adversity,” “ while the writer lives
he will act to the pleasure of the English Sardars and interfere
with nothing without their knowledge,” etc. etc.46 His conduct
was compatible with his professions, so far as his relations with
the com pany were concerned, and governor Verelst characterised
his confidential correspondence as ‘‘open” and he never really
became convinced that Shuja m eant to break with the English.
At the end of M arch 1768 the government of Bengal rightly
informed the court of directors th at the rumours against the
wazir were unfounded and that “ his whole revenue can never
support a force which can be really formidable to us.” 47 And
even after the committee had decided to reduce the strength of
the wazir’s army Verelst and his colleagues confessed th at “ no
satisfactory evidence appears o f the N abob (Shuja) ever propo
sing a war with us.” 48

45

C. P. C ., II, 87 , 840.

46

C. P. C ., II, 278. 3 11, 5 9 7 , 6 1 8 , 8 8 6 , etc.
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L etter to the C o u rt of D irectors, 2 8 th M arch, 17 68.
Clive to o
believed th a t Shuja could never be a menace to the co m pany. He
saw no sense in a hostile attitu d e to w a rd s S huja-ud -daulah believing,
as he did, th a t the British-led sepoys m ade the com pany invincible
against any native pow er (See Clive’s letter to com pany, M ay 2 3 rd ,
1769, vide Clive o f Plassey by D avies, page 3 9 6 ).
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Letter to th e C ourt of D irectors. 2 5 th September, 1768.
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Smith was surely right in characterising Shuja-ud-daulah
as ambitious and proud and in believing that the idea of depen
dence on the English hurt him. But w hat the colonel missed
was that the wazir was too seasoned and sagacious a politician
to misunderstand the facts of his situation and to allow his
personal feelings to warp his political judgm ent and m ar his
material interests and favourite schemes. It is an incontrover
tible fact that since August 1765 the main object of Shuja’s
foreign policy was not only to regain his former power and
territory but also to aggrandise himself against his neighbours,
the Rohilas, the Bangash and the Bundelas with English assis
tance, direct and indirect, political and military. At the very
time that Smith was sending his confidential despatches to C al
cutta accusing Shuja of forming a confederacy against the Eng
lish, the wazir was appealing to the head o f those very people
in Bengal to get him restored to the full power of wazirship,49
and assist him to recover B undelkhand50 which once belonged
to the Subah o f Allahabad, —schemes which could not fructify
without English aid and which were o f more vital importance
for Shuja and Awadh than the satisfaction of the wazir’s perso
nal feelings of revenge, if he had really had any in the present
case. At the same time he had his eye on Kora and A llahabad,
which had formed part o f his dominions before the treaty of
1765, and these too he was trying to regain with the English
governor’s help.61 The history of the last ten years (1765-75) o f
this nawab-wazir’s reign clearly demonstrates the fact that he was
partly dependent52 on British bayonets not only in the successful
prosecution of his policy o f aggression but also in the m ainte
nance of internal order and external peace from the threatened
M aratha invasion. Shuja-ud-daulah would hardly commit poli
tical suicide by venturing to prepare for rupture with a power in
49

C. P. C., II, 311, 768 , 7 9 9 , 8 4 0 , 8 4 8 , 8 6 6 ; etc.
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C. P. C., II, 4 8 7 , 50 6, 5 2 4 , 587 , 5 8 9 , 1294.
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C. P. C., II, 87, etc.
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Referring to the Verelst’s policy o f suspicion W. Hastings wrote in
1772, ‘‘I know too S hujah -u d -d au lah is so little able to contend
with the C o m p a n y that he is unable to stand without them.” (Q uoted
by C Davies W. Hastings and Oudh, p. 141.).
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the hope of whose support he had conceived many a concrete
scheme o f self-aggrandisement.

W hy d id V e re ls t a g re e to p e n a lis e S h u ja ?
It has been shown th a t Verelst and the select committee
were consistently of opinion till the 3rd of August 1768 that
Shuja-ud-daulah’s military establishment was far from being
formidable, and that there was no satisfactory evidence in sup
port of Smith’s repeated allegations that he was preparing for a
w ar of revenge. Why did Verelst then agree to penalise the
com pany’s ally ? A modern scholar suggests that “ the implicit
confidence of the Governm ent and Select Committee in the
Vizier was at last shaken in some measure when it came to their
knowledge in July that the latter was secretly procuring
arms from C handarnagar and C hinsura.” On account of this
“ No difference of opinion remained as to the urgent need
for some effective action to check the warlike preparations
o f the Vizier.” 63 It should, however, be noted that this cause
was a minor one, and although the governor warned Shuja
against its repetition, he considered the arms smuggled as “ old
and b a d ’' and hence useless. Moreover, even if smuggling of
arms had continued, which it did not, it would never have made
Shuja formidable for the English. This was the considered view
o f Clive54 and also of Verelst and his colleagues who believed
that the wazir’s entire resources could never bring forth a force
that might be formidable fo r the government o f Bengal.™ N oth
ing had happened between 28th March when these words were
written by the committee and 31st July to increase the wazir’s
income by a single rupee* N or did the discovery establish
Shuja’s hostility towards the English. At least Verelst and the
committee did not believe that it did, and they had to admit,
after it was decided to prescribe a limit to the wazir's force, th at
“ we? satisfactory evidence appears o f the Nabob ever proposing a
war with us.” Obviously the real cause o f the change must be
sought somewhere else.
83

Dr. N. L. C h atterji’s Verelst's Rule in India , pp. 9 0 - 9 1 .
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Clive o f Plassey by A. M . D avies, p. 39 6.
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It will be recalled that Smith was a member of the Bengal
select committee, and on his return to Calcutta sometime in
April 1768 he took his seat on the council. N aturally he now
exerted himself to do what his despatches from A llahabad had
failed to achieve. He was vain and ambitious and possessed an
exaggerated notion of his position and importance. Clive had
many a time taken offence at his overbearing dem eanour and
inordinate ambition.56 Smith had insulted Shah A lam II
by ordering the royal music to stop playing57 and by describing
its notes as barbarous ; and he had a standing quarrel with
Verelst whose authority he choose to ignore and even defy on
more occasions than one.58 This good-natured but weak gover
nor exhibited irresolution and weakness in Shuja’s case as well
as his own. There is some tru th in GentiFs statement,59 however
prejudiced he might have been against Smith, that the allegations
preferred by the colonel against the wazir were false and that
he wanted to force a w ar on the ruler of Awadh in order to
make a fortune for himself. Verelst’s minutes and despatches
on the subject show that he never really believed that the wazir
was hostile to the English, and yet his character obliged him to
yield to the pressure.60
56

Clive giving several instances w hen Smith had offended him by the
assum ption o f a superior to n e w rote : “ .........I n d e e d ..........I could
observe a m ind too a c tu ate d by am bition : Such a tendency in
Colonel Sm ith, to govern a n d c o m m a n d those who o u g h t to govern
and c o m m an d h i m .........” ( Vide Clive o f Plassey by A . M . Davies,
429-30).
57 Siyar , 7 7 4 ; Gentil, 25 9.
58 Verelst's Rule in India , pp. 1 7 2 - 1 8 8 .
Clive on hearing o f S m it h ’s co n d u c t tow ards V erelst expressed
the o p in io n th a t the colonel deserved to be punished w ith dismissal
from th e co m p an y ’s service.
See M alcolm ’s Life o f Clive , Vol.
I l l , pp. 2 1 3 - 2 1 4 .
59 Gentil, p. 171.
60 In fairness to Verelst it m u st be ad m itted th a t he wished before
Sm ith s retu rn to C alcutta th a t S h u ja should give a practical p ro o f
o f his loyalty by reducing a p a r t o f his army.
This wish was
inspired by three factors, pressure o f S m ith ’s reports suggesting that
Shuja sh ould be m ade to reduee his arm y, a fear t h a t som e English
traders, chiefly Bolts, were in triguing with the wazir, a n d th e gover
nor s own anxiety to solve the p ro b lem without difficulty
(See
Ben. Sel. C om . to C. D ., 5th Jan ., 1168).
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T h e c o m m itte e ’s p la n o f a c tio n a g a in s t S h u ja
The rest of the story may now be briefly told. On the very
day (3rd August) the committee resolved to check Shuja-udd a u la h ’s growing military strength by diplomacy and failing that
by force, steps were taken to strengthen the brigade at A llaha
bad and to keep it in readiness for an emergency. Barker was
instructed to keep a very “ vigilant eye” on the wazir s conduct
and to provide a supply of corn and other necessaries for four
months in the fort. A sum of ten lakhs of rupees was sanctioned
to be despatched immediately to A llahabad for the expenses of
the troops. On the 10th each member of the committee expressed
his opinion in a separate minute on Shnja’s character and the
strength of his army which were naturally in keeping with the
resolution of the 3rd August, and then Smith was requested to
furnish at the next meeting a scheme of military operations to
be utilised in case rupture with the wazir became unavoidable.
It was further resolved to send an embassy to Shah Alam and
Shuja-ud-daulah, and Barker was again directed “ to keep a very
vigilant eye” over the wazir’s movements an d if he found “ very
convincing proofs th a t he is resolved upon a rupture,” he was
then to reinforce the garrison of C hunar fort, but without giving
“ the least umbrage or cause of suspicion” to Shuja. The govern
ments of M adras and Bombay were requested to make every effort
to get hold o f any letters that might be passing between Shuja on
the one hand and the Nizam, the M arathas and Haider Ali on
e other. It was also decided to sent the second brigade to the
aram nasa, not only to exert military pressure on the wazir
ut also to employ it against him in case o f necessity.61
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hastened to his help at all times, showed great attention to his
honour and glory, and got him appointed as wazir. The letter
was to enquire as to why he had been making formidable
military preparations at a time when there was perfect peace and
tranquillity in his dominions and those of the English and when
the latter were always ready to come to his assistance whenever
there was the shadow of a danger, and to add that although
there was no explicit mention in the treaty of 1765 that he was
not to increase his force beyond a certain fixed number, as he
maintained, it was implicit therein that he would not make it
formidable. He was to be informed that the governor was
sending an embassy and that he should meet them and remove
all the causes of English suspicion regarding his policy and
intentions, of course, by reducing the number of his troops.
Smith suggested that if this letter failed to bring Shuja round,
vigorous measures must at once be taken to enforce their
demands.62
At the next meeting (17th) Sm ith’s proposal was accepted
and it was decided that the wazir be informed that a deputation
consisting of Messrs Cartier, Smith and Russel was leaving
Calcutta to see him at A llahabad to remove the cause o f suspicion
and to adjust everything to the satisfaction of both the parties.
Conformably to the resolution o f the 17th, the committee drafted
two letters to Shuja, one on the lines suggested by Smith and
the other purporting to seek the enforcement of the emperor’s
orders, and these were handed over to the deputation with the
instruction that the second letter was to be delivered to the wazir
only after the first one had proved definitely ineffectual in secur
ing the committee’s object peacefully. The second letter furnished
yet another instance of how the English authorities in Bengal
would use the Mughal em peror’s name in furtherance o f their
own ends, sometimes without even informing him in time that
is name was being so used. Proceeding with the basic assump-
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we cannot but consider such a conduct on your part as manies ing an intention to disturb the repose which His Majesty’s
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territories, your dominions and the C om pany’s valuable posses
sions have for some time enjoyed................ It ended with the
ultim atum : “ His Majesty has been graciously pleased to direct
you to reduce the num ber of your forces, wisely judging that so
large an army can tend only to disturb the general tranquillity.
We concur entirely with His Majesty in his opinion and we now
acquaint your Excellency that it is our determined resolution to
enforce his royal commands ; since we hold it absolutely and
indispensably necessary so to do in order to prevent any one
neighbouring power from acquiring such a strength as may
enable him to disturb the tranquillity o f the E m pire.” 63
The deputation were instructed “ to use their utmost endeav
ours to accomplish the reduction o f the N a b o b ’s military
strength, by friendly arguments and mild exhortation,” and if
their friendly efforts proved ineffectual, then to request Shah
Alam to direct the wazir to disband a part o f his army. Shuja
was to be allowed to retain eight to ten thousand disciplined
infantry and ten to twelve thousand horse, in addition to a few
thousand peons for the work of revenue collection. As he was
likely to feel the public reduction of his army humiliating, it was
suggested that to avoid it an arrangem ent might be made to
transfer the disbanded troops as recruits to the English brigades.
The deputation were not to make any agreement for the with
drawal of British garrison from C hunargarh and the third
brigade from A llahabad.64

S h u ja ’s h e lp le ss p o s itio n ;
D e p u ta tio n a t B a n a ra s
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The Bengal government’s policy of suspicion and distrust
subjected Shuja-ud-daulah to considerable worry and vexation.
He wrote several letters o f protest to Verelst, explained his policy
and conduct, and made numerous personal appeals to the
governor not to believe the mischievous tales o f his alleged
hostile attitude diligently circulated by interested men. His
letters to Verelst demonstrated his helplessness,65 but served no
63
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useful purpose. The Bengal government did not even send a clear
reply to the points raised by the wazir. Even after the select
committee had formulated its policy and despatched the depu
tation, Shuja was not given information regarding the real object
o f their mission. Although he knew the reality from another
source, the information formally supplied to him by Verelst was
that he was unable to meet the wazir owing to ill-health, but
Cartier, Russel and Smith were about to proceed to A llahabad
“ to silence the rumours of the evil-minded people.” A bout a
month and a half later he was told that those gentlemen were
proceeding to the emperor “ for the settlement of affairs,” and
finally to “ demonstrate the stability of our treaty and friendship
and to stop the mouths o f the evil-minded men.” 66 W hat
surprises one most is the fact th at neither Verelst nor the Calcutta
council attempted a categorical or even otherwise satisfactory
reply to the points raised by the wazir in his formal explanation
of August, 1768, and the governor merely sent a vague and
platitudinous answer, namely, “ th at a plainness and openness of
heart and an uprightness of conduct is, by the blessing of God,
the characteristic of the English Sardars ; that the unbecoming
rumours propagated by the evil-minded and malevolent have
occasioned the governor a great deal of uneasiness ; that the
English Sardars are ever ready in their alliances and engage
ments ; and that by the blessing o f God our friendship will daily
increase and the faces of our enemies be asham ed.” 67 Under
these circumstances the helpless wazir once again reaffirmed the
sincerity of his friendship and expressed his dependence on the
governor. He wrote that he “ is from the bottom o f his soul His
Excellency’s sincere friend and ally, and will never depart a
hair’s breadth from the will o f His Excellency and the English
Sardars.” Having neither the requisite strength nor the will,
at least at this time, to resist by force the improper English
demands, he decided to meet the deputation before the latter
could reach the imperial court at Allahabad.
N e g o tia tio n s fo r a f r e s h tr e a ty
Anxious to avoid giving the deputation a meeting in the pre
sence of Shah Alam, Shuja-ud-daulah, accompanied by a slender
66
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escort, marched rapidly to Banaras and pitched his camp on the
bank of the Barna on 18th November, and the deputation h a v 
ing arrived there on the previous day, he interviewed them with
out loss of time. For a day or two there was a formal exchange
of visits, and then they came to business which lasted for more
than a week. Shuja professed friendship and during the course
of the discussion on his military preparations initiated by the
deputation, he enlarged on the strength and state of the Awadh
army in the time o f his father and grandfather which was far
numerous than the one he had been able to gather, and declared
that he was not bound by any article of the existing treaty,
which he had not infringed in any shape, to either maintain any
fixed number of troops or to reduce the strength of his forces.
He pressed this point on Verelst too to whom he wrote from
B anaras, while the conference was in session, “ Since the writer
entertains the most sincere attachm ent for the English Sardars
and specially for the governor, he is steady and invariable in the
treaty that was first concluded between him and the English.”
He expressed the hope that the English too would be “ firm and
constant therein, and till the last day o f the writer’s life be im 
movable like the wall o f A lexander/’68 He told the deputation
that he was surprised that they thought o f forcing on him a
fresh treaty in order to limit his army. If their object was to
keep a sort of balance among the various powers, he said, why
should they not make the same demand on the Rohilas who
possessed a larger army than his ? Then he repeated the reasons
he had already given in his famous letter o f explanation in August
last, why the English demand was unjust. As the deputation
recorded, their dem and agitated him and he would not listen to
their remonstrance. The deputation rightly judging the moment
opportune, delivered to him the comm ittee’s first letter which
he read carefully and then denied69 having written to Verelst
that his preparations were due to the war in the Deccan, the

68 C . P. C., II, 1206 and 1207.
69 As a m a tte r o f fact S h uja had not written t h a t his preparations were
due to the D eccan war. Verelst him self had inform ed the com m ittee
th a t he had asked Shuja to raise m ore tr o o p s in view o f th e w ar. T he
arg u m e n t th a t the tro o p s raised during the w ar were redundant an d
sh o u ld be disbanded did not convince Shuja.
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deputation listening to him with coolness. The committee’s
letter produced the desired effect and the wazir “ moderated
in some degree.” At this psychological time the deputation
explained th a t they did not insist on the conclusion of a new
treaty ; all that they desired was an agreement explanatory of
the first article o f the last treaty in which it was mentioned that
neither party should give room for distrust or jealousy. After
much discussion and many difficulties the deputation elicited
from the wazir that not less than 35,000 troops were sufficient
for the protection of his country and for the collection of his
revenues. This information was enough for them to insist that
the wazir should maintain no more than this number, and the
latter was obliged to agree. Having gained this important,
though preliminary point, the deputation now proceeded to lay
down the strength of the various branches o f the reduced force of
35,000 men. As the English policy primarily aimed at a consi
derable and perm anent reduction of the w azir’s scientifically
trained battalions under the supervision o f French officers, the
deputation prescribed the strength of trained infantry in his
service at 7,000 ; but Shuja having rejected the number as too
inconsiderable, they had to raise it to 10,000. The wazir had
to submit, but he pleaded that “ the limitation should extend
to the English sepoy battalions only and that the disposal of the
rest should be left to his own pleasure.” But the deputation
would not concede this point, and proceeded further with the
work of fixing the number of irregular troops as well as that o f /
cavalry. This led to a tenacious haggling, the deputation begin
ning with low figures and raising them only gradually, while the
wazir, who had conceded the point “ with great reluctance,”
would not only not lower his demands but would also propose
higher numbers. “ T he nearer we came up to his terms,” wrote
the deputation, “ the higher he grew in his demands.” The
negotiations at this seemed to have reached the breaking point
and Shuja, feeling aggrieved and agitated, talked of going to
Calcutta and appealing to the governor and council. The depu
tation too assumed an unbending attitude, and g ving up the
negotiations declared that they were proceeding to the imperial
presence at A llahabad, obviously to request Shah Alam to direct
the wazir to reduce his forces to the limit prescribed by the
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C alcutta government. This announcement m ade Shuja, who had
known to his cost the puppet sovereign’s attitude towards him,
relent and come round and accept the figure dictated to by the
deputation. Being obsessed by the thought o f the consequence
of his resistance, he sent word that the deputation had m isun
derstood him, and that he was willing to comply with their
demands. Next day he agreed to all the English terms with
out any protest. From the beginning to the end the English
diplomacy was substantially backed by military force, as the
second brigade was despatched towards the K aram nasa and was
at this time posted at Phulwari, “ a m easure,” in the words o f the
deputation, “ highly expedient in giving weight to our negotia
tions with the Vizier.” Thus by argument, persuasion and pres
sure of the English authority, wrote the deputation to the com
mittee, they succeeded in dictating a new treaty which crippled
the growing military strength o f Shuja-ud-daulah.70

T h e te r m s o f th e tr e a ty a n d i t s im p o r ta n c e
After one or two alterations had been made in the draft at
S huja’s request the treaty as finally signed by both the parties
on 29th November and ratified by Shah Alam a few days later
contained the following terms :
The deputation having expressed their satisfaction with the
wazir’s ' ‘steady attachm ent to the English,” the parties renewed
and confirmed the treaty of 1765, “ letter by letter and article by
article,” and agreed to add to it the following as an explana
tory clause in order to eradicate doubts and jealousies and to
establish the present harmony on the most durable basis.
Shuja-ud-daulah agreed not to entertain an army of more than
35,000 men, which must include troops o f all description whet
her sepoys, cavalry, peons, artillery men, rocket men or troops
of any other denomination whatever. O f this number only ten
thousand were to be infantry, divided into ten battalions and
including in the above number subahdars, jam adars, havaldars
and all the officers of the various ranks. Likewise cavalry, inclu
ding all its officers, was to be ten thousand strong. The N ajib
70
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regiment “ consisting o f 5,000 men with matchlocks” was “ to
remain always on its present establishment,” all future improve
m ent in the equipment and arms, etc., being ruled out as illegal.
There were to be 500 men for artillery, “ and th a t number never
to be exceeded.” As regards the remaining nine thousand and five
hundred troops, they were to be classed as irregulars and “ neit
her to be clothed, arm ed or disciplined after the manner of the
English sepoys or N ajib regiment.” “ And His Highness also eng
ages to arm none of his forces, besides the ten thousand men
mentioned in the treaty, after the English manner, nor to train
them in the discipline o f the English troops.” In consideration
o f the w azir’s compliance with the above conditions the depu
tation on behalf of the Bengal government bound themselves
that “ neither the present Council of Fort William, nor any
future Council shall hereafter introduce any new matter relative
thereto, besides what has been formally agreed to and now con
cluded upon.” 71
In addition to signing the above document, Shuja, in com
pliance with the deputation’s wishes, made the following agree
ment in his own handwriting to implement the treaty : “ I pro
mise to disband all the troops I now entertain exceeding the
number of 35,000 horse and foot, and to comply with all the
articles in the treaty within the space of three months. Written
the 19th of the month of R ajab of the year of Hijra, 1182”
(which answers to the 29th November,72 1768).
There is no doubt th a t this treary checked the strength
and progress of the wazir’s army and freed the English from
apprehension from their ally. But it did not greatly reduce
his military establishment, for, despite his assurance73 to Smith
th a t he had disbanded his troops in excess of 35,000, Shuja did
not really disband most o f them. As a m atter of fact, it was
confidently talked of that “ he did not, in consequence of the
treaty of Banaras, dismiss one soldier from his service.” 74 It is
71
72
73
74

Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., 4th Jan u ary , 1 769 ; letter to C .D ., 6th
J a n u a ry 1769.
Ben. Sel. Com . Progs., 2 5 th January , 17 6 9 .
Smith to Verelst, 27th Feb., 1769 ; D e p u ta tio n to Verelst, 2nd Jan.,
1769.
George Forster, A Journey, etc,, p. 158.
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also equally true that he made no addition75 to the num ber he
possessed in November 1768. The net result, therefore, was
that the A wadh arm y’s progress was temporarily checked and
the wazir had to give up the policy of building up a really
formidable force for four years and a half, after which the ban
was lifted by Hastings. But the claim that “ Verelst’s achieve
ment in respect of his O udh policy is of more than ordinary
interest inasmuch as he not only averted through personal influe
nce and diplomatic pressure a threatened rupture with Shuja-uddaulah, but cemented the existing alliance with him by means o f
a fresh trea ty,” 16 is not only extravagant, but was never before
put forward by himself or his admirers and apologists. Vereslt’s
own confirmed conviction th at there was no satisfactory evidence
to show that the wazir was preparing for a war has already
been quoted more than once. “ A threatened rupture” was far
from being a reality. Whether the existing alliance was cemented
or its very foundation was shaken by the new treaty can be
judged from the fact that this treaty left a perm anent scar on
the heart o f Shuja-ud-daulah, who, as a shrewd contemporary
Englishman noted, “ saw that his ambition and schemes of
aggrandisement would ever be encountered by the jealousy of the
English, whom he now beheld with mistrust and resentment ; and
knowing the French were the common enemy of our na tion, the
Wazir held out many inducements to engage their assistance.” 77
This treaty, which according to Dr. N. L. Chatterji cemented
the alliance, “ was a sore point with Shuja-ud-daulah” 78 and the
policy of suspicion underlying it was wisely reversed by W arren
Hastings in 1772, even before he discovered to his surprise, “ the
absurdity” contained in this treaty of 1768. Hastings’ strong
condemnation of this treaty can be read in his letter to Sir
George Colebrooke, dated 26th M arch; 1772 and in an entry
dated 28th August, 1773 in his Banaras Diary.79 This governor
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Ben. Sel. C o m .’s letter to C. D., 6th A pril, 1769.
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cancelled the treaty altogether on 8th September, 1773, perm it
ting Shuja to have as big an army as he liked. The treaty is
thus open to criticism from considerations of political expediency
which was its sole justification in the eyes o f the authors.
Morally it is even more indefensible. In the first place, the
deputation’s own admission that after their interview with the
wazir they had “ reason to be satisfied with his steady attachm ent
to the English” militated against the policy o f the imposition of
a new and obviously undesirably harsh treaty. In the second
place, Shuja-ud-daulah was not bound by any article o f the
treaty of 1765 to reduce his forces and yet in the name o f the
first clause o f that very treaty (the treaty of 1768 being m ade
out only an explanatory clause of the first term of the A llahabad
treaty) he was made to agree to the reduction of his army. In
the third place, inasmuch as this treaty prejudiced the relations
between Shuja and the English, it violated the spirit of the first
clause of the A llahabad treaty wherein it had been laid down
that “ everything shall be carefully avoided which might here
after prejudice the union now happily established” , and the
blame must be laid at the door of Verelst and his colleagues.
And lastly, this treaty undermined the reputation of the English
for faithful adherence to their engagements not only in the eyes
of Shuja-ud-daulah but also in the eyes of other Indian princes.

Chapter Four
^Auja.ud.dcudad’i Re.lationA udth iPAaJh A tarn,

1765■68 ;

Uti

to Rtyain “D.t Judto’ W.a%iwhLp

D iffe re n c e s b e tw e e n S h u ja a n d th e e m p e r o r
Ever since they had come to a parting o f ways after the
battle of Baksar (Oct. 1764), there was no love lost between the
titular emperor Shah Alam and his erstwhile wazir Shuja-uddaulah. The bitterness of feeling, kept alive by the emperor’s
actually blessing the English war against Shuja (1764-65) and
proclaiming it as one between the rebellious wazir and his
sovereign, was further accentuated by the treaty o f Allahabad
(August, 1765) which, while it tore away two fertile and flouri
shing districts out of Shuja's dominions to provide a means of
subsistence for Shah Alam at the wazir’s expense gave the
emperor cause for disappointment as the wazir’s timely submis
sion had totally frustrated the materialisation of Shah Alam’s
scheme of himself becoming the master of the whole of Shuja’s
territory. Moreover the M ughal sovereign still nursed a griev
ance against his wazir for the latter’s having displayed vanity
and superior airs, which were insulting to his imperial dignity,
during 1761-1764. There was, however, an outw ard patching
up at Clive’s instance in July 1766 and as a sequel to it Shuja
was reappointed wazir which was but an empty designation.
A part from the restricted importance of the dignity, whatever
work still pertained to it, such as the managem ent of court
affairs, the relations between the king and the English, and
those with Indian powers were in the hands of the deputy-wazir
M unir-ud-daulah, a supple courtier in high favour both with
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the emperor and the English. It was Shuja s cherished object
to have full control over the imperial court as de fa cto wazir and
become the real medium o f transaction of the court business
with the English and with other powers. He was anxious that
the royal tribute from Bengal should pass through his hands
and that the world should look upon him as the sole manager
of what had yet remained o f the dwindled empire.
In view of Shah A lam ’s aversion for him and M unir’s com
plete hold over the former’s mind, it was not possible for Shuja
to regain his rightful place at the court through an appeal to the
emperor or by an attem pt to please his sovereign by means of
useful service, as he was not given an opportunity o f rendering
any service at all. Hence, he cleverly sought the intercession of
the English governor of Bengal for the solution o f an essenti
ally domestic problem. A clever diplomat that Shuja was, he
made it appear to the C alcutta authorities that his restoration
to full power at the court was essential for safeguarding and
furthering the com pany’s interests as well as his own. Verily
he chose the right instrument and, in the end, a year and a half’s
exertion became crowned with success.

S h u ja ’s e a rly r e p r e s e n ta tio n s to V e re ls t : c h a rg e s a g a in s t
th e c o u rt
Shuja-ud-daulah’s voluminous correspondence with Verelst
reveals him a cool, calculating and shrewd diplomat, ever on the
look-out for seizing an opportunity of gain and able enough to
make out his case as favourable as it could be, descending to the
level of a low flatterer when seeking to gain an im portant point
and rising to that of a defiant despot when his own prerogatives
were encroached upon or his interests were likely to be in
jeopardy. While the Abdali invader was still spoliating the
Punjab and the English in Bengal were taking all precautionary
measures for the defence of their territory, he informed Verelst
that the emperor was anxious to depute Munir “ with an amic
able message to His Afghan M ajesty,” insinuating that such a
step was likely to be prejudicial to the English interests. He sug
gested that the governor should ask the emperor to place all
the business of the court in his hands. He reminded Verelst that
both he and Clive had promised their support to him and if
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he were thus recommended he “ will labour with all diligence to
perform whatever the governor signifies,” since he considered
the English “ as the leaders and principals in every transaction
and does not look up to any one but them .” A fortnight later
the wazir caught hold o f a more suitable opportunity for urging
the full restoration of his powers at the court. In his usual blun
dering m anner Shah Alam had advised the English to confine
their line o f defence to Bihar and had at the same time secretly
offered to join the Abdali, if the latter advanced as far as Delhi.
This secret was divulged to the English by one of the emperor’s
courtiers. Anxious to make capital out of it, Shuja ascribed
it to the encouragement the king gave to unworthy favourites
who influenced his policy and indulged in intrigue with the result
that “ the throne has become as light as air and the Vizarat
disgraced.” He explained how in compliance with Clive’s repeated
wishes he had gone to A llahabad to take charge of premiership,
but had to return disgusted as the emperor did not give him his
confidence, but in alliance with court minions intrigued against
him ; and should therefore anything happen at court contrary
to the intention and interests o f the English, he should not be
held responsible for it, as he had no share in his Majesty’s
counsel. “ For more cautious m anagem ent and security of
affairs,” he urged for the full restoration o f his powers with the
governor’s intercession and proposed th a t the Bengal tribute
should be transmitted to the court through him, not “ for his
own aggrandisement” , he said “ but in order that His Majesty
may henceforth be closely locked within the arms of the English
Sardars and of the writer (Shuja)” and “ might be prevented
from attempting further intrigues.” Shuja-ud-daulah suggested
an interview and a personal conference between him and the
governor for settling these important problems satisfactorily.1

V e re ls t d e c id e s f o r a co n fe re n c e ; c o u n te r-c h a rg e s f r o m
S h ah A la m a n d M u n ir
While acknowledging Shuja’s letters, Verelst adm itted
(22nd May, 1767) that he had for long been convinced o f the
truth of confused state of affairs at the court and agreed to hold
a conference for the adjustment of the points raised by the wazir.
C .P .C ., IT, 31 1, 37 7 a n d 392.
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But he requested Shuja either to journey to C alcutta or to meet
him at or near C hhaprah. He invited M unir to attend the con
ference. The emperor was requested to perm it M unir to attend it.2
Well aware that S huja’s effective control of the royal
affairs must mean his own degradation and downfall, M unir
immediately wrote to Verelst “ that on account o f his allegiance
and faithful attachm ent to the K ing...his attention to the pros
perity o f the English Company, and his support of the governor
and the English Sardars, many gentlemen and people of rank
have conceived the bitterest enmity against him, and are laying
schemes and snares to set him and the governor at variance
with each other.” He assured the governor that in watching
and safeguarding the English interests he was like a true agent
and deputy to him at the imperial court and he “ should rest
satisfied on all points.” He also brought it to Verelst’s notice
that “ diverse people” (of course, m eaning thereby Shuja only)
were anxious to have Bengal tribute pass through their hands.
Shah Alam, took up the cause of M unir, in conjunction with
whom he resolved to checkmate the wazir by following the
policy of meeting intrigue with intrigue. He requested Verelst
to pay the royal tribute through M unir, and after being apprised
of what the governor had to say ab o u t management of the
royal affairs, he w r o te . that M unir was “ a true and faithful
servant o f His Majesty and a friend o f the English Sardars. The
whole business o f the sublime sarkar appertains to him and
in everything he has full powers.” H e warned Verelst against
listening to calumnies against M unir, “ since on account of his
good services to His Majesty and attachm ent to the governor,
he has many enemies who are night an d day labouring to sow
dissension between him and the governor.” 3

F u r th e r c h a rg e s
q u e s tio n

a n d c o u n te r-c h a rg e s ;

B u n d e lk h a n d

In almost ceaseless succession Shuja went on flooding Verelst
with letters, elaborating arguments in favour of his proposal,
giving details of the doings of the anti-w azir clique, multiplying
instances, some real and others dubious, o f the emperor’s secret
2
3

C .P .C ., II, 4 0 1 , 4 0 2 and 404.
C .P.C ., II, 4 0 8 a n d 438.
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negotiations with various powers, particularly the Afghan
invader from Kabul, prejudicial to the com pany’s interest and
time and again pressing the governor to proceed to Allahabad
and persuade Shah Alam to place the royal adm inistration in
his hands. The main burden of the w azir’s charges were the
mismanagement of the imperial affairs and the court’s hostile
attitude towards his and the English interests. He, however,
took care to explain that he had no grudge against the emperor,
and th at it was wrongly reported by some mischief-mongers that
the latter was displeased with him. He was alienated from the
wazir by the machinations o f M unir-ud-daulah who tenaciously
clung to the unlawfully acquired power, which he was extremely
unwilling to resign.4
The relations between the emperor and his wazir were
further complicated by the Bundelkhand question. It has been
related in the previous volume o f this work th a t Bundelkhand
having once been a part of the Allahabad Subah, Sbuja had
m ade more than one unsuccessful attem pt to recover it from
H indupati before he had undertaken his famous campaign
against the English. At the congress o f C hhaprah in July
1766 he discussed the question with Clive who seemed to have
held out the prospect of the settlement o f the question to the
wazir’s satisfaction.6 In July, 1767 Shuja reopened it, as he
feared that H indupati, who had sent his agent to Calcutta,
might succeed in purchasing English protection against his
aggressions. He wrote to Verelst that both Clive and C arnac
had given their assurance to him on the question and the
emperor had permitted him to occupy the districts, and therefore
he begged the governor to give no ‘countenance’ to H indupati’s
agent and to prevail upon Shah Alam to grant him a sanad for
them. But the emperor was no longer favourable to the wazir
and coveting the districts for himself, he asked for English
assistance in conquering Bundelkhand and promised them in
< C .P.C ., I I, 412, 414, 422, 423 etc., an d 601 an d 602.
6 Clive wrote in his p a rtin g m in u te o f 16th J a n u a r y , 1767 : “ I am of
op in io n th a t as soon as he (Shuja) shall have form ed an arm y etc.—
he will be eager to extend his territories p artic u la rly by the aquisition
o f Bundelkhand district, form erly annexed to the subahship of
A lla h a b a d ” (Ben. Sel. C o m . P rogs., 1767, p. 28).
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lieu of it the cession of h alf o f that principality. The governor
must have been for some time on the horns o f a dilemma ; but
it did not take him long to tackle the problem successfully. He
advised Shuja to wait for some time when the English might be
in a position to help him, which was not possible then, as the
M arathas (being greatly interested were sure to interfere, if
Bundelkhand were invaded) were on friendly terms with them,
and he thought it im prudent to antagonise them a t a time when
a war in the Deccan was about to break out. A t the same time
Verelst requested Shah alam not to quarrel with H indupati for
a mere trifle and advised the raja to show allegiance to the
emperor.6
While the Bundelkhand difficulty was thus temporarily got
over, the other urgent problems, namely the medium through
which the Bengal tribute should pass and whether the wazir or
Munir should control the royal affairs, remained altogether
unsettled. The idea o f a conference between Verelst, Shuja
and M unir did not materialise, as the wazir fell ill, and could
not travel to C hhaprah. U nder these circumstances Verelst
had to invite M unir alone, and Shah Alam, while giving Munir
leave of departure, feared lest the latter should be compelled
to resign his power into the hands of Shuja-ud-dualah and
therefore wrote to the governor that he should -regard Munir’s
sentiment as his M ajesty’s, as he (Munir) “ is the sole ruler and
manager of His Majesty’s auspicious sarkar, a n d he considers
the honour and reputation o f M unir-ud-daulah as his ow n.......
There is no other servant in whom His Majesty ever reposes his
confidence.” He concluded by directing Verelst ' ‘that if any
other person applies to the governor for employment near His
Majesty’s sacred person, the governor may in no way counte
nance him, but give him a plain and explicit answer that such is
His Majesty’s will and satisfation.” 7 The E m peror’s fear seemed
however, to be premature. M unir interviewed Verelst in
Calcutta in October, 1767, but no action was taken on any of
the points raised by Shuja, and the em peror’s favourite plan
of an expedition to Delhi and the question ot the regular
6 C .P.C ., II, 487, 506, 524, 567, 587, 652, 660 and 671.
7 C .P .C ., II, 537 and 564.
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transmission of the Bengal tribute were discussed.8 Nothing
definite was, however, achieved even as regards these problems.

M u n ir ’s a t t e m p t s to p re ju d ic e th e E n g lis h a g a in s t S h u ja
During his visit to Calcutta M unir m ust have perceived that
the governor and council were more inclined to support Shuja’s
claim to de facto wazirship than his own pretensions o f keeping
all power in his hands as deputy wazir. In view of these facts,
for M unir to retain power at the court there was only one way,
namely, to discredit his rival Shuja by misrepresenting him as
unworthy and inimical to the English in Bengal. In pursuit of
this object M unir launched on his way to A llahabad, a
malicious propaganda of vilification and intrigue against Shuja
and, as we have seen in the last chapter, sent several letters to
Verelst, making three im portant suggestions calculated to flatter
the English and injure the wazir. In the first place, he desired
the English to obtain possession o f C hunargarh, which belonged
to Shuja, but was o f great strategic importance and comm anded
the route from Bengal to A wadh. In the second place, the
French com m ander Gentil should be removed from Shuja’s
territory. In the third place, a confederacy consisting o f the
Rohilas, the Bangash chief and the English should be formed to
checkmate the activities o f the wazir who, taking advantage of
the war in the Deccan, was alleged to be organising an alliance
with several powers against the com pany.9 He reported that
arms and ammunition were being smuggled from C handranagar
into Awadh, and a little later added two more proposals,
namely, that Barker should be authorised to raise three new
battalions and supplied 3,000 stand of arms and that the
emperor’s force should be augmented by 5,000, as the danger
to the English from the side of A w adh was imminent. He
further brought to Verelst’s notice that owing to the war in the
Deccan certain designing men (m eaning only Shuja) were bent
upon mischief and were circulating all kinds of rumours and
divulging the secrets not only of the C alcutta government but
also o f the house o f the governor himself.10
8 C .P .C ., II, 638.
8 O f course M u n ir did n o t mention th e w azir by name.
10 C .P .C ., II, 7 3 8 , 7 8 7 , 7 9 1 , 8 1 7 , 8 1 9 a n d 82 0.
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As could be expected, Verelst at once approved of M unir’s
suggestion regarding C hunar fort an d requested him to
detect the persons engaged in illicit business of transporting
arms to Awadh. He also wrote to the wazir complaining against
Gentil. But he refused to believe that Shiija was organising a
confederacy and preparing for a war with the English, and ex
pressed his deep displeasure at M unir’s betraying apprehension
and suspicion w ithout explaining grounds for them. He directed
M unir to proceed to F aizabad and endeavour in co-operation
with Shuja to silence the evil-minded.11
S h u ja ’s c o m p la in ts a g a in s t M u n ir ; th e E m p e r o r s u p p o r ts
th e la tte r
Meanwhile Shuja, being informed o f the propaganda against
him, vigorously protested against what “ malicious people” had
been propagating “ with absolute malevolence” and condemned
it as “ a lie and an invention.’’ He assured Verelst of his friend
ship and appealed to him to get him restored to power at the
court. At the same time the wazir censured raja Parsudh Rai,
his wakil in Calcutta, for his failure to get any o f the im portant
questions entrusted to him, especially his restoration to de facto
premiership, settled with the Fort William authorities, and asked
him to bring it to the governor’s notice th a t Munir, after his
return from C alcutta, had publicly reported that he had brought
a letter of appointment from the governor and council for
the administration of the royal affairs, which declaration, Shuja
thought, must be false. As regards the rum ours of his alleged
intention to break with the English, set afloat by interested men,
the wazir added, that Smith who was proceeding to Calcutta
would inform the governor “ w hat he has seen with his eyes, of
the writer’s rectitude and attachment. T he governor will then
be perfectly convinced of the writer’s friendship.” 12 Little did
the wazir then know that Smith was a partisan of the emperor
and Munir and th at this English colonel whom he addressed as
“ his brother” 13 would not only change his opinions but also
contradict himself without weighty reasons (vide Chapter III).
These proceedings prompted Shah Alam to counteract the
11
12
13

C .P .C ., II, 8 0 0 - 8 0 5 .
C .P.C ., II, 7 9 9 .
C .P.C ., II, 7 6 8 , 7 9 9 , 1 3 6 5 , etc.
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w azir’s efforts and to put in a vigorous plea in favour of Munir.
He endeavoured to convince Verelst that Shuja had given the
governor an exaggerated and false notion of the privileges and
dignities o f wizarat, and averred that neither the royal interests
nor the safety and prosperity of the company dem anded that
Shuja should be called to A llahabad and put in charge of the
royal administration. He desired Verelst to tell Shuja in plain
terms that the emperor was “ the sole and absolute sovereign of
his own relam,” and “ will never permit the pretensions of another
to the administration of his affairs.” Munir, he said, was a faith
ful minister and a well-wisher of the English, while Shuja was
not, and the latter's sole object in trying to acquire control over
the court was to “ put his perfidies into execution.” He opined
that if the English had suffered the smallest reverse in the Deccan,
Shuja’s faithlessness would have been exposed. He drew the
governor’s attention to the w azir’s vigorous military preparations
in times of peace, insinuating th at these facts established his
hostility towards the English.14

S h u ja ex p o ses f u r th e r in tr ig u e s o f th e c o u r t
It has been mentioned th a t Verelst did not believe so many
charges against Shuja and looked upon his claim to power as
just. He asked the wazir not to place “ any credence in a
scandalous tale that has been circulated about him ,” and
assured him “ that the author of such a manifest forgery shall
forfeit his countenance for ever.” He did not, however, like him
to quarrel with M unir and recommending him to the wazir’s
friendship, urged that both should regulate the affairs of the
empire. He promised that if M unir opposed him in discharging
the duties of wizarat, he would discontinue his friendship for
him. Verelst believed that Shuja’s failure to control the warring
factions at the court and to exercise full powers of his office was
mostly due to his absence from Allahabad. Consequently hegave
him the sound advice that “ nothing but his residence with His
Majesty can prevail over the factions of the court and establish
a general union” .15
Before Verelst’s orders instructing M unir to repair to
F aizabad and co-operate with the wazir had reached the court,
14
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Shuja made an unsuccessful attempt to appease the emperor and
petitioned to him to allow him to come to A llahabad and do his
best to restore to the empire as much of its former territory as
he could. But under the influence of the dom inant party Shah
Alam rejected the offer, refused to summon the wazir and
dismissed his agent with the reply that he reposed confidence in
none but the English, which, in the words o f Barker was “ as
much composed for the perusal of the English gentlemen as for
the N ab o b .” N aturally, therefore, Shuja would not slack his
vigilance and activity and in representing his case to Verelst,
referred to Smith for a full account of the intrigues at the court
and requested him not to withdraw the English troops from
A llahahad, lest the court intrigues that were carried on in
secrecy should now be pursued without a mask. The emperor's
negotiations with a Sikh leader named Jasa Singh furnished
Shuja with another reasonable ground for complaining that
momentous decisions weie taken by the court behind his
back, and yet the public as well as the English would hold him
responsible for shaping and guiding the imperial policy, simply
because he was the nominal wazir. He told Verelst that altho
ugh he had no axe to grind, “ yet when the munshis (secretaries)
of the court talk among themselves and boast that though the
V izarat was conferred upon the writer by the English Sardars,
they have prevented him from assuming it, that it was meant as
a name only, and that they have opposed and supplanted him,
he cannot help thinking th at these proceedings o f the ministers
an d this ( pposition to the writer will reflect dishonour on the
English Sardars as well as on the writer, united as we are.” In
reply to the governor’s advice that party strife would come to
an end, if he resided at the court he informed him that he had
been there twice “ with the same views,” but had to return
disappointed owing to obstinate opposition from “ the minister of
the presence” (M unir), and requested Verelst to write to
the emperor “ in such terms” that he might go to the court and
“ assert the actual and just privileges of the V izarat and his other
offices. He suggested that Barker might be instructed to invite
him to Allahabad and “ to establish and assist him .” 16
16
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F a ilu r e o f S h u ja ’s a p p e a l to th e e m p e r o r
Sometime in M arch, 1768, S huja-ud-daulah made one more
direct attem pt to conciliate the emperor, and sent his minister
Elich K han to Allahabad with a petition* containing usual
professions o f allegiance and loyalty and a strong appeal th at he
be given an opportunity to demonstrate his loyalty by actual
service. M unir, who had received Verelst’s instructions to go to
Faizabad and co-operate with Shuja, took the opportunity of
impressing on Elich K han, his friendship and attachment to the
wazir, and wrote direct to Shuja, expressing great concern a t his
alleged displeasure with him for which, he added, he had not
consciously given him any cause, and promising to see him in
person to demonstrate the strength o f his attachment. Shuja
replied th at if he really had that sincere attachm ent he spoke of,
he was welcome and he would not discover any change in
him.17 But, as a matter o f fact, M unir was not in the least sincere
in his professions of loyalty and as he was strongly backed
by Shah Alam, he refused to transfer power to the wazir. Elich
K h a n ’s mission therefore proved an utter failure.
This failure synchronised with S huja’s receipt of information
from Verelst that he had written to the emperor advising him
to allow the wazir to discharge the work of premiership and to
give him his full royal confidence, and also that he had instruc
ted M unir to proceed to F aizabad and satisfy the wazir with
his conduct. But at the same time the governor had written
that he would not be in a position to press the emperor any
further, if he did not listen to these representations. These
letters revived hopes in Shuja who thanked the governor for
his “ affectionate and generous conduct,” and repeated his
favourite argum ent that to be responsible for the king’s do
ings, he must be in charge of the court affairs. He took pains
to assure him that there being no emoluments attached to
wizarat, his sole object in pressing for his restoration was his
regard for the good name and welfare of the English. And
although he did not propose to allow M unir to act as deputy
wazir with the wazir’s seal in his possession, he wanted to know
17
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Verelst’s views in the matter, by which he promised to abide
without hesitation.18

V e re ls t d e c id e s to b a c k u p S h u ja
The governor had for some time been convinced o f the
mismanagement at the imperial court, due to the ascendancy
there of men of an undesirable type. U nder the influence o f
these men Shah Alam had been devising ‘fanciful’ schemes,
corresponding with various Indian powers, especially the M a r a 
thas and the Sikhs, and displaying a keen desire to quit A llaha
bad for Delhi, all of which was distasteful and sometimes even
embarrassing to the Fort William authorities whose policy was
one of prolongation of the imperial stay at Allahabad for an
indefinite period, as the em peror’s presence there was of great
political advantage to the company. A t the top of the crowd of
impoverished mediocrities o f the decadent court there stood
M unir-ud-daulah, a shrewd, supple and selfish minister who was
politician enough to realise the mockery o f the emperor’s preten
sions to supremacy which, he knew, really belonged to the English,
and therefore he was so genuinely loyal to their interests as to be
sometimes disloyal to those of his m aster and suzerain. Being
aware o f it, the governor and council of Bengal immensely liked
M unir, who flattered the governor’s vanity in his numerous letters,
frequently m ade him and his colleagues rich presents, and asked
Verelst to look upon him as his own representative at A llahabad,
watching and furthering the English interests. But Shuja’s
clever and successful diplomacy gave the problem of his restora
tion to wazirship with full powers the appearance of a case,
Shuja-ud-daulah versus M unir-ud-daulah, and compelled Verelst
not only to pronounce his judgm ent but also to execute it.
Shuja’s arguments that the English themselves were responsible
for his reappointment as wazir, that surely the dignity could not
have been intended to remain purely nominal, that M unir was
preventing him from assuming charge of his office, that the
emperor was a helpless tool in M unir’s hands and was often
acting contrary to the English interests, that the English who
were responsible for his appointment were morally bound to see
that he was given powers of the office so that responsibility might
18
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not remain divorced from power, that being a real friend
and ally of the company its interests were safe in his hands, and
that there being no emoluments for wazirship, he was not actua
ted by selfish motives, seemed powerful indeed and the governor
finally decided in favour of Shuja’s de facto restoration. It is
probable that along with the above arguments political considera
tions might have swayed the governor’s decision. Shuja was
a powerful hereditary prince with the highest reputation in the
country and therefore a useful ally and in a choice between
him and M unir who was no more than an influential courtier
without any territorial backing, the former must have been
preferable for considerations o f expediency. Moreover, the Cal
cutta government was considering to force on the wazir an arbi
trary and unjust treaty (Treaty o f 1768) and most probably Verelst
thought it impolitic to follow the policy of cutting both ways.
Whether politics entered into Verelst’s decision or not, he
came to the conclusion th a t M unir was to blam e and took him
to task for declaring that he had been appointed “ the sole man
ager” of the royal administration and wrote to Shah Alam
accusing M unir o f ill-conduct and of “ the feelings o f jealousy”
he entertained towards the wazir. The governor explained to
M unir o f “ the folly o f his past conduct” and warned him that
if he maintained the same attitude towards the wazir, it would
lead to undesirable results. He wrote (2nd M arch) to Barker
at A llahabad, disapproving of M unir’s attempts to replace the
wazir, and directed him to bring about a reconciliation between
them and support Shuja in his just rights as wazir. He reques
ted Shuja to allow M unir to continue as his deputy (naibwazir),19 but the initiation and directions o f policy were of
course to be concentrated in S h u ja’s hands.

M u n ir ’s re a c tio n to V e r e ls t’s o r d e r s
When Munir received Verelst’s letter o f February 19,
instructing him to proceed to Faizabad and pacify the wazir
he did not seem much disposed to relinquish power, and the
emperor, who backed him up in his unreasonable pretensions,
informed the governor, most probably at M unir’s instance, that
the latter had “ not uttered a syllable” in his presence about
*8
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his exclusive appointm ent to the royal administration and that
whoever supplied this information spoke “ a falsehood” . He
expressed his desire not to permit Shuja to possess full powers
o f his office. Next day M u n ir himself drew Verelst’s attention
to his helplessness, as the wazir was already much displeased
with him and the emperor would not allow him to proceed to
Faizabad, while the governor would imagine he was wilfully
avoiding compliance with his orders.
Admitting that the
emperor might be subject to the influence o f unworthy and
unprincipled men, he m aintained that Shah Alam did not
undertake any measure without the governor’s consent, and he
denied the charge that he had declared himself to be sole m an 
ager of the emperor’s household. Munir concluded with his
usual assurance that “ he will continue zealous in the Company’s
service, while he lives.’’20
More than a week passed and Munir was not allowed to
stir out of Allahabad. He expressed his helplessness and said
that if it was the governor’s pleasure, he would go to Faizabad
without the emperor’s permission.21
Shah Alam would not, however, consent to M unir’s going
to see Shuja, obviously because he saw in it the beginning of the
subversion of his own authority. He adopted a stiff attitude
and expressing his displeasure with Verelst for his orders to
M unir, wrote to him in his own hand that none but he himself
had authority in these matters and the governor should “ avert
his ears from the representations of men who conceal the foulest
designs under the fairest faces, and by whose machinations the
royal affairs have come to this pass.” M unir too, being backed
by his master, pleaded th at it being “ an affair between a sove
reign and a subject, he can n o t set out (for Faizabad) without
the orders of His M ajesty,” and that “ it will be impossible for
His Majesty and the Wazir to join hands with mutual sincerity”
unless Verelst himself came to Allahabad and brought about a
reconciliation between them. If, however, the governor could
not come, he should sum m on him (M unir) to Calcutta for
giving him the details about the deadlock.22
2<>
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S h u ja ’s e m o tio n a l a p p e a l to V e r e ls t
Munir thus postponed the execution of the governor’s orders
for a month. Shuja’s patience w as*now sorely tried, and he
charged M unir with wilful disobedience, obstinacy and procras
tinations. He held him solely responsible for the em peror’s
alienation from him and for ' ‘being the original cause of all
these arts and calumnies” which caused a rupture between him
and Shah Alam. He proposed th at such a man should not be
retained as deputy-wazir and the post might be conferred on his
eldest son Asaf-ud-daulah. But if it was decided not to remove
Munir, the wazir’s seal should be entrusted to Barker. He felt
convinced that the day of his restoration was not far, as “ His
Excellency is now bound by his promises” and was actively
trying to redeem them. The wazir, however, expressed his
dissatisfaction at the em peror’s attitude and forwarding copies
of two royal letters in which Shah A lam had taken strong objec
tion to Verelst's unwarranted interference with court affairs,
suggested that the emperor’s fancies needed sobering control.
These letters showed, he wrote, how Shah Alam had cast the
English cause and the English counsel to the winds. And since
these were the emperor’s notions of right and his salliesof passion,
Verelst should remember that Shuja desired nothing in which
the governor was not equally concerned. In order to goad
Verelst to expedite his restoration he wrote “ that he will never
cast a thought upon this object again, nor move a step from
hence,” but would remain “ quietly in his own house, indifferent
and retired, with no other care than the preservation of friend
ship and support of the English Sardars....... ready to fulfil w h at
ever instructions the governor pleases to send him.23

F a ilu re o f B en g al
c o m p ro m is e

g o v e rn m e n t’s

in te rc e s s io n

fo r

a

At last at a meeting of the select committee, held on April
15 of 1768, it was decided to take immediate steps to restore
Shuja to power, and Barker was directed to ask the emperor to
adm it the wazir to his presence and confer on him the power of
wizarat, as he had been appointed to th a t office at the interces23
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sion of the English. Barker was informed that the committee
would be obliged to take steps to support Shuja, if the emperor
refused to comply with their request, but if he agreed, the wazir
should be advised not to take his arm y to Allahabad except a
retinue suitable to his dignity, lest it be offensive to the Mughal
lord. In case Munir in any way interfered, he should be infor
med that his conduct would disturb the friendly relations subsis
ting between him and the English.24
By a coincidence on the very day th at the committee adopted
the above resolution Barker was at F aizabad and in pursuance
o f Verelst’s instructions of an earlier date (28th February and
repeated on 2nd M arch) conferring with the wazir on the funda
mentals of a compromise. Shuja bitterly complained that M unir
was still in possession o f the wazir’s seal and demanded his
removal from the court, otherwise he would not go to A llaha
bad to bs humiliated. He assured Barker that he was not
against the king’s favouring Munir, but he did not want the
latter’s interference with the wizarat. On his return to Allahabad
Barker intimated S huja’s demands to Shah Alam who expressed
his unwillingness to allow him to function as wazir. He denied
Shuja’s charge that Munir was working as de facto wazir, and
said that Baqir Ali Khan, Keeper o f the Seals, M uham m ad
Sadiq K han deputy in the artillery departm ent, and M adru-uddau lah ; Chief Justice, were Shuja’s nominees.25 Owing to the
obstinacy of both the parties, Barker’s efforts met with a failure
and the friction between the king and his wazir became more
acute than ever.

M u n ir y ie ld s r e lu c ta n tly
Notwithstanding his solemn promise not to write anything
further about wizarat, Shuja did send more than one reminder
to Calcutta, and replying to the governor's advice that “ he
should proceed by degrees in the business o f the w izarat” , he
wrote that he wished by no means “ to precipitate matters.” And
he repeated his sentiments about Munir and how he had success
fully frustrated the governor’s earnest endeavours to end the
dead-lock.26
24
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Shuja’s repeated accusation o f Munir provoked Shah Alam
who put in a strong plea in defence of his old favourite’s
conduct. He explained that M unir was not guilty of disobeying
the governor’s orders, as he himself had not accorded him
permission to proceed to F aizabad, and far from making any
representations against Shuja, he (Munir) had played an impor
tant part in getting him reappointed as wazir. M u n ir’s rise was
not due to mere royal favour, it had been earned by years’
devoted and meritorious service since the time o f Alamgir II.
He was appointed deputy-wazir since the very day o f Shuja’s
reappointment as wazir, for the latter was raised to the premier's
post on condition that he would consent to M u n ir’s appoint
ment as his deputy not only in wizarat but also in his other
offices. The emperor alluded to the wazir’s father Safdar Jang’s
rebellion against Ahmad Shah and enumerated S h u ja ’s disloyal
acts, such as his fighting with the English during 1764-65
against the imperial advice, and asked Verelst to come to
A llahabad to hear from him a detailed account o f the wazir's
conduct and of his sentiments about wazirship or agree to the
em peror’s journeying to C alcutta, as the problem was not likely
to be solved without a personal conference. M unir too taking
up the same line of argument, charged Shuja with breach ot the
agreement when two months after Clive’s departure for England
he sent three of his favourites to Allahabad to assume charge
of the deputyship of his various posts. So far as he was concer
ned, he pleaded not guilty and explained that the phrase ksole
m anager” was used for the emperor and not for himself.27
M unir's reasoning appeared like special pleading and did not
satisfy Verelst who stuck to his original decision and reiterated
that he (Munir) had styled “ himself in his letter the sole adminis
trator o f the royal house.” Greatly disappointed, the old
courtier, felt helpless and taking leave of the emperor on 2nd
June, 1768 left for Patna on the plea of attending his son's
marriage and thence he desired to proceed to C alcutta to present
his case before Verelst and in fact to throw himself on his mercy.
But Shuja, fearing lest the governor should be softened by the
old noblem an’s personal entreaties, requested him not to give
27
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M unir countenance, otherwise “ he will never in future pay any
regard to w hat His Excellency writes and says to him .” But if
he remained firm, “ the writer’s (Shuja’s) affair will be settled to
the entire satisfaction of himself and the governor.” As a matter
of fact Verelst’s policy in this respect was strictly consistent and
he had already commanded M unir once more “ to give up his
pretensions and quit all secret thought as well as open professions
of being the sole adm inistrator of the royal house.’’ This
firmness produced the desired effect and Munir was obliged to
bend and to promise “ to act agreeably to the G overnor’s high
commands and to resign himself to his mercy’', as “ his life and
property are deposited in the hands of the governor and the
English gentlemen.” 28

S h ah A la m ’s fin al in d ic tm e n t o f h is w a z ir
Shah Alam keenly felt the absence of Munir and sent him
repeated orders to be back without delay. But the latter
refused compliance on pretence of illness, and the emperor
had to ask Verelst many a time to direct Munir to return,
as court business was suffering through his absence. But
the governor replied that owing to his age and infirmities
M unir was now unfit to perform the onerous duties of a
minister. Yet Shah Alam continued insisting on M unir’s return
and on his unwillingness to accept Shuja as his wazir. He had
already sent Daya Ram Pandit, a trusted assistant of Munir,
to C alcutta with a strong royal indictment of Shuja in which
an attem pt was made to show 11, *t the latter was a perfidious
and dangerous man, and an ignorant, incompetent and disloyal
wazir. and to persuade Verelst not only to give up his support
ol the wazir but also to be on guard against his machinations,
which w'ere likely to be injurious to the company's interests.
This libellous but interesting document, laid before Verelst on
July 11, 1768, recapitulated the history of the relations between
the emperoi and Shuja and described how Shah Alam was
strayed against his will into a war with the linglish and how
Mir Jafar and Vansittart got him separated from Shuja
whereupon it was decided in consultation with the English that
28
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both the wizarat and the dominions of Shuja should be conferred
upon Prince A kbar Shah. But despite the toil and loss of men
and money involved in the subjugation of S huja’s territory, the
Subah of Awadh was restored to him and the emperor had to give
his consent to this arrangement as also subsequently to Shuja’s
appointment as wazir owing to his regard for Clive’s counsel.
But these favours, though they meant grave injustice to a prince
o f blood imperial, produced no impressions on Shuja, and
“ once more did this Sardar prove himself to be unworthy of
good fortune. He attained to an im portant and high dignity
without any pains or trouble, knew not the duties of it, and
thought of nothing but how to obtain th at honour from the
English Sardars which he had lost and for which he began
warlike preparations.
Now he is aiming at bringing His
M ajesty’s fortunate and propitious person again into his power
by a thousand wiles and stratagems. But His Majesty is too
well acquainted with the traitors produced in that family ever
to be deceived again.” By “ his wicked machinations” he
prevailed on the governor to make in his favour frequent
representations to the emperor which Verelst did as he “ is not
versed in the policies of the Umra (nobles) of Hindustan, by
which they have reduced this great Empire to such distress and
weakness.” In the end the document warned Verelst “ not
to be misled by the wiles of any one” and informed him th at
as the emperor’s safety depended upon the safety and welfare
of the English, he had raised three additional battalions of
sepoys under Barker as a rreans of defence against Shuja’s
aggressive designs.29
This imperial m andate, containing as it did some facts and
some misstatements, did not influence the governor who was
not for a complete alienation of Shuja from the English.

S h u ja ’s fin a l a t t e m p t to w in th e e m p e r o r ’s good-w ill
The absence of M unir, who had been greatly, if not wholly,
responsible for Shah A lam ’s alienation from his wazir, softened
the emperor’s attitude towards Shuja, and as both Shuja and
Verelst noted, the M ughal lord was now inclined to listen to
29 C .P . C ., II, 1038, 1042, 1076, 1088, 1096, 1109, 1116 and 1144.
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the governor’s representations and advice. Shuja, therefore, took
this opportunity of making an attempt to pacify the emperor
by sending, about the middle of July, a trusted agent named
Im am -ud-din with three im portant proposals for his acceptance.
Firstly, he offered his allegiance and service and agreed to
appoint M unir his deputy, if the emperor were pleased to
permit him to function as wazir ; secondly, he begged that
the Bengal tribute should be received through his hands ; and
thirdly, he should be permitted to reduce Hindupati of
Bundelkhand, so as to augm ent the royal revenue. Shah Alam
immediately rejected the last two proposals and approved of the
first, namely, functioning of Shuja as wazir, only if the latter
agreed to appoint M unir deputy-wazir unconditionally and to
sign an agreement to that effect the draft of which was prepared
at the emperor’s orders. Shuja had no objection to either
of the conditions, if M unir bound himself th at he would “ act
in nothing without my (Shuja’s) privacy and that of the
English Sardars,” and also if the king gave an undertaking in
writing that if Munir failed to abide by the above agreement
and acted without Shuja’s advice and concurrence, then
Shah Alam would not adm it him into the court and allow
Shuja “ to perform the functions of Wazir with his own hands.”
Although both the parties were now willing to negotiate
peacefully, yet the difference between Shah Alam and Shuja
was even now fundamental, that is, who should direct the court
policy, Munir or Shuja, and therefore the negotiations broke
down when the emperor refused to append his signature to
the agreement drawn up by Shuja. Shah Alam again began
harping on M unir’s virtues of loyalty and competence, and
urged his immediate return and asked for a reply of his indict
ment from Verelst, while Shuja recommended the withholding o f
arrears of the Bengal tribute, as “ it will have a good effect and
bring his business to a happy conclusion.” 30

T h e E m p e ro r a n d S h u ja re c o n c ile d ; th e l a t t e r b e c o m e s
de fa c to w a z ir
It will be recalled that both the emperor and the wazir
30
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wished to have a personal conference with the English governor,
as each believed that he would be able to convince Verelst of
the correctness of his view-point, and that the governor had
twice made up his mind to proceed to Allahabad but each time,
for one reason or another, he had to cancel his visit. But
two urgent problems were crying for an early solution, reduction
o f Shuja’s military strength an d his restoration to full powers of
wazirship. Accordingly a deputation, consisting o f Cartier,
Smith and Russel was sent, as we have seen in the previous
chapter, to Allahabad to see the emperor and Shuja and execute
the com m ittee’s decision regarding these two problems. The
deputation was instructed to bring about a reconciliation bet
ween Shah Alam and Shuja by recommending the latter to be
reinstated as de fa cto wazir and by persuading the emperor to
pension off Munir as “ an im proper person to continue in the
royal house.” After having dictated a fresh treaty to Shuja,
the deputation took Munir, who was on his way from P atna to
Banaras, to the wazir’s camp and effected a reconciliation bet
ween them on 30th November, 1768. Accompanied by the
wazir the deputation next proceeded to Allahabad and waited
on Shah Alam. On being presented before the emperor, Shujaud-daulah behaved with the utmost humility and Shah Alam
became so much pleased with him that he almost forgot his old
resentment and bestowed upon him his own royal suit—one of
the highest honours that could be conferred on a M ughal noble.
The wazir now got the full powers of the office, for which he
had been striving since his reappointm ent in 1766. Out of
deference to his feelings, the emperor dismissed Fateh Ali K han
and some other Mughal officers who had deserted Shuja to join
the enemy during the late w ar with the English. R ahim K han
and M uham m ad Ali Khan, who had similarly turned against
the wazir, now apologised, were forgiven and taken back in the
Awadh army. Agha Mirza, deputy superintendent of the
artillery department, was removed at Shah A lam ’s request and
Mirza Hasan Ali was appointed in his place. After the
reconciliation the wazir returned to Faizabad in order to spend
the month of Ramzan at his capital.31
31 D ep u tatio n to Verelst, A lla h ab ad , Decem ber 31, 1768,
Sel. C o m . Progs., Jan u ary 25, 1769 ; Harieharan, 501a.
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The reconciliation was so complete that Shah Alam gave the
wazir his confidence and friendship, besides the full powers of
his office. “ Through His Excellency’s intervention,” wrote
M unir to Verelst some time later, “ a complete reconciliation
has taken place between the K ing and the W azir, so th at they
are two bodies with one soul, an d will remain intimately connec
ted like milk and sugar, as long as they live. His Majesty now
relies entirely on the Wazir, and his bounteousness towards the
latter will daily increase.” M unir almost confessed that the
estrangement between them was largely due to him, when he
wrote : “ The writer was never offended with the Wazir in his
heart, but acted in obedience to the com m ands o f the king, the
shadow o f God. Foolish and interested mischief-makers had
caused the Wazir to be angry with the writer. But their machi
nations have now been exposed and the Wazir is now greatly
pleased with the writer.’’32

W hy S h a h A la m m a d e p e a c e w ith S h u ja
There is no doubt that the principal cause th a t influenced
Shah A lam ’s decision in favour of the w azir’s reinstatement
was the strong and unwavering support given to Shuja by the
English authorities in Bengal, especially Verelst, whom the
titular emperor could not afford to displease.
T he deputation
rightly observed that the king’s “ great condescension “ was due to
his “ desire o f acting in a m anner most agreeable to us.” Munir
too ascribed the reconciliation to Verelst’s friendship for the
wazir and wrote, “ Truly the governor has shown the W azir
such friendship as can never be shown by anybody else in
these times.” 33 M u n ir’s dubious attitude in the thick of
the controversy seems to have contributed not a little to
Shah A lam ’s relentment. This old minister, for whom the
emperor had shown a m arked partiality and even described him
as one dearer to him than a brother or an only son, torn bet
ween allegiance to his m aster and obedience to his prop (the
English) eventually deserted him and stayed aw ay at Patna till
the end of the episode. Finally the emperor who was anxious
to m arch to Delhi and revive the ancient glories o f the empire,
32 C.P.C., II, 1335.
33 D e p u ta tio n ’s letter o f Dec. 31, 1768 ; C .P .C ., II, 1335.
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but had been fully despaired of aid from the English who post
poned the expedition from year to year on one pretext or another,
thought it expedient to make a compromise with Shuja-ud-daulah,
as he had offered to regain the lost provinces o f the empire and
might contribute to the success o f the proposed expedition to
Delhi. Moreover, the greatest offence o f Shuja in the em peror’s
eyes was the former’s haughty bearing an d airs o f equality with
his nominal sovereign. The wazir seems to have realised the
folly of assuming airs and changed his dem eanour into one of
the utmost humility of a grateful vassal, thus paving the way for
a reconciliation.

S h u ja ’s r e la tio n s w ith B a lw a n t : h is d e s ig n s a g a in s t th e
l a t t e r f r u s t r a t e d , 1768
The Bengal governm ent’s deputation to A w adh and A llah a
bad was able to grapple with a few more problems by a personal
conference with the wazir and the emperor, besides discharging
successfully the two principal duties described in the foregoing
pages. They tried to harmonise the relations between Shuja and
Balwant and succeeded in persuading Shah Alam to allow the
expenses o f the English troops at A llahabad to be defrayed from
the revenues o f the districts on the opposite side of the Y am una
usurped by H indupati of Bundelkhand. They extracted from
the wazir the promise that he would dismiss from his service the
French adventurer Gentil in six months, and accepted his
(wazir’s) request to release his arms deposited at Patna. But
the deputation gave up the scheme o f bringing about an ex
change o f Shuja’s dependency o f Banaras, M irzapur, G hazipur,
etc., the districts that formed the State o f Banaras, with the
districts of K ora and A llahabad under the emperor for several
reasons and more particularly because it was likely to be h a rm 
ful to the interests of the com pany.34
The relations between Balwant and Shuja had never been
cordial. After the battle of Baksar they had become particularly
strained. Although he usually paid his tribute with strict regu
larity, Shuja was hostile to him because of his direct connection
3* The deputation to Ben. Sel. Com., December 31, 1768, and January
7, 1769. Ben. Scl. Com. Progs., January 25, 1769 ; Letters to Court,
Jan. 6 and April 6, 1769.
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with the English who protected him against the wazir’s injustice
and also because the raja was loth to place any reliance in his
liege-lord’s word, entrust himself to his mercy and pay him
homage in person. The wazir’s objection to English mediation
in the settlement o f his dispute with B alw ant at the time of the
treaty o f A llahabad was overborne by Clive, and when at the
C hhaprah Conference (1766) Shuja reopened the question he
once again silenced him by requesting him to forgive the raja,
as he was a friend o f the English. In o rd er to victimize Balwant
the wazir now adopted a fresh device, an d made a demand o f
thirty lakhs o f rupees from him on the plea that the raja was
making a considerable saving, as he had no longer to maintain
a big force for the defence o f the State which he had to do
before the conclusion o f the treaty o f A llah ab ad , when Banaras
was a frontier State and exposed to danger from the side of
Bihar. A t Clive’s intercession, however, it was decided th at
Balwant should pay three lakhs as peshkash (present) to the
wazir. Agreeably to the above decision the raja paid the sum,
but the wazir, who renewed his dem and next year, wanted to
make it an annual charge over and above the tribute fixed from
Banaras. N aturally Balwant evaded paym ent, and Shuja made
it a subject of repeated representations to Verelst, complaining
at the same time that the raja was refractory and did not
show him due deference. The governor advised Balwant to
show due regard and obedience to the wazir, but at the same
time desired the latter not to demand an y further the sum of
three lakhs from the raja. But Shuja was not the man to
give up the point, and he made fresh representations, but this
time revised his reasoning, appealing m ore to Verelst’s sentiment
than to his sense of justice, as the latter was likely to go against
him. He argued that B alw ant’s country was well-cultivated,
rich and capable o f bearing more than the additional charge of
three lakhs he was proposing. “ Either the writer (Shuja) should
be permitted to enjoy,” he wrote to Verelst, “ what is his own
(three lakhs) or the governor should take it. W hat can be more
proper than this, seeing that their interests are the same ?
Moreover, why should Balwant Singh possess such a sum o f
money gratuitously ?” The chagne in the form of representa
tion proved more effective arid the governor wrote to Balwant
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regarding paym ent of the above sum ; but as could be easily
imagined, the latter succeeded in convincing Verelst th a t the
dem and was unjust. And the controversy continued till the
dispute was settled by the Bengal government’s deputation in
D ecem ber, 1768. The deputation held an investigation into
the m atter and informed Verelst th at Balwant showed them
the receipt of the payment m ade to Shuja whose dem and on him
was unjust. The wazir was, they added, utterly but unjustly
dissatisfied with the raja. However the episode cam e to an
end and Shuja made no further dem and on him.85
An interesting incident connected with the

d ep u tatio n ’s

visit to B anaras and throwing light on S huja’s character may
be briefly noticed. During their stay Balwant, according to
custom, would go to pay the w azir his respects every day as
well as to them. Feeling himself powerless to do the raja
an injury or to impose an additional financial burden on him,
Shuja w anted to satisfy his spite by belabouring and hum i
liating his vassal and accordingly he instructed his retainers
not to a d m it Balwant into his audience without first disarming
him at the gate. Next morning as the raja approached the
n a w ab ’s tents, his palanquin was stopped and he was asked
to lay dow n his arms. The shrewd ruler of B anaras immediately guessed the wazir’s intention and managed to escape to the
d ep u tatio n ’s camp. Being baulked of his prey, Shuja felt dis
appointed and mounting his elephant followed the raja to Car
tier’s tents where a reconciliation was brought about between the
two. This episode so completely alarmed and alienated Balwant
that he never afterwards paid any visit to the wazir, and after
the term ination of the conference went back to R am nagar
with a robe of honour from the deputation and w ithout bidding
good-bye to the naw ab.36 The relations between the nawabwazir a n d his principal vassal rem ained strained till the latter’s
death on 23rd of August, 1770.
35 C. P. C., II, 741, 805, 870, 1108, 1143 ; Deputation to Ben. Sel, Com.,
January 2, 1769.
35 Balwant, pp. 111-115; C. P. C., II, 1294, 1299. K hair-ud-din says
th a t the raja offered to p a y a present o f eleven lakhs to Cartier
and one lakh to Munro (?), which he did not pay.
He further says
th a t Shuja managed to take a loan o f three lakhs from Balwant.

Chapter Five
Jl JleALod QoidLality. with iPAah ACam
1769-1771

S h a h A la m ’s v is it to F a iz a b a d , F e b ru a ry , 1769
The cordiality between the emperor and the wazir was
apparently so well established th a t Shah Alam was pleased to
h o n our Shuja-ud-daulah with a visit to his capital in response
to an invitation from the latter, and crossing the G anga with
his harem and court on 12th F ebruary, 1769 reached Faizabad,
after several days’ leisurely marches, on the 21st. Shuja
received him with due ceremony many miles in advance, and
the party including Smith who had joined them at Amani
G ang on the 20th, entered the capital of A w adh on the 22nd
and encamped at Lai Bagh. D uring the king’s three day stay
there was a formal exchange of visits and a well organised
hunting expedition (24th), the graphic details of which could be
read in GentiPs Memoirs. S huja-ud-daulah spared no pains
to make his royal guest com fortable and to show him every
m ark of respect and attention, a n d the emperor was so immen
sely pleased at the reception th a t he wrote to Verelst in glowing
terms o f his visit to F aizabad “ where His M ajesty’s brother,
dear to him as life, W azir-ul-M um alik Shuja-ud-daulah per
formed the duties of loyalty an d obedience m ost heartily.”
Shah Alam was presented by the wazir and his family Rupees
1,25,000 in cash, besides several trays full of jewels, rare wear
ing apparel, some elephants and horses, the total value of the
presents in cash and kind being estimated at eleven lakhs. In
the ceremonious meeting, the em peror expressed the strongest
sentiments of forgiveness and oblivion and the wazir utmost
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loyalty and fidelity. The party left Faizabad on the 25th in
the morning and re-entered A llahabad a few days later.1
An instance of how suspicious even in normal times the
British officers were of Shah A lam and Shuja-ud-daulah and
how unw arranted sometimes their suspicions were is furnished
by the em peror’s visit to F aizabad.
Despite Shah A lam ’s
assurance th a t he was going on a pleasure trip, colonel Smith
suspected the motive o f both the emperor and Shuja for the
reason th at “ the whole scheme was kept a secret till a few
hours before the K ing’s start,” and refused to accompany the
latter, only deputing some troops to form part of the imperial
escort.
The colonel imagined th a t Shuja’s real object in
inviting the king was to procure from him sanad for Bundel
khand, and as the company too was anxious to acquire it
for itself, he asked for the comm ittee’s instructions as to what
he should do, if the wazir got the cession of th a t region.
W ithout waiting for a reply, he left A llahabad on F ebruary 19,
and joined the imperialists on the way in order “ to act as a
check against their prejudicial negotiations.” Smith’s report filled
the Bengal government “ with suspicion” , and they instructed
him to request Shuja to disband his troops as agreed upon by
the recent treaty. But the suspicion was groundless. Both the
emperor and the wazir “ expressed great satisfaction” at Sm ith’s
arrival and the latter did not discover any “ prejudicial negotia
tions.” At any rate neither he nor the select committee
referred to them in their subsequent despatches.2

S h u ja o b lig e d to g iv e u p h is c la im to B u n d e lk h a n d
Although the Calcutta authorities could not discover a
definite evidence of any “ prejudicial negotiations” between
Shah Alam and the wazir, still suspicion lurked in their mind
1

2

Haricharan, 500a ; Imad, 103 ; Ghulam Ali, II, 261-62 ; Khair-ud-din,
74-75 ; T. M„ 252a ; Gentil, 264-67 ; C.P.C., II, 1298, 1300, 1312-13 ;
Smith to Ben. Sel. Com., Feb. 12 and 25, 1769 ; Letter to C.D., April
6, 1769. According to G hulam Ali Shuja presented three to four
lakhs of rupees, while according to Khair-ud-din the sum was thirty
lakhs, which is obviously an exaggeration. Khair-ud-din*s account
has a few more inaccuracies.
Smith to Ben. Sel. Com., Feb. 17 and 25, 1769 ; Ben. Sel. Com. to
Smith, March 1, 1769 and Ben. Sel. Com. to C.D., April 6, 1769.
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lest the latter should obtain the cession o f Bundelkhand from
the king, and this suspicion was strengthened by the fact that
the emperor expressed a great desire for the recovery of that
region after his return from Faizabad.
There is no doubt that Shuja had for long been anxious
to reduce H indupati and after 1765 he had more than once
asked for English assistance for the conquest o f Bundlekhand.
But as Shah Alam had also laid claim to it, the Bengal govern
ment preferred his claim and expressed willingness to undertake
the expedition if he agreed to assign a p art of the revenue of
that region for the expenses of the English troops .stationed at
A llahabad. The policy of reducing Bundelkhand for the
emperor was, however, abandoned now, as it was thought that
there being friendship between the king and the wazir the ad d i
tion of Bundelkhand to the imperial dom ains would practically
mean an addition to the power and prestige of Shuja. The
committee, therefere, took prompt steps to prevent the possibility
o f either of the two undertaking an expedition to the ra ja ’s
country, which the English now w anted to be under their own
sphere of influence. Accordingly Smith was instructed to inform
the emperor that if he sent his force against H indupati or granted
Bundelkhand to Shuja, British troops would at once be w ith
drawn from Allahabad. The wazir too was told “ that on the
march of any part of his forces into the Bundelkhand country
we should regard him as a violator of the general tranquillity
and an invader o f those countries the Throne pretends a
claim to.” 3
The policy proved eminently successful.
further attem pt to acquire Bundelkhand.

Shuja made no

S h ah A la m p la n s a n e x p e d itio n to D e lh i
The main reason why the emperor had made up his quarrel
with the wazir and honoured him with a visit to his capital
was to enlist the latter’s active support in the realisation of the
greatest ambition of his life, namely, to instal himself on his
ancestral throne and revive the old glories of the broken empire.
The imperial capital was practically defenceless and subject to
L etter to C .D ., A pril 6, 1769.
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danger from the ambitious and rising Sikh power o f the Punjab,
as N ajib-ud-daulah had retired in M arch 1768 and placed the
adm inistration of Delhi in the weak and inexperienced hands
of his son Z abita Khan. The thought of the safety of his son
Jaw an B akht and of the honour o f his mother and other imperial
ladies in the Delhi fort was extremely disquieting to Shah Alam
who was being pressed by N ajib to repair to the capital and
assume charge of his legitimate duties.4 Until recently he had
built his hopes on Clive’s promise of military assistance, if
his lordship could secure sanction for the same from the
authorities in England. It is obvious that Clive’s promise
was no more than a diplom atic device designed to postpone
indefinitely the king’s departure from A llahabad, as his stay
there was obviously of immense political advantage to the
company. But Shah Alam, placing reliance on that promise
and following his lordship’s advice, sent two letters to George
III of G reat Britain, the first in January, 1767 by the hand of
Clive himself and the second in November, 1767, through Verelst
and two to the East India C om pany, asking for military aid in
his proposed expedition. Along with the first letter Clive was
entrusted with costly presents by Shah A lam to be delivered
to George, whom the Mughal emperor addressed as “ his
brother dear as life” and these included a string o f pearls worth
rupees sixty thousand and a studded betel-pot (pandan), both
m eant for the English queen, and a knife, sword, and shield,
valued at nineteen thousand and intended for George JII, and
most probably some cash too.5 Subsequently reminders were
despatched to Clive and C arnac ; b u t about two years passed
away and no reply to any one of the above letters from the king
and the company of Britain was received. Shah Alam at
last became convinced that the English did not mean to afford
him assistance and therefore he resolved to undertake the
expedition with the help of the wazir and of such other vassals
as were likely to respond to his call. Having summoned Smith
to his presence, the emperor informed him of his resolution and
told him th at owing to altered political situation endangering
i C.P.C., II, 846, 847, 1103.
5 C.P.C., 11, 522, 652, and 1364 ; SJiigarf-Nama.
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the safety and hondur of the royal ladies in the Delhi fort and
the English procrastination in complying with his requisition for
aid, he thought it desirable not to wait for a reply from England.
“ It is improper for me” he added, “ long to remain here with
my hands before me (at the same time crossing his hands, as if
bound).” Thus he asked the English com m ander to procure
for him an escort of two battalions and eight pieces o f artillery
that Clive had promised, and which was different from full
military assistance that the latter could not promise without
orders from England.6 T he emperor wrote direct to Verelst
early in May, 1769, th at relying on the king o f England he
stayed a t Allahabad for four years during which period he sent
two letters to George III, but received no reply. His annual
expenditure amounted to seventy lakhs of rupees, while his income
was only fifty. Fortunately for him R atan Singh, ruler of
B haratpur, the only avowed opponent of the rejuvenation of the
empire, had fallen under the dagger of an assassin and the
country was free from enemies. He had accordingly decided to
proceed to Agra, “ taking Shuja-ud-daulah and the English sardars
as his escort.’’ Under these circumstances, he added, “ a longer
delay would be impolitic and hesitation unworthy.” He informed
the governor that he would leave Allahabad on 15th M uharram
(21st May, 1769) and asked him to instruct Smith immediately
to accom pany him with two battalions and eight pieces of
can n o n .7
An a g r e e m e n t b e tw e e n S h a h A lam a n d S h u ja
The above decision was m ade in consultation with Shujaud-daulah who had arrived at A llahabad, in response to the
imperial summons, in the last week of April, and was due to
0 Smith to Ben. Sel. Com., May 1, 1769.
7 C.P.C., II, 1364 ; Smith to Ben. Sel. Com., May 1, 1769.
The escort
of two battalions promised by Clive was different from full military
assistance which could not be promised by Clive on his own authority.
D r. N. L. Chatterji (vide his Verelst's Rule in India, 123-25) has confus
ed the two and therefore come to the startling conclusion : “ The deci
sion of the majority (of the Bengal Sel. Com., who voted in favour of
the escort was indeed hasty and impolitic. They did not realise the gra
vity o f the risks involved in a march to Delhi and it is surprising to find
th a t Verelst gave his assent regardless of the repeated warnings of the
D irectors.’’ ( Ibid. 125-26).
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the favourable political situation in the country caused by
R atan Singh J a t’s death, willing co-operation promised by the
wazir and friendly attitude of the Rohilas and the M arath as
to the royal cause. The wazir was clever enough to exploit
the em peror’s eagerness and presented a num ber of articles for
royal acceptance as conditions precedent to his attending the
imperial m arch to Delhi and serving the emperor with a whole
hearted devotion for two years in the cause of recovering
the lost territory and prestige of the dwindled empire. Shah
Alam complied with all of them without exception. Firstly,
he promised to confer on Shuja not only “ all the honours apper
taining to the vizarat” , but also not to listen to insinuations and
calumnies o f interested persons against him. Secondly, he agreed
to accept all representations of Shuja, if they were “conducive
to the welfare of the sublime s a r k a r Thirdly, he promised to
accept the wazir’s all those proposals th a t might “ promote the
welfare o f the C om pany.” Fourthly, he bound himself to look
upon the wazir’s friends as his friends and his enemies as
his enemies. Fifthly, he gave word to issue a royal decree
granting Shuja “ customary as well as the extraordinary jagirs
together with all the advantages appertaining to the vizarat
................ ” Sixthly, in order to make provision for meeting the
expenditure of the additional forces that Shuja was required to
raise and m aintain in view of the proposed Delhi expedition,
the king consented to “ assign to the vizier a moiety of all the
territory th a t will be conquered, for his expenses, excepting the
Khalisah Sharif ah and what will be required for His M ajesty’s
personal expenses.”
Seventhly, he complied with S huja’s
request th at as regards wars, “ all operations will be conducted
according to the Vazier s iepresentations. Nothing will be
done contrary thereto.” Eighthly, he conferred wizarat on
Shuja “ as an inalienable and perpetual office.” Finally, the
emperor promised th at he would invest the wazir’s sons with
appointments in the establishment of the imperial princes.8 The
agreement was witnessed by Smith in whose presence the
superscriptions were written both by the emperor and the wazir
who wore by God and the Prophet that they would faithfully
s

C . p. C ., II, 1366.
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carry out the terms. Shuja promised not to apply for leave
for two years, and would not undertake any business without
the royal approbation, nor listen to the insinuations of interested
people, nor deviate in any way from the agreement.9

T h e E n g lis h d is s u a d e th e k in g f r o m g o in g to D elh i
Shuja-ud-daulah, in informing Verelst o f the emperor’s
resolution and of the agreement he had entered into with him,
strongly supported Shah A lam ’s request for the loan o f English
troops and promised th at he would look upon the English
honour and welfare as his own, and would promote “ the wel
fare and reputation of the English Sardars.” 10
On 19th M ay the select committee resolved by a majority,
Floyer and Alexander dissenting, to comply with Shah A lam ’s
request and furnish him with two battalions o f sepoys and four
field-pieces of the lowest calibre under captain Harper. It was
further decided (8th June) to lend him 600 stands of good
English arm s in order to assuage the king’s feelings which had
been injured by Sm ith’s refusal to supply him with serviceable
firelocks. Verelst took the opportunity o f assuring the king
that “ the English Sardars with their entire army and resources
will show the same devotion and make the same exertions in
this expedition as ihey have so far done in the defence o f the
royal dominions and in defeating the wicked designs of the
enemies of the House of T im ur.” But neither Verelst nor any
other member of the C alcutta government was, as a m atter of
fact, really in favour o f Shah A lam ’s migration from Allahabad
and therefore the governor added by way of offering a cautious
advice that “ as the journey is long and as disturbances and
upheavals are daily taking place in H industan, it is hoped that
His Majesty will consult his ministers before he undertakes the
expedition lest his auspicious person come to harm from the
buffets of adverse times.” Among the ministers whom Verelst
desired Shah Aiam to consult the most im portant man, next
9
10

C. P. C., II, 1367 and 1369; Smith to Ben. Sel. Com., April 25,
1769 ; Ben Sel. Com. Progs., 1769, pp. 271-280.
C.P.C., II, 1368.
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only to the wazir, was M unir-ud-daulah who was a protege of
the English and at heart utterly against the king’s departure
from Allahabad. Verelst asked M unir to persuade the emperor
to abandon the project on two grounds, firstly because of the
rainy season being at hand, and secondly because of the highly
disadvantageous agreement that the emperor had made with
Shuja, conferring on the latter half the country to be conquered
by the imperial forces. But M unir failed to persuade Shah
Alam to give up the enterprise. He pleaded his helplessness as
the king and the wazir “ are masters.’' 11

An a t te m p t on M u n ir ’s lif e ; h is r e s ig n a tio n
The negotiations with the Fort William authorities were still
in progress and the preparations for the intended expedition
were in full swing when the imperial enterprize received a rude
shock from an unsuccessful attem pt on M unir’s life, made under
the shadow of the royal court. Although this venerable noble
no longer held the post o f premier, he was still quite influential,
and his opposition to the proposal of the migration of the court
to Delhi as well as the jealousy of other nobles and officers had
made him unpopular, and a conspiracy had been matured to
murder him. On 10th May, 1769, while Munir, accompanied
by a few attendants, had reached the palace-gate after his return
from an audience with the king, he was surrounded by some
troops of the artillery departm ent who insolently demanded an
increment in and the arrears o f their salaries, and were in their
turn roundly abused by the minister. One o f the suppliants
moved forward and put a petition of their grievances into the
aged minister’s hands, placed his hand round his neck and
wanted to despatch him with a dagger. Just then a devoted
follower rushing up to the front of his master took upon himself
the stroke of the dagger aimed at Munir. The historian G hulam
Ali K han, author o f Shah-i-Alam Nama, who was with the
11

Smith to Ben. Sel. Com., May 9, 1769 ; Ben. Sel. Com.
June 8, 1769 ; C.P.C., II, 1383, 1400, 1462.
Dr. N. L. Chatterji ( Verelst’s Rule in India , pp. 124-28)
taken notice of these letters ot Verelst to Shah Alam and
although these clearly give the intentions and policy o f the
in Bengal.
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minister, quickly snatched away the dagger from the m urderer’s
hand, and his companion Sidi Ballal gave such a powerful
blow of his sword in the chest that it killed the villain then and
there. Some o f the deceased m urderer’s companions rushed to
attack Munir and his followers ; but they were cut down and the
aged noble was lucky enough to escape unhurt. There was a
great tum ult outside the court and the English battalions under
Smith had to be moved for the protection of the imperial person.
Shah Alam then sent for M unir and also Smith, and through
his intercession the dispute came to an end.12
Fearing that another attem pt might be made on his life
Munir resigned his post and informed Verelst that he was desir
ous “ of taking final leave o f His Majesty and retiring to the
holy tombs where he will spend the rest of his life in penance
and tranquillity.” Neither the emperor nor Shuja succeeded in
persuading him to cancel his resolution, and his resignation was
accepted on 5th June when Shah Alam gave him leave o f depar
ture, conferring upon him his own royal suit and some jewels.
Munir left for Patna the same day en route to C alcutta to live
there under the company’s protection.13

A M u tin y in th e w a z ir’s a r m y
While Shuja-ud-daulah was making arrangements for the
imperial expedition, there occurred a fearful mutiny in his army
at Faizabad. On 24th May, 1769 some four thousand troops
of three of the wazir’s oldest and best disciplined battalions
under the com m and o f.S a y y id Ali, K haw aja Basant, and
Sheikh Chand, whose salaries h ad been three months in arrears,
were seized with dissatisfaction and unrest, and marching to
their master’s palace on the river-side began to dem and their
salaries in a threatening manner. Their defiance o f authority
and fomentation of tumult and confusion compelled the nawab
to open fire from the heavy guns arrayed on the battlements of
the fort and to requisition help from the English troops stationed
at Faizabad. At 12 o’clock during the night following the 24th
May Shuja sent for captain H arper and asked him to send a
12 Ghulcim A li , II, 254-5 5 ; Smith to Ben. Sel. Com., May 10, 1769.
13 C.P.C., II, 1042 ; Ghulcim Ali , II, 256 ; Smith to Ben. Sel. Com.,
June 5 and 8, 1769.
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grenadier company immediately. Accordingly Lieutenant Dacosha with two grenadier companies was deputed to reinforce the
w azir’s troops, who were still loyal to him, while the remaining
p art of the English battalion was kept in readiness for an
emergency. About sunrise on the next m orning the whole of
the English battalion under the comm and o f H arper, except two
companies that were left to guard their magazine, moved up to
the sandy expanse, opposite to the n aw ab ’s gardens, where it
was drawn up, in accordance with Shuja’s wishes, so as to
overawe the rest of the wazir’s army and to prevent it from
joining the mutineers who had collected in battle formations at
a little distance from and in front of the English battalion, with
their rear towards the river. As soon as this arrangement was
complete, Shuja ordered six o f his big guns to play on the mutine
ers with such effect th a t very soon the whole o f the two and
best part of the third o f the three rebellious battalions were bro
ken and dispersed, and the remaining offered to surrender and
were allowed to return to their quarters. Quite a good number
o f the runaways were overtaken and slain by a detachment of
cavalry sent in pursuit of the mutineers through the town. By
11 o ’clock order was restored, and at about noon the wazir’s
troops returned to their cantonments. H arper too with his batt
alion came back to his quarters, leaving grenadiers for the safety
of the wazir’s person. After the mutiny was thus quelled Shuja’s
sons, relations and chiefs came to offer their congratulations,
and the wazir expressed satisfaction at the timely assistance
rendered by the English troops.
Shuja-ud-daulah dismissed 1,500 troops belonging to the
three mutinous battalions and threw a good m any o f the mutine
ers into confinement with a view to make a public example
of those of them who were suspected to have been ring-leaders.
He was afraid lest the mutiny should spread to the other batta
lions of his forces whose salaries too had fallen into arrears.
But he made prom pt arrangements for clearing one month’s dues
and fortunately the mutiny did not lead to “ further consequen
ces.” The net result, however, was that “ The orderly battalion
which was the best in the N a b o b ’s service is entirely reduced
and dispersed, and about h alf of the other two are collected.”
The loss was so considerable that it was likely to take
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a long time and much attention on the part o f the wazir to
supply the reduced strength o f his army. Although H arper’s
battalion in the wazir’s pay by their presence and prom pt comp
liance of the naw ab’s orders exerted wholesome pressure on the
mutineers the mutiny was looked upon with satisfaction by the
English, and the select committee of Fort William agreed with
Smith that it “ may be deemed a favourable circumstance not
only from its having occasioned an immediate reduction of his
(Shuja’s) military force,” but also because of the opportunity
o f timely help the English troops rendered to the wazir.14

T h e e x p e d itio n to D e lh i p o s tp o n e d
Early in June, Smith conveyed to Shah Alam the select
committee’s resolution of 19th May agreeing to furnish him
with an escort of two battalions
The emperor now summoned
the wazir who arrived at A llahabad on 13th June. Shuja advised
immediate start so as to reach K ora before the beginning of the
rainy season and from that place to push through with the nego
tiations for an alliance with the Rohilas and the M arathas, it
being in close proximity to the dominions of the Bangash and
the Rohila chiefs. But Shah Alam was against moving out
during the rainy season. He had been greatly impressed by the
discipline, training and strength of the wazir’s arm y during his
recent visit to Faizabad, but now became somewhat suspicious
of Shuja’s ability to carry the expedition to a successful conclu
sion owing to the recent mutiny of his best trained batta
lions. Moreover the governor’s advice that however fast money
might pour into the imperial treasury, the expedition would
not succeed as the emperor had agreed to make over half the
country to the wazir, together with M unir’s own earlier exhor
tations and Smith’s endeavour to influence the king's mind
against Shuja produced a change in Shah A lam ’s attitude
towards his prime minister. As Smith wrote to the Calcutta
authorities on 26th June, he had advised the emperor to retain
sovereignty, army, and the territories of K ora and Allahabad
in his own hands and not to confer them on the wazir. The
14

Haricharan, 501b ; Smith to Ben. Sel. Com., May 27 and June 2,
1769 ; letter from Harper, May 25, 1769 ; H arper to Smith, May
29, 17 69 ; Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., June 16, 1769.
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atm osphere of jealousy and suspicion engendered by the recent
attem pt on M u n ir’s life which militated against a concerted
action by the rival elements in the court, and the latter’s failure
to complete preparations and get together, money for financing
the enterprise also powerfully contributed to the postponement
o f the expedition. Hari C haran D as, the au th o r of the contem 
porary Chahar-i-Gulzar-i-Shujai blames the Fort William au th o r
ities for the miscarriage of the imperial plans, which charge is
undoubtedly partly true,15 for S h u ja’s indifference was due
mainly to his English allies’s hostility to the scheme.
W hether Shuja-ud-daulah really wanted the emperor to
proceed on the expedition immediately we have no means of
ascertaining correctly. But he welcomed Shah A lam ’s decision
to postpone it for the time being, as his presence was necessary
in his own dominions for recouping the strength of his arm y that
h ad suffered considerable reduction by the recent mutiny, and
for completing the fortifications of F aizabad that he had begun
some time ago. Now he got his second son Mirza Saadat Ali
K h an (who was destined to succeed to the masnad of Awadh
as the fifth ruler of the dynasty) appointed as deputy wazir and
left him at the court with R aja Lachhmi N arayan as his
adviser, and himself returned to Faizabad. The young Mirza
then aged about 12 or 13 years was at this very time betrothed
to the daughter o f M adr-ud-daulah, an influential noble, which
further strengthened the w azir’s party at the court. S huja’s
influence was once again re-established, as much o f the im por
tan t court business was transacted through Lachhmi N arayan
and the emperor was practically surrounded by his nominees
and dependants.16

S o m e n o ta b le e v e n ts , 1769-1770
Some im portant and interesting events that took place dur
ing this period and which throw a welcome light on the history
of the times and character of Shuja-ud-daulah may conveniently
be noticed here. During the winter of 1769-70 the wazir, in
16
16

C.P.C., II, 1520 ; Smith to Ben. Sel. Com., June 26, 1769 ;
Haricharan, 502a.
Haricharan, 502a ; Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., Feb. 16, 1770 ; H arper to
Ben. Sel. Com., January 26, 1770.
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accordance with his usual practice, went out a hunting to
G orakhpur, and crossing the river R apti penetrated into the
limitless forest of that region. Here he encountered three wild
elephants who made a furious charge on the naw ab’s elephant,
causing a fearful rout in his retinue. In the combat Shuja’s
presence of mind and intrepidity stood him in good stead and
two of the wild beasts were shot dead, but not before they had
killed two of the w azir’s best elephants. W ith great exertion the
drivers were able to capture the third wild animal and put him
in chains. In February 1770, he undertook another expedition,
but this time on the bank o f the Sarju (G haghra), and bagged
fourteen tigers.17 One of these having been wounded by a
bullet, had managed to escape and the wazir, accompanied by
Sidi M uham m ad Bashir K han and the Gosain brothers haste
ned in pursuit, and crossing the river, forbade his companions
to shoot the tiger, and himself attacked it with sword and
brought it to the camp. This was followed by another excursion
in the jungles of B alram pur and Bahraich, as already noticed,
in May following, whence he returned to Lucknow, marrying
there the daughter of Ali Beg K han Shitab Jang on 22nd June,
1770.18
In the years 1769-70 there was a famine, accompanied by
epidemics, especially small-pox, which occurred in Bengal and
thence spread to A llahabad and Awadh, affecting the country
as far as Delhi. During the first of these two years there was
no failure of rains and no famine in S h u ja’s territories ; but as
large quantities of grains were transported from Awadh to Bengal,
where famine was extremely acute, corn become very dear
throughout his dominions, and wheat sold at ten seers a
rupee at Allahabad. But scanty rainfall in the summers of
1769 and 1770 resulted in a famine which lasted from Septem
ber 1769 to October 1770. In the district o f Allahabad, and
perhaps in Awadh also, there was a severe hail-storm in April
1769 and hail-stones said to be from h alf a seer to one seer19 in
weight covered the roofs and streets of the A llahabad town and
*7
16
19

The Manuscript (H aricharan’s) has lions (sher) ; but T think tigers
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did not melt for more than a day. Thousands of cattle and
wild animals fell victims to it. The fearful epidemic of small
pox also took a heavy toll o f lives and there was no family in
A llahabad that had not to m ourn the loss o f one or more of its
children. In March, 1770 F aizabad was gutted with a severe
fire th at reduced many buildings to ashes, and in order to prevent
it from spreading to other quarters thatches o f poor men’s
houses were pulled down by orders of the wazir’s government.
The orders remained in force for some time, and it being
summer thousands of poor people were practically scorched in
the heat of the sun. On 14th April of the same year Lucknow
too experienced even a more devastating fire and the conflagra
tions could not be extinguished for three days. Six thousand
persons, 8,000 horses and a large number of cattle perished in
the flames.20
In November, 1770 the wazir recalled U m rao Gosain, who
had been sent to the M arath as in October, in order to
quiet the suspicion of the English who had been pressing the
naw ab to sever all connections with the invaders. He had
already summoned back his envoy T rim bak Das from the
M a rath a camp for the same reason. The M arath a wakils who
had been with the wazir for a long time were now given leave
to return to their masters. The wazir might have taken this
step for another reason. T he M arathas had for the time being
given up their designs against Rohilkhand and were preparing to
proceed to Delhi. Shuja, therefore, did not consider it necessary
to continue negotiations with them. At any rate, the nawab now
despatched his son Mirza Jangli with some troops an d artillery
to M ahdighat on the G anga, south of Qanauj, to protect the
A w adh frontier, and watch the movements of the M arathas.21
A bout the end of 1770 died in the fulness o f age and hon
ours Raja Lachhmi N aray an who had faithfully served Shuja’s
family for three generations. He was Saadat Ali K h an ’s chief
adviser and guardian at the imperial court at the time of his
death. The same year K h aw ajah Basant was raised to the
headship of the wazir’s artillery in place of Sidi M uham mad
20
21
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Bashir K han who had fallen under his master’s displeasure, and
G irdhar Singh was appointed as deputy to K h aw ajah Basant.
It was Shuja-ud-daulah’s h abit to enjoy himself with music,
dance and the company o f women as often as he could find
leisure from the business of the State. On 7th December, 1770,
he went to his gardens an d menageries with his friends for
enjoyment. A mina bazar was held there and dancing girls,
musicians and professional actors and actresses (Bhands) gave
their performances. Like a real precursor of the frolicsome taste
and voluptuous times o f the later nawabs and kings of his
dynasty Shuja asked one of the attractive female dancers whe
ther she could ride his horse and make it gallop. She replied
that she would, if the horse were bestowed on her on success
fully complying with the w azir’s re q u e s t; but it she failed and
fell down dead, she added, she would think that she had given
her life as an offering (tascidduq) for her master. Shuja agreed,
and the clever dancer rode, galloped and controlled the horse.
She was duly rewarded with the horse being conferred upon
her.22

M u n ir r e s to r e d to n a ib w a z ir s h ip
It will be recalled that despite the emperor’s insistence to the
contrary, M unir-ud-daulah had resigned and quitted Allahabad
on 5th June, 1769. Shah A lam , as a consequence, became highly
displeased,23 accused M unir o f having embezzled the royal
money, appointed in his place Shitab Rai as his agent for the
realisation o f the Bengal tribute and asked Verelst “ to reject
whatever he (Munir) says or writes, and regard as void and forged
whatever letters he presents in His Majesty’s n a m e ....... for there
are several covers bearing the royal seal still in possession of
M unir-ud-daulah.” Daya R am Pandit, the court’s repesentative at C alcutta, was removed as he was intimately connected
with the ex-minister, and K hyali R am was appointed to fill the
vacancy. But so effective a control had the English acquired
over Shah A lam ’s affairs th a t even a good-natured governor like
22 Haricharan , 503b-504b.
23 Dr. N. L. Chatterji, vide his Verelst's Rule in India , p. 128.
wrongly says that the em peror’s displeasure was due to the miscarriage
of his expedition to Delhi. F o r the truth see C.P.C., II, 1542, 1700.
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Verelst refused to recognise the em peror’s nominee, issued
peremptory orders for Khyali R a m ’s immediate recall from
M urshidabad and informed the king th at he could not be
appointed w ithout his permission. A little later the governor
urged the reinstatement of M unir, who was on his way to
Calcutta, on the plea, that the court affairs were mismanaged,
that the letters from the court were couched in an improper
style and that emperor was under the influence of designing men
o f low birth and intelligence and had not punished those who
had hatched a conspiracy under the very shadow of the imperial
court against the ex-minister’s life. But the real reasons were
that the English policy was opposed to the undisputed
ascendancy of Shuja at the court and that M unir was thought
to be the proper person to safeguard the English interests
at A llahabad an d to persuade Shah Alam to give up his
ambitious project of proceeding to Delhi. Verelst requested
the king to reinstate D aya R am Pandit at the same time and
refused to accept a Khilaat (robe of honour) from the emperor
on the ground that it was not sent through the wazir and that
it was brought to him by Fazal Ali K h a n who, according to
the governor’s information, was one o f the leaders in the recent
attem pt on M u n ir’s life and was even now intriguing against
him. Verelst also wrote to Shuja that the ex-minister was will
ing to spend the rest of his life in the em peror’s service and,
therefore, he should be recalled to A llah ab ad .24
The emperor repudiated the charge that he was under the
influence of men of low and deceitful minds and that he had
listened to the insinuations of interested men against Munir.
He informed Verelst that Munir had resigned and retired of his
own free will and against his desire and advice which facts
were known to Smith who had under the imperial orders,
pursuaded M unir in vain to continue to serve his sovereign.
He explained that the real reasons o f his agreeing to permit
M unir to retire were two : the ex-minister’s “ ungenerous and
rooted suspicion of the Royal faith,’’ and his desire to go on a

24 C. P. G , II, 1521-23, 1542, 1569,
1673, 1687 ; Vol. Ill, 15, 16, 43.
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pilgrimage to Mecca, and requested the governor to approve of
the arrangements m ade after M unir’s retirement.26
Meanwhile Verelst was succeeded by C artier (Dec. 26, 1769)
who followed the policy o f his predecessor in pressing the emperor
to pardon Munir and reinstate him as deputy wazir. Shuja, too,
who was now given full authority “ over all the affairs of the
Royal House” (on 6th January, 1770), interceded for M unir’s
pardon and recall. Shah Alam, being h a rd pressed for money,
the English having pursued the policy o f withholding the Bengal
tribute to bring pressure on the court, left the matter to the
decision of the wazir.26 M unir was thus pardoned, recalled
and reappointed deputy wazir (December 1770).

M u n ir a t F a iz a b a d : S h u ja e n te r ta in s h im
While on his way from C alcutta M unir had thought it desir
able to interview the wazir at F aizab ad through whom his
reinstatement had been brought about, before proceeding to
wait upon the emperor at A llahabad. Accordingly he left
B anaras for the wazir’s capital with H isam -ud-din K han who
had arrived at the former town to receive the old minister under
orders from Shah Alam, and was cordially received and enter
tained by Shuja. Among a variety of entertainm ents provided
one was an exciting match between two semi-wild elephants on
the sandy expanse of land below the w azir’s palaces, held on
20th March, 1770. The defeated co m b atan t fled, chased by the
victor and in the comm otion thus caused six men were trampled
and killed. The next day a grand musical entertainment was
arranged to which some five thousand dancing girls, actors,
actresses, musicians of every description, magicians, acrobats
etc. etc., were invited. The public too was perm itted to witness
the show, and accordingly there was a huge cosmopolitan
gathering. The assembly’s pleasure was disturbed by a deer in
the zoo nearby that got excited, broke loose and attacked some
men and killed one woman. This caused a tum ult and the
spectators took to their heels in confusion, none daring to face
the excited animal. Shuja himself attacked the deer and shot it
dead by a musket.27
26
2e
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M unir repeated his visit to Faizabad in January next and
was the w azir’s guest from the 6th to 23rd. The object of this
visit was twofold, namely, ascertaining Shuja’s attitude towards
the imperial project of a m arch to Delhi, and his sentiments
and policy towards the English. Munir, then a most sincere
Indian well-wisher of the com pany, testified that “ After a long
conference with him he has found that the latter (Shuja)
is a sincere friend of the governor and the English sardars,
a loyal servant of His M ajesty and a well-wisher of the
C om pany.” As reagrds S h u ja’s policy towards the em peror’s
expedition, Munir wrote th a t he (Wazir) would do nothing
w ithout the governor's concurrence.28

A few im p o r ta n t in c id e n ts , 1771
A few incidents that occurred in 1771, may be recorded at
this place, as they reveal the wazir’s policy towards crimes.
One D iy a n a tR a i, a wealthy and well-known banker of Fatehpur,
probably Tehsil Fatehpur in Barabanki district, was charged
with defalcation of the wazir’s accounts. He was therefore
condemned sometime in 1770 to an indefinite period of impri
sonment along with his whole family, consisting o f his wife,
sons, grandsons, and other dependants, numbering eighteen.
The banker died in prison after one year, and his wife, sons and
other members of the imprisoned family consisting of seventeen
persons committed suicide inside the state prison by swallowing
poison on March 21, 1771. On 6th July Shuja inflicted bar
barous punishment of mutilation on twenty-three men who were
guilty of either selling or drinking wine. One o f these unfortu
nate men was deprived of his one hand and the remaining
twenty two were condemned to mutilation of both their hands.
Two other men charged with a similar offence were blown from
a gun.29
Faizabad passed the night following the 9th August under a
great consternation produced by repeated flashes o f lightning,
roaring of clouds and peals o f thunder. The lightning fell on
the house of a dancing girl (B annu), killing three women.
28 C .P.C ., III, 562 and 604.
29 Haricharan , 504b and 506a.
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During the night of 25th August a Muslim soldier of the
regiment of Shaikh Ahsan inflicted at night a num ber o f grievous
sword cuts on Ghaibi R am , a distinguished ascetic o f the Bairagi
order o f Ayodhia. The victim survived in a precarious condition
for a day only, and succumbed to the wounds on the 26th. He
was a notable hermit and was also famous for his charity.
Besides feeding two to three hundred mendicants every day, he
used to provide comfort to strangers who went to him for assis
tance. There is no record of the cause of the m urder : nor is
there any mention whatever whether the assassin was called to
account for the crime.30

30

Haricharan , 506a.

Chapter Six
iPAuja-ucLdauiah and th t %mpeAiat Eocpeditian to

M ir Q a s im ’s re n e w e d a c tiv ity ; th e
s u s p e c t S h u ja, J a n u a r y -M a rc h , 1770

E n g lis h

a g a in

In January, 1770, there were strong rum ours that the
M a ra th a s had once again set their huge arm y in motion with
the object of invading Northern India and that M ir Qasim, who
had failed in 1766-67 to win A hm ad Shah A bdali’s assistance
in his projected scheme o f recovering Bengal, was making
preparations to turn the occasion to his advantage. Reports
were received at Calcutta from Shitab Rai, Gailliez and H arper
that the ex-nawab had arrived at Agra and was negotiating
with the R ana of G ohad, Im ad-ul-mulk, H aider Ali, the
M a rath a s and the French for their joint assistance in his propo
sed invasion of Bengal. He was also reported to have sent
messengers to the emperor at A llahabad. A little later Shuja
too sounded a note of warning, though he at the same time
prophesied that Qasim’s enterprise was bound to end in shame
and disgrace. These reports alarmed the government of Bengal
and the new governor Cartier, who had assumed charge of
adm inistration on December 26, 1769, directed Gailliez, com
m ander o f the British battalions at A llahabad, to watch the
emperor and the wazir and discover their secret designs and
transactions. On January 16, Cartier wrote that the M arathas,
the Sikhs and N ajib-ud-daulah were in favour o f Mir Qasim
and would invade the com pany’s dominions, and that having
no rival like Munir to encounter, Shuja’s influence at the
imperial court was predom inant. He pointed out the necessity
of watching the movements of Shah Alam and Shuja whom
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he suspected to have
confederates.1

been
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in league with Qasim and his

The select committee resolved to take immediate steps to
counteract the alleged designs of M ir Qasim, and although they
were highly suspicious of the king and the wazir, yet the gover
nor wrote to them to procure authentic information about the
ex-naw ab’s movements and to act in concert with the English
to put down the pretender. Cartier also wrote a flattering letter
to D unde K han, an im portant Rohila chief, asking him not to
assist the ex-ruler and not to allow the Sikhs to cross the Sutlej
and the M arathas to cross the N arbada, as these measures were
necessary “ for the well-being of H in d u stan ” . Hafiz R ahm at
K h an was also sounded through the helpful Rohila envoy
G hulam Husain K han, and Balwant Singh of Banaras, who
was sometimes harshly2 treated in the past, was similarly hum our
ed and requested to gather as big an army and as much of
materials o f w ar as he could, to secure authentic news of
Qasim’s donings and those of his confederates, and to ascertain
“ what attitude the courts of A llahabad and Faizabad are
going to adopt towards him (Qasim).” H indupati of Bundel
khand was told that the governor “ has heard much of the
R a ja ’s intellectual and moral qualities, and consequently it is
certain that he will take adequate measures to defend his honour
and country” against the M arathas who ‘ are notorious for
plundering people and breaking treaties/’3
Shuja-ud-daulah had shortly before assured Cartier of his
loyalty and friendship and earnestly requested him not to
listen to reports from interested persons, but to communicate
to him directly, should any suspicion arise in his mind regarding
his conduct and policy, so as to ascertain the truth. Harper,
the English com m ander at the wazir's court, also informed the
1

C. P. C., Ill, 31, 7 9 ; H arp er to Cartier, January 26 and 28, and
February 1, 1770; Ben. Sel. Com. to Gailliez, January 28, 1770 ; Ben.
Sel. Com. Progs., February 16, 1770.
2 More then once he was reprimanded by Verelst. Once his presents
were refused and his vakil a t Calcutta was turned back and he was
asked to appoint another man. See C. P. C., II, 918, 919, 991, 1080.
1132 and 1301.
s C. P. C., Ill, 69, 73, 94-98.
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governor th a t there was no reason to suspect S huja’s fidelity.
The wazir appeared, he wrote to C artier on February 1, 1770,
to be content with his present position and tranquillity, and
th a t he might think of opposing the English only if he were to
compare his present state o f dependence with the former one
of independence ; but his inferiority in military strength must
keep him quiet. He further informed the governor th a t Mir
Q asim ’s messenger had nothing to do with Shuja. But the
select commitee at its meeting held on February 16, resolved
that Shuja was at the bottom o f Q asim ’s movements and wrote
to H arper that they did not agree with him that Shuja was
contented and that Qasim’s messenger had nothing to do with
him. T he committee opined th a t the king was weak and Shuja
was leading him astray. H arper was directed to watch the wazir
and to w ithdraw to A llahabad, if an invasion was likely to be
made by the enemy. It is worthy of note that on th at very day
(February 16) Cartier, in a letter to Shuja-ud-daulah himself,
charged Shah Alam “ who,” he wrote, “ is particularly deficient
in knowledge of the world,” with carrying on treacherous negoti
ations with Mir Qasim, and told the wazir that the court affairs
were directed by some “ arch villain” and requested him (Shuja)
“ to take such steps as may strengthen the alliance existing bet
ween His Majesty, the addressee and the English.” 4
Shuja was yet unaware of the English suspicion of his
intentions and he informed Cartier that none had joined Mir
Qasim and none treated with him except the M arathas who even
laughed at the impoverished ex-ruler when he begged them for
help with men and money. Poor and unable to pay his troops,
he added, it can easily be seen “ how little Mir Qasim is
to be feared and what condition he had been reduced to.”
The wazir then assured Cartier that despite his obvious w eak
nesses if Qasim ventured against Awadh and A llahabad, he
was strong enough to give the invader a warm reception, and
requested the governor that by way of precaution Barker should
be directed to march to P atna and keep himself in readiness to

*
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proceed to his (Shuja’s) assistance, should it be necessary for
him to ask for5 it.
But the English fears were not allayed and believing that a
general confederacy of Qasim, M arath as, Sikhs, the emperor
and Shuja had been formed against them they began to concert
measures for the defence of Bihar and Bengal. The select
committee resolved that all the boats belonging to Europeans
m ust be examined at Kalpi in order to prevent soldiers and
materials of war reaching the enemy country ; and as Gailliez
had communicated his fears that Shuja might surprise the fort of
C hunar and A llahabad, and that Qasim might invade A llahabad,
his request for permission to retain a sufficient quantity of arms,
ammunitions, stores, and other necessities o f war was granted.
Other necessary preparations were quickly made.6
The fear from Qasim’s so-called projected invasion being
more imaginary than real, disappeared as suddenly as it had
arisen. The ex-ruler of Bengal had not been able to enlist
the sympathy, much less the support of any of the im portant
Indian powers, and he was not likely to succeed in forming a
confederacy against the English. He was a fugitive without
resources and his attempt, as Shuja had prophesied, ended in
fiasco. Shitab Rai reported in the beginning of March that
most o f 15.000 troops that Qasim had assembled, deserted
him, including his bakhshi Dan Shah Jat. as he was unable to
pay their salaries. Balwant Singh had informed the governor
a day before that owing to financial bankruptcy all the schemes
of Mir Qasim had come to naught. The Bengal govern
m ent’s mind was now at ease and the select committee wrote
to Fort St. George that Qasim had no money and therefore all
his chiefs deserted him, leaving him alone and destitute.7
Although the English suspicion of Shah Alam was not
altogether without foundation,, it must be recorded in fairness
to the emperor that he had received Mir Q asim ’s messenger
not to enter into a confederacy against the English but to
5

6

7

C. P. c , III, 122.
Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., 1770, pp. 71-100.
C. P. C., Ill, 128 and 129; Ben. Sel. Com. to Sel. Com. Fort St.
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explore the possibilities of enlisting the co-operation of his
master in his proposed expedition to D elhi on which he had
firmly set his heart. But their suspicion of Shuja was unjust
and baseless. It was inspired by the insinuations of Balwant
Singh and the allegations of N ajaf K h an (both partisans of
the English and avowed enemies of the wazir), which were
transm itted to Calcutta by Gailliez who too was to some extent
influenced by anti-Shuja views at the court of Allahabad.
It is noteworthy th at these reports were contradicted not only
by Shuja but also by H arper who was in a better position than
Gailliez to know the character and movements of the wazir
and who had at the time testified to his fidelity.8
The English policy of distrust and suspicion greatly
embarrassed Shuja who pleaded his innocence and wrote a
mild letter of protest to the governor who had allowed himself
to be misled by artful persons. “ In any case,” urged the
wazir, “ friendship and prudence demand th a t should a design
ing person make insinuations, one should first of all see
whether they are true or false. If false, it is one’s duty to
punish the author o f those insinuations, in order that it may
have a deterrent effect on others.’’ He assured Cartier of the
sincerity of his friendship by solemn oath on the Quran in the
presence of Harper. The wazir declared th at the allegations of
the emperor’s secret correspondence with M ir Qasim were false,
and advised Cartier to be more attentive to the king, lest during
the disturbed political situation he should ihrow himself into the
hands of some other power. H arper too reported to the select
committee that Shuja had assured him on oath by God, the
Q uran and his own son that he had done nothing against the
English, and was as firm in his friendship and fidelity as ever.9

M ir z a N a ja f K h a n ’s d i s m i s s a l fro m K o ra
Mirza N ajaf K han, one o f the most staunch partisans of the
English since 1764, had been appointed collector of Kora district
8
9

C. P. C., Ill, 128 and p. XXV ; Robert Brooke to Gailliez, Feb. 10,
1770, vide Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., 1770, pp. 90-92.
C. P. C., III, 131 ; H arper to Ben. Sel. Com., March 5, 1770. Tr. of
Shuja’s protestation on the Quran, vide Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., 1770,
pp. 127-28.
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in 1765 on Clive’s recommendation and an annual sum of two
lakhs of rupees out o f twenty-six lakhs fixed as royal tribute
from Bengal were allotted to him as a reward for the service he
had rendered to the company in the recent war against Shujaud-daulah. But though a valiant and successful soldier, N ajaf
possessed little skill in m anaging finances or supervising revenue
administration, and he was accused o f withholding the royal
revenues and disobeying the imperial commands. His incompe
tence as a civil adm inistrator coupled with the wazir’s hostility
for him led to his dismissal from K ora on February 21, 1770.
Anxious to attract the governor’s sym pathy, N a ja f wrote to
Cartier that his dismissal was due to the w azir’s intrigues and
asked his advice whether he should stay there or move to an
other place. Cartier took personal interest in his case, advised
him to stay at A llahabad, or come to Calcutta only if he found
th at his life was in danger owing to court intrigues, and reques
ted Shah Alam more than once to show N a ja f “ a little conside
ration,” as he “ is an old and tried friend o f the English
Sardars,'' though he was aware, he added, th at he had been
charged with withholding the royal revenues and disobedience
o f orders. To Shuja he wrote diplomatically that the court
faction opposed to N a ja f was responsible for his unjust dismis
sal and that had the wazir any knowledge o f it in time, he
would have without doubt prevented the perpetration o f such
an injustice. He asked the wazir to request the king to treat
the K han leniently and not to disgrace him. He requested
Shuja to protect N a ja f for the gratification o f the English.10
In compliance with instructions from Gailliez, N a ja f arrived
at A llahabad sometime in M arch, and awaited there the
em peror’s forgiveness. Meanwhile accountants having been
nominated to scrutinise his papers, the K han was greatly distur
bed and informed the governor that although he had never
been guilty o f embezzlement or disloyalty to the king, yet his
enemies were protracting the examination of his accounts with
a view to engineer a mutiny among his troops whose salaries to
the am ount of six lakhs of rupees were in arrears. H e appealed
to Cartier to save him from ruin, for the only fault, he said,
10

C . P. C ., I l l , 1 1 2 , 1 13, 1 19, 1 2 6 , 127 a n d 1 4 4 .
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for which he had suffered this fate was his attachm ent to the
company. Shah Alam, however, maintained th at N a ja f K h a n ’s
dismissal was due to his mismanagement and misconduct.
H e did not pay the troops anything and that the country was
so much ruined by his oppression th a t next year it would
produce h a lf the usual revenue. Yet the emperor promised to
treat N a ja f well and the wazir had to agree to plead his cause
before the king, “ though his (N a ja f’s) conduct rather savoured
of rebelliousness.,,u
The scrutiny revealed a balance of nine to ten lakhs of
rupees against Najaf, yet Shah Alam eventually forgave him
owing to C artier’s recommendation, deducted two and a half
lakhs from his salary and remitted the remaining sum. But
N a ja f was not satisfied, and he continued pressing for the
governor’s intercession, telling him th a t he was ruined and
th a t the balance shown against him was due to the fabrication
of the royal accountants. Accordingly Cartier further requested
the king to “ show the K han further favour by paying the dues
o f his risalah from the royal treasury and not charging them
to his account.” The governor directed Gailliez to make a
personal representation to the king to the above effect. The
result was favourable. As Shah A lam himself was anxious to
utilise the services of the valiant K han during his intended ex
pedition to Delhi, he listened to the governor’s repeated repre
sentations, exempted N a ja f from the payment of the balance of
three lakhs and promised to pay the salary of his troops from
the royal treasury.12
Despite the fact that Shuja solemnly declared that he had
no hand in N a ja f ’s dismissal, the evidence in our possession
leads us to the conclusion that it was as much due to the
K h a n ’s mismanagement as to the intrigues of the wazir who
was known to be hostile to him since the days of M uham m ad
Quli K han. It should, however, be noted th a t Shuja refrained
from directly proposing the K h a n ’s removal and had it done
11 C. P. C., Ill, 164, 169, 170, 173, 174.
12 C. P. C., III, 185, 191, 194, 312, 315, 331, 332, 354, 393,400,404.
There is a discrepancy of | lakh in the balance of the two accounts,
one says 3 lakhs and the other 21.
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through H isam -ud-daulah.13 It is also worthy of note that
the English policy of backing up their Indian partisans, who
were either vassals or servants of the em peror or the wazir, such
as Balwant Singh, Beni B ahadur, N a ja f K h an , M unir-ud-daulah
and others and protecting them from deserved or undeserved
wrath of their legitimate masters, gradually undermined the
prestige and power of these rulers, while it strengthened the
reputation and power of the com pany’s representatives. It also
eventually reduced Shah Alam to a cypher in the m atter of
appointm ent and dismissal of most of the high officers o f his
court. In practice no high imperial officer could continue to
function for long, unless he enjoyed the support o f the Calcutta
authorities.

T h e M a r a th a In v a s io n ; S h u ja p r o te s t s
E n g lish p o lic y o f s u s p ic io n

a g a in s t

th e

The so-called M ir Qasim menace to Bengal was closely
connected with the M arath a advance into northern India ;
but while the former had disappeared within two months,
the latter continued to haunt the fear o f the Fort William
authorities for a much longer period. W ith a force estimated
at 70,000 R am C h an d ra Ganesh, Visaji K rishna, Tukoji
Holkar and M ahadji Sindhia crossed the C ham bal early in
1770 for re-establishing M arath a rule in H industan, which
had been swept away by the Abdali victory at Panipat in 1761.
Penetrating into the Jat kingdom of B haratpur, they inflicted a
crushing defeat on R aja N aw al Singh near Deeg on April 5-6,
1770, while N ajib-ud-daulah at the same time set about to
capture the Jat possessions in the m id-D oab in accordance with
an agreement made with the invaders. But the M arathas shrank
from making an attem pt to capture the impregnable Jat fortress
into which N awal Singh had now taken shelter, and crossed
the Yaumna near M ath u ra into the D o ab , where they were
joined by N ajib and Im ad-ul-mulk.
T he allies remained

13

Gailliez to Ben. Sel. Com., February 15, 1770 ; H arper to Ben. Sel.
Com., March 5, 1770; C. P. C., HI. 128; Ghulam Ali, 11,257;
Mutakherin, 208.
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encamped in the Aligarh district, continuing fruitless negotiations
for the realisation of a tribute from the Jats and the Rohilas.14
Since their arrival in H industan the M arathas had made
repeated overtures to Shah Alam, offering to conduct him to
Delhi, and during their progress against the Jats they had
requested him to move out o f A llahabad, effect a junction
with them and prince Jawan B akht (who was to march to Agra
at their request) and then proceed to Delhi and occupy his
ancestral throne. As N ajib’s resignation of the stewardship of
the capital in March,
1768 and the English policy of
procrastination by putting off the emperor’s m arch on one
excuse or another had impelled Shah Alam to tap other sources
of help, he eagerly listened to the M arath a overtures, and Shuja
who had for some time been enjoying the royal confidence,
assisted him in the delicate task o f negotiating terms for an
alliance with them. The wazir seems to have realised that
Peshwa M adho Rao having trium phed over his domestic rivals
the M a rath a State had regained much of its strength and
solidarity, and that Ahmad Shah A bdali’s power being on the
wane owing to his age, internal troubles, and the rapid growth
of the Sikhs who were a veritable counterblast to his ambitious
projects, the repetition of P an ip at of 1761 was altogether out of
the bounds o f possibility. He knew only too well that the English
policy aimed at prolonging the emperor’s stay at A llahabad and
not fulfilling their promise o f conducting him to Delhi, and that
the only other power capable of installing Shah Alam on his an
cestral throne was that of the M arathas. With the exapmle of his
father and of Imad-ul-mulk before him the wazir must also have
revived the ambition of directing the affairs of the whole empire
from the capital with M arath a backing instead o f circumscribing
it to the control of merely a fragment, namely K ora and A llaha
bad, of course, if it could be done without antagonising the Eng
lish. He had already tried to obviate English suspicion by not
only assuring Cartier of the continuance of his friendship but also
by inserting in his agreement with Shah Alam a clause to the
effect that he would use his ascendancy over the king’s mind in
14

C. P. C., III. 180, 184 ; Sarkar : Fall o f the Mughal Empire,
406-414.
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furthering the interests o f the company. For these reasons Shuja
heartily approved of the em peror’s idea o f seeking M a rath a
assistance, and sent letters and robes o f honour to the Deccani
chiefs who expressed their readiness to respond to the royal
call. The wazir’s letter to Shah Alam containing the information that the M arath a response was favourable was intercepted
on April 8, by captain Brooke’s clerk from the king*s clerk who
was bribed by the captain’s men. Such a conduct of a responsible
English officer at A llahabad, though in conformity with the
general policy o f the Calcutta government in , regard to the
emperor and the wazir, filled Shuja with resentment, especially
as the letter in question was not addressed to any of the
M aratha chiefs but to the king, and it was not intercepted in
transit from a harkara (courier) b ut was obtained from a clerk
in the imperial office by means o f bribery. On April 10,^ two
days after the above■'hiiincident,
the
wazir lodged a spirited* protest
'. '.*))*'
j -V •1' .h
y
and told H arp er that in spite o f the em peror’s repeated summons
he had thought it prudent not to go to A llahabad, as he was
afraid lest the English should suspect his movement and lest
there should be an open conflict between the English troops
and N a ja f’s men on the one side and his own followers on
the other.15 Referring to the procuring of his letter from the
king’s clerk he said “ th at he was entirely ‘ignorant o f and
unhappy to think that any p art o f his conduct had . been such
as to give occasions for these suspicions.” In his report o f the
wazir’s conversation H arper wrote to Calcutta that “ He (Shuja
seemed much agitated during the most part o f this disco
and the earnestness with which he argued the point d r e v # ^
him an expression, which I imagine would not otherwise have
escaped him. “ It is,*' said he, “ these suspicions to my prejudice
and want o f confidence in me notwithstanding my repeated
professions o f friendship, strengthened by the most binding oatb>
th at will one day cause a quarrel betwixt the English and me;
The earnest way to secure my friendship is to trust me with
15

Shuja’s fear was due to the insolent behaviour of Gailliez who had
publicly asked the wazir twice as to why he had come with his army
to Allahabad, and who had arrested one o f the wazir’s harkaras. See
C. P. C., Ill, 279, 280 and 298.
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theirs and not to allow every report industriously spread by my
enemies to have its weight in their opinion of me.” 16
On receipt of H arper’s report Cartier attempted an explana
tion (in a letter to Shuja on April 28) of the Bengal, government’s
attitude, if not conduct, in an unusual style, and while he
omitted all reference to the wazir’s conversation with Harper,
he really answered Shuja’s rem ark m ade on April 10, when he
wrote that the wazir "h a s nothing to gain by exchanging the
joys and comforts of peace for the cares and horrors of war and
so long as the addressee and the English remain friends, they
will not only be o f help to one another but will also be feared
by their enemies. But if, which God forbid, they cease to be
friends, the consequences will be most serious.*’ T he governor,
however, added that their friendship was based on treaties and
common interests and was stable, and that he m ade the above
observations, because the wazir “ bad hinted in one o f his
letters th at the writer had lent too willing an ear to the stories
of busy-bodies,” and because after reviewing his own conduct
and th at of other English sardars he saw no reason why Shuja
should have any reason to complain against them. He confessed
that he had used strong language in regard to the dismissal
o f N a ja f K han and owing to the wazir’s silence at a time when
im portant negotiations were being conducted between various
powers. Cartier concluded with the remark th a t as he had
now given a candid explanation, “ he believes th a t the addressee
(Shuja) will be satisfied,” and as far as he himself was concerned
he had no misgivings about the w azir’s sincerity o f friendship,
especially as the latter had proof o f it by his recent oath on
the Q u ran .17
The above explanation must have appeared insincere and
unconvincing, and as a m atter o f fact it was intended to be a
thinly veiled threat too. Such an impolitic policy was not
likely to inspire real friendship and loyalty in the wazir and
was therefore injurious to the best interests o f the company.
16
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H appily it was set aside by W arren Hastings in 1772 in favour
o f one of reciprocal trust and understanding.

T h e E n g lish d isr s u a d e th e e m p e ro r f r o. .m. m a r c h in g ».to ;D elh i
During the above M arath a invasion the English followed
a policy that was diametrically opposed to the one pursued
by the emperor. While Shah Alam was negotiating with them
for an alliance, the English were doing everything in their power
to persuade him not to enter into any understanding with them,
and to place every obstacle in his way. They dreaded the M a ra 
thas and rightly looked upon them as the only Indian power
capable of disturbing the peace of Bengal and'thw arting the com
p a n y ’s ambitious projects, commercial and political. The English
policy, consistently pursued, was therefore one o f alienating
Shah Alam against them by painting the M a ra th a character in
black colour, inciting prominent north Indian rulers, and if
possible forming a confederacy, to oppose the further progress o f
the much-hated Deccanis.
This policy is clearly unfolded in
C artier’s numerous letters to Shah Alam, Shuja-ud-daulah and
some other Indian chiefs, and although they are highly interest
ing and instructive, it is beyond the scope o f this book to notice
them in detail. All th at can be done is to give here the barest
outline of the outstanding points of their theme. It should be
borne in mind that while he depended mainly on the strength
and co-operation o f the M a rath a arms for the success of his
undertaking, Shah Alam was eager to persuade the Bengal
government to lend him some British troops who would be a
more reliable bodyguard and a counterpoise against the
M arathas in times o f necessity. Accordingly, he imformed
C artier (April, 1770) of his intention to leave A llahabad and
requested him to furnish four to five more battalions in addition
to four promised by his predecessor in 1769, to accompany him
to Delhi. But the governor strongly dissuaded him from going
to fall into the hands of the M arathas whom he denounced as a
“ perfidious people’1 and as hereditary enemies o f the house of
Tim ur, and advised him to form, on the contrary, a confederacy
of powerful chiefs in order to drive the invaders back to the
D eccan.18 When these arguments failed to shake the king’s
is
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resolve, the governor reminded him th at Im ad-ud-m ulk was his
arch enemy and that the M arath aallian ce with him was directed
personally against Shah A lam .19 Next, the dangers likely to
attend the proposed Delhi expedition, the innate M arath a
treachery and the incompatibility o f the M aratha interests and
the M a rath a religion to the re-establishment o f the empire were
emphasised, but without convincing the emperor20 who held fast
to his resolve and diplomatically replied that he agreed with the
governor’s description of the M a rath a character and was desi
rous o f proceeding to Delhi in order to be able to punish them,21
Thereupon Cartier enquired o f the strength o f the king’s
resources and his allies and wrote that if he was going to Delhi
to punish the M arathas, "H is Majesty should know th a t he has
set himself a formidable ta s k ............ and although the Wazir
will do his best to assist His Majesty, yet he cannot drive away
the M arath as, strengthened as they have been by plundering
the country o f the Jats.” But if he looked upon them as friends,
"he is greatly mistaken, since they are notoriously fickle and
untrustw orthy.” And therefore C artier’s advice was to wait
until the M arathas had been weakened by dissensions among
them and then form a confederacy of the north Indian rulers
and drive them22 out. The death o f Najib-ud-daulah occurring
meanwhile furnished one more pretext for inducing Shah Alam
to postpone his departure and Cartier wrote th a t the only
guarantee of the safety of the imperial person having been
removed by death the emperor should not take a leap in the
dark. Moreover the present time was inopportune, when the
M arathas and Imad were at the very gates o f E taw ah and
Farrukhabad, threatening to devastate the empire. But despite
much further correspondence and argumentation the king, who
had fully made , up his mind once for all, remained still
unaffected.28
Early in January, 1771, Cartier announced the despatch of
an English army under Barker to the K aram nasa in order to
19
20
21
22
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exert pressure on the king and the wazir. But the emperor
replied to Cartier that the M arath as were to all appearances
as loyal and obedient to him as ever. They had not “ yet tu rn 
ed their attention to the dependencies o f the royal territory, nor
does it appear to be their intention to do so in the near future.” 24
A t the end of February 1771 when the preparations for
the expedition had neared completion, the emperor once again
urged C artier to direct Barker to accompany him to D elhi with
four battalions o f troops and asked him if that was n o t the
proper time to oppose the M arath as when they had occupied
the royal palace and capital and taken the members o f the
imperial family into custody, when else would it ever come, as
if Shah A lam ’s expedition to Delhi was really planned to oppose
and fight the M arathas. The disappointed governor now m ade a
final effort at persuading the em peror to postpone his m arch and
complained that he had taken no notice of his numerous loyal
representations “ on the subject o f the M arathas whose disloyalty,
evil character, natural rapacity and falsehood are so well-known,”
and requested him not to join those who “ take pleasure at His
M ajesty’s distress” and warned him th at “ the object o f their
(M arath as’) pretended loyalty is to get him into their clutches
in order to use his name to reach their own ends.’’ But Shah
Alam knew very well that the M a rath a s were not all evil, and
that if they had many faults, they possessed some virtues also
and could be relied upon when their interests were identical
with those of the king. At any rate for him it m eant the
change of one set of masters (the English) for another (the
M arathas) with the prospect o f ruling over a larger territory
and having a larger income and above all his ancestral palace,
capital and throne, in his possession, and therefore he ignored
Cartier’s appeals and the importunities and threats o f Barker,
who had hastened to A llahabad for the purpose o f preventing
the emperor's departure, and set out from A llahabad on 9th
April, 17 7 1 .26
24
25

C. P. C., I l l , 546, 564 and 593.
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S h u ja in s tig a te s th e M a r a th a s a g a in s t th e R o h ila s
D uring the M arath a invasion Shuja-ud-daulah followed the
policy o f neutrality in the former’s struggle, first with the Jats
and then with the Rohilas, although the English in Bengal
repeatedly urged him to take up the lead in forming a confe
deracy of prom inent north I n d ia n ' powers to drive the invaders
back to the Deccan, and failing th a t at least to m arch to the
assistance o f the Rohilas so as to prevent the M aratha advance
eastward. It is easily possible to trace with full accuracy the
course o f the w azir’s policy during the year (April 1770-April
1771) from the M aratha advent to the emperor’s departure for
Delhi from the numerous letters o f H arp er and Gailliez to the
Bengal select committee reporting the naw ab wazir’s hopes and
fears, plans and movements from day to day, when supplemen
ted by his own correspondence with Cartier and the reports o f
Shitab Rai to the Fort William authorities in Calcutta. D uring
this fateful period Shuja kept three things in view, namely, m ain
taining friendly relations with the M arathas without alienating
or betraying his allies the English, retaining his neutrality in the
M aratha w ar with the Jats and the Rohilas and instigating the
invaders against the Rohilas so as to weaken the latter and
make the future subjugation o f R ohilkhand an easy task for
him. By clever diplomacy he successfully endeavoured to keep
the English off his scent for some time ; but though H arper and
Gailliez very soon discovered the main object of the wazir’s
policy still the English failed to m ake him take up the Rohila
cause and m arch to their aid against the Marathas.
A bout the middle of April 1770, when the M arathas were
crossing into the Doab, Shuja offered to march to the frontier
of K o ra on the border of the Bangash territory to m ake a
dem onstration against them and to check the growing power
of the M a rath a ally Najib*ud-daulah under whose guardianship
Jaw an Bakht was reported to be proceeding to Agra to join
the M arath a army. He displayed his eagerness so much that
he told H arper that he was prevented from setting out owing to
desire to go to Delhi was so strong th at he was reported to have said
th a t he would commit suicide rather than be made to stay at A lla h a 
b ad . (See C. P. C„ III, 702.)
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his ignorance of the committee’s attitude towards the proposed
step. But as a m atter of fact he was not at this time in the least
desirous o f proceeding to K ora and his ignorance o f the Bengal
government’s views was a mere pretext for postponing his start.
He was in correspondence with the M arathas and h ad sent his
trusted agent Trim bak Das to their camp for negotiations. On
May 1, he only despatched a battalion o f his troops to K anpur,
then a small village granted to him by the king for building a
frontier fortress, and himself set out from Faizabad on M ay 10,
on w hat turned out to be a twenty-five day hunting expedition,
undoubtedly to conceal the divergence between his professions
and conduct. He returned the next day (11th May) but again
left the same evening, marching towards Bahraich with his wife
and some other ladies, but leaving at Faizabad his mother and
all his sons except the eldest and most of his troops except those
who accompanied him on the trip. During this unusual expe
dition in an unusual season (May-June) Shuja visited Bahram ghat, Balram pur and Bahraich and went further shooting
in the jungle 18 miles north o f the last named town. Thus he
continued his policy of procrastination till the rains set in and
made military operations impossible. On his return to Luck
now from his hunting expedition on 3rd June, he told H arper
that the M arathas were not likely to attem pt further conquests
owing to internal dissensions among them and the near approach
of the rainy season and hence there was no use marching to
Kora. Accompanied by H arper he now marched to K anpur and
thence to Faizabad via Lucknow, leaving at the first named
place a battalion of sepoys with some guns to fortify it and to
watch the M arath a movements. The M arathas had already
cantoned themselves at Aligarh, and heavy rain during the
first four days of July caused suspension o f all military and
diplomatic activities. By his diplomacy the wazir thus succeeded
in avoiding giving an umbrage to the M arathas for more than
six months.26
The English policy throughout this period was not to send
any part o f their army beyond Kora, but to persuade the wazir
26

H arper to Ben. Sel. Com., April 16, May 14, 19, 26, June 3, 16,
and July 4, 1770 ; Haricharan, 5 0 2b , S. P. D., XXIX. 257, 261
and 262.
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to m arch to the assistance of the Rohilas and better still to take
up the lead in organising a coalition of prom inent powers against
the invader, and therefore the Bengal select committee gladly
approved o f Shuja’s proposal o f his m arching to Kora and
permitted H arper to join him with his battalion. Cartier tickled
the wazir’s vanity by referring to his "heroic deeds” and ascri
bing to him a great share in the Abdali victory at Panipat in
17.61, and thus urged him to action against the M arathas. "All
eyes are at this moment turned -towards the addressee,” he
wrote to Shuja, “ and H industan hopes th a t he will not let her
children be food for the sword o f the haughty M arathas, and
thinks that he alone can hold the balance between them and
the rest of the Empire.” The governor encouraged the wazir
by informing him o f the despatch o f two English battalions
under Barker to Baksar to be in readiness there to march to his
assistance in case o f necessity. But Shuja clearly realised the
implications and dangers of the policy o f assuming a leading role
against the M arathas. He -knew that the English themselves
were averse to taking offensive measures and would fight the
invader only in defence of their own territory or those of their
allies, the emperor and the wazir, and th a t too in the guise of
auxiliaries to him or to the king and not as principals. He,
therefore, wisely adopted the policy o f not antagonising the
M arathas, and replied to Cartier that there was no one left
in Hindustan to stop the progress o f the M arathas and that
he could only defend the king’s and his own territory. He
frankly advised the governor to take up the offensive against
the invader, if he desired the various an ti-M arath a powers to
m ake a common cause against the Deccanis. Obviously the
Calcutta government was not prepared to undertake such a bold
step, and therefore Shuja continued his policy o f procrastination
till the rainy season set in and made the movement of troops
impossible.27
Cartier, however, all this time continued his exhortations
and even mildly accused the wazir of short-sightedness in not
providing assistance to R ohilkhand the enslavement of which
by the M arathas, must be looked upon as a signal of danger to
27

Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., May 3, 1770 ; H arper to Ben. Sel, Com.,
June 16 and July 4, 1770 ; C .P .C ., III, 196, 250.
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Awadh. He urged Shuja to base his policy on three fundam en
tal points, namely, the separation of N ajib from the M arathas,
the encouragement of and assistance to the Rohilas, and
effecting unity among the Jats. But these exhortations did not
much influence the wazir who continued his policy o f temporising
during the rains, now declaring th at he would go to help the
Rohilas, now writing th at no alliance with the Rohilas was
possible without the king’s participation, and at other times
that measures should be taken to prevent the king’s throwing
himself into M a rath a hands. After the rainy season he frankly
wrote to Cartier that willing though he was for the sake of the
country and Muslim religion to help the Rohilas, yet he was
afraid that their united forces would not be able to do much
unless they were supported by the English. He enquired o f the
governor whether he was sending troops to co-operate with him.
“ If he is (sending),” wrote he, “ the writer will be glad to help
the Rohillas, if not h^, will have only his own safety to provide
for.” 28
There was a slight change in Shuja’s attitude towards the
M arathas when N ajib’s death on 31st O ctober, 1770 made him
apprehensive of an alliance between them and Imad who had
for some time been intriguing for regaining his former position
o f wazirship that he had once held with M a ra th a backing. Now
he felt inclined to go to the assistance o f the Rohilas, recalled
his wakil from the M arath a camp and dismissed the M aratha
envoys. The preliminaries for a treaty were discussed with
Hafiz R ahm at’s wakil through the exertion o f Harper, and it
was settled that Hafiz should pay the expenses of Shuja’s troops.
The wazir was afraid th at Imad might proclaim Jawan Bakht
as king and himself might establish as wazir, and so he urged
upon Cartier the necessity of an im mediate action against the
confederates. T he select committee approved of the wazir’s
proposal on 7th November and resolved upon sending some
troops under Barker to co operate with Shuja. But, while
the nawab despatched a battalion o f sepoys to reinforce his
newly established garrison at K anpur, he postponed proceeding
28

C .P.C ., III, 263, 350, 413 ; Ben Sel. Com. Progs., August 11,
1770 ; Harper to Ben. Sel. Com., July 15 & 30, August 27, 1770;
Shuja to Cartier, vide Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., 1770, pp. 574-76.
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to K ora until Barker’s arrival and his meeting with him , and
probably because he now felt that the M arathas were not likely
to support Im a d ’s pretensions, he once more impressed upon
H arper that he would not go to R ohila help until he was joined
and assisted by English troops.29
Shuja-ud-daulah’s conduct during this period appeared
mysterious to the English in Bengal who wrote to F ort St.
George th at the wazir’s views seemed inexplicable, as one day
he seemed to be resolved on vigorous measures and would
declare that he was ready to m arch and the very next day he
would bring in a frivolous excuse. H arper rightly believed
that Shuja had not entered into any treaty or engagement with
the M arathas, but his policy was calculated to put off his march
to K ora, as he was interested in the destruction o f the Rohila
power. “ I think it probable,” wrote Harper to Cartier, " th a t
he (Shuja) is urging the M arathas to this enterprise (invasion
of Rohilkhand) by every means in his gower............ ’’ Gailliez
too believed that " I f he (Shuja) has entered into any engage
ment with them (the M arathas), it is now supposed to be with
a view o f attacking the Rohillas.” Dsspite their knowledge of
the wazir’s policy, the Eaglish thought it impolitic, in view of
critical times, to call an explanation from h im .30

T h e in s ta lla tio n o f R a ja G h a it S in g h , O c to b e r, 1770
While the M aratha danger was still threatening Rohilkhand
Balwant Singh, the sagacious and successful ruler o f Banaras,
died during the night following 23rd August, 1770, after a brief
illness, leaving his son Chait Sihgh, a youth of about 17 years of
handsome features and engaging manners, whom he had nomi
nated as his successor during his lifetime, in the possession o f the
State. The deceased having been a protege of the English, Cartier
was interested in the confirmation of Chait Singh in his father’s
29 H arp er to Ben. Sel. Com., Oct. 24, and Dec. 1, 1770 ; C .P.C ., III,
473 ; Haricharan, 503a.
30 Ben. Sel. C om .to Sel. Com. Fort St. George, June 9, 1770 ; Harper
to Ben. Sel. Com , May 19, 26, 1770 ; Gailliez to Ben. Sel. Com.,
June 15, 1770. On 24th September Gailliez wrote, of course,
wrongly that the king told him that Shuja had promised M arathas
80 lakhs, if they put him in possession of Rohilkhand, K ora and
A llahabad.
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place and recommended him to the nawab-wazir even before
he had received a report from C hait Singh regarding Balwant
Singh’s illness and death. Like his father Safdar Jang, Shuja
had always sought, though w ithout success, to reduce Balwant
and chastise him for his insubordination and direct alliance
with the English,* and now he welcomed the opportunity of
imposing on Chait Singh stricter terms and a higher annual
tribute, besides customary succession fee, and expressed his
unwillingness to grant him the same authority as was enjoyed
by the deceased. But he was afraid o f English intervention
and therefore requested H arper to ascertain the select com
mittee’s sentiments on the matter, obviously because he had not
yet received C artier’s letter recommending C hait Singh. He had
already despatched his chief minister Elich K han to Banaras
where the latter stayed for one month, negotiating with the
raja’s agents but no settlement was made till Shuja had
deputed H arper to expedite the conclusion o f an agreement.
Now a conference was held between Harper, Elich K han, Chait
Singh and his agents. The wazir had been demanding a nazar
of twenty lakhs and an increase of five lakhs in the yearly
tribute, while Chait Singh offered to pay a peshkash or
nazranah o f ten lakhs. The difficulties o f the conference were
further aggravated by the fact th a t Chait was Balwant’s son by
a R ajput lady and his right to succession was disputed by two
more claimants, one a nephew and the other a grandson of the
deceased raja. As the results o f delicate negotiations, however,
in which H arper took a prominent part, it was finally settled
on 8th October, that Chait Singh should pay a nazranah
of seventeen lakhs, besides two and a half lakhs of increase in
the annual revenue. O f the seventeen lakhs, ten were to be paid
immediately and the remaining seven in twelve months. Chait
Singh was now installed as R aja on 10th October, with the
same rights and privileges as were enjoyed by Balwant, and on
behalf of the wazir were bestowed upon him the customary
robes o f investiture, elephants and some other articles. The
installation ceremony was attended by H arper.31
31

C.P.C., III, 346, 350, 424, 425, 433, 462 ; H arper to Ben. Sel. Com.,
August 25, Sept. 4, Oct. 4, 8, 1770 ; Haricharan, 503a ; Balwant, 123.
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A s a f-u d -d a u la h ’s m a r r ia g e , N o v e m b e r, 1770
Within a month of the Banaras settlement was celebrated the
wedding of the wazir’s eldest son Asaf-ud-daulah, alias Mirza
Amani. The daughter of Siraj-ud-daulah of Bengal was marked
out for the young Mirza, but owing to political misfortune that
befell the M urshidabad ruling family in 1757, that marriage was
now out of question. The prince was, therefore, betrothed to
Shams-un-nisa, daughter of the deceased Turani wazir Intizamud-daulah and grand-daughter of Q am ar-ud-din K han, prime
minister o f M uham m ad Shah. The bride’s family headed by
the dowager Sholapuri Begam (widow o f Qamar-ud-din) migra
ted from Delhi (October 12,1769) where they had lived in
comparative neglect and poverty consequent on the decline of
the imperial capital and the passing o f power into the hands of
Najib, to Faizabad where they arrived in November 1769 and
were received with all consideration and pomp suitable to their
rank. A suitable subsistence allowance was allotted to the
family, and it was decided that the marriage should take place
later at an auspicious time.32
As the date approached near, elaborate arrangements were
made to celebrate it in a befitting manner. On 6th November
1770 sachaq was sent to the house o f Sholapuri Begam in a
grand procession composed of gorgeously dressed officers and
well-accoutred and well-mounted troops, besides a concourse of
public, with numerous valuable articles displayed for the public
gaze, notable among which were five thousand vessels, many of
them being made of silver, and many thousand trays full of
sweets, bottles o f perfumes, costly wearing apparel and jewels
and ornaments. On the 9th mahdi came from the bride’s
house to that o f the bridegroom, and on the 10th the bride
groom, then aged twenty, and party with all the pomp and
display known to the 18th century Indian nobility, marched to

32

with this incident, although he did not visit Banaras in Oct. 1770. It
is wrong in supposing that Chait Singh met him and offered to
become a Muslim (p. 121). H aricharan says that Chait Singh was
made to pay four lakhs to the emperor and one lakh was given to
H arper and Elich Khan.
Haricharan, 501 b ; Imad, 104 ; D.C., 227. Mirza Amani’s betrothal
with Siraj’s daughter does not seem to have taken place.
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the bride’s residence and the marriage was performed with due
solemnities. The bride entered into the n a w ab ’s palace on the
12th amidst showers o f silver coins that were thrown across her
palanquin to the beggars down below. It is said that Shuja
spent twenty four lakhs o f rupees on this happy occasion.83
The marriage was significant inasmuch as it united two rival
noble families that had contended for supremacy in the Mughal
empire for three generations since the time o f Saadat Khan and
his contemporary M uham m ad Amin K han. Although no
longer politically im portant, Q um ar-ud-din’s progeny still
enjoyed a very high social status and com m anded esteem among
the country’s nobility, and one branch of the parent family still
ruled over an extensive dominion with its capital at Hyderabad.
It is noteworthy th at the bride’s ancestors originally came from
Central Asia, were T urani Mughals by descent and orthodox
Sunnis by religion, while the bridegroom’s grandfather and
great-grandfather were Persian Shiahs, permanently settled in
Awadh. The union, however, proved unhappy. As a matter
of fact it was no real union, for the consummation o f the
marriage never took place, and Asaf-ud-daulah being addicted
to unnatural practices never exhibited an inclination for his
wife’s company.84

S h u ja ’s B a n a ra s c o n fe re n c e w ith B a rk e r, F e b ru a ry , 1771
Despite Shuja’s insistence that he would not proceed to Rohila
assistance without the English collaboration in the enterprise,
Cartier did not give up his endeavour to persuade him to move
his troops to Kora. He promised that if this demonstration did
not prevent the M arathas from carrying out their hostile designs,
the English would proceed to assist him. He told the wazir that
he had nothing to fear from the Rohilas, who were divided
among themselves. The people to be dreaded were the M arathas,
who could establish themselves by weakening or exterminating
the Jats and the Rohilas. Hence in his own interest, continued
Cartier, Shuja should enter into a defensive and offensive
alliance with the latter powers and take the lead in defending
33
34
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H industan from the grasping invaders. But Shuja did not
agree as he considered his policy of neutrality wiser, and the
course o f future events showed th a t he was certainly right. He
said that he had delayed taking action so long, as he had been
expecting the advice o f his friend, the governor. H e accused
Barker o f tarrying still, while the M arathas were ravaging the
lands adjacent to those o f his own and of the king. Then the
wazir for the first time enunciated his policy tow ards the M a ra 
thas in a letter to Cartier in these words. “ If the M arathas
continue to preserve the path o f friendship and remain firm and
immovable in their obedience to His Majesty and in their
attachm ent to the English sardars and the writer, he will neither
have any business with them, nor call them to account, but will
be neutral and remain in his own land. But if the M arathas
deviate from the path o f obedience to His Majesty and of
attachm ent to His Excellency and the writer, and are guility of
hostilities and disturbances, he is equally prepared to oppose
them in defending his own territory and that o f His M a je sty /’
After this exposition the wazir enquired of C artier whether in
accordance with his promise he was despatching a force to co
operate with him.35
Shuja-ud-daulah does not seem to have been quite sanguine
about British help reaching him in time, and his suspicion was
not altogether without foundation. On May 3, 1770 the Bengal
select committee had resolved to send a force under Barker to
the K aram nasa and had announced its despatch the same day ;
but this force tarried near P atna for months, and did not reach
the K aram nasa till after the end o f the first week o f February,
1771, although during the intervening months the M arathas had
swarmed in Rohilkhand, captured many P a th a n parganahs
includiug Etawah (12th December, 1770) and threatened the
district o f K ora under Shah Alam. The English too were
suspicious of Shuja and feared th a t he might form an alliance
with the M a r a t h a s ; but this suspicion was w ithout found
ation, though the wazir had his wakil in the M aratha
camp and was in correspondence with them. He was further
suspected o f having some designs on Bengal, as he had establi85 C. P. C. Ill, 504, 547, 569.
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shed regular communication between Calcutta and Faizabad
and was corresponding with N and K um ar. But in view of
critical times through which the country was passing the Fort
William authorities m aintained a discreet' silence and did not
call the wazir to account.86 It was, principally because of the
Bengal government’s anxiety to prevent Shuja from forming an
alliance with the M arathas and not so m uch because o f the
M a ra th a danger to K ora th a t Barker was at last authorised on
17th January to cross the K ara m n a sa .37 The wazir now wrote
to the general to give him a meeting either at F aizabad or at
Banaras, as he had to discuss with him several urgent questions.
Barker agreed to see him at Banaras, promising to leave Baksar38
on February 4, 1771.
Leaving Baksar on 9th February, Barker reached Banaras
on the 11th, where he was m et by Shuja who had arrived there
two days earlier, having started from Faizabad on February 1.
M unir and Elich K han came from Allahabad, and a conference
was held on the 11th. Shuja had revised his policy towards the
M arathas owing to the changed political situation. Having
evacuated Rohilkhand the invader was on his march towards
Delhi with the object o f obtaining possession of the imperial
capital and fort, and Shah A lam , being despaired o f help from
his wazir and the English, was reported to have instigated the
M arathas to adopt the above measures. He had entered into an
agreement with them, promising to leave the English protection
at A llahabad for the imperial capital as soon as preparations
fos his journey were completed. The wazir was now on the
horns o f a dilemma. If Shah Alam proceeded to Delhi, the
administration of the empire was sure to pass into M arath a
hands, who might appoint somebody else as wazir, while if the
king stayed at Allahabad in violation of his agreement with the
M arathas, the latter might raise another prince to the throne
and invade Rohilkhand, A llahabad and Awadh. Anyway the
situation seemed to be fraught with evil possibilities, and hence
H arp er to Ben. Sel. C om ., Dec. 16, 1770 ; C artier’s minute, vide
Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., January 16, 1771 ; Ben. Sel. Com. to
Barker, Jan. 17, 1 7 7 1.
37 Ben. Sel. Com. to Barker, January 17, 1771.
38 Barkar to Ben. Sel. Com., January 26, 1771 ; C. P. C., Ill, 581.
36
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he convened the above conference to devise ways and means to
avert the dangerous possibilities.39
The conference resolved that the wazir should personally
meet the Rohila chiefs, notably Hafiz R ah m at, and discuss with
him terms of an alliance against the M arathas. Two im portant
results were confidently expected from the proposed alliance ;
firstly, it would prevent the M arathas from marching against the
territories of the contracting parties and secondly, owing to the
accession o f strength that would accrue to the allies, neither the
emperor would of his own accord join the M arathas, nor could
the latter dare seize his person for their own ends.40 Shuja
proposed that he, the English and the Rohilas should undertake
a joint expedition to Delhi to drive the M arathas from there,
and instal Shah Alam in the imperial capital. As an earnest
of his intentions, he promised help to Z abita K han against the
M arathas and offered the latter five lakhs of rupees, if they
evacuated Delhi and handed it over to Zabita Khan. These
measures were taken to prevent the king from going without
assistance from the wazir and the English to join the M arathas,
as he believed that Shah Alam would not proceed to Delhi
under the circumstances if the capital were not in M aratha
hands. But the Bengal government approved of the w azir’s
first proposal only, namely, an alliance with the Rohilas for
internal security and defence and disapproved the proposal of a
march to Delhi and resolved to discourage him from attempting
it. It is also worthy of note that even at this stage when the
wazir was in agreement with their policy of opposing the
M arath a advance, the English were reluctant to assume direct
responsibility of hostilities against the M arathas and consequently
the alliance was to be concluded between Shuja and the Rohilas
with the approval o f the English and not between the wazir, the
Rohilas and the English.
In pursuance o f the decision o f the conference, Shuja left
Banaras on 21st February, marched towards K ora and encamped
at M ahdighat on the Ganga, sending a trusted agent ahead to
39 Barker to Ben. Sel. Com., Feb. 12, 1771 ; C. P. C., Ill,
625, 630, 694.
40 Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., March 20, 1771 ; C. P. C., Ill, 658.
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Hafiz to arrange for a personal conference with him.41 But as
the M arathas had evacuated R ohilkhand and Hafiz felt himself
secure, he not only refused to enter into an alliance or friend
ship with the wazir, but did not have the courtesy of even
agreeing to meet him. The Rohila chief preferred an alliance
with Zabita K han from whom he expected money, while an
alliance with the wazir m eant another w ar with the M arathas
for which he was not prepared, as he considered his dominion
safe, at least for some time. “ The conduct of the Rohillas,”
writes H arper to Bengal select committee, “ has given a sensible
shock to the vizier’s pride............With wounded feelings
Shuja turned back from M ahdighat and set out for Lucknow
on 26th March, abandoning his idea o f an alliance with the
Rohilas and also of his project o f fortifying K anpur and
building a fort there.42 From Lucknow he returned to F aiza
bad. The resolution o f the Banaras conference became a mere
scrap of paper.

S h u ja ’s a t titu d e to w a r d s th e D e lh i e x p e d itio n
During the early stages of the em peror’s negotiations with
the M arathas Shuja-ud-daulah was in favour of an alliance
with them and supported the imperial proposal of a march to
Delhi. But for fear of offending the English, who were oppos
ed to the scheme, he did not take a prominent part in the
counsels of the pro-Delhi party at the court and diplomatically
advised Cartier to be more favourable to the king at that critical
juncture lest he should throw himself into the hands of some
neighbouring power. But as the wazir did not succeed in
avoiding suspicion by the Calcutta anthorities, he very soon
41 H arper to Ben. Sel. Com., Feb. 24, 1771.
Shuja stayed at Banaras for 10 days. H e was received at Phulpur on
Feb. 8, by Chait Singh on whom the wazir bestowed a khilaat, a
serpech and a sword. A jagir was also granted to him. Being free
from the conference, he honoured Chait Singh with a visit to his
capital R am nagar on 20th Feb. when the raja presented him cash,
elephants, horses, jewels and rare cloths. The wazir fastened his own
turban on Chait Singh’s head and conferred on him a sword at the
time of departure, (see C. P. C., Ill, 639, 644 and 647).
42 Harper to Ben. Sel. Com., March 19, 26 and April 3, 1771 ;
C. P. C., Ill, 759.
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revised his attitude tow ards the royal project and wrote to
Cartier, “ If a considerable English force accompanies His
Majesty to the capital the writer will also join the expedition,
if not, he will stay where he is....... A bout the same time the
wazir assured H arper too th at he would do nothing to help the
emperor without the English consent.43
Meanwhile Shah Alam received urgent letters from his
m other and from Najib urging him to return to Delhi immediate
ly and therefore he called upon the wazir to get ready to accom
pany him after the rains. Shuja-ud-daulah expressed his readi
ness to join the king with his army and artillery, but requested
him first o f all to settle the plan in consultation with the English,
and a t the same time asked Cartier’s advice as to what he
should do under the circumstances. Realising th at Shuja
would not undertake to assist him without C artier’s approval,
Shah Alam, while requesting the governor to furnish him with
four to five battalions o f troops, asked him to induce the wazir
to join the expedition. In view of the pronounced English
policy, Cartier indirectly dissuaded Shuja from sending any help
to the emperor or going to accompany him in person and
appreciated his frankness. He told him th at he himself was
“ unwilling to send His Majesty the promised two battalions,
much less the four or five battalions, which he now asks for.”
Hereafter the w azir’s policy of holding himself aloof from his
sovereign remained constant, despite Shah A lam ’s repeated
attempts to prevail upon him to join hands in his m arch to the
imperial capital.44

S h u ja c o n d u c ts th e e m p e r o r a s f a r a s J a jm a u
T he emperor was not slow in appreciating the situation
and in understanding the attitude and policy o f the English
and the wazir. But he continued his correspondence with both
seeking their co-operation in the enterprise, till Saif-ud-din
M u h a m m a d ’s mission to the M arathas had been crowned with
success, resulting in an agreement with them. The M arathas

48 H arper to Ben. Sel. Com., March 5, and June 8, 1770 ; C. P. C.,
I l l , 193, 250.
44 C. P. C., Ill, 286-289, 319, 321, 330.
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undertook to instal Shah A lam and to put him in possession of
the imperial capital and the adjoining districts, then held by
Z a b ita K han, and the em peror bound himself to pay them
twenty-five lakhs of rupees, o u t o f which ten lakhs were to be
paid within eight days o f the delivery o f the fort and the
remaining immediately on the emperor’s arrival at Delhi. The
M a ra th a s were to be given M eerut and some other districts in
th at vicinity and they were empowered to make all appoint
ments except that of ibe wazir and to share the peshkash
(offering from vassals) .equally with the M ughal sovereign. Now
Shah A lam announced th at he would begin his m arch on April
13, (27th Zil Hijjah), but as he feared that the English and the
wazir might prevent his start, he sent out his advance tents on
the 5th and himself left A llah ab ad at 1 o ’clock in the afternoon
of 9th April, four days before the appointed date, entered a
bungalow called Jah an -N u m a outside the city, and thence
commenced his journey on the 13th. At Sarai A lam Chand,
18 miles from A llahabad, he halted for somedays in order to
allow Shuja, who was on his way from F aizabad, to meet
him there.45
Although not at heart against the em peror’s expedition
Shuja wrote to Shah Alam for a reconsideration o f his decision.
This he did in order not to offend the English who wanted him
to exert, in conjunction with them , in that direction, “ otherwise
/
the king will slip out o f their hands and it will hardly be possi
ble to get him back ag ain ............” . But it must be said to the
credit o f the English that when Shuja proposed, no doubt to
please the Fort William authorities, that some restraint should
be imposed on Shah A lam ’s proceedings with the M arathas,
the select committee refused to approve of the measure, for their
policy was to use persuasion and not force in their endeavour
to prolong the emperor’s stay at Allahabad. As regards joining
the Delhi expedition for which the king had been pressing him
or staying him at home which policy was dictated by his selfinterest and prudence and friendship for the English, Shuja was

<5 C. P. C., Ill, 695, 717, 720 ; Khair-ud-din (p. 193) says th a t he started
on 11th April (25th Zil Hijjah).
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between the devil and the deep sea. As wazir it was clearly his
duty not only to accord his hearty assistance to the emperor but
also to attend the expedition in p erso n ; and he had pledged both
in his recent agreement (April 1769). But he deliberately chose
to refrain from accompanying Shah Alam and also did not allow
his son S aad at Ali K han to attend the emperor on the march. In
order to bid Shah Alam good-eye'Shuja started from F aizabad on
14th April and as the anniversary o f the death of the Prophet’s
grandson Husain was about to begin, he took with him all the
paraphernalia necessary for the observance of tazias and during
the first ten days of M uharram (15th to 24th April) travelled by
day, clad in black and green robes and observed mourning rites
by night. He crossed the G anga at D alm au and interviewed
the emperor on April 30, at Sarai Alam Chand. Before his
arrival people in the imperial cam p had expected th at he would
counsel return to Allahabad, but when the emperor held con
sultation with him, Shuja said nothing except professing obe
dience to the imperial commands. In compliance with Shah
Alam’s desire, he furnished him with a loan o f twelve lakhs of
rupees in cash and supplied him with one hundred transport
carts, more than a hundred camels, some elephants, horses, tents
and some other articles. Besides these the wazir presented 250
muskets and nominated H im m at B ahadur with 5,000 horse,
5,000 foot and five piece of cannon to conduct the emperor to
Delhi.46 The emperor was pleased to appoint the wazir
governor o f the districts of A llahabad and Kora and to bestow
on him the fort o f Allahabad on 2nd May, while M unir, who
out of the deference for the English, did not like to accompany
the king to Delhi, was the same day appointed the wazir’s
deputy in A llahabad and K ora and given leave o f return. The
wazir followed the emperor as far as Jajm au, 2 miles south of
K anpur, and from there took leave o f him on 3rd June to return
with his son S aadat Ali K han to A llahabad en route to F aiza
bad, while Barker bade Shah A lam good-bye at Bithur on the
Ganga, 12 miles north-west o f K anpur, on 28th June, leaving
two battalions o f sepoys and four field pieces to accom pany the

40 H im m at B ah ad u r & Elich K han took leave of the king on 25th
November, 1771, and returned to F aizab ad. C.P.C., III, 9 9 8 .
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emperor.47 After months’ journey the latter entered the imperial
capitol on 6th January, 1772.

47 C. P. C., Ill, 658-810 specially, 658, 746, 747, 79 8, 810 ;
H arper to Ben. Sel. Com., April 13, 19, 1771 ; Barker to Ben. Sel.
Com., April 20, May 4, 1771 ; Haricharan 505b ; Khair-ud-din,
194 ; Ghulam Ali , II, 269 ; Siyar , 930-31 ; Imad, 104, S. P. D.,
XXIX, 267 and 269. Shuja, however, wrote to Cartier th a t he
advised the emperor to return to A llahabad, (see C. P. C ., Ill,
798.) For Barker’s leaving two battalions with the king see,
C.P.C., III, 836 and 851. These seemed to have returned before
reaching Delhi. When he was despaired o f his ability to detain
the king, Barker unsuccessfully endeavoured to persuade Shah
Alam to leave behind at A llahabad his two sons practically as
hostages (C.P.C., III, 698, 702 and 760). He advised Shuja not
to allow his son S aadat Ali K h a n to accompany the emperor to
Delhi. (C.P.C., III, 706), and incited Z abita K h an against the
M arathas (C .P.C ., III, 759).
Siyar, pp. 930-31 wrongly thinks th a t Shuja stayed on with
the emperor sometime longer and negotiated for the settlement of
peshkash from Muzaffar Jung, son of A hm ad Khan Bangash.

Chapter Seven
OAe. Tha&temi and TloUcy, afiteA the. Envpe\oi!i
Q epa/UuAe

S h u ja b a c k a t F a iz a b a d
Having seen the emperor off, Shuja returned to K anpur
and thence proceeded to Lucknow on 4th June, leaving most
of his troops at the former town. H arper joined him at Lucknow,
where T rim bak Das, the wazir’s wakil at the M a rath a camp,
also arrived and had an interview with his master. The party
then returned to Faizabad, reaching there on the 15th. Shuja’s
long absence from his capital and the reports that he was
accompanying the emperor to Delhi had encouraged some bold
and powerful spirits in Awadh to think o f rebellion. Some o f
the taluqdars and big zamindars in the northern and southern
districts withheld government revenue, fortified their fortresses
and made other preparations to defend themselves. At this
juncture news flashed across the subah that the wazir was back
and this frustrated the designs of rebellious chiefs. “ The sudden
arrival of the army at this place” (Faizabad), reported H arper to
the English authorities in Bengal, “ has put a final stop to these
rebellious proceedings and everything is again tranquillity.” 1
After his return from Jajm au Shuja-ud-daulah allowed
himself to be overcome by the temptations o f the harem and for
a time he became addicted to sloth and debauchery to the
neglect o f the daily work o f administration that was left to drift
its own course. Confusion began to find its way into the busi
ness o f the State and H arper wrote to the select committee that
“ He (Shuja) is lately so much addicted to dissipation and his
1

H arper to Ben. Sel. Com., June 18, 1771.
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zanana (seraglio) th a t no business whatever is transacted, and
this has introduced m any abuses into the m anagem ent of his
affairs, the ill consequences o f which he will probably soon
feel.” During the previous two years when a devastating famine
had been sweeping over Bengal from one corner to the other
Shuja had supplied a t C artier’s request a large am ount o f grain
to the Bengal government, agreeing to accept its price after much
English insistence and the refusal of the governor to take the
grain gratis. H arper found it very difficult to have an audience
with the voluptuous wazir, who would not spare any time from
his degrading hobbies, and to request him to nom inate an officer
to ascertain and fix the price o f the grain supplied.2 But fortu
nately Shuja soon recovered himself, as since his defeat at the
hands o f the English he had become conscious o f the weight
o f his responsibilities and had reduced the periods o f his sensual
activity, which now came to him like temporary fits th at passed
away after a few days leaving him sober a n d repentant. It is
clear th at in the present case he shook off his lethargy before
it was too late and gave his full attention to some o f the
momentous problems th at were awaiting solution.

H ow B a rk e r a c q u ire d th e A lla h a b a d f o r t f o r th e E n g lish ,
1772
One o f the urgent problems before the wazir was how to
regain possession o f the A llahabad fort. It has been mentioned
th at at the time of bidding him good-bye at Jajm au, the emperor
conferred this fort upon Shuja, and as it was then used as a place
o f residence for the British troops stationed there, Shah Alam
wrote to Cartier, directing him to make it over to the wazir.
But although the Fort William government and their agent
(Barker) with the king, m ade a show o f their willingness to
comply, they were in fact reluctant to part with such a valuable
possession. Accordingly Barker wrote to Shah Alam that
despite his declaration th a t he had given the fort to Shuja it
“ appeared from subsequent words of His Majesty th a t he was
not in favour of delivering the fort to the W azir,” and enquired
whether he really desired so ; “ if not, he (Barker) will keep
it in his possession and guard it.” He added th at the Bengal
2

H a r p e r to Ben. Sel. C o m ., 2 3 r d S e p te m b e r, 1 7 7 1 .
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committee was willing to comply with the imperial orders, “If
His Majesty desires the English to withdraw their protection
completely from Allahabad and Kora and have nothing to do
with them. But if His Majesty desires them to continue to
guard those districts, they require a place for keeping the
garrison and war material. For this the fort is the only suitable
place in the whole of Allahabad and Kora.” Hence Barker
requested that the English be allowed to retain the fort in their
possession.8
Within a fortnight Barker learnt that Shuja was preparing
to despatch four battalions of troops under Saadat Ali Khan
to occupy the fort and therefore he requested the emperor to
expedite his decision regarding its transfer. Fortunately Shah
Alam had just desired Barker, in response to his petition, to
protect Allahabad and Kora, and thus given the English
General a plausible ground for claiming that it was “very
necessary that the Allahabad fort should remain in the hands
of His Majesty’s servants (the English). The two places
can then be guarded properly.” A day or two later he informed
the king that the select committee had advised him not to trans
fer the fort to the wazir “even if he receives His Majesty’s
orders” , and requested Shah Alam to allow the retention of the
fort in English hands. The English desire for retaining posses
sion of the fort was heightened by Muuir-ud-daulah’s secret
advice that the governor should keep in his hands the Allaha
bad and Kora forts which were “ the gates of Bengal,” and
Cartier opposed its cession to Shuja on the ground that as a
stronghold it was “the key to the royal possessions” and there
fore it was imprudent to part with it before the emperor had
achieved success in his Delhi expedition. “There is nothing
certain in this world”, wrote the clever governor to Shah Alam,
“and an arrow when shot from the bow can never be recalled.
His Majesty is wise enough to consider this and there is no use
in adding.” Cartier further informed the emperor that the
latter's directions that the English should undertake the defence
and supervise the revenue administration of the two districts
3 C .P .C ., III, 7 6 2 , 784, 816.
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could be followed only if the fort was allowed to remain in
English possession.4
The English attitude caused much embarrassment to Shah
Alam who had not only given word to Shuja, but had also
issued written orders transferring the fort to him. Nor was he
prepared to offend the English to whom he had just entrusted
the protection of Kora and Allahabad and from whom he
expected regular remittance of the Bengal tribute. Barker’s
ingenuity, however, suggested a plan that would relieve the king
of the dilemma and would ensure the de facto possession of the
fort to the English without at the same time ignoring the de
jure claim of the wazir. He proposed that the emperor should
write to the wazir to say that he had bestowed the fort on him,
but at present he should not demand its evacuation, as the
English help was very necessary in defending Kora and Allaha
bad. The wazir could send a man on his behalf to take charge
of the fort and stay there with his domestic servants and a few
necessary attendants ; the English troops would remain in the
fort as long as necessary. Barker entered into correspondence
with Shuja too on the subject, and repaired to Faizabad (August
1771) to negotiate a satisfactory settlement of the dispute. But
as the emperor had written one thing to Shuja and quite the
contrary tp Barker the negotiations proved futile. To the nawabwazir he had written that the fort was given to him. his flag
should fly over its walls and the English troops should remain
for its protection on his (wazir) behalf, while he had asked
Barker not to evacuate the fort until Shuja had repaired to
the presence for service in the court. As there was no other
powerful fortress in his dominions except Chunargarh which
too was in the possession of the English, the wazir pleaded that
it was not possible for him to proceed to join the emperor unless
the fort was handed over to him for the residence of his family,
« C.P.C., III, 826, 838, 840, 849, 852, 875.
An exact parallel of Cartier’s advice to Shah Alam is furnished by
what the Mehta (Bania) party impressed upon the late ruler Maharana Fateh Singh of Udaipur (d. 1930). Leader of this party ensured
their monopoly of high posts in the State by impressing upon him
that they were his servants and subjects, while Rajputs, if appointed
to high offices, would claim equality to him. It was therefore dange
rous to share power with them.
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and negotiations therefore broke down. Shuja and Barker came
almost to the verge of a rupture. Barker returned6 to Allahabad
disappointed.
Shuja-ud-daulah, however, was not prepared for a conflict
with* the English on such a trifling issue, and therefore he
explained to Cartier (about the middle of September 1771) the
circumstances under which the fort was granted to him and
requested him to solve the problem to the satisfaction of both
the parties. While giving him leave of departure, he observed,
the emperor had accused him of want of attachment for his
failure to join the royal expedition to Delhi, and it was there
fore to efface that stigma that he had requested for the Allaha
bad fort so that he might leave his family and dependants
there and then join the imperial march, thinking that the request
would not be complied with and he would be absolved of
the charge of disloyalty. But contrary to his expectation
the emperor immediately acceded to his proposal. The
wazir assured Cartier that he had no intention of acquiring
possession of the fort immediately, as the English troops were
cantoned there and he was sure that the governor would deliver
it to him whenever it was convenient. In January 1772, the
Marathas began their march against Zabita Khan with Shah
Alam nominally at the head of the expedition, and-the wazir
anxious to prevent the flames of war from spreading to his
frontier and to turn the confused occasion to his personal
advantage sought the British help. Taking advantage of it,
Barker reopened negotiations with Shuja and an understanding
was now reached early in the first week of February, when
Barker informed the Calcutta government that Shuja had agreed
not to insist on the evacuation of the British troops and would
at present be satisfied, if his flag flied from its walls. The final
articles of agreement were drafted and approved on 20th March
which for all practical purposes made the English masters of the
Allahabad fort.6
5 C.P.C., III, 842, 898, 909.
6 C .P.C ., III, 937 ; Barker to Ben. Sel. Com., 29th January, 1772
and 3rd Feb., 1772 and 20th March, 1772 ; Aitchison, Treaties,
etc. (vol. II, ed. 1892), pp. 75-76.
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How the English retained possession of Chunargarh ;
Shuja’s claim for its restoration
According to the seventh clause of the treaty of Allahabad
the Bengal government under Clive had bound themselves to
evacuate the fort of Chunar and restore it to Shuja after he had
paid off the last pie of the war indemnity of fifty lakhs. The
wazir having cleared off the indemnity before the expiry of the
time-limit, demanded the restoration of the fort. But at the
congress of Chhaprah he was only given nominal charge of it,
as the company’s garrison still remained there and Clive succee
ded in persuading him to give his assent to his proposal that
the English garrison should not be removed from Chunargarh
till the withdrawal of the British brigade from Allahabad. The
brigade in question was stationed primarily for the protection
of Shah Alam and his territory and at least a major portion of
it was not likely to be withdrawn so long as he resided there,
and this was what actually happened. Clive’s diplomatic device
therefore meant in practice the perpetuation of the English
hold on Chunargarh.
Having so far had experience of the English justice and
fairplay, Shuja-ud-daulah seems to have believed that Clive’s
promise was meant to be kept, and therefore in January 1768
when the withdrawal of the brigade from Allahabad was in
contemplation he desired Barker, commander of the brigade, to
deliver Chunargarh to him. But the select committee refused to
comply with the nawab’s request, “ as we consider the fortress” ,
wrote the committee to Barker, “to be absolutely necessary to
our own security, whilst we are acting at his (Shuja’s) requisi
tion in defence of his dominions.” 7 Early in 1767 the English
garrison at Chunar was reinforced owing to the Abdali invasion
of the Punjab and in September 1768, it was further strengthe
ned, as the Bengal government entertained an apprehension
from Shuja himself. This step was taken not only to prevent
the wazir from surprising the garrison and obtaining effective
control of the fort, but also to safeguard the company’s troops
and interests at Allahabad by thus keeping the route from
Bengal to Awadh open. Two months later the Bengal govern
7 Ben. Sel. C om . Progs., Feb. 5, 1767.
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ment’s deputation desired under orders from Calcutta to
exchange Shuja’s districts of Banaras and Ghazipur including
the fort of Chunar with those of Kora and Allahabad including
the fort of Allahabad with the object of converting the com
pany’s territories into a compact dominion and making Chunar
fort “a strong barrier” against any aggression from the west.8
But Shuja would not agree to this scheme, as both the forts and
all the four districts had once belonged to him and he was
reluctant to give up for ever the prospect of recovering those
that had been taken away from him by the treaty of Allahabad.
Chunargarh, therefore, continued to have a dual government.
At the end of July 1769 when it was resolved by the select
committee to withdraw the English brigade from Allahabad
leaving only two battalions for the protection of the king and
also the English battalions from the wazir’s dominions, Shuja
demanded the return of Chunargarh to him in fulfilment of
Clive’s promise at Chhaprah (1766). He reminded Verelst
that Clive had given him word that as soon as the grain stored
in Chunargarh was removed, the two pahras (guards) of English
troops who were stationed there to guard it, would be with
drawn from there. “It is now three years” he complained,
“since the grain was taken away from the fort, yet the pahras
have not been recalled.” Once again it was promised, and
this time by the deputation that visited Banaras in November
1768, that after the recall of English troops from Awadh, the
pahras from Chunargarh would be removed. Shuja reminded
that the troops had been recalled, “but the pahras are still there
as before. Nay, formerly there were two pahras at Chunargarh,
now two companies have been stationed there.’*5 Another
cause of complaint was that the presence of the English troops
in the fort caused “great disorder”, and therefore Shuja appealled to Verelst for their recall, adding that if the governor would
not accede to his request, he would “withdraw his own troops
from the fort and leave it to the English.”
Verelst’s reply was characteristic of the Bengal government’s
policy at the time, namely expediency. He informed the wazir
that the reason responsible for garrisoning the fort was to keep
8 Letter to C.D., January 6, 1769.
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the Bengal army’s way to Allahabad open, that he (the wazir)
had approved of the measure during the Abdali’s invasion, and
that the garrison could not be withdrawn, firstly because the
nawab was proposing to undertake a long journey to Delhi
along with the emperor, and secondly because there were still
two battalions of English troops at Allahabad. He promised
that whenever these battalions would be recalled, “not a single
soldier will be allowed to remain at the fort of Chunargarh, and
it will be handed over to His Excellency’s people agreeably to
the treaty.” Verelst closed his letter by adding after the
manner of Shuja that “when interests of the two parties are
identical the remaining of a few men on the part of the English
in the fort under pressure of the time should not displease His
Excellency and interrupt the friendship that exists between him
and the English.”10
The Fort William authorities were not only not desirous of
relinquishing Chunargarh, but they wanted, on the contrary,
to become its sole master. Accordingly after Shah Alam’s
departure for Delhi a proposal was made to Shuja through
Barker to exchange Chunar with the Allahabad fort which, as
we have already seen, was conferred on him by the emperor,
and the select committee expressed its willingness to hand over
the latter fort to the wazir if he agreed to the exchange. But
the difficulty lay in the fact that neither the English had the
intention of yielding absolute possession of the Allahabad fort,
nor was Shuja at all willing to make Chunargarh over to them
in perpetuity. As a matter of fact Shuja wanted the sole
possession of both the forts, and the English policy too aimed
at effective control of both. Hence no satisfactory solution
could be arrived at till March 1772, when, owing to the
Maratha invasion of Rohilkhand, Shuja stood in need of English
co-operation and assistance in his projected designs on the
Rohila country, and Barker seizing the opportunity cleverly
sought to enforce the Bengal government’s demand regarding
Chunargarh. The wazir was not in a position to refuse to
comply and he accepted all the terms dictated by Barker on
9 C.P.C., II, 1 524.
10 C.P.C., III, 1534 ; Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., August 1 1, 1769.
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20th March, 1772. The agreement signed at Sandi contained
the following terms : Firstly, in order to enable the English to
fulfil their obligation of assisting him with their forces, Shuja
allowed Chunargarh to be held by them and “ to be garrisoned
solely by their troops, so long as it may be necessary for the
support of His Highness’ interest or the interest of the English
East India Company, and for the preservation of the provinces
of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa.” Secondly, whenever the English
found it necessary, they would deliver the fort to Shuja, and
the latter “shall at all times” evacuate it for the English troops
for “ their sole use and purpose” whenever they advanced on
the west of the Karamnasa. And thirdly, the wazir would pay
all the expenses of the repairs, additions etc., of the fortification
of the fort to be incurred by the English during their occupation
of it, upon its re-delivery to him ; but this expenditure was not
to exceed four lakhs of rupees. These terms were so favourable
to the English that, as Barker reported to the Calcutta autho
rities they practically meant the cession of the fort to them.31
The British policy regarding Chunargarh from the time of
Clive to that of Cartier was governed by considerations of
expediency, and it can be defended solely on the ground that
as the fort enjoyed a highly strategic importance its control
was necessary, if not altogether indispensable, for keeping the
British line of communication between Calcutta and Allahabad
open, and for guarding against an emergency, if Shuja ever
dreamt of opening hostilities against the company. But from
moral and political considerations it is open to criticism. Had
Clive had the realisation of its importance in time he would
have easily and legitimately acquired it at the treaty of Allaha
bad, when Shuja was prepared for almost any terms. As it
was not done then, recourse had to be taken to one subterfuge
after another, for retaining a garrison in the fort, then increasing
its strength and finally for taking the full and effective posses
sion of the fort. Secondly, among several other causes that
11 Ben. Sel. Com. to Barker, 27th August, 1771 ; Ben. Sel. Com.
Progs., 1771, pp. 286-327 ; Barker to Ben. Sel. Com., August 29,
1771 ; Tr. of King’s letter to Barker, August 9, 1771 ; Barker to
Ben. Sel. Com., January 29, and March 20, 1772 ; Aitchison, etc.
Vol. II, 74-75.
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contributed to undermine Shuja’s faith in the integrity of the
English word, the Chunargarh episode was one of the most
potent. Thirdly, the policy not only directly infringed the
seventh article of the treaty of Allahabad, but also violated
more than one solemn promise made thereafter by Clive and
Verelst to the wazir. Finally the effect of the policy on other
Indian rulers, especially on Shah Alam, was injurious. When
the emperor heard the rumours that the English had relinquish
ed Chunar fortress to Shuja-ud-daulah agreeably to the terms
of the treaty of 1765, he was highly pleased and sent Verelst “a
thousand praises” for “so just an act,” and expressed the hope
that the governor “will fulfil the engagements into which the Eng
lish had entered with His Majesty.” One can easily imagine the
feelings of the emperor when he was told that the rumour was
baseless and Chunargarh was still held by the English battalions.12

Cartier’s attem pt to reopen the abolished trade w ith
Awadh

The eighth clause of the treaty of Allahabad, which laid
down that the wazir would permit the company “to carry on
a trade, duty free, throughout the whole of his dominions,”
was not executed for about a year in deference to the feelings of
Shuja-ud-daulah who was opposed to organised English trade
in Awadh. At the congress of Chhaprah in June 1766, Clive
was, however, able to persuade the unwilling wazir to permit
private English merchants as well as those in the company’s
service to trade on their individual account in his provinces,
and accordingly many an English trader and some Dutch,
French and American merchant adventurers flocked into Shuja’s
dominions and began trading, specially in saltpetre. As all
these had brought with them permits from the Englirh governor
and some of them also letters of recommendation from Verelst
himself or some other high officers in Bengal, they were given
concessions and shown much regard by the wazir. But as was
apprehended by Shuja, the gumoshtas of these European traders,
12 C.P.C., II, 1626.
Dr N.L. Chatterji discusses the Chunargarh episode in his
Verelst1s Rule in India , pp. 17-19, as an appologist of the British
leaving out of account some pertinent facts that clearly establish
the contrary view.
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conscious of the Bengal government’s backing, displayed arro
gance, and many of them became guilty of high-banded extortion,
malpractices and misconduct. The wazir therefore felt himself
under the disagreeable necessity of lodging complaints against
them with the Fort William authorities. Verelst readily listened
to these complaints for two reasons, firstly because he did not
like to give Shuja legitimate cause for dissatisfaction, and
secondly because some of these merchants, notably William
Bolts, were alleged to be carrying on correspondence with
Gentil and Shuja to the prejudice of the company’s interests.
The governor and council, therefore, requested the wazir (22nd
December, 1767) to remove all European merchants from his
dominions. As a matter of fact the proceedings of some of these
merchants were causing much worry to the Bengal government.
Although Shuja strongly repudiated the allegations that Nicol
and Davie were training his troops and manufacturing guns
for him, the English suspicion was not altogether dispelled.
The greatest difficulty, however, was with Bolts the relations
between whom and Verelst had degenerated into a personal
and acrimonious dispute. It was, therefore, thought desirable
to recall to Bengal not only Bolts but also all other European
merchants and their gumashtas, and orders were issued (May
1768) prohibiting the company’s servants and all Europeans
under the company’s protection from trading directly or indirect
ly in the territory of Shuja-ud-daulah. Those already engaged
in trade in Awadh were, however, given two months’ time for
the adjustment of their outstanding concerns, and if they failed
to carry out the orders and close their business within the
specified time, they were to be punished with confiscation of
their goods and dismissal from the company’s service and in
case of free merchants withdrawal of protection. Shuja-ud-daulah
welcomed the prohibition, as such a free and privileged trade
was undoubtedly against his interests, and thanked the governor
for the measure.18
13 Letter to Court of Directors, Sept. 13, 1768 ; Ben. Pub. Progs.,
August-December, 1767, pp. 1063-65 ; Ben. O. C. (Pub.), May
18, 1768 ; C. P. C., II, 38, 157, 193, 322, 385, 440, 469, 599,
809, 810, 835, 851, 864, 894, 899, 920, 981, 989, 1050, 1069,
1 1 59, 1173.
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The prohibition was not approved of by the Court of
Directors who instructed the Bengal government to exercise
their right of free trade in Awadh. The prohibitory orders had
hardly been in force14 for three years when it was resolved by
the select committee on 17th April, 1771 to cancel them and
to throw open trade in Shuja’s country to English merchants
without consulting him on the matter or giving him any
information relating to it. Shuja was surprised and even hurt
on the receipt of the information of the publication of Cartier’s
orders at Patna and Murshidabad. In addition to writing direct
to Cartier, he asked Barker to communicate to Calcutta his
strong objection to the measure and his reasons against its
enforcement. The wazir’s objection was twofold ; firstly, that
despite some advantage to his people, free trade carried on by
foreign merchants would cause a heavy drain of specie from his
dominions and notwithstanding the prohibition at English
instance of saltpetre trade in his subahs, Europeans could not
be restrained from trading in it and the advantages were likely
to be counter-balanced by disadvantages : and secondly, English
trade with its concomitants, the gumashta, factory and sepoy
systems, was sure to cause a conflict between the traders and
their gumashtas on the one hand and the officers of his govern
ment on the other which, he was afraid, must lead to misunder
standing and dispute between him and the company. Hence
the wazir suggested that none should be allowed to trade in his
dominions without taking special licence from him (Shuja), the
only mode that would obviate his objections, as in that case he
would be able to regulate and limit the trade.16
Cartier’s proclamation now became almost a dead letter, and
he had to write personally to the wazir (January, 1772)
to persuade him to agree to the revival of free trade. His
14 The prohibition was not complete as one or two Europeans conti
nued trading in Awadh with Verelst’s special permission. See C.P.C.,
II, 1553 ; III, 862 and 867.
*6 Barker to Cartier, June 3, 1771, Vide, Pub. O. C (Bengal), June 26,
1771. No. 9 ; C.P.C., HI, 813. Cartier informed the wazir of the
committee’s resolution in a letter dated 18th (according to Volume of
copies, 28th) June, which must have reached Shuja at the end of
June, 1771. (C.P.C. Ill, 794.) The saltpetre trade was prohibited by
the English.
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arguments were ; firstly, that the English had always consulted
the wazir’s interests and therefore it was hoped that he would
favour to advance the prosperity of the English as the interests
of the two were identical, secondly that the English had suffered
a very great loss owing to stoppage of their trade beyond the
Karamnasa and their merchandise such as lead, copper, iron
and broad cloth imported by the company into Bengal was
selling at a loss there, as it was much more than could be
consumed by Bengal ; thirdly, that in the agreement between
him and Clive the English were permitted to have the privilege
of trading in his dominions ; and finally that the abolition of this
trade had caused equal loss to Shuja as to the English. Cartier
even agreed to the imposition of any reasonable duty by the
wazir on all other articles, except copper, lead, iron and broad
cloth, if he permitted English merchants to trade in Awadh.16
The question was, however, postponed temporarily owing to
Shuja’s stiff attitude till the appointment of Warren Hastings.

A fight between Sabit K hanis and Jhilangas, Jan., 1772
On January 20, 1772 two different divisions of the wazir’s
army came to blows in the streets of Faizabad, which caused
so great a tumult and disturbance in the town that Shuja was
was compelled to take prompt and vigorous measures to bring
the quarrel to an end and to inflict a condign punishment on
those who were responsible for the sanguinary strife. The
dispute arose out of an insignificant altercation between two
soldiers, one belonging to the Sabit Khani battalion and the
other to the Jhilanga battalion, and quickly degenerated into
a free fight between these two sections of the army. On the
above mentioned day a Sabit Khani and a Jhilanga were pur
chasing flour at a Banias shop, and each was anxious to have
it first. The shopkeeper was handing it over to one when the
other out of impatience and a feeling of revenge for his discom
fiture threw it down from the scale-pan. The shopkeeper
looked significantly at the former, indicating by his look that
the flour thrown down was already sold to him. Now the two
soldiers exchanged filthy abuse and then blow's and the Sabit
16 C . P. C ., Ill, 1021.
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Khani was the first to thurst his dagger into the belly of the
Jhilanga, wounding him badly.17 Being informed of this, some
of the Jhilangas ran to the scene of the quarrel, gave a severe
beating to the Sabit Khani and confined him in the house of
the commander of their battalion, Khawaja Basant. It was
now Sabit Khani’s turn to attempt to take revenge and about
two hundred of them under Shah Beg, a subordinate officer of
the battalion, besieged the house of Basant and defeated and
drove away the Jhilangas. Basant fled away by a back-door to
complain to the wazir of the outrageous conduct of the Sabit
Khanis. Shuja summoned Mir Naim Khan, commanding officer
of the Sabit Khani battalion, and gave him peremptory instruc
tions for the withdrawal of his troops from Basant’s house. But
the Sabit Khanis’ temper had run very high and the Mir’s
endeavours to pacify them and to bring them to their sense of
duty proved futile. This enraged the nawab who issued orders
for the Tilanga, Najib and some other battalions, about 20,000
strong, to assemble and proceed to Basant’s house to chastise
the rebellious Sabit Khanis. When the news of the movements
of the wazir’s troops reached the former, three hundred Sabit
Khanis, then in their barracks, rushed to the assistance of their
comrades in arms round Basant’s residence, and a battle seemed
to be imminent. The march of such a large number of troops
in two hostile columns through the streets of the town and the
gloomy prospect of a civil war produced consternation and
people began to look about for their safety. Very soon the rival
parties came face to face and Murtaza Khan Bareech and Gopal
Rao Maratha launched an attack on the Sabit Khanis, while
the Naga brothers at the head of five thousand troops marching
to the residential quarters of the rebellious regiments at Shuja’s
direction first fell upon their property and then set fire to their
houses. The cries and lamentations of Sabit Khani women and
17 Of the two authorities who recorded this quarrel one (Haricharan)
says that the Sabit Khani was the first to come to the shop, the
Bania attended to him first and the Jhilanga threw away the flour
meant for the Sabit Khani, while the other (Im ad) maintains that
the Jhilanga arrived first and was served first and the Sabit Khani
threw away the flour from the scale-pan. But both agree that the
Sabit Khani was the first to strike a blow.
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children, whose belongings were plundered by Gosain troops and
who were fleeing about for safety, filled the atmosphere and
added to the confusion. By this time most of the nawab’s troops
including the English battalions had arrived, and the Sabit
Khanis, who had already suffered heavy losses and were con
founded by the plight of their families, retreated fighting beyond
the ditch outside the city wall, leaving 300 of their number
dead in the streets and drowned in the moat. A large number
of Jhilanga and some other troops estimated by Haricham Das
at the exaggerated figure of 3200 were slain in the conflict,
many shops and houses were plundered and some innocent
citizens lost their lives. After the commotion was over, an
enquiry revealed that Shah Beg, a subaltern officer in the
battalion was responsible for exciting the Sabit Khanis and
leading them to the siege of Basant’s house, and therefore he
was dismissed the service and thrown into prison.18

Shuja’s unrealised schem e o f building a fort

Shuja-ud-daulah had for long been desirous of building a
strong fort on a strategic site for the safety of his family and
dependants as the only important fortresses in his dominions,
Chunargarh and Allahabad, were in the hands of the English
since 1764. First the wazir chose Kanpur for this purpose,
obtained a grant of the place from Shah Alam and stationed
about two battalions of his troops there as a preparatory measure
for erecting fortifications. But not long after he gave it up as
unsuitable, an important reason probably being that it was
gradually becoming an English outpost in that region. Sub
sequently the wazir undertook several tours, one after another,
in the guise of hunting expeditions, to the country round Bahram •
ghat and to Gorakhpur district with the object of discovering a
strategic place on a bend of the Ghaghra, but without success.
The idea, however, persisted in his mind and in October 1771
he enquired from Barker whether it would be possible for Fort
William authorities to give him the loan of English engineers
to assist him in planning and erecting a fort and fortifications
after European fashion. He again travelled across the Sarju
(Ghaghra) as far as Gorakhpur, investigating the land, but had
18 Haricharan, 507a and b ; Iniad, 105-106.
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to return disappointed. The English reply to his request could
not possibly have been given in the negative ; but the wazir did
not follow the policy of depending upon the British engineering
skill, and even before he could expect an answer from Calcutta,
he employed three or four French experts from Pondicherry, one
of whom was an able engineer, despite the English remons
trance and persuasion to the contrary. This French engineer
built “a masterly model fortification of bricks,” and Harper
wrote to the Calcutta council that if they did not agree to
depute an English engineer, Shuja-ud-daulah would get the
French architect to execute his orders.19 But meanwhile a few
more pressing problems absorbed the wazir’s attention, and the
project of building a fort had to be postponed.

N egotiations with the M arathas ; an im portant Occur
rence
An important question that pressed itself on Shuja’s attention
was how to meet the obviously approaching Maratha danger.
Mahadji Sindhia had joined the emperor on 18th November,
1771, and it was openly talked about that the Marathas would
soon undertake an expedition against the Rohilas. Feeling that
in the event of a Maratha invasion of Rohilkhand his western
frontier was likely to be threatened, Shuja set about concerting
measurers for its defence. He put a part of his army in motion
in the direction of Kanpur and invited Barker to Faizabad to
discuss with him the steps that should be taken to meet the
situation. The Marathas, however, were at this time divided
into two rival parties, of which the one under Visaji and Tukoji
Holkar was advocating reduction of Awadh and Allahabad,
while the other under Mahadji Sindhia was in favour of an
alliance with Shuja, and of inviting him to Delhi to conduct the
imperial administration in conjunction with the Marathas, and
hence there was not much to fear from the Marathas at least at
this juncture. Soon after having his first audience with Shah
Alam the real Maratha leader Mahadji Sindhia had arranged
to sent his sister’s son Bahirji Takpir to the wazir to persuade
him to move to the court. The mission had another object,
19 Barker to Ben. Sel. Com., Oct. 29, 1771 ; Harper to Ben. Sel. Com.,
July 6, Nov. 4, 10 and 22 and Dec. 7, 1771 ; C.P.C., III. 1022.
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namely, to ask the wazir to make a common cause with the
Marathas against the Rohilas and attack Rohilkhand from the
east, while the Marathas would invade it from the north and
west. Bahirji arrived at Faizabad on 17th December, 1771 and
after three or four months’ stay there, returned to the imperial
court with Shuja’s special envoys Elich Khan and Anup Giri
Gosain alias Raja Himmat Bahadur for continuing negotiations
on the above subjects.20
One incident illustrative of Shuja’s treatment towards his
subordinates may be related, as it occurred in August, 1772.
While returning from the pleasures of a chase Shuja was agre
eably surprised to pass through a well-laid out and prosperous
village north of Sarju belonging to the taluqa of Rai Dwarka
Prasad, and it was reported that all the villages under him
were similarly well managed and well provided. On his return
to Faizabad the nawab’s enquiry revealed that the revenues of
a large number of villages was farmed out to the Rai who paid
to the State the stipulated amount, but the major portion of the
collections went into his pocket. The wazir’s cupidity was
excited by the tale of the plenty in the Rai’s taluqa. Having
summoned Dwarka Prasad to Faizabad, he put him under
arrest on the pretence of ordering a scrutiny of the accounts of
his payment to the treasury and made a demand of three lakhs
of rupees on him. After much haggling the demand was
reduced to one lakh and the Rai was released only when Raja
Himmat Bahadur promised to stand surety for the sum.
Dwarka Prasad had served the Awadh ruling family faithfully
since the days of Saadat Khan Burhan-ul-mulk and when
it was established as the result of further enquiries that he
was in the habit of spending his savings and not hoarding them,
Shuja eventually remitted the fine unjustly imposed on him.
He, however, did not restore to the Rai his three elephants and
eighty horses that had formed part of Dwarka Prasad’s retinue
to Faizabad.21
20 Haricharan , 507b ; S.P.D., XXIX, 270 ; Harper to Ben. Sel. Com.,
Nov. 30, 1771 ,* Barker to Hastings and Council, Shahabad, May 15,
1772.
21 Haricharan , 508b.
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.
The Maratha junction with Shah Alam in November 1771
gave rise to speculation about their next move, and it was
rightly believed that as soon as they had conducted the em
peror to Delhi, they would return to Rohilkhand the subjuga
tion of which they had temporarily postponed early that year in
order to accomplish a bigger and more profitable and, at the
same time, a highly spectacular feat of bringing the imperial
capital in their possession and restoring the Mughal sovereign
to his ancestral throne, of course, as a puppet in their hands
after the manner of the English in Bengal. Despite repeated
warnings and exhortations from Cartier, Shuja-ud-daulah had
refused to be alarmed during the Maratha invasion of Rohil
khand in 1770. But owing to the recent change in the political
situation which made the Marathas the real power behind the
Mughal throne, the wazir now thought it imprudent to com
placently await the course of events when the Deccani chiefs
were contemplating an invasion of the neighbouring state ; for
if threatened by that superior power, now reinforced by the
prestige of the emperor’s name and sanction, the Rohilas would
most probably consider it politic to save their homeland by the
cession of a part of it and by joining their forces with those of
the invader against Awadh on which the Marathas were suppo
sed to have had their designs for some time. But if, on the
other hand, the Rohilas chose to offer resistance to the bitter
end, and the Marathas established themselves in Rohilkhand,
they would be a source of permanent danger to Awadh.1 In
1 Barker to Ben. Sel. Com., January 21, 1772.
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either case it was highly likely that the Marathas would use
the weapon of the imperial name against Shuja as the English
had done in 1764-65. It was also probable that the Marathas
would claim the districts of Kora and Allahabad in the name
of Shah Alam to whom they had belonged till recently, and as
the wazir now considered them as his own,2 he was determined
to take measures for their protection, whereas in 1770 he had
looked upon the English as responsible for their defence against
the Maratha aggression. Moreover, when in 1770 he had
followed the policy of neutrality in regard to the Marathas and
had instigated them against the Rohilas, it was absolutely clear
to him that the invaders then did not aim at a permanent con
quest and annexation of Rohilkhand and all that they wanted
was its systematic spoliation and the wresting from the Rohila
hands that part of the territory which the latter had usurped
after the Maratha defeat at Panipat. But Shuja was now
afraid—and this he naturally kept concealed from Barker and
others—lest the proposed Maratha expedition should reduce
the Rohila dominions to the status of a province of the empire
and frustrate his long cherished ambition, namely, the conquest
and annexation of Rohilkhand to Awadh, in near future. And
finally a shrewd politician that he was, the wazir would not
like that the already powerful Marathas should become too
formidable a power in northern India. Despite such a substan
tial change in his attitude, Shuja was anxious to avoid direct
conflict with them ; but he was equally anxious to defend his
territory and to prevent the Marathas from gaining a permanent
footing in Rohilkhand.3

Shuja’s prelim inary precautions
The rumours of the intended Maratha invasion of their home
land naturally alarmed the Rohilas, and Hafiz Rahmat reopened
correspondence with Shuja, appealing to him for assistance, and
begged Harper’s active mediation in negotiating a defensive
alliance with him and the English. Some other Rohila chiefs
such as Zabita Khan and the sons of Dunde Khan followed
suit. In view of the recent political developments the wazir
2 Champion to Ben. Sel. Com., January 29, 1773.
3 Barker to Hastings and Council, Shahabad, May 15, 1772.
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reciprocated the Rohila sentiments of friendliness, and welcomed
their proposal for an alliance. He made preparations for
proceeding to Mahdighat on the Ganga below Qannauj in order
to have a personal interview with Hafiz and settle terms of the
proposed alliance. On 22nd November he despatched a power
ful force, consisting of 3,000 cavalry, four battalions of sepoys
trained after European fashion and 2,000 other infantry and
thirty pieces of cannon under his third son Mirza Jangli to his
western frontier, with instructions to wait near Lucknow till
they were joined by a second detachment to be sent,soon from
Faizabad, and then both together to proceed to the Ganga
near Bangarmau, 32 miles north-west of Kanpur and halt there
till further orders.4 The wazir recalled his troops under
the Gosain chief who had been commissioned to escort the
emperor to Delhi, as soon as it became known that the
Marathas had effected junction with the imperialists, but
continued amusing with negotiations those Maratha envoys who
had come to seek his assistance in their intended campaign
against Rohilkhand. He summoned Munir-ud-daulah to discuss
measures necessary for the protection of Allahabad and Kora,
and invited Barker to FUizabad to sound him regarding English
assistance that he could expect, and requested Cartier to
despatch some English troops to accompany him to the frontier
of Rohilkhand.5

Barker m eets Shuja, 20th January, 1772

From the very beginning the English had held pretty nearly
consistent views about the Marathas, and although they were
4 Harper to Ben. Sel. Com., Nov. 4, 10, 22, 1771 \ Haricharan,
507b. Khair-ud-din , p. 221, says that Hafiz wrote that if Shuja
did not help him he would be obliged to join the M arathas in in
vading Awadh.
6 Harper to Ben. Sel. Com., Dec. 18, 1771 ; Barker to Ben. Sel.
Com., January 21, 1772 ; C.P.C. Ill, 1039 ; Haricharan, 507b.
Sir John Strachey seems to think that the Rohilas appealed to
Shuja for help and the wazir wrote to Cartier for it and invited
Barker to Faizabad after the M arathas had invaded Zabita’s
territory and defeated and put him to flight ( vide his Hastings and
the Rohilla War, pp. 42-45). But the fact is that both Shuja and
the Rohilas took the above steps before the M arathas had marched
against Zabita.
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not in favour of an open conflict with them, the English policy
aimed at the prevention of a permanent Maratha lodgement
in Rohilkhand, so close to Awadh and Allahabad. But in con
formity with their settled policy they wished to keep themselves in
the background and as usual desired the wazir to assume the role
of the leader to oppose the Maratha aggression. Accordingly the
select committee welcomed the change in Shuja’s attitude
towards the Marathas and resolved that he should be advised to
enter into a defensive alliance with the Rohila chiefs6 Barker
was authorised to give the wazir a meeting at Faizabad where
he arrived on 19th January 1772, and met the wazir on the 20th.
By this time the Maratha preparations for an invasion of Zabita
Khan’s territory had been completed and their forces had begun
their march, followed by the emperor who left Delhi on the 16th
January. Shuja, therefore, dwelt on Shah Alam’s dependence
on the Marathas and requested Barker to accompany him to his
western frontier so as to give weight to his negotiations with the
Rohilas, and no doubt also with the Marathas (which he kept
concealed from Barker). His object was to bring about a settle
ment between the above two powers by persuading the Rohilas to
cede to the Marathas the districts acquired from the latter after
their defeat at Panipat in 1761 with a view to save the principal
Rohila territory bordering on Awadh. Although the wazir
coveted for himself a share in the Rohila country, (of which
also he gave no hint to Barker at this time) he was optimistic
regarding the success of his mission, as the Rohilas had no alter
native, if they wanted to save themselves from destruction, and
the Marathas would welcome it, for the trend o f events in
Poona seemed to indicate that their presence should be required
there in near future. But as he had throughout pursued the
policy of subjugating Rohilkhand for his benefit and made more
than one open attempt to enslave his neighbours, the Rohilas
were naturally suspicious and would not have any faith in the
rectitude of his intentions, and hence he begged Barker to asso
ciate the English name with the enterprise. As a matter of
fact Hafiz Rahmat had already made it clear that he wanted
the united assistance of the wazir and the English. Barker was
6 Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., Dec. 6, 1771.
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convinced of Shuja’s logic and promised to proceed along with
him to the border of Rohilkhand. He ordered a battalion of
troops from Allahabad to march to the lines at Kanpur reques
ted Cartier to approve of the wazir’s proposal, as it was in his
opinion, “the only means of preventing the almost certainty of
an attack on the Vizier’s or Company’s possessions sooner or
later,” and also because the settlement, as it was to be effected
through English mediation, would enhance their reputation in
the country.7

Shuja proceeds to his w estern frontier ; the R ohilas flee
to the Tarai jungles
While awaiting the Bengal government’s sentiments, Shuja
took some more precautionary measures, and in the first week
of February despatched another contingent of his troops towards
Lucknow and ordered those at the latter place to move on to
the frontier. The negotiations with the Rohilas were also
continued. Meanwhile the select committee’s resolution of 3rd
February, authorising Barker to accompany Shuja to his
frontier, “ to act on the part of the Hon’ble Company in the
negotiations that may occur on this subject,” namely a general
pacification between the Marathas and the Rohilas, and approving of Barker’s having ordered a battalion to Kanpur, together
with Cartier’s promise tnat if the invasion of the allied territory
were a certainty he would secure the council’s permission for
despatching a brigade to Baksar, reached Faizabad. Therefore
the wazir, accompanied by Barker, set out towards Lucknow
sometime in the third week of February. On the way he
revealed to Barker the progress of his negotiations with the
Rohilas and the hitch in the conclusion of an agreement with
them. Shuja’s proposal was that Hafiz Rahmat should proceed
to the assistance of Zabita Khan who was threatened in the
vicinity of Shakartal, while he himself would cross the Ganga
and recover those districts which had been given to the Rohilas
by Abdali Shah but had been reconquered by the Marathas in
1770. Peace could then easily be made with the latter at
7 Barker to Ben. Sel. Com., January 21, 28, 1772 ; Sarkar, Fall of
the Mughal Empire, III, 49 ; Mirat-i-Aftab-Numa, p. 259b., and
Mutakhrin, p. 2I0a, (for the date of the emperor’s start).
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advantageous terms. But Shuja must be paid the expenses of
his troops in the campaign either in ready money or by cession
of territory. Hafiz, on the other hand, urged the wazir to
proceed to succour Zabita at Shakartal and leave to him the
defence of Rohilkhand proper with his troops and those of his
colleagues. Nor would the Rohila chief agree to bear the
expenses of the wazir’s army or cede to him any strip of the
Rohila territory, for the above measures were necessary, he
argued, as much for the defence of Awadh as of Rohilkhand.
Hafiz’s attitude disappointed the wazir who was now inclined
to hold back. At this time Barker took the extraordinary step
of promising Shuja the backing of the English troops,8 while
persuading him to give up the negative policy of holding back
in favour of active military assistance to the Rohilas. This
was what the wazir really desired and at the promise of English
assistance, he prepared to resume his march from Lucknow
towards Rohilkhand. It was also necessary to inspire confi
dence in the Rohilas so that they might not enter into an under
standing with the Marathas, and therefore Barker assured
Hafiz that the wazir would do nothing against Rohilkhand,
during the absence of the Rohila chiefs, if they marched to aid
Zabita at Shakatral. Much valuable time was wasted in the
above proceedings and i t , was too late when Hafiz eventually
agreed to set out to reinforce Zabita. The wazir had not
moved beyond Lucknow before the Marathas crossed the Ganga
at Chandighat, one mile south of Hardwar, a few hours before
the day had dawned on 23rd February and inflicted a decisive
defeat on the advance post of Zabita's forces under Saadat
Khan Afridi. The latter was slain in the field. This so daunted
the craven spirit of Zabita that he evacuated his fortified
position at Shakartal during the night, and fled to the Tarai
jungles at the foot of the Himalayas. This news of Rohila
defeat reached Shuja at Bangarmau, 32 miles north-west of
Kanpur, on 28th and so much disturbed him that he thought
it necessary to request Barker to send a brigade of the company’s
troops so as to be prepared to face any emergency. Accord
8 Barker to Hastings and Council, dated Shahabad May 1 5, 1772,
vide Ben. Sec. Cons., June 1, 1772.
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ingly Barker directed Champion who commanded the first
brigade, then at Dinapore, to hasten to join him as soon as
possible, and the latter began his march on the 10th March.
Shuja and party made about a fortnight’s halt at Bangarmau to
await news of further developments in Rohilkhand the northern
portion of which had by this time been overrun by the
Marathas who also closely invested Pathargurh, one mile east
of Najibabad. At BangarmaU disquieting tidings were received
in quick succession that the entire Rohila race was terrorstricken, that their chiefs and officers were fleeing away to the
hills with their families and valuables, abandoning their homes
and property to the tender mercy of the ruthless invaders.
Despite assurance of help from Shuja and Barker, Hafiz too
joined the fugitives, and on the 5th March retreated towards
Pilibhit en route for the Tarai jungles.9

Shuja covets Rohilkhand for h im self ; Barker nego
tiates an alliance w ith the R ohilas
During his march from Bangarmau to Sandi, 32 miles
north-west of the former town, Shuja, who had been in commu
nication with the Marathas, felt strongly disposed to divide
Rohilkhand with them, as it seemed to him a futile policy to
endeavour to prop up the Rohilas whose ruin had apparently
been already accomplished. This desire was in harmony with
his long cherished and steadily pursued policy, namely, the
acquisition of Rohilkhand by hook or crook, though his tactics
had varied from time to time according to changes in the politi
cal situation. It is worthy of note that the wazir had never
bothered himself about the moral quality of his means, and his
only anxiety was that his acts should not injure his reputation.
Now, when Rohilkhand was denuded of troops and abandoned
by its rulers, the wazir thinking that the prize was within his
grasp, desired to seize Hafiz Rahmat’s territory, and to accept
the Maratha proposal to divide the whole of Rohilkhand with
them. As he told Barker, it was foolish for him to keep himBen. Sel. Com. to Barker, February 3, 1772 ; Barker to Ben. Sel.
Com., Feb. 3, 25, 28 and March 6, 9 and 10, 1772 ; Tr, of Zabita’s
letter to Barker (for battle and his flight, etc.), vide Ben. Sel. Com.
Progs., July 3, 1772.
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self aloof, as in the event of a settlement between the Rohilas
and the Marathas without his mediation, their united forces were
bound to be directed against him. He had, therefore, to choose
between the alternatives, namely, either exerting himself to bring
about peace between them and thus saving his dominions from
their possible joint invasion or coming to an understanding with
the Marathas, and taking his share in the spoils of the Rohila
country. “He (Shuja) tells me,” reported Barker to the Calcutta
authorities, on 9th April, “he has no choice, for he must either
join the Marathas in the total reduction of the Rohillas, or bring
on a compromise between these powers; for the alternative is an
attack upon his dominions after the (Maratha) reduction of the
Rohillas” . Barker, however, was naturally firmly opposed to
this attitude on the part of the wazir, and urged him to support
the Rohilas and bring about a compromise between them and
the Marathas. He promptly despatched Harper (early in April)
to the fugitive Rohila chiefs for initiating discussion, of course,
after taking the wazir’s consent, and pursued the tactics of pro
tracting negotiations, till he received definite instructions from
Calcutta regarding the course he should adopt. The Rohilas were
glad to entrust the negotiations with the Marathas to Shuja
under the English auspices, and to make him the medium of the
restoration of their territory, if the wazir bound himself to
support them in their possessions. Shuja demanded from them,
as the price of the proposed service, the sum of one crore of
rupees, out o f which thirty to forty lakhs were to be given to
the Marathas, a part to the English and the remaining—the
major portion—to be kept by the wazir himself. But the
Rohilas agreed to pay only fifty lakhs ;10 and therefore further
negotiations were considered necessary to reach an amicable
settlement.

The Bengal governm ent’s disapproval o f Barker’s
m easures

The Bengal government’s attitude towards the above
measures was not encouraging. It disapproved o f Barker’s
conduct in ordering the first brigade to march to Shuja’s assis
tance without their previous permission, and directed Champion,
10 Barker to Ben. Sel. Com., March 9, 10 and April 9 and 22, 1772.
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the commander of the brigade, who had begun his march from
Dinapur on 10th March, to halt where he was. The commi
ttee’s reasons were that the act was self-authority, that there
was no immediate danger to Shuja’s territory, that the wazir
had not made any such request to the governor and that he
should first agree to bear all the expenses of the brigade, both
ordinary and extraordinary.11 Barker, however, explained that
there was real danger and but for the movement of the first
brigade the Marathas would have followed up their success,
overrun the whole of Rohilkhand and threatened Shuja’s
country, and that the presence of English troops with him was
necessary not merely to check the progress of the Marathas but
also to prevent the wazir from entering into an alliance with the
Marathas against the Rohilas, which must be highly prejudicial
to the interests of the company. Although the above expla
nation was fallacious inasmuch as there was really no danger
to Shuja’s dominions and much less to the company’s, as the
wazir, a shrewd politician that he was, could not think of ente
ring into an alliance with a power inimical to the English, it was
considered satisfactory by the committee and Barker was given
discretionary powers to ask the first brigade to advance,—a
power that the general did not use in the present case, obviously
because there was no real danger from the Marathas. Barker
was at the same time advised to avoid war with the Marathas
and not to give them cause to suspect English hostility. He
was further instructed to settle with the wazir the charges of the
company’s troops in his service at the rate of current rupees
1,15,000 per month per brigade ; and it may be mentioned here
that the above rate was approved of by Shuja without alter
cation.12 On 30th April, when W. Hastings had been in the
11 Cartier to Champion, 15th March, 1772, vide Soldiering in India ,
p. 82 ; Hastings to George Colebrooke, March 26, 1772, vide
Strachey’s Hastings and the Rohilla War , pp. 59-62 ; Ben, Sec.
Com. to Barker, March 17, 1772.
12 Barker to Ben. Sel. Com., March 31, 1772 ; Barker to Hastings
and Council, May 15, 1772 ; Ben. Sec. Com. to Barker, April 6,
1772.
No other contemporary authority except Barker say that the wazir’s
country was in danger of a M aratha attack.
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governor’s seat for more than two weeks, the Bengal government
refused to promise assistance to Shuja, which Barker seemed to
be asking for, in the prosecution of an aggressive war outside
the company’s dominions. A little later after Barker’s efforts
had already been crowned with success—they strongly objected
to Barker’s sending Harper to the Rohila chiefs as a virtual
“plenipotentiary” and directed the general to withdraw the
English troops to Bihar.13

Z abita and Hafiz seek refuge w ith Shuja

In the meantime Harper’s mission with the Rohilas seemed to
be threatened with failure, as Hafiz did not raise his offer above
fifty lakhs. Shuja’s negotiations with the Marathas too did not
appear to offer bright prospects of a settlement, for the Mara
thas, knowing that the English troops under Champion had not
proceeded beyond Banaras, raised their demands, and by 10th
May there was a fear that the conversations would be broken
off. The Rohilas had, however, no alternative except to buy
themselves by payment of money, as they were not only starving
but also suffering badly from the damp and malarial climate of
the Tarai. A hundred to two hundred of them were dying
every day and many were falling ill and deserting their chiefs.14
Growing sick of privation and misery and anxious to effect the
release of his wives and children, Zabita decided to accept
Shuja’s proposal and to leave for his camp at Shahabad, where
he arrived on 12th May. Shuja received him with great
cordiality and consideration and he was so much impressed by
the wazir’s attention and generosity that he “seems to have
trusted entirely to the pleasure of the English and the Vizier.”
Although Harper was once again sent to induce other Rohilas
to come and join the wazir, Hafiz and other chiefs continued for
some days more to temporise with both the parties. “ However,
they have conducted themselves in such a treacherous and
undetermined manner,” writes Barker, “ by agreeing to one
proposal in the morning and retracting it in the evening with
out the least regard to veracity that they have most justly in
curred the Nabob’s resentment.” Despite such duplicity on the
13 Ben. Sel. Com. to Barker, April 30 and July 3, 1772.
14 S.P.D. Vol. XXIX, 271.
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part of the fugitives, Harper eventually succeeded in persuading
Hafiz to see the wazir at Shahabad. At the head of 1,000
troops he arrived near Shahabad on the 23rd and the wazir,
accompanied by Barker, rode out to receive him on the 25th,
showing him as much attention and courtesy as to Zabita.15
By this time the negotiations between Shuja and the Marathas
had reached a decisive stage, and although no formal treaty or
agreement seems to have been concluded, an understanding was
arrived at to the effect that the wazir would persuade the Rohilas
to pay to the Maratha chiefs an indemnity of forty lakhs and
the latter would then evacuate. Rohilkhand. On Shuja’s agree
ing to stand as security for the above sum, Visaji accepted the
proposal without consulting Mahadji Sindhia who was for a
complete reduction of Rohilkhand.16 The wazir took special
interest in Zabita in view of his friendship with the latter’s
deceased father and appealed to Mahadji to release the Khan’s
family from captivity. The appeal was made at an opportune
time when the statesmanlike Sindhia was maturing his policy
for stabilising the Delhi government and inspiring confidence in
the diverse sections of the Indian population. In pursuance of
this scheme he was already in negotiations with Shuja whom
he was urging to repair to the capital and assume charge of
wizarat in person. He had exchanged turbans with him in
recognition of brotherhood, and covered four stages of his
journey from Shakartal to the wazir’s camp at Shahabad in
order to make a personal endeavour to persuade Shuja to accept
his proposal.17 Although he had to cancel his journey and
return to the imperial court owing to a dissension with Visaji,
he did not give up his friendly relations with the wazir whose
mediation for a peace with Zabita he accepted without hesita
tion. He released the Khan’s women and children and those
of his clansmen and restored to him his paternal estate of
Najibabad and Saharanpur.18
15 Barker to Ben. Sel. Com., May 10, 18, 25, 1772 ; D. C. 253 ;
S.P.D. XXIX, 271.
16 S. P. D. XXIX, 276 ; Haricharan , 488a.
17 D. C., p. 252 ; S.P.D., XXIX, 270 and 276.
18 Haricharan, 487b-488a ; also Gulistan, 98-99 (details wrong). Strachey
(vide Hastings and the Rohilla War, p. 292) mistakingly thinks that
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A treaty of alliance between Shuja and the Rohilas, 13th
June, 1772
The most important transaction of the whole episode, the
one that eventually led to the results so fatal to the entire
Rohila race in the land, was now entered into by the two
principal parties assembled at Shahabad. Almost the whole of
Rohilkhand was at this time under the Maratha occupation and
most of the Rohila chiefs and their families were still crowded
fugitives at Nanakmata in the unhealthy Tarai. Hafiz and
Zabita were, therefore, willing to carry to a successful conclusion
the negotiations that were proceeding with Shuja, and several
days’ diplomatic parleys ended in the conclusion on June 13,
1772 of a treaty of defensive and offensive alliance between the
Rohila chiefs on the one hand and Shuja-ud-daulah on the
other, which was confirmed and sealed in the presence of general
Sir Robert Barker. The Rohila chiefs, represented by Hafiz
and Zabita, bound themselves to look upon the wazir’s friends
as their friends and his enemies as their enemies, to join him to
defend Awadh and Rohilkhand whenever either of them might
be attacked by a third power, and to join and unite with him
in any measure that might be determined by him for the benefit
of Zabita Khan. Shuja agreed to “establish the Rohilla Sirdars
in their different possessions, obliging the Marathas to retire
either by peace or war ; this to depend on the pleasure of the
Vizier.” If, however, the Marathas at that time retired of their
own accord owing to rainy season and returned to Rohilkhand
after the rains their expulsion was to be “ the business of the
Vizier.” For the above service the Rohila chiefs agreed to pay
the wazir forty lakhs of rupees, ten of which were to be paid
as soon as Shuja had marched beyond Shahabad, as far as was
necessary “to enable the families of the Rohillas to leave the
jungle, and return to their habitations,” and the remaining
thirty lakhs in three years, from the beginning of 1180 Fasli.19
there was no agreement between th e M arathas and the Rohilas
through Shuja’s mediation. I agree with him that Gulistan has little
historical value ; but the agreement is confirmed by other Persian and
Maratihi sources which were unknown to Strachey.
Tr. of 'the treaty and agreement, vide Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., 1772 pp.
241-43i ; Aitchison’s Treaties etc., Vol. II (ed. 1892), pp. 5-6. The
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As the rainy season was about to begin and Visaji had al
ready accepted Shuja’s mediation for a peace with the Rohilas
in consideration of forty lakhs to be paid to them, the Marathas
made preparations for withdrawal. The Rohila junction with
the wazir quickened the Maratha desire to retire as early as
possible and they quitted Rohilkhand even before the treaty of
13th June was signed. Therefore, Shuja with Barker started
back for Faizabad where he arrived20 on 15th July, 1772.

Barker chiefly responsible for the treaty
Although Shuja-ud-daulah cannot be absolved from blame,
the main responsibility for bringing about the circumstances
that led to the treaty of 13th June and for the treaty itself must
be ascribed to the deliberate policy and efforts of the English
general Barker. In the first place, when on receipt of Hafiz’s
definite refusal to pay the expenses of the Awadh army or to
cede any part of his territory, Shuja was inclined to hold back
at Lucknow, Barker on his own confession urged him to proceed
to his western frontier and to persevere in his policy of protect
ing the Rohilas against the Marathas. And as Shuja would
not move benond Lucknow unless he was attended by an English
force, Barker accompanied him and undoubtedly also promised
him further help.21 It was in fulfilment of this promise that
he had ordered the first brigade to proceed to join him immedi
ately after learning that Zabita’s advance-guard was routed by
the Marathas. In the second place, the Rohilas did not request
aid from Shuja alone, but from him and the English conjointly,
and hence, as has already been related, they would not have
entered into any friendly negotiations with the wazir, had not
two translations differ slightly, but their meanings are identical.
Barker’s statement that the treaty was made ‘to-day* (vide his letter
dated 17th June, 1772), that is, 17th June, seems to be erroneous, as
the translation of the treaty enclosed with this very letter by Barker
himself, gives 11th Rabi I, 1186 H. as the date of the treaty, which
corresponds to 13th June, 1772, (according to another calculation to
12th June), 13th June is given by Aitchison’s copy too. ..The same date
• (11th Rabi I, 1186 H.) is given in another translation of the treaty (see
Ben. Sec. Cons., July 23, 1772).
20 Haricharan, 508b.
21 Barker to Gov. and Council, May 15, 1772.
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Barker associated himself with the latter with all the power and
prestige that the English name implied. Thirdly, without the
Bengal government’s permission Barker sent Harper, more than
once, to the Rohilas in the Tarai to negotiate an alliance
between the wazir and the Rohila chiefs and to persuade the
latter to come to Shuja’s camp at Shahabad, a task in which
Harper scored complete success. As Barker himself admits, no
Rohila chief would have come to the wazir or entered into a
treaty with him if Harper had not given assurances to him on
behalf of the commander-in-chief and if he himself had not
been present with Shuja at Shahabad.22 Fourthly, ‘Shuja’s long
cherished ambition being the complete subjugation and annexa
tion of Rohilkhand to Awadh, he would not have entered into
the treaty of 13th June, which sought to perpetuate Rohilkhand
as an independent state, and obstruct the realisation of his des
igns, if Barker had not goaded him into the transaction, unless,
of course, he could anticipate that the Rohilas would refuse to
comply with the terms of that treaty. Fifthly, but for the
pressure from Barker, which the general admitted when he
explained that one of the main reasons for calling the first
brigade was to prevent Shuja’s “flighty disposition” from think
ing of entering “into improper treaties with the Marathas”,23
Shuja would not have antagonised the mighty Maratha power
by undertaking to defend Rohilkhand from their attack, an
undertaking that ran counter to the policy of friendly neutrality
towards the Marathas that the wazir had been following for
more than ten years. And finally Barker gave a finishing touch
to the transaction by witnessing the treaty which was confirmed
and sealed in his presence and thereby evincing personal interest
in the entire business. The treaty would not have been con
cluded, as he admitted before the House of Commons, without
his agreeing to sign it. He must therefore share with Shuja,
and in a much greater degree than the latter, the responsibility
of being the author of the treaty the non-fulfilment of the terms
of which brought about the destruction of the Rohila power.
22 Barker to Ben. Sel. Com., May 10, 1772.
23 Vide Barker’s letter of 15th May referred to above.
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M aratha activities ; their dem and of Kora
Allahabad

and

Informed of the treaty between the Rohilas and Shuja
whereby the latter had undertaken the responsibility of
defending Rohilkhand from their attack, the Marathas flew into
a rage, and Tukoji proposed to take steps for the chastisement
of the audacious wazir. But Visaji, the Maratha chief comm
ander, was not for open hostilities and wanted a peaceful sett
lement of the problem. Negotiations were, therefore,rbegun,
soon after the emperor’s return to Delhi, with Zabita Khan in
order to detach him from his alliance with Shuja and Hafiz
Rahmat, and to render the treaty of June 13 a mere scrap of
paper. The bait thrown to the Khan was the promise of the
imperial pardon for his past conduct and his appointment as
chief Bakhshi. Tukoji took upon himself the work of persuading
Shah Alam to confer the paymaster-general’s post on Zabita,
cede Kora and Allahabad to the Marathas and sanction an
expedition against Awadh and Bihar. But the emperor, fully
aware of the strength of the English, refused to permit such an
expedition ; nor did he agree to appoint Zabita as his chief
Bakhshi. This annoyed the Marathas who were already dissatis
fied on account of the emperor’s failure to discharge his finan
cial obligation relating to the treaty of 1771, while Shah Alam
had a genuine grievance against them for appropriating most
of the spoils, especially cash and jewels, during their recent
campaign in Rohilkhand. These differences resulted in an open
battle between the parties near Purana Qila outside Delhi on
17th December, in which the emperor’s troops led by Najaf
Khan and Madec were decisively beaten and compelled to
retire. Shah Alam had no alternative but to make peace and
concede all the Maratha demands, including the elevation of
Zabita to chief Bakhshiship and the restoration of his family
estate and the cession of Kora and Allahabad districts to the
Marathas themselves. An important result of the Maratha
victory was the collapse of N ajaf’s personal contingent, his
submission to the victors and his acceptance of service in the
Deccani army on a salary of rupees three thousand per day.
The Mughal monarch no longer thought it impolitic to give his
permission for an invasion of Awadh and Bihar, and immedi-
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ately after this fresh peace he ordered Munir, then in charge of
Kora and Allahabad districts, to deliver them to the Marathas.
The Deccan forces under Visaji and Tukoji now left Delhi and
crossed into the Doab on 2nd February, 1773. They sent their
envoys to the Rohilas demanding the indemnity, promised
in January 1771 and to Shuja asking for the cession of Kora
and Allahabad.24

Shuja’s preparations ; he asks for English help

Shuja was on his way back to Faizabad after the conclusion
of the momentous treaty of 13th June when he first received
information o f the Maratha intention to return to Rohilkhand
after the rainy season. Conscious of a complete breach for the
first time between him and the Marathas, caused by his own
policy of taking upon himself the protection of Rohilkhand, the
wazir realised that a struggle with them was inevitable, and
hence he gave up once for all the policy of temporising
with them, a policy that he had followed ever since his
accession to the governorship in 1754. Early in July 1772
he asked26 Warren Hastings, who had taken charge of the Presi
dency of Bengal on April 13 of that year, for assistance in terms
of the second article of the treaty of 1765. He informed the
governor that the Marathas were demanding the cession of the
districts of Kora and Allahabad and of the town of Banaras
as well as the surrender of his clamis on the Rohilas (the assign
ment of forty lakhs), and requested him to send Barker with
a powerful force to join him, as he was determined to put an
end to the Maratha menace once for all. The wazir pleaded
that Awadh being “the gate of Bengal” and he a barrier to the
24 Ghulam Ali , III, 4-18 ; Khair-ud-din, 214-2 2 ; Miskin, 283-86 ;
Manna Lai, 135-43 ; Mirat-i-Aftab-Numar 2 6 1 -2 6 2 b ; Mutakherin ,
2 1 1 a -2 1 2 a ; Champion to Ben. Sel. Com., D um napur, 20th
Febauary, 1773 ; C. P. C., IV, 122, 128, 138, 224, 225 ;
Madec, 38-40 ; Sarker, F. M. £., Ill, 67-77.
25 Dr. C.C. Davies, vide his **W. Hastings and Oudh” , p. 19, says
that this letter reached Hastings on the very day (1 7th June,
according to him) on which the treaty between Shuja and the
Rohilas was signed. Now, the treaty was signed on 13th June as I
have shown (F. N. 19) and this letter of Shuja reached Hastings on
17th July and not 17th June. For the correct date see Ben. Sel.
Com., Progs. 1772, pp. 244-47 and C.P.C., IV, 55.
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Maratha advance, the interests of the two governments were
identical, and it was, therefore, advisable for the Bengal council
to formulate a regular scheme of action and for the governor
to move to Patna so as to be near the scene of action and to
exert pressure on the enemy.26 We do. not know whether the
Marathas had really made the above demands from Shuja as
early as July 1772 , for there is no recorded evidence except the
wazir’s letters to Hastings on the point, and our suspicion is
heightened by the fact that he reported to the English governor a
little later that the Marathas had invited Mir Qasim and Samru
to join them27—reports that had no foundation in fact and were
made in order to persuade the English to believe that it was
necessary in their own interests to co-operate with him to end
the Maratha menace once for all. Be it as it may, Shuja con
tinued referring to these demands and appealing for help till
Champion was sent with a brigade, and after that pressing for
Barker's presence on his frontier until that damand too was
complied with.28
So for as his own preparations were concerned, Shuja did
not spare pains to make them as thorough and efficient as he
could. Even before the rainy season was over he mobilised his
forces and about the middle of September despatched two of
his batiaiions towards his western frontier, ordering others to
keep themselves in readiness for marching. The rendezvous
for the troops was lued at Bangarmau where the wazir was to
join them, and a little later a military camp was established at
a distance of 10 miles from Faizabad and Shuja spent much of
his time there, supervising the training of his troops and getting
together other materials of war.29 Negotiations were opened with
Najaf Khan and Madec and also with Zabita Khan who
28 C.P.C., IV, 55. 59. 60. 85. 9 4 ,1 19, 121, 122 ; Ben. Sel. Com.
Progs. 1772. pp. 244-47, 261-63 ; Ben. Sec. Cons., July 23,
17 72 ; Shuja to Hastings (received on 28th September), vide Ben.
Sec. Cons., September 30, 1772.
27 C.P.C., IV, 128.
28 C.P.C., IV, 148, 169, 178 ; trans. of Shuja’s letter, vide Ben. Sel
Com. Progs., 1772, 261-62.
29 Harper to Ben. Sel. Com., December 1772.
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promised to desert the Marathas and join the wazir as soon as
the latter’s army had approached near.30

The English attitude ; H astings eventually sends help

For full three months (July-September) Hastings refused
to agree to assist Shuja in “an offensive war.” He said that the
company was bound to aid him only for the defence of his terri
tory, whereas he wanted him “ to help him out of a situation
that he has himself created” by undertaking the responsibility
of defending Rohilkhand from the Marathas. He was, however,
not against providing the wazir help for the defence of his domi
nions. On the 30th September Hastings said that he was afraid
lest the company should be drawn into a war with the Mara
thas. He agreed to allow the troops to proceed from their
cantonments provided that they did not cross the boundary of
Bihar till the court of directors’ sanction had been obtained.
But when Harper’s report of 6th October containing the disqui
eting news that Zabita31 was on his way to join the Marathas
and that his example might be followed by other Rohila chiefs,
reached Calcutta and Shuja repeatedly urged the despatch of
an English army under Barker, the committee resolved on 29th
October to comply with the wazir’s request for an immediate
help in case of an emergency. It was, however, understood
that this help was for the protection of Awadh and on 16th
November colonel Alexander Champion, commander of the
first brigade, was directed to proceed to join Shuja with his
troops in defence of his dominions, but he was warned not to
carry operations beyond the wazir’s territory. Commencing
his journey from Dinapur on 5th December, Champion entered
Faizabad on 1st January, 1773, after having been received by
the wazir six miles in advance, from his capital. He left Shuja’s
camp outside Faizabad on the 7th, reached Lucknow on the
12th and was joined by the nawab on the 27th at Mohan on
the road to his western forntier. Even before he had received
3 0 Champion to Hastings, January 28, 1773, vide Soldiering in India ,
106 ; C.P.C., IV, 172, 183.
81 Strachey, Hastings and the Rohilla. War, p. 64, wrongly holds that
Zabita openly joined the Marathas in July 1772. He seems to believe
that Shuja asked for English help after Zabita’s defection, which too
is incorrect.
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news of the imperial grant of Kora and Allahabad to the
Marathas, Shuja requested Champion to join him, cross the
Ganga and wage an offensive war against the Marathas, if the
latter attempted to march towards Kora. • When he learnt that
Shah A la m had granted the above districts to the Marathas,
he expressed alarm and represented the cession as the prelude to
an invasion of Awadh. The Bengal gavernment, therefore,
decided (1st February) to take immediate measures for the defence
of the districts and authorised Champion to proceed to their
western boundary and wait there for further orders ; but he was
directed not to cross the boundary of Kora on any account or
provocation. These orders reached Champion on 18th Febr
uary in his camp, 2 miles north-west of Sandi (which is 32
miles N. W. of Bangarmau) where the allied troops had arrived
two days before and made Shuja, who was expecting that the
English army would soon cross the Ganga, unhappy.82

The R am ghat expedition ; the M arathas driven out of
Rohilkhand
Despite the committee's instructions to the contrary
Shuja and Champion kept on marching in a north-westerly
direction beyond the Awadh frontier and on 3rd March arrived
near the Ganga opposite Farrukhabad and met Muzaffar Jang,
son of Ahmad Khan Bangash, whom they won over to their
side. General Barker with some more troops joined the army
at Gauria (on the left bank of the Ram Ganga and 9 m. S.E.
of Fatehgarh) on the 5th. The entire army crossed that river
on the 7th and proceeding in a north-westerly direction through
the fertile plain between the Ram Ganga and the Ganga via
Usehat, Qadir Chauk, etc., reached Sahaswan on the 19th,
just 20 miles south-east of Ramghat (on the right bank of the
Ganga) where the Marathas were encamped. Having crossed
into the Doab, the invaders, accompanied by Zabita and Najaf,
had arrived at Ramghat on 15th February with the object of
peacefully realising the indemnity from the Rohilas and occu
32 C.P.C., IV, 60, 84, 94, 186 ; Hastings to Shuja, 17th July 1772, Ben. Sel.
Com. Progs, of 1772, pp. 247-50 , Ben. Sel. Com, Progs., September
30, October 29, 1772 , Ben. Sec. Cons., November 16, 1772 , Febr
uary 1, 1773 ; Soldiering in India , pp. 97-112.
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pying Kora and Allahabad. But in view of the allied advance
beyond Shuja’s frontier Tukoji had crossed the river (19th
March), and defeated Ahmad Khan, son of Sardar Khan
Rohila, who was entrenched on the left bank of the river opposite
Raraghat. The loud reports of Tukoji’s guns during the night
of the 19th, heard by the English at Sahaswan, convinced Barker
that the Marathas had crossed the river, and hence the entire
allied army was up in arms at 2 in the morning of the 20th
and on its march towards Ramghat at half-past two. At ten the
Marathas having come in sight the troops formed the line, and
kept on marching in battle order, till they reached the Ganga
opposite to Ramghat. Before the near approach of the English
Tukoji retreated northwards and by forced marches arrived near
Bisauli, and began plundering the country. Being ignorant of
his movements, the English thought that he had crossed back
to Ramghat. The Marathas under Visaji at Ramghat opened
fire from the opposite bank without doing practically any
damage to the English. But when Barker’s men commenced
firing two 12-pounders, the whole of the Maratha army with
drew from the shore near Ramghat, in confusion. For two
days the allies remained encamped at the eastern bank of the
river, and in consultation with Shuja a plan was drawn up by
Barker to cross the Ganga on the 22nd. Accordingly the
wazir despatched,33 during the night following 21st, about 4000
Najib infantry under Mahbub Ali Khan and 1500 horse across
the river to occupy a strategic post on the west bank. When
early in the morning of the 22nd the English prepared to cross
the Ganga at the Ramghat ford in violation of the Bengal
government’s positive instructions, Shuja sent ahead twenty
pieces of cannon to cover their march. The Marathas under
Visaji had, however, already retreated precipitately some four
teen miles from the river bank, leaving behind some Pindaris
33 On 21st March when Shuja proposed that the English troops should
cross the G anga to Ramghat and fight the Marathas, Barker hum o
rously remarked, “ When your Excellency depends upon our force for
fighting a war, why does your Excellency then maintain so many wellequipped troops ?’* This gave offence to Shuja who ordered Mahbub
Ali to cross the river during the night. The English followed him the
next morning. Khair-ud-din, p. 224.
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who were bold enough to ride full speed through the gaps in the
English line and the rear guard of the grenadiers. Barker rode
about eight miles at the head of two battalions and 8 guns, but
returned to Ramghat in the afternoon without finding the
enemy. Here on 23rd Hafiz Rahmat, who had hitherto tempo
rised with both the parties without agreeing to join any, saw
Barker, and on the 24th the English troops recrossed to their
former encampment on the east bank, while Shuja’s men— 5,500
troops and 8 guns—under Mahbub Ali remained on the oppo
site bank to guard the ford. On that very day the English
learnt that Tukoji had plundered Sambhal and Bisauli and,
therefore, Hafiz was asked to proceed quickly to keep the
Marathas in play till the arrival of the English array, while
Barker, accompanied by Shuja, started towards Bisauli on the
25th. But before they could reach there, news came that Tukoji
bad plundered some villages and laid Moradabad under contri
bution. The allies then turned towards the latter town when
they heard that Tukoji had crossed the Ganga with an immense
booty at Puth, about 50 miles above Ramghat, to rejoin Visaji.
Therefore after a day’s halt, they returned to Ramghat where
Visaji’s men had attempted to cross the ford one day before
(27th), but he had been repulsed by the wazir's troops under
Mahbub Ali. On the 28th on the return of the allied troops to
Ramghat, the Marathas again retreated about 28 miles off.
The allies halted on the east bank of the Ganga opposite Ram
ghat from 29th March to 13th April, and the Maratha comman
der-in-chief Visaji after holding Tukoji responsible for commen
cing hostilities against the English, which the latter repudiated,
made preparation for departure for the Deccan.34 This was
destined to be the last Maratha invasion of Rohilkhand.

The Ram ghat expedition not really undertaken for
defence of Kora

It is not difficult to observe on the face of the above narra-

34 Barker to Hastings and Council, March 23, 24, 26, 28 and April, 4, 13,
1773 ; Soldiering in India , 117-124 ; C. P. C., IV, 251 ; S.P.D., XXIX,
278 and pp. 331-333, 341 and 348 ; D.C., 267-268: Khair-ud-din,
221-225 ; Haricharan, 51 lb-512a ; Mirat , 262b; Miskin, 287-288 ;
Ghulam Ali, 111, 18-19; Manna Lai, 144-145; Imad, 110-111 ,* (details
wrong) ,* Gulistan, 108-109 ; Sarkar F.M.E., III, 80-83.
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tive that the Ramghat expedition was not organised for the
defence of Kora or Awadh, for which purpose alone the English
troops had been despatched by Hastings and the select com
mittee of Bengal. Of the two men Shuja and Barker responsi
ble for organising and executing it, the former, aware of the
weakness of the Marathas, most certainly was from the very
beginning for an offensive war against them, as is clear from his
correspondence with Hastings which has already been noticed
in the preceding pages. His intentions and policy become
clearer from another letter written a few days before the skirmish
at Ramghat. Knowing Hastings’ predilection for money he
wrote to him early in March, just after Barker had joined him
at Gauria, that although the treaty of 1765 required that he
should pay the batta (extraordinary expenses) of the English
troops sent for his assistance, he was now resolved to pay them
all their expenses, ordinary and extraordinary, if they “ assist
him in fighting the Marathas and allow the brigade to accom
pany him when he goes to Delhi or elsewhere” He also agreed
to take upon himself the payment of the Bengal tribute to Shah
Alam and requested Hastings to allow Barker to take up the
offensive, as it was “ impolitic,” he added, “to give them
(Marathas) time to increase in strength, for then the present
opportunity of punishing them will be lost.”35 And it is interest
ing to note that before receiving any reply to the above letter
from the governor, the allied troops marched against the Mara
thas, crossed the Ganga and proceeded in pursuit of them eight
miles further west of the enemy’s former encampment, no doubt
because he had meanwhile succeeded in persuading Barker to
take these steps immediately.
As regards the English commander-in-chief, his despatches,
when examined critically not only show that the action that he
took was unprovoked and unnecessary, but also open him to
the charge of exaggeration and self-contradiction. He maintai
ned that the Maratha army was formidable and consisted of
35 C.P.C., IV, 230. The wazir added : “ There goes a saying that
‘the source of a spring may be choked with a clod, but if it is
allowed to flow, it would be difficult to cross it even on an
elephant. It appears to him that this is the proper time for
operations, for an opportunity like this will not happen again.”
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not less than 50,000 troops, that there was a real danger from
them and that but for the timely movement of the English
troops, they would have crossed the Ganga, devastated Rohil
khand and even invaded Awadh and Kora,—views that have
been uncritically accepted by Sir John Strachey86 as facts. Now
we know it for certain that the Maratha army was about
30,000 strong, half of which, according to Munir as 10,000
troops under Mahadji Sindhia had parted company with their
main division before December 1772 and 5,000 under Shivaji
Vithal were deputed to Gwalior to suppress a local rebellion
there. Even Champion and Mackpherson, then present with
Barker, did not estimate the total Maratha strength at more
than 31,000 men in all, 15,000 under Tukoji and 16,000 under
Visaji.37 Far from being formidable the Maratha force was
not even strong enough to defend itself against the allies, as
it was torn by dissensions between its chiefs, Visaji who was
for a peaceful settlement of their dispute with the Rohilas and
Shuja, and Tukoji who advocated the policy of a bold military
stroke, and because of the treacherous collusion of their allies
Zabita and Najaf with the enemy.38 “The army that now
remains under the command of Visaji and Tukoji,” wrote
Munir who was present with the allies early in March, “ is so
much dispirited that these commanders have several times thought
o f returning to the D e c c a n He believed that “ owing to lack
of sufficient f oree' ’ the Marathas, 6(are not in a position to fight
a pitched battle with the combined forces of the Company and
the Vizier” and all they could do was to desolate the country.89
Obviously there could be no danger from such a force to
Awadh and Kora which maintained much numerically superior
and scientifically trained troops armed with European guns.
On the contrary it was likely to fall an easy prey to the allies’
36 Barker to Hastings, March 10, 1773 ; H a s t i n g s a n d the Rohilla War,
69 and 76. The Ben. Com .’s to C.D,, dated March 31, 1773, was
based on Barker’s above report.
87 Soldiering in India, pp. 119 and 120 ; C.P.C., IV, 225.
8»
172 , 183 ; Soldiering in India, pp. 123-124.
89 C.P.C., IV, 225. Hastings too believed that the Marathas were weak
and were sure to be defeated by his troops. See his letters to John
Purling 31/3/1773 and to Josias Dupre on 9th March, 1773, vide Gleig,
I, 291 and 303.
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onslaught and that is what Shuja meant when he wrote to Hast
ings that such an opportunity was not likely to occur again.
Hastings himself fully shared that opinion. Barker’s claim of
10th March that the movement of the English troops had pre
vented the Marathas from crossing the river was falsified on
the 19th when Tukoji with 15,000 men forded the Ganga owing
to the hostile approach of the allied forces. And the English
general seems to have forgotten that despite a similar march
of the British troops and a similar boast, the Marathas had
just one year before (23rd Feb., 1772) crossed the Ganga south
of Hardwar, put Zabita to flight and ravaged the whole of
Rohilkhand, although the combined forces of the English and
Shuja under Barker himself had arrived at Bangarmau on 28th
February, 1772. In the present case the Marathas had arrived
at Ramghat on 15th February, 1773, just a day after the allies’
arrived at Bangarmau (14th Feb., 1773) and it is inconceivable
how they could have been prevented from crossing the river had
they the requisite strength to do it, when it is remembered
that they had practically the same start over the allies as they
had in 1772. It is therefore ridiculous to say, as Barker did
that the Marathas were formidable, and hostile and yet they
were prevented from crossing the river, because of the distant
movement of the English troops.
To argue that Shuja’s policy was to protect the Rohilas in
fulfilment of the obligation imposed upon him by the treaty of
13th June, 1773 and that was why Hastings despatched troops
to assist him, as Strachey seems to do, is to ignore the fact that
the treaty was no longer binding upon the wazir, as Zabita,
the second most important Rohila chief associated with the
treaty, had long before joined the Marathas, and Hafiz and
other Rohilas maintained a dubious attitude and did not even
meet the wazir till after the Marathas were driven from Ram
ghat. Nor is the plea of the necessity of preventing the Rohilas
from joining the Marathas and making a joint attack on Awadh
tenable, for the Rohilas were equally aware of the Maratha
weakness and therefore although the invader had been lying at
Ramghat for more than a month, and using all the diplomacy and
threat at his command, they had showed absolutely no disposi
tion to ally with him. Hastings himself does not seem to have had
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really any apprehension of that contingency, although he referred
to it in a despatch to the court of directors, otherwise he would
not have issued pre-emptory instructions to Barker not to begin
any operation for Shuja’s defence and to abandon him at once
and withdraw all the troops of the company from his territory,
if he did not agree to pay their expenses at the rate prescribed
by the committee. “It is further the determination of the
Board,” Barker was told, “of which you will take particular
notice that no operation for the Vizier's defence shall be carried
into execution without a previous stipulation on his part for the
extraordinary charge attending the succours we afford him.
We have estimated this at Rs. 115,000 (per brigade) per month,
and have required an assignment on his revenue for the amount.
You will, therefore, as a preliminary, demand and receive the
assignment required by us ; and in case an additional force
should be hereafter called for on his requisition you are, previous
to their march, to require also and receive a proportionable
assignment for the extra expenses on that account. If \ in either
case , the Vizier should refuse complying with these requisitions
in their fullest extent, and shall persist in the refusal, it is our
positive command that you will immediately abandon him and
withdraw your whole force from his territory , either employing
it, if needful, in the Kora province agreeable to the instructions
hereafter given, or remanding to Bihar such part of it as shall
exceed the exigencies of that service.”40 This long quotation has
given to show that the Calcutta authorities did not much
believe in the danger theory and that money played an impor
tant part in determining their policy in regard to the Ramghat
expedition.
Finally one cannot help noting that for some unrecorded
reasons (certaintly not those given by him in his despatches)
Barker had so much sympathy with Shuja’s ambitious policy
towards the Rohilas as well as the Marathas that he practically
acted as a tool in the wazir’s hands and in compliance with his
request crossed the Ganga, which was considered unnecessary
even by the committee except in defence of Kora. Thus he
40 Ben. Govt.’s instructions to Barker, 18th Feb., 1773, vide Ben.
Sec. Cons., Feb. 18, 1773, Vol. of 1773, pp. 124-134.
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violated the Bengal government’s positive orders for which he
earned their censure. It is worthy of mention that the English
general had thought it fit to disregard the committee’s clear and
strict instructions, not in an attempt to avert a sure danger but,
as Sir John Strachey admits, after it had become “clear that the
Marathas had no inclination of risking an encounter with the
English.”41

Peace w ith the M arathas ; Shuja retu rns to Faizabad

Being thus completely outwitted the Marathas saw no way
but to sue for peace. They sent two envoys who arrived at the
wazir’s camp on April 19 and were introduced to Barker on the
21st. On Shuja’s promise that he would take two bonds, one
for fifteen lakhs of rupees from Hafiz and the other for five
lakhs from Muzaffar Jang Bangash and deliver them to the
Marathas, the envoys retuned to their camp on the 30th. The
invaders, who had already buried their heavy guns near
Etawah and sent their booty ahead, considered Shuja’s
assurance satisfactory and being consoled by two lakhs as
ransom for the release of Ahmad Khan Bakhshi left for the
Deccan on 5th May. Najaf after seeing Shuja and Barker near
Anupshahr returned to Delhi.42
The wazir had taken mortal offence at Hafiz’s dubious
conduct during the Ramghat expedition ; but his feelings were
partly “assuaged” when the Rohila chief waited on him on 23rd
March and promised in Barker’s presence to discharge the finan
cial obligation imposed on him by the previous year’s treaty.
It was because of this definite promise that the allied troops had
taken quick steps to relieve the northern portion of Rohilkhand
from the ravages of Tukoji and chase him out of that country.
But when Rohilkhand was freed from danger and the Marathas
had retreated towards the Deccan, he put off payment on one
pretext or another, and before the middle of May it became clear
that he was not inclined to pay. He thought that the allied
41 Hastings and the Rohilla War, p. 78.
42 C. P. C., IV, 314 ; D. C., 269 ; Soldiering in India, 124-126 ;
Miskiny 286-88 ; Gentil, 277 and 283. Siyar, p. 934 and Imad,
p. 111 confuse Ramghat expedition with that of 1772 ; but they
rightly say that Shuja brought about peace between the M arathas
and the Rohilas. Gulistan, 108-110, is full of deliberate lies.
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policy was the preservation and maintenance of Rohilkhand as
a buffer state between the Marathas and Awadh and their opera
tions were undertaken as much for the safety of Awadh as of
Rohilkhand. Barkar was convinced that nothing short of a
threat to employ force would compel the Rohilas to fulfil their
obligation. But as he was not authorised to hold out any such
threat, the money remained unpaid, and the allied forces began
their return march towards Awadh on 12th May.43

Shuja asks for English help against the Rohilas
As early as March 16 Shuja had revealed to Barker his
desire of expelling the Rohilas and annexing Rohilkhand to
Awadh, as Hafiz and his clansmen had followed the policy of
sitting on the fence and had avoided joining the allies who were
then only a few stages from the Maratha encampment at Ram
ghat. The wazir had then made an offer of fifty lakhs and the.
permanent remission of the Bengal tribute if the English agreed
to assist him, and had proposed that the terms should finally be
settled and confirmed at a personal meeting between him and
Hastings. Hastings was already in full sympathy with the
scheme, and although he did not commit himself, he wrote in a
private letter to Sir George Colebrooke that “It would be a
complete addition to his (Shuja’s) dominions, and the hostile
part which the Rohilas have taken against him would justify
the measure.”44 Shuja’s suspicion was not altogether allayed
even after Hafiz had joined the allies, and on 24th March he
promised Barker to pay to the English twenty lakhs of rupees,
if the Rohilas delivered to him the stipulated forty lakhs, but in
default of their clearing off the promised sum, he would pay fifty
lakhs to the company for its aid to put him in possession of
Rohilkhand. The same day he wrote direct to Hastings that
“should the Rohilla sirdars be guilty of a breach of their agree
ment, and the English gentlemen will thoroughly exterminate them
and settle me in their country, I will in that case pay them fifty
43 Barker to Ben. Sel. Com., March 24, April 13 and May 10, 13,
20, 1773 ; Soldiering in India , 126.
a* Hastings to Colebrooke, March 26, 1772 (vide Hastings and the
Rohilla War, 59-62) and April 3, 1773 (vide Warren Hastings by Gleig,
Vol. I, p. 310).
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lakhs of rupees in ready money, and besides exempt them from
paying any tribute to the king out of the Bengal revenues.”
Eager to accept the tempting offer Hastings got the proposal
of an interview with the wazir approved of by the select commi
ttee on 15th April and by the whole council on the 19th and
three days later he wrote to Shuja in these words, “It is true
that I have long thought the junction of the Rohilla country with
yours, either by a sure and permanent obligation of friendship,
or by reducing them to obedience if they should render such an
attempt justifiable by any act of enmity or treachery, would be
an advisable point for you to attain, because by the means the
defensive line of your dominions would be completed by inclu
ding within it all the land lying on that side the river Ganges,
and you will be in no danger from an attack on the quarter......”
Although he referred to grave risk and enormous expenditure
that were likely to attend the expedition, the letter was so cleverly
drafted as to encourage the wazir to undertake it. He approved
of the idea of a personal conference at Banaras and wrote that
he would leave Calcutta on receiving the wazir’s reply, hinting
that he was not likely the be free for several months, if Shuja did
not avail himself of the governor’s present leisure. The wazir
liked nothing better. He sent an immediate answer, agreeing to
meet him at Banaras.45

The B anaras Conference aud T reaty, August-Septem ber,

1773
Shuja’s letter was received at Calcutta on 9th June and

46 Barker to Hastings, March 16, 1773, vide Hastings aud the Rohilla
War, p. 79 >* Barker to Hastings and Council, March 24, 1773 ; Fifth
Report, App. No. 21 ; Hastings to Barker, April 20, 1773, vide
Hastings and Rohilla War, p. 81 Hastings and Council to Barker,
April 25, 1773 Ben. Sec. Cons., April 19, 1773 ,* Hastings to Shuja,
April, 22, 1773 ; Shuja to Hastings, vide Ben. Sec. Cons, of 1773. pp.
350-51 ; C.P.C., IV, 267, 352.
According to Imad (pp. 111-114), Balwant (Bankipore MS. pp.
40a-42a), Banaras by Ghulam Hussain (p. 151) and T, Mahtashim (p«
70b), Hafiz had sent to Hastings Shuja’s letter to the Rohila chiefs,
written before the treaty of Allahabad, requesting their help in a
campaign against the English, after altering the date of the letter from
1179 H. to 1186 H. Munir is said to have been responsible for it.
This was one of the causes of the Banaras conference. Hastings was
satisfied that the date of the letter was forged.
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Hastings started for Banaras on the 24th, after the council had
invested him with the powers of a plenipotentiary. Travelling
in the thick of the rainy season and surmounting great natural
obstacles he arrived at Banaras on 19th August, where he was
received four miles in advance by Shuja who had left his capital
on 6th August on learning that the governor had already rea
ched Patna. The wazir had come to the sacred town probably a
day before, meeting on the way difficulties—heavy rain, muddy
and flooded and swollen rivers—similar to those of Hastings.
Two or three days were taken up in visits of ceremony and then
a conference was held between the two personages from which
even the English commander-in-chief (Barker) was excluded.
Shuja’s natural intelligence and power of quickly grasping the
essentials of an intricate problem and Hastings’ knowledge of
Persian and Hindustani made it possible for them to have a frank
and free discussion and to transact highly important political
business without the assistance of an interpreter. The foremost
question that engaged their attention, after the usual preliminaris, was the wazir’s proposal regarding Rohilkhand. Hafiz
Rahmat had sent a representation charging Shuja and Barker
with violating the treaty of June 13th, 1772 by returning to
Awadh and leaving the Rohilas at the mercy of the Marathas
who were, he alleged, ready before the arrival of the allied
forces, to make peace with him, if he allowed them passage
through Rohilkhand for invading Awadh. These allegations
being undoubtedly false did not influence Hastings who pledged
his word for assisting the wazir with English troops in the
complete subjugation of Rohilkhand. It was only after Hastings
had given word that Shuja agreed to consider those questions
which were vital in the eyes of the governor, and the result of
days’ discussion was the treaty of 7th September, 1773. This
treaty consisted of two provisions, firstly that the company sold
to Shuja the districts of Kora and Allahabad for fifty lakhs of
sikkah rupees, twenty lakhs of which were to be paid immediately
in ready money and the remaning in two years (that is, by
September 1775) by two instalments of fifteen lakhs each ; and
secondly that the wazir promised to pay all the expenses, and not
merely extraordinary ones, of the company’s troops to be sent
thereafter to his assistance at his requisition at the rate of rupees
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2,10,000 per brigade per month. A brigade was to consist of
two battalions of Europeans, six battalions of sepoys and one
company of artillery. It was laid down that the aforesaid
expenses should always be calculated from the day the troops
entered Shuja’s territory up to the day they returned to the
boundary of the company’s dominions, and that the exclusive
of the above sum no more money on any account would ever
be demanded from the wazir. It was also agreed that if the
company required the assistance of the wazir’s troops the English
“shall also pay their expenses in the like manner.’’46
Besides the above, the conference arrived at certain other
important decisions which, though not included in the above
treaty, were yet of far-reaching consequences. They were :
Firstly, as already mentioned, Hastings promised to assist Shuja
in conquering Rohilkhand. Secondly, Hastings cancelled the
treaty of 1768 with the wazir and allowed Shuja to have as
many troops in his service as he liked.47 Thirdly, Shuja agreed
to receive an English gentleman in Hastings’ confidence to reside
at his court, and he became the political resident in Awadh.
Fourthly, at the request of Hastings and much against his will
Shuja, who unjustly held that the article fifth of the treaty of
1765 was limited to Balwant’s life, confirmed Chait Singh and
his heirs in his late father’s state by a special agreement dated
September 6, 1773. Fifthly, Shuja having declined to accept
the governor’s request to establish free trade between Awadh
and Bengal and to introduce in his territories customs regula
tions similar to those recently provided in Bengal on the ground
46 C.P.C., IV, 374, 392, 395, 403, 418, 421, 436, 437, 440, 475 ;
Soldiering in India, 138 ; Hastings to Council, Aug. 19 and Sept.
7, 1773 ; Aitchison, Treaties , etc., II, 76-77 ; Ben. Sec. Cons.,
Vol. IX (of 1773), pp. 563-567 ; Gentil, 278-280. For Hafiz
R ahm at’s representation see C.P.C. IV, 475, 481, Ben. Sec., Cons.,
1773, pp. 581-85 and Shuja’s narrative pp. 586-90.
It is worthy of note that the extraordinary expenses of English
troops per brigade per month were originally fixed at Rs. 30,000
in Clive’s time (1765-67). They were increased to Rs. 1,15,000
in 1772 by Hastings who further raised them to Rs. 210,000 in
Sept. 1773. (See Hastings’ letter to Colebrooke, Oct. 12, 1773,
vide Gheig, I, p. 353.)
47 C.P.C., IV, 507 and 508 ; Gentil, 278.
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that such a trade would cause drainage of specie from Awadh
and would lead to a friction between the two governments,
Hastings made an agreement with Chait Singh who permitted
broad cloth, copper and lead sold by the company to pass duty
free to Mirzapur which was then the chief mart for supplying
Bengal goods to central and western Hindustan. Sixthly, Hastings
decided not to pay any tribute to Shah Alam ; but as the wazir
argued that he had advanced some money to the emperor on
English security, Hastings promised to pay him Rs. 323,000 out
of the arrears of the tribute and the sum was deducted from
Shuja’s obligation on account of the expenses of the English
troops, during December 1772-September 1773. Finally, Hastings
sought to undermine Shah Alam’s exclusive right to sovereignty
of India by persuading Shuja to assume the title of king, and
although he refused to set himself up openly as an independent
ruler, Hastings* object was partially achieved when the nawab
agreed to act as wazir in India of the English King George III
and to strike coins in the latter’s name.48

C riticism of the transactions

Three of the above transactions, namely, the sale of Kora
and Allahabad, the stoppage of the tribute and the promise of
military aid in the reduction of Rohilkhand, require move than
a passing notice. It may at once be conceded that all the three
transactions brought immense money for the company and the
first and the third strengthened the English alliance with Shuja,
gave him a natural frontier, made him more dependent on the
company and rendered an alliance between him and the Mara
thas impossible. It is also true that the continuity of the com
pany’s territory in eastern India, which would have been marred
by the annexation of Kora and Allahabad, remained intact beca
use of the aforesaid sale, and that the expenditure of the English
army was reduced by one-third (as one brigade was almost
permanently lent to Shuja) “even in employing it,” as Hastings
« C.P.C., IV, 485-490, 507, 508 ; Ben. Sec. Cons., Oct. 4, 1773 ; Tr.
of the agreement with Chait Singh and tr. of the Patta given by
Shuja, vide Ben. Sec. Cons., 1773, pp. 568-570 J Balwant, 128-30,
Shuja meted out bad treatment to Chait Singh, as the latter showed
preference in his attention to Hastings. (See Soldiering in India, p.
144 and T. Banaras, p. 115b) ; Gentil, 281.
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put it. But none of the transactions was based on principles of
equity and justice, and Hastings’ laboured defence cannot com
mend itself to those who possess a detailed konwledge of the his
tory of that epoch. Hastings denied Barker’s charge that the sale
of Kora and Allahabad involved breach of a solemn agreement
and maintained that Shah Alam was an “idol of our (English)
creation” and that “His title, dignity and state, and the territory
which he possesses, he holds by our (English) bounty....... ”
These claims were not only extravagant and misleading but also
betrayed either insincerity or ignorance on the part of Hastings
of the circumstances that brought about an alliance between
the emperor and his nation. It was the pressure of necessity
and self-interest and not altruistic generosity that prompted the
English to wean Shah Alam from his wazir, and not only Kora
and Allahabad but the entire49 territory of Shuja-ud-daulah were
solemnly given to the emperor by an agreement as the price of
the Mughal sovereign’s moral, political and even military assis
tance to the company in its war with 'the wazir during 17641765. The curious reader is referred to the details in the
first volume (pp. 256-258) and chapter I of this volume, which
show that though this solemn agreement was in part violated
by Clive there is no iota of fact to substantiate Hastings’
boast.60 As regards the tribute of 26 lakhs, Clive himself
admitted that it was given in order to obtain the diwani.
“I think twenty sufficient,” wrote he to Sykes on the eve
of the treaty of Allahbad, “However as we intend making
use of His Majesty in very extraordinary manner fo r obtain
ing nothing less than a sunnud for all the revenues o f the country,
six lacks of rupees will be scarce worth our disobliging the King ,
if he should make a point of it.bl Thus Shah Alam possessed an
For this treaty see Ben. Sec. Cons., Dec. 6, 1764 (vide Vol. II, pp.
751-752) The King’s Farman, fulfilling his part of the agreement, is
dated 4th Rajab of 6th year of the reign, vide, Ben. Sec. Cons., 7th
January, 1765. Also see Spencer and Council to C. D ., 3rd January
1765, I. O. R „ 1765, pp. 1-5.
so Dr. Davies (Hastings and Awadh, p. 37), was misled because this treaty
is not given in Aitchison’s collections. But this does not mean that
it was not entered into by the parties.
51 Clive to Sykes. Banaras, 3rd Aug., 1765, vide Forrest’s Clive, Vol. II,
pp. 281-282.
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inalienable right to Kora and Allahabad and to the tribute from
Bengal both as an unchallenged, though titular, sovereign of
the country and in virtue of a solemn agreement with the Bengal
government. To argue, as Hastings did, that the emperor
forfeited his claim to the districts and the tribute when he left
the English protection at Allahabad is to ignore unconsciously
or perhaps deliberately the fact that these were not given as a
condition to his staying at Allahabad. That there was no such
understanding is borne out by the fact that as early as August
1765 Clive promised to escort the emperor to Delhi after the
rains, a promise that was repeated successively by Verelst and
Cartier, but never fulfilled. Therefore, Hastings uttered a palp
able falsehood when he said that Shah Alam had “ungratefully
deserted and since headed armies against us” and that “by the
terms of the treaty (of Allahabad) he was under obligation to us
rather than we to him.” Far from heading armies Shah Alam
had resisted the Maratha demand for the cession of the districts
till his troops had been utterly defeated and he was at their
mercy. The obligations were mutual and the benefits from Shah
Alam’s stay at Allahabad immense to the English and that was
why they made frantic efforts to prevent him from leaving.
Dr. Davies quotes Hastings’ remarks that “The sword which
gave us the dominion of Bengal must be the instrument of its
preservation” ....... and agrees with him that “the Emperor's
sanads and grants were useless.”52 That was surely so in 1772
or 1773 but not in 1757 and much less in 1764-1765 when their
position was precarious indeed. And Hastings could not have
a better claim to judge whether sword alone was responsible
for the dominions of Bengal than Clive who wielded the sword
during that epoch and who wrote to Orme in 1757 with the
frankness of a soldier that in the history of the occupation of
Bengal he would find a combination of “fighting, tricks, chican
ery, intrigues, politics and the Lord knows what/*53 Human
memory is proverbially short; but perhaps nowhere has this
limitation been so much responsible for a distortion of facts as
in Hastings’ defence of the aforesaid measures.
52 W. Hastings and Awadh, p. 38.

53 Clive to Orme, M urshidabad, 1st August, 1757 quoted in Forrest’s,
Clive, Vol. II, p. 34.
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Hastings’ policy, though strongly condemned by his coun
trymen of the 18th and 19th centuries, has been defended by the
English historians of our generation on the ground that the
continuance of the tribute would have meant putting money
into Maratha hands and allowing the emperor to retain posses
sion of Kora and Allahabad would have meant the cession of
the districts to them. But they forget that the Marathas had
quitted northern India in May 1773, while Hastings stopped the
tribute and sold the districts on 7th September of that year when
the Maratha menace had disappeared at least for a year and
there was no fear of the tribute and the territory passing into their
hands during that period. Had not some other reason been res
ponsible for Hastings’ decision, he would have waited till the
news of the Maratha preparations to return to northern India, if
not till that of their actual start, and would also have given Shah
Alam a previous warning before making the final settlement.
The emperor was requested to send a representative to the con
ference, but he was kept altogether in the dark about the agenda
and he did not know that the sale of the districts and the stop
page of the tribute were in contemplation. It is worthy of note
that although Hastings took credit for frankness and plaindealing with the emperor, he never really informed54 him offici
ally or unofficially that the tribute had been stopped for ever
and the districts sold off for a sum of money. What he wrote
was that owing to a famine in Bengal it was not possible to
pay anything of the tribute till the misery lasted , and that
the districts were given to Shuja “your first servant and the
only representative of your person’* and “it will enable him
hereafter more effectually to serve your Majesty and to retrieve
your affairs.”65 Nor dfd he take Shuja into confidence, as the
latter’s numerous letters reporting his efforts to secure the
remission of the Bengal tribute betray his ignorance of Hastings’
decision. Nay, he encouraged the wazir to secure a formal
remission and he even applied to Shah Alam, whose farmans
6* Shah Alam did not know till long after the Banaras meeting that
the tribute was for ever stopped and the district were sold away. See
C.P.C., IV, 870, 921.
55 Hastings to Shah Alam, vide Hastings and the Rohilla War, 98-99 ;
C.P.C., IV, 523.
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he ridiculed in his despatches to the English world as of no
value, for passing orders to that effect.66 Further, this English
governor betrayed lack of good taste and intellectual honesty
when on the one hand he used exaggerated and unbecoming
epithets for Shah Alam in his official despatches and in his letters
to his friends in England, e.g., “this wretched king of shreds
and patches,” “this idle pageant,” “an idol of our creation,”
etc., etc., on the other he continued at the same time professing
open loyalty and devotion to the Mughal ruler, before and
after the Banaras decision and also sending him nazars and
receiving khilaats from him,— the universally recognized medieval
symbols of allegiance to a sovereign authority.57
P. E. Roberts approves of the policy, for he says “it is
difficult to see what other course was possible.”58 The course
has already been suggested. It is to have waited for the news
of the Maratha preparations to return to the north for which
there was little likelihood for years owing to a revolution at
Poona due to the murder of Peshwa Narayan Rao and long
dissension among the ruling factions in Maharashtra. But if
a settlement in advance were at all necessary the best solution
was to have allowed Shuja to hold the districts in the name of
the emperor, which would have satisfied both Shah Alam and
the wazir, as the latter wanted effective possession of them.
This would not have necessitated any change in the plan of
their defence, as they were to remain in Shuja’s hands in either
case. But such an arrangement would not have procurred fifty
lakhs to the company, an object so dear to Hastings’ heart. It
would, however, have been free from moral criticism and Barker
would not have described it as a “shocking, horrible and out
rageous breach of faith.”59
Hastings’ foreign policy stands condemned for the injurious
reaction that it produced at the courts of Delhi and Poona and
also probably at the capitals of other powers in the country.
Shah Alam was so irreconcilably antagonised that for years he
hatched secret plots for the overthrow of the British power in
56
57
58
59

C.P.C.. IV, 719, 732, 752, 802, etc.
C.P.C., IV, 308, 309, 364, 372, 414, 648, 866, 1066, etc.
Cambridge History o f India, Vol. V, p. 216.
Bond, Speeches in the trial o f W . Hastings, Vol. IV, p. 759.
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Bengal, trying to enlist the support of the Marathas and of
other peoples in the proposed enterprise.60 Had the Mughal
lord possessed the requisite ability and strength of character he
would have endangered the peace of Bengal, if not actually
threatened the safety of the English position there.
Notwithstanding the fact that Shuja’s conduct and policy
at the conference cannot be justified on patriotic and moral
grounds, as he cared only for his own principality and his
personal interests as against the interests of the country as a
whole and his sovereign and practically repudiated allegiance
to the Mughal emperor by offering to act as Geroge I ll’s wazir
in India and to strike coins in his name,61 he was not actuated
by material considerations alone. His greatest ambition was to
have the satisfaction of not only passing on to his descendants
the whole of the territory, without diminution, that he had
inherited from his father, but also of adding to it that region
which Safdar Jang had, despite his repeated attempts, failed to
conquer. This sentiment impelled him to agree to pay such a
heavy price for the recovery of Kora and Allahabad and still
heavier for the acquisition of Rohilkhand. On the contrary,
Hastings, though he had no personal axe to grind, did not seek
to acquire a great political object and was dominated by the
desire of getting money to relieve the financial embarrassment
of the company in England, for besides its being a patriotic
duty the appreciation of his services depended upon his ability
to add to the income o f the proprietors of that mercantile
organisation. And his efforts yielded a rich harvest of money,
one kror and thirty-one lakhs,62 according to Hastings’ own
calculation, in two years. In pursuance of the above object, he
disregarded considerations of inter-state law, gave Shuja the
promise of military assistance for conquering Rohilkhand and
became the cause of the political destruction of a people who
had no quarrel with the company. The acquisition of the
natural frontier (Ganga) for Awadh by annexing Rohilkhand to
60
61
62

Sarkar, Fall of the Mughal Empire , III, 220-223.
C.P.C., IV, 477, 478 ; Gleig, Memoirs o f Hastings, II, 137.
Davies, W. Hastings and Awadh , 5 2 ; Hastings to Anderson, Sep
tember 13, 1786, vide Hastings and the Rohilla War , 116 F.N.
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it was but a secondary object with H astings; for, while he
made so much of it in his letters and despatches, Shuja himself,
who was the author of the Rohila project and stood to gain by
it, did not cant on the subject, and his letters to Hastings con
tained the only argument that the Rohilas had treacherously
violated a solemn agreement and therefore must be expelled from
their country. Nor does any contemporary Indian authority
refer to it as one of the reasons responsible for the wazir’s
decision. Moreover even an acquaintance with the map will
reveal that the annexation of entire Rohilkhand to Awadh
could not have provided, as it actually did not provide, Shuja a
continuous scientific frontier on the west. His recent acquisi
tions in the lower and mid-Doab for a part of which Hastings’
sale of Kora and Allahabad was responsible had pushed the
wazir’s territory to north-east of Agra and had left his frontier
line from that place to Anupshahr on the Ganga absolutely
without a natural barrier and therefore exposed to Maratha
attack from the side of Delhi. Hastings, who must surely have
been aware of it, could not have meant anything more by his
repetitions of the scientific frontier plea except misleading the
ignorant. But the surprise is that both his modern and ancient
critics missed this absolutely valid objection against his Rohila
' policy. The theory of the Maratha menace to Awadh does
not hold water, for the scheme was decided upon in Septem
ber, while the Marathas had left northern India in May.
Dr. Davies admits that “the Maratha menace had ceased for
the time being,” but he says that “this was no reason for indefi
nitely postponing any scheme for strengthening the defences of
Awadh.”63 A careful consideration of every aspect of the
problem would not have meant an indefinite postponement of
it and all the evidence in our possession points to the fact that
Hastings had pledged for an immediate conquest of Rohilkhand
and had not Shuja of his own accord postponed it to the early
months of 1774, the political and economic destruction of the
Rohilas would have taken place during the winter of 1773.
This is absolutely clear from Champion’s entry of 30th August,
1773, in his diary in which he writes : “ He (Hastings) gave me
63 Davies, W . Hastings in Awadh , 24.
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to understand that the Brigade (which was then encamped near
Banaras) would soon be ordered down the country, upon which
I observed to the Governor that I was determined to go home,
but he strongly advised me to the contrary.”64 The fact is that
Hastings was so much anxious for availing himself of the oppor
tunity of getting money for the company that he encouraged
Shuja to undertake the expedition and promised him assistance
without thinking out the details of the scheme and of its conse
quences. He seems to have been doubtful of the expediency of
the project and that was why he kept it concealed even from
his own colleagues of the council till it had become impossible to
withhold the information. He thus became guilty of imprudence
and rashness.

64 Soldiering in India, p. 144.
For the views of modern British historians about Hastings*
foreign policy see Strachey, Hastings and the Rohilla War, 92-116 ;
Forrest, Selections etc., I, 20-40 ; Roberts, Cambridge History o f India,
V, 215-24 ,* A. M. Davies, W. Hastings, 122-127 ; C. Davies,
W. Hastings and Awadh, 22-40.

Chapter Nine
OJht Rotitta tUaAj Ajyh.il 1774

Shuja’s schem es of aggression ; he applies for English
assistance
After having taken over charge of the Kora and Allahabad
districts on 18th September 1773 from Lawrell,1 Shuja returned
from Banaras to Faizabad where he arrived on the 25th. Mean
while he received news of Peshwa Narayan Rao’s murder at
Poona on 30th August and the consequent dissensions between
his successor Raghuba and the ministerial party. This gave
him an unexpected opportunity for indulging his fondness for
schemes of self-aggrandizement. He resolved to take advantage
of the confusion in the Maratha affairs, banish their influence
from the Doab and Bundelkhand, and bring those regions
under his control. His policy was to act with promptitude so
as to complete the subjugation of the above districts before the
Marathas could recover from their recent shock and the Rohilas
could move to make a bid for Etawah and the neighbouring
districts which had been in their possession during 1761-1770.
He was also apprehensive lest Najaf Khan, who had driven off
the Jats from the Mathura district, should forestall his designs
on the defenceless Etawah. A clever diplomat that he was,
the wazir sought to secure imperial sanction to his schemes and
to win the neutrality and even friendship of the neighbouring
i James Lawrell took over charge of the districts at Hastings’ orders
from Munir on 26th June, 1773 (See Ben. Sec. Cons.» 26th April, 1773
and Lawrell to Board, June 26th, 1773). Hastings effected the change
hastily so that he might with some show of reason demand a price
for them from Shuja in September. Had they been allowed to remain
in Munir's hands, Shuja might have said that he was taking them
from the em peror’s agent.
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chiefs, such as Muzaffar Jang of Farrukhabad, the raja of
Gohad and other potentates, to ensure an easy success of the
expedition.2
While the above plan was still maturing Shuja informed
Hastings, early in October, of his intention to subjugate Etawah
and the other Maratha districts in the Doab, and enquired whe
ther the English would assist him in the campaign. As he
received no reply, he wrote another letter (beginning of Novem
ber), to Hastings repeating his request and informing him that
he would not allow the Rohilas, who were equally eager to
obtain possession of the said territory which they claimed as
their own, to forestall his designs. He renewed his proposal for
the conquest of Rohilkhand that he had postponed at Banaras
owing to financial considerations. The wazir wanted to know
whether on the terms agreed upon at Banaras, namely payment
by him of forty lakhs of rupees on the conclusion of the cam
paign and of the expenses of the English troops at the rate of
210,000 per brigade per month for its duration, he could depend
upon the company’s assistance. He further desired the governor
to fulfil his promise of supplying him 10,000 muskets and to send
him an early reply on both the points, as he intended to proceed
to Kora8, that is, for the conquest of Etawah.

The English agree to a ssist Shuja

As regards the supply of muskets the Bengal government
agreed to send only 2000, and Hastings had to write that the
remaining would be supplied after they had been received from
England. The wazir was practically given a blank cheque so
far as the Doab scheme was concerned, although he was not
unambiguously promised aid for its execution. “ With respect
to the Doab,” wrote Hastings to the wazir “you are the master
to act in whatever manner you shall deem most fitting for the
advancement and security of your own affairs.’’ He was how
ever, advised not to entangle himself in an expedition far away
2 C.P.C., IV, 705, 802 ; Madec, p. 50; Lawrell to Ben. Board, September
18, 1773. Also C.P.C., IV, 577 and 582.
3 Shuja to Hastings (received on 23rd Oct. and another on 18th Nov.)
vide Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., Nov. 19, 1773 and also Ben. Sec. Cons.,
Vol. IX, pp. 696-701 ,* C.P.C., IV, 584, 626, 641.
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from his dominions which he was not sure of carrying to
a successful conclusion with his own strength, for though
the company was not bound to assist him in a war of aggre
ssion, “ I [Hastings] certainly cannot sit still and see your
danger without endeavouring to relieve you.” 4 Thus indirectly
Hastings pledged the wazir assistance in this expedition, which
had the effect of encouraging him in the pursuit of aggressive
schemes of conquest. On the question of the subjugation of
Rohilkhand, however, the governor met with a tough opposition
from the council. He had so far withheld from the council the in
formation that at Banaras he had pledged his word for assisting
the wazir in the complete reduction of the Rohilas. In view of
Shuja’s requisition of the promised aid, Hastings had now to
place the matter before his colleagues. He had no difficulty
with the select committee which resolved on 19th November, on
his motion, to comply with the wazir’s request and to order the
second brigade to hold itself in readiness for marching as soon
as Shuja desired it. But when the resolution was placed before
the full council it was found that there were as many opinions
as there were members. Eventually three days’ discussion
concluded with the resolution (26th Nov.), Barker dissenting,
that it was desirable “to avoid the expedition proposed,” but
sensible of the embarrassment of Hastings “ from what passed
on the subject between him and the Wazir at Benares” and in
order “to save the honour of the Company and watch over its
interests” the Board approved of the draft of a letter from
Hastings to the wazir which, while accepting Shuja’s proposal
and promising him assistance, required regular and punctual
compliance with the monetary obligations relating thereto and a
definite undertaking on the part of the nawab that once the
expedition began “it will be absolutely necessary to persevere in
it until it shall be accomplished.” The council believed that
the letter was “calculated to drive the Vizier into a refusal,”
but if he accepted the condition, “it (the measure) must turn
altogether to the Company’s interest.” 5
4 Ben. Sec. Cons., 22nd November, 1773 ; also Strachey, Hastings and
the Rohilla War, p. 128.
5 Ben. Sec. Cons, 22nd and 26th Nov. 1773, vide vol. IX, pp. 696-775 ;
Letter to C. D., Dec. 30, 1773 ; Fifth Report, App. 22 and 23.
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Shuja conquers Etaw ah and other d istric ts
Shuja-ud-daulah rightly gave the Doab expedition prece
dence over that against the Rohilas and set out towards
Lucknow on 4th November at the head of fifty thousand troops
en route to Kora where he waited for a reply of his proposal
to Hastings. Before he could know the intention of the Bengal
government, he marched to Qanauj and entered into a friendly
pact with Muzaffar Jang of Farrukhabad. This detached the
latter from the Rohila confederacy, converted him into a practi
cally subordinate ally, and secured his co-operation in the wazir’s
impending campaigns in the Doab and Rohilkhand. On his
part Shuja promised to promote the interest of the Bangash
chief and to deliver to him “the territories he formerly possessed
and which he has lost in the war, to the Marathas.”6 Simulta
neously with it he opened negotiations with Shah Alam for
securing the imperial moral and political support. On getting
Hastings’ reply, he informed him of his decision to postpone
the Rohila expedition for the time being, as he was undertaking
one against the Marathas in the Doab, and requested him
for a loan of twelve big guns and two companies of English
troops. Then he commenced the campaign and proceeding
in a south-westerly direction from Qanauj reduced a few
Maratha fortalices on his way to Etawah which he besieged
on the 12th December. The Maratha commandant Hari Pandit
with his garrison four to five thousand all told shut himself up
in the fort, and, arraying five or six guns that he possessed on its
walls opened fire on the besiegers. He fought against the odds
for four days, and finding his position hopeless with no prospect
of reinforcement from any quarter, sued for terms on the 14th
through Mahbub Ali Khan and surrendered the fort on the
15th. The garrison were allowed to retire with their property,
leaving the entire district of Etawah and the neighbouring
mahals into the hands of the wazir who celebrated the victory
on the next day which happened to be the Id after the fast of
« George Forster, A journey etc., 1798, p. 168. According to Najmul
Ghani, vide Akhbar, vol. I, p. 468, Muzaffar agreed to pay Shuja a
tribute of 4J lakhs of rupees ; Haricharan, 512 b (date of start). Mem
oirs of Delhi and Faizabad, Vol. II, p. 10 gives 22nd Oct. as the date
of Shuja’s start ; but I prefer Haricharan’s, who is a better authority.
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Ramzan. Shuja entered the town on the 18th and after appoin
ting Shaikh Kabir commandant of the fort and Anup Giri
Gosain as faujdar of the district marched towards Agra to bring
the adjoining territory under his sway and to meet Najaf Khan
whose victorious army was pushing on with the siege of the
Agra fort.7
N ajaf acquires Agra ; his m eeting w ith Shuja
An important reason why Shuja had pushed on to finish the
Etawah expedition as quickly as possible was the progress of
Najaf Khan against the Jat territory lying north of that district.
The Khan’s victorious legions had occupied the town of Agra
on 11th December, almost the very day on which the wazir had
appeared before the walls of Etawah, and were hammering at
the fort which they besieged immediately after. Najaf and Shuja
were old enemies, and the former’s recent successes excited the
wazir's jealousy and impelled him to fish in the troubled waters.
Luckily for him both the Jat chief (Nawal Singh) and Najaf
sought his assistance, the former for saving the remnant of the
Jat kingdom for which he promised to him the cession of the
Agra fort, and the latter for the complete reduction of the
said stronghold, which had defied his might for a month, in the
name of their common religion and sovereign. Shuja seized
the opportunity and despatched to Agra a few battalions of his
troops under Basant Ali Khan and some guns in charge of
Major Polier (a Swiss engineer lent to him by the Bengal govern
ment to supervise the construction of his buildings at Faizabad)
with instructions to get into touch with the Jat commandant
of the fort and take peaceful possession of it in accordance with
the agreement with Nawal Singh. But if he refused to deliver
the fort, they were to follow N ajaf’s orders. The commandant’s
plan to make the fort over to the wazir’s men was foiled by
Najaf’s vigilance. Therefore Polier, when put in charge of the
trenches opposite Shahburj, enthusiastically co-operated with the
7 C.P.C., IV, 704, 705, W l, 719, 731,732, 736,749, 751 ;S.P.D., Vol.
XXIX, 263. Gentil, 282 ; M adic , II, 50 ; Haricharan, 5126; Ruqaat-iLachhmi Narayan , 9-22 (contemporary and detailed, but fulsome and
hyperbolic); D.C. 276 ; Ghulam A li , III, 49 (inaccurate) ; Imad , 114 ;
M ir at, 264 ; Maadam, IV, 252a j Siyar, 938-39.
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imperialists and his batteries having effected a breach in the wall
of the Bunglaburj laid the buildings inside the fort under a galling
fire. Although the besieged gave a good account of themselves,
displaying a dogged courage and valour that, characterised
their race, it was futile to continue the unequal struggle, with
all supplies of men and provisions to the fort being cut off by
the besiegers. So they agreed to surrender on Najaf’s pledging
his word for the safety of life and property of the garrison. Najaf
occupied the fort on 18 February, and the Jat qiladar (a brother
of Dan Shah) apprehending treachery from the Musalmans,
fled away during the night, leaving his heavy baggage and pro
perty behind. The rank and file of the garrison seem to have
been allowed to leave without molestation.8
In view of Najaf’s ascendancy at the court Shuja thought it
politic to lay aside his age-long bitterness and to win him over
as a friend and ally whose support was likely to be of great
value in his impending war with the Rohilas. Accordingly the
wazir extended a cordial invitation to Najaf and himself moved
down from Etawah to the vicinity of Agra to receive him. Najaf
crossed the Yamuna near Agra on 4th March and saw the wazir
on the 6th. Shuja sent his eldest son Mirza Amani to welcome
the Khan in advance, and on arrival he himself accorded him a
cordial and pompous reception, presenting him jewels, wearing
apparel and some other articles, valued at one lakh of rupees
and nominating him deputy wazir. The entertainment lasted
for two days and when the Rohila question came up for consi
deration, Najaf, who was overwhelmed with the wazir’s genero
sity, agreed to join the expedition and advised him to persuade
the emperor to appear at the head of the allied troops so as to
enlist his military and moral support, as the Rohilas invariably
sank their mutual differences and united together in the face of
a common danger.9 A private understanding regarding their
respective territorial spheres of influence also seems to have been
arrived at between the two chiefs, after which Najaf returned
8 Khair-ud-din, 242-246 ; D.C., 276-277 ; Mirat, 264 b ; Ghulam
Ali, III, 45-51 ; M.L., 152 ; Haricharan, 493 b ; Imad, 115 ;
Mutakherin , 2136-214a ; C.P.C., IV, 904, 907, 1022.
9 D.C., 278-279 ; Khair-ud-din, 246-247 ; Imad, 115 ; Siyar, 938939 ; Mirat, 25 6b ; C.P.C., IV, 907.
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to Agra and the wazir to Shikohabad where he arrived on the
10th November. Shuja having no apprehension from the side
of Najaf, marched to Kauriaganj 15 miles south-east of Aligarh,
and occupied, besides Etawah which was already in his posses
sion, the entire modern districts of Mainpuri and Etah and parts
of those of Agra and Aligarh with the Ganga in the north, the
Yamuna in the south, Kauriaganj on the north-west and Fiorzabad in the south-west.
Shuja’s precautions and diplom atic m easu res before the
Rohila W ar
Soon after expelling the Marathas from the Doab Shuja
wrote to Hastings for an immediate despatch of one of the
company’s brigades for employment against the Rohilas, agree
ing to all the terms settled at Banaras on 7th September and
repeated in the governor’s letter of 3rd December, but reserving
to himself the right of retaining the brigade in his service as long
as he liked or dismissing it at his will. He also requested Thomas
Lane, chief of Patna, to put the brigade in motion without delay.
The Bengal Council had hoped that it had extricated itself from
an awkward situation created by Hastings* Banaras commit
ments. That delusion was now dispelled, and it became neces
sary to comply with the wazir’s request. Accordingly Champion
was directed to assume command of the second brigade at Dinajpur and march to Awadh.10
Sometime in November 1773 before he had embarked on
his Doab expedition Shuja had started negotiations with the
emperor with a view to secure royal sanction to his schemes of
aggression under cover of a promise “ to place the finances of the
royal household on a solid footing,” to conquer the whole
country in the name of His Majesty” and himself to remain
content “with what is given him by His Majesty.” The nego
tiations had not yet passed beyond the preliminary stage before
the wazir was able to acquire possession of Etawah and other
Maratha districts in the mid-Doab, and now his diplomacy was
directed towards winning higher things, namely, inducing Shah
10 Ben. Sec. Cons., Vol. IX, 41-42 ; Shuja to Hastings, received on
4th Feb. and Shuja to Lane received on 27th January, 1774.
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Alam to grant him a rescript for the above territory and secur
ing both his sanction and military assistance in his proposed
expeditions against the Rohilas and the Bundelas. For this pur
pose he sent his minister Muhammad Elich Khan to Delhi on
15th January, 1774 with instructions to endeavour to convince
Shah Alam that the wazir’s object was to establish garrisons
throughout the country on behalf of the emperor, and to bring
the latter for placing himself at the head of the army to be sent
to fight the Rohilas. During more than a month’s stay at
Delhi Elich Khan did his best to impress upon Shah Alam
that the wazir’s schemes were solely intended to extend the
empire and augment the royal income. He even promised an
annual tribute of thirty-six lakhs of rupees from the wazir, if
the king conferred on him a rescript for all the territory he had
recently wrested from the Marathas and agreed to co-operate
with him in his schemes of further conquests. He pledged him
self to advance three lakhs immediately for royal expenses,-if Shah
Alam set out to join the wazir in the Rohila war. But owing
to the hostile attitude of Abdul Ahad Khan and the emperor’s
distrust of the wazir, who according to him had never been able
to fulfil his engagements in the past, the final decision was
deferred till the arrival of Najaf Khan who was summoned to
the presence. . Shuja-ud-daulah had, as we have seen, already
won Najaf by helping him to reduce the Agra fort, no less than
by his generous entertainments and precious presents, and the
grateful Khan strongly recommended the acceptance of the
wazir’s proposal of the emperor’s appearing at the head of his
troops in the Rohila campaign on the side of Shuja and dividing
Rohilkhand with him half and half. The recommendation was
accepted, and accompanied by Najaf and Elich the emperor
marched as far as Ghaziabad where he fell ill and had to return,
sending Najaf to unite his troops with those from Awadh and
to fight the Rohilas.11
Mention has been made of Shuja’s having successfully weaned
Muzaffar Bangash from his kinsmen of Rohilkhand. When the
11 C.P.C., IV, 705, 801, 802, 907, 973, 978, 1026 ; Ghulam Ali, III,
52-53 ; Khair-ud-din, 248 ; Mirat, 265 a & b ; Mutakherin ,
214a & b.
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news of this diplomatic success reached Hafiz he was filled with
indignation and, taunting Muzaffar with cowardice, charged him
with having sold his freedom for a mess of pottage. He accused
him as being unworthy of the seed of Ahmad Khan who with
inferior numbers and resources had inflicted a defeat upon
Shuja’s father, backed though the latter was by all the resources
of the empire, and never humbled himself before his hereditary
foe of Awadh. This did not impress Muzaffar, who forwarded
Hafiz’s letter to the wazir,32 and the latter was encouraged in
his policy of sowing dissension among the Rohilas. The next
victim of his diplomacy was Zabita Khan, who owing to the
difficulties of his situation, created by the Sikh inroads into his
territory and the hostility of a powerful faction at the imperial
court, was in a mood to listen to the wazir’s overtures, and the
latter’s assurance of friendship and solemn guarantee of the
integrity of his possessions had the effect of detaching him from
Hafiz Rahmat and other Rohila chiefs. And although Zabita
continued secretly intriguing with his clansmen Shuja’s clever
diplomacy reduced liim to the status of a subordinate, though
half-hearted, ally.13 Next came the turn of Hafiz’s near rela
tions and colleagues. The example was set, long before the
Etawah expedition, by Hafiz’s own son Inayat Khan who had
rebelled against his father and joined the wazir, and though he
had returned on getting scent of Shuja’s hostile intentions
against his fatherland, yet his conduct and example had pro
duced a demoralising effect on the Rohila chiefs who had long
been complaining against Hafiz’s rapacity and injustice. Shujaud-daulah turned the situation in Rohilkhand to his advantage,
and by a promise of respecting their family estates and even
adding some more territory to them after the war, he secured the
pledge of neutrality from Fateh-Ullah Khan and Mahib-Ullah
Khan, (sons of the late Dunde Khan), Mustaqim Khan (son of
Diler Khan), Bakhshi Ahmad Khan and some other notable
Rohila chieftains.14
12 Imad, p. 114.
13 Miskin, 292-293 ; Bihari Lai, 18-19.
14 Gulistan, 111; Gul, \31b-l32a ; Siyar, 936-37 ; Maadan, IV,
25 3 a ; Imad, 118 ; Hamilton, 220-229.
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T he failure of negotiations w ith Hafiz
Even after he had resolved to uproot the Rohila power
Shuja-ud-daulah continued negotiations with Hafiz, not so much
to explore all possibilities of a satisfactory settlement of the
dispute as to make out a case against his principal enemy and
to demonstrate to the Indian world that he was not fighting a
war of aggression. He took up practically a moral stand. He
maintained that he had several times gone personally to the
assistance of the Rohilas, but they had repaid him with intri
gues, that whereas he had fulfilled the terms of the treaty of 13th
June 1772, Hafiz was deliberately violating it, that he had in
curred a huge expenditure in expelling the Maratha from Rohil
khand but they (Rohilas) had refused to pay him forty lakhs
settled by the said treaty, and that the Rohilas, in general and
Hafiz in particular had not only insulted him more than once
but had also endeavoured to sow dissension between him and
the English. Hafiz, on the other hand, flatly denied the charges
and said that the wazir had undertaken the expedition against
the Marathas for the defence of Awadh and therefore it was
unjust to demand from him forty lakhs or any fraction thereof.
He maintained that Shuja, fearing that Hafiz would allow the
Marathas passage through Rohilkhand and join them in an
attack on Awadh, had of his own accord absolved him from
the responsibility of paying the forty lakhs, and finally that the
wazir had forfeited his claim of forty lakhs after his (wazir’s)
conquest of Etawah and the neighbouring districts which had
once belonged to him. These districts were worth more than
twenty lakhs which amount Hafiz was requested to pay out of
forty lakhs promised to Shuja. The wazir’s main contention was
undoubtedly valid inasmuch as he had driven out the Marathas
from Rohilkhand and he was therefore entitled to forty lakhs
which were not paid. Hafiz’s assertion that Shuja had absolved
the Rohilas from the obligation of the aforesaid treaty is not
borne out by facts and his claim that the wazir had forfeited his
right to the indemnity because of his conquest of Etawah is
equally preposterous, for the territory in question was not con
quered from Hafiz or any other Rohila chief, but from the
Marathas who had held it for about three years. But though
guilty of obstinacy and deliberate perversion of facts, it must
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be mentioned in fairness to Hafiz that the other Rohila chiefs
being unwilling to contribute their share of the indemnity, he
was to some extent handicapped in discharging the debt, and
that the wazir was seeking to inflict upon him and in fact upon
the entire Rohila race a punishment which was out of propor
tion to their guilt.
Despite Hafiz’s uncompromising attitude and Shuja’s policy
not to forgo15 a single pie of the indemnity, negotiations were
not given up, and Zabita Khan made an endeavour to compose
the differences and bring about a settlement. He wrote to Hafiz,
appealing to his sense of honour and impressing upon him the
desirability of being fair to the wazir who had rendered a good
service to the entire Rohila community more than once. But
' Hafiz replied that the wazir’s allegations were false and that he
had not been guilty of any hostile attitude against him. Des
paired of success through correspondence, Zabita paid a personal
visit to Hafiz and after a long discussion concluded his appeal
in these words—“ Whatever is past is past. Do you now entrust
your sons to me so that I can go to the wazir and restore the
friendly relations between you. Unless I go to the wazir with
your sons, his ill-feeling will not be removed.” Hafiz declined
the proposal and got enraged with Zabita, and the latter,
having been disappointed, proceeded to join the wazir,16 then
encamped near Aligarh.
Shuja m arches to the fro n tier o f R ohilkhand
When the breakdown of the negotiations occurred, Shuja at
the head of fifty thousand troops and his new ally Muzaffar
were encamped at Kauriaganj, 15 miles south-east of Aligarh,
in the mid-Doab awaiting the arrival of Shah Alam who was
expected to set out shortly from Delhi and effect junction with
the wazir. When he heard that the emperor was about to leave
the capital, he marched to Kasganj, 36 miles east of Aligarh
15 Hastings had advised Shuja “ to take what he could, but not give up
a rupee. Whatever deficiency there should be in their payments
would serve as a fair pretence for any future designs he might form
against them.” [see Banaras Diary quoted by Strachey, p. 114.] Shuja
was already following the same policy and the advice confirmed it.
« Bihari Lai, 18-19.
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and not far from the right bank of the Ganga, in order to be as
near the road taken by the imperialists as possible. Here he
was joined by Zabita. His plan was to cross the Ganga at
Ramghat and launch a powerful attack on Hafiz who, on
learning of the concentration of enemy troops near his western
frontier, had advanced as far as Aonla, 16 miles south-west of
Bareilly (24th March 1774). But the news of the arrival of the
English brigade under Champion near the eastern boundary of
Rohilkhand and the delay in the emperor’s start necessitated a
change in the strategy of the wazir who, deciding to invade the
Rohila territory from the east and not from the west, retraced
his steps back towards Etawah and Qanauj. This gave rise to a
rumour that being struck with fear he was retreating to Awadh
and the Rohila rank and file talked derisingly of the wazir and
his late father.17 But without minding the taunts, Shuja conti
nued his march.
Meanwhile Champion, who had succeeded Barker as commander-in-chief of Bengal and was directed on 14th February
1774 to proceed at the head of the second brigade to assist the
wazir, had arrived near Qanauj. The military conduct of the ex
pedition was entirely left to him, but the poiltical relations bet
ween the company and the wazir were entrusted to Middleton
who had recently been appointed political resident at his court.
Champion was instructed not to cross the boundaries of Rohil
khand on any account whatever, and to see that the wazir paid
the monthly subsidy of the troops punctually. If the payment fell
into arrears even for a month, he was authorised to suspend
operations, retire to Banaras and wait there for further orders,
or till the payment had been made. Having effected junction with
the wazir south of Shahabad (16 miles south of Shahjahanpur)
Champion encamped at that town on 15th April. From there
the allies advanced in a north-westerly direction, crossed the
Gurra on the 17th and leaving Shahjahanpur town to their
right, arrived at a spot six miles short of Tilhar, on the 18th.
Hafiz’s encampment near Miranpur Katra was 13 miles from
this place and seven miles north-west of Tilhar.18
17 Miskin , 293-294.
18 Ben. Board to Champion, Feb. 14, 1774, vide Ben. Sec. Cons.,
Vol. X, pp. 67-73 ; Soldiering in India, 179-186 ; C.P.C., V, 791.
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Hafiz attem p ts to gain tim e ; final peace talks
In view of the change in Shuja-ud-daulah’s strategy Hafiz
had returned from Aonla to Bareilly and marched rapidly
towards his eastern frontier, setting up his encampment near
the village of Miranpur Katra. As he was not yet joined by
some prominent Rohila chiefs he wished to gain time for aug
menting the strength of his army, and therefore, even before the
wazir had formed junction with the second brigade, he wrote to
Champion, requesting his mediation for a peaceful settlement of
the dispute. Hafiz’s first letter was received by Champion on
12th April and was followed by three others on 18th, 21st and
22nd. In none of them did Hafiz give any indication of his
willingness to pay the indemnity, and what he stated in general
terms was that he had never acted against the wazir’s wishes
and yet the latter was hostile. In the last letter he pleaded
that poverty of his country was the cause of his inability to meet
Shuja’s demand, and he appealed for Champion’s intercession on
his behalf. Both the wazir and the English commander-in-chief
considered Hafiz’s letters as evasive and intended “merely to
gain time as he was expected to be joined by other troops.”
Hence Champion advised the Rohila chief to act conformably
to the wazir’s desire, and, if he wanted peace, to pay him two
krors of rupees which he (Shuja) was demanding in view of the
heavy expenditure incurred in assisting him (Hafiz) and other
chiefs of Rohilkhand, and in the event of default to be ready for
war.19 Another attempt made through Zabita, who received
a copy of the Quran from Hafiz, met with the same fate.20
The allies advance to M iran K atra
Despite Hafiz’s delaying tactics the allies continued their
advance. As the wazir moved beyond Shahjahanpur, he sent
six to seven hundred of his cavalry to plunder and burn the
Rohila villages on either side of the Gurra, and the defenceless
inhabitants had to fiee for shelter into the jungle. On the 20th
one hundred men from a village armed with bows and arrows
and some with matchlocks attacked that part of the wazir’s
19 Ben, Sec. Cons., 2nd January 1775, vide Vol. XXVI, 2-9.
20 Miskin , 294.
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cavalry which was posted as Champion’s bodyguard and put
them to flight, killing a jamadar and wounding three or four
horsemen. As information was received that Hafiz was entren
ched in a strong position on a bend of the rivulet. Bahgul, his
troops facing the rivulet with their backs to the north of a lake
further south of their position and the village of Miranpur
Katra to their west, Shuja strongly urged Champion of the
necessity of drawing the enemy out of his entrenchment by a
stratagem. He proposed that the allied troops should make a
show of marching towards Pilibhit where the enemy’s family
and treasures were lodged. But, although he later on took for
himself the credit of having drawn the enemy out of his strong
position from behind Miran Katra, Champion did everything
in his power to dissuade the wazir from undertaking such a
feint. Owing to the nawab’s insistence he eventually agreed to
the proposal but with great reluctance.21 The allies crossed the
Gurra at daylight on the 21st about 5 miles north of Tilhar, and
proceeding northwards in the direction of Pilibhit, about 42
miles away, pitched their camp at 11 a. m. on a plain between
the eastern bank of the Gurra and a narrow nala running about
three miles east of it, with their right wing towards the village
of Majhla (on the nala and about 13 miles N. E. of Tilhar) and
their left in front of the village of Khiria (on the eastern bank
of the Guria and about 9 miles north of Tilhar), thus leaving
Hafiz’s entrenchment 8 miles behind to the south-west. The
feint succeeded, and Hafiz with his whole force quitted his
strongly fortified entrenchment, and moved five miles north of
it, intending to reach Pilibhit before the allies. Hafiz having
thus deprived himself of the advantage of Bohgul nala and
Miran Katra, there was no necessity for the allies to proceed
any further towards Pilibhit, and they halted on 22nd. There
now being a distance of about seven miles and the river Gurra
the only obstacle between the opposing forces, Shuja’s horse had
that day several skirmishes with those of the enemy. The wazir
saw Chaifnpion twice, and it was decided to give battle the next
morning.. The English army followed by Basant Ali Khan’s
battalions was to begin the attack, and the wazir was also to
21 Soldietying in India , p. 189.
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send his Najib Paltans and 2,000 horse to join them, and
himself to follow with his whole force. The order of disposition
was also settled. Basant with his five battalions was to march
immediately in the English rear and fall in upon their left on
forming the line of battle, while Latafat, the commander of the
Najib Paltans, was to divide his battalions into two divisions of
4.000 each, one division to form a column upon the right flank
and the other on the left flank of the allied line, and to occupy
such villages as might be on their right or left. The entire
army was to be under arms by three in the morning and ready
for marching at half-past three. No g$n was to be fired or
drum to beat “except the taps as a signal for turning out” ,
and all the baggage was to be left in the mud-fort of Manjhla,
about 1£ miles east of the Gurra.22
The stren g th of the rival forces
There is no reliable record of the number of troops and guns
on the side of Shuja. The total strength of the allied army is
put even by contemporary writers at the exaggerated figure of
more than a lakh of combatants and numberless non-comba
tants. Hafiz’s son writes that the wazir’s army numbered
1.15.000 and gives the names of commanding officers and the
strength of their respective divisions. But no reliance can be
placed in these figures. Shuja-ud-daulah himself stated that he
had 50,000 troops when he had marched against Etawah—
figures that are confirmed by a contemporary writer of the
Awadh court.23 Add to these about 2,000 troops of Muzaffar
Bangash and nearly the same number under his new adherent,
Zabita Khan and we have 54,000 as the effective fighting
strength of the wazir’s army. The company’s second brigade
consisted of one company of artillery, the 2nd European regi
ment, about 100 cadets and six battalions of sepoys, totalling
some 5,000 troops and these together with the English batta
lions in the wazir’s permanent employ, raised the total strength
of the company’s troops under Champion, according to the
Maratha envoy who was present in the field, from 1,000 to 1,200
22 Soldiering in India, 190-191.
33 C. P. C., IV, 705 ; Ruqaat-i-Lachhmi Narayant 10-15.
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white soldiers and 6,000 Purbia infantry.24 The correct estimate
of the entire allied force would thus most probably be 61,200
combatants and about two hundred guns of which twenty belon
ged to the English. The Rohila army too has been variously
estimated at ten thousand, twenty-five thousand, twenty-eight
thousand, thirty to forty thousand, sixty thousand and even
about seventy thousand.25 But 1 accept the figures given by
Champion, namely, forty thousand troops and about fifty
guns, —figures confirmed by Miskin and from the diary of Allan
Macpherson26 whose estimate is based on enquiries made on
the spot.
The b attle of M iran p u r27 K atra or Fatehganj Sharqi, 23rd
April, 1774
In compliance with Champion’s instructions the allied army
was up and under arms at 3 a . m . on the 23rd and marching
a little northwards crossed the Gurra at the ferry of Khudaganj,
dragged the heavy guns over the sandy plain with difficulty, as
the last quarter of the night was very dark (it being the 12th
day of the bright half of the Hindu month of Vaishakh), and
then proceeded to the west, being guided by Akbar Khan, the
dispossessed Raja of Muhammadi who was fully acquainted
with the topography of the locality. Marching in the prescribed
formation of three columns they soon got to the road leading to
Jalalpur, 2 miles west of the Gurra, and having passed that
village about sunrise turned southward and at half-past seven
came in sight of the Rohila encampment, about 5 miles north
of Miranpur Katra and just to the east of the modern village of
Fatehganj Sharqi. Orders were now given to the grenadiers,
who formed the first column, to halt so as to allow the second
and third columns to come up, and the second division of the
24 S. P. D .f XXIX, 280. Exaggerated figures are given in Gulistan ,
115 ; Gul., 37 a j Imad, and others.
25 Gulistan , 115 ; Gul., 139 ; Hamilton ; G. Ali, III, 54 ; Haricharan ,
5126 ; Siyar, 937 ; T. M . 265 b ; Imad , 1 1 5 ; Maadan, IV, 2536.
26 Champion to Ben. Council, April 24, 1774 ; Miskin, 295 ; Soldier
ing in India , 203.
27 The battle was not fought at Miranpur Katra, but near the site of
the present village of Fatehganj Sharqi, which is 5 miles north of
Katra. I have retained the name for the convenience of scholars.
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Najib battalions on the English left flank was directed to push
on and take post in the village, most probably, Bhuria, on a
rising ground in their front. In compliance with Champion’s
instructions Macpherson now rode to the top of an eminence to
reconnoitre the enemy’s movement. He found confusion in
Hafiz’s camp and his troops endeavouring to form, which
showed that they had not expected an attack that day and were
taken by surprise. By this time Champion himself came to
where Macpherson was standing, and gave immediate orders for
the battle to form, which were obeyed without loss of time, as
the Rohilas had begun firing their guns and rockets. The
combined force, divided into two lines one behind the other,
faced south, inclining nominally to the west, and its disposition,
when finally completed, was as follows : —The right wing,
composed of the corps of cadets and sepoy grenadiers under
Major Hannay and three battalions of sepoys and a body of
cavalry from the wazir’s army with their flank protected by
Shuja’s 4,000 Najib troops, drew up towards the Bohgul nala
and almost parallel to the angle of the left flank of Hafiz’s
encampment, and was commanded by Lieutenant Leslie. The
wazir’s five trained battalions, 8000 strong, under Basant with
their flank covered by 4,000 Najibs and 1,000 horse, formed
the left wing. The European regiment, which was the corps of
the brigade, took up its position in the centre. The second line
was not originally completed, and it was formed after Champion
had observed a body of the enemy on the opposite side of the
nala moving up towards the right of the allied army, and fearing
an attack on his rear, had ordered three battalions of sepoys
from the left wing to face to the right and form a separate line
behind the first. It was placed under the command of Major
Eyres. The artillery was distributed in the entire front line
over a mile in length from the Bohgul nala to the village of
Bhuria.
The Rohila army was hastily formed and divided into three
traditional parts, right, centre and left. The centre, composed
of about ten thousand troops, was personally commanded by
Hafiz, while the right and left wings were under Faizullah Khan
and Mustaqim Khan respectively. Their disposition was not
yet complete before their artillery, already stationed in front,
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began firing, and the allies opened fire in reply exactly at ten
minutes to eight. The first to fire was the left division of the
wazir’s Najib paltan that had advanced from the allied left flank
and taken up its position in the village in front according to a
prearranged plan, and was nearest to the enemy who was about
600 yards off. These Najib battalions were, however, directed
a little later to move to their left and take their post on the
flank of the English left, “ which they did”, writes Macpherson,
‘‘with more regularity than could be expected.”
By the time both the allied lines had been completely formed
and the movement of the Najib paltan as given above had
taken place, the Rohilas were ready for attack and their rocke
teers had advanced to the front of the opposing army. The
cannonade on both the sides became brisk, and Champion now
gave orders for the lines to advance slowly. While the orders
were being transmitted to the various divisions, it was noticed
that a large body of the Rohilas was proceeding ahead under
the cover of the tall shrubs on the bank of the nala. Macpher
son asked the wazir’s Najib paltan and his cavalry on the right
flank to push ahead and dislodge the advancing enemy. But
as they refused to obey, a battalion under Ironside from the
rear line was deputed to perform that service. Having advanced
to the right flank of the first line Ironside’s troops discharged a
number of shots which killed many of the Rohilas, and then
proceeding boldly dislodged them from their strong position and
pursued them to such a long distance that it became necessary
to recall them to the lines. They were, however, so much inter
ested in the pursuit of the enemy that they could be brought back
to their position with great difficulty. By this time the action
became general. In addition to concentrating their artillery
and rockets on the entire allied front, the Rohilas under Faizu
llah and Mustaqim bravely made repeated attempts to charge
the enemy right and left wings simultaneously, pouring at the
same time muderous fire, particularly on the enemy centre, in
order to divert his attention from the flanks. But the allied guns
were much better served than the Rohilas’ and “ kept up so
constant and galling a fire that they could not advance and
where they were closest there was greatest slaughter.” Yet they
would not yield, and made another highly strategic attempt to
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enfilade the grenadiers and in fact the whole of the allied right
wing by mounting a battery of four guns at a spot on the other
side of the Bohgul nala where lay the modern village of Fateh
ganj Sharqi. Thus they kept up an incessant fire from it and
at the same time posted a good body of troops on the bank of
the nala, screened by tall grass, to rush them upon the allied
right wing, should it be thrown into confusion. The allied left
wing, composed entirely of Basant’s battalions, was similarly
heavily engaged, but it faced the enemy as gallantly as the right
wing. As the enemy showed signs of frustration, Champion
ordered the lines to advance and also to redouble firing, and
the Rohilas fearing a powerful attack began to retreat in con
fusion. As the first line proceeded to attack, the battalions in
the rear line crossed the Bohgul nala and attacked the Rohilas
in charge of the battery with so much vigour that they retreated
precipitately, abandoning their loaded guns upon the ground.
The entire Rohila army was now in the grip of a great panic,
and began fleeing in all directions. In a brave but vain attempt
to rally them Hafiz Rahmat received a cannon ball in the chest
and fell dead in the field. The remnant of his followers took
to their heels in confusion, leaving forty guns, many of their
flags and all their tents with rich equipage except those valuables
which they could carry away without much, difficulty. The
wazir’s cavalry that had kept itself in the rear of the allied
flanks of the first line now moved forward to pursue the retrea
ting Rohilas for plunder and got possession of horses, elephants,
tents and other valuable things. The action had begun at ten
minutes to eight and lasted till twenty minutes past ten, just
two hours and a half.28
Shuja celebrates his victory
The wazir, who was two20 miles in the rear of the allied

28 Soldiering in India (best and most accurate), 191-194, Champic^ to
Ben. Sel. Com., April 23, 24, 1774 (next best) ; C.P.C., IV, 1008, 1026 ;
Gentil , 284-86 (generally accurate save a few details); D. C., 281 ;
M iskin , (present), 295-96 ; Bihari Lai, 19; Haricharan, 513a and b\
Khair-ud-din , 249-255 ; Mirat, 265 b ; M. L., 154 ; G. Ali, III, 54-55;
Imad, 115-16 ; Siyar, 937 ; T. M .t 265a ; Gulistan, 114-117 ; Gul., J35/>
142b (the last two unreliable).
Gentil, 285. Both Champion and Macpherson say that he was seven
miles behind. Gentil too was present and seems to be right.
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army, knelt down and bowed his head in prayer to the Almighty
when he received the news of the victory over the principal
enemy of his house. A little later Hafiz’s head, severed from
his body by Sultan Khan, brother of Murtaza Khan Bareech,
was brought to him and after it was identified30 by Zabita and
Muzaffar Jang, Shuja ordered drums to beat in rejoicing. He
handed over the Rohila chief’s head to Murtaza Khan for
burial and placed Shah Madan, a notable Muslim divine, under
arrest for calling Hafiz a martyr. Then he rode to the Rohila
camp and coming across Hafiz’s dead body lying uncared for
in the field he was moved, it is said, at the sight. But Salar
Jang objecting said that it was not the time for sorrow, but of
rejoicing, as Safdar Jang was avenged. On his arrival at the
Rohila encampment, he found Hafiz’s tents still standing with
most of their equipage in tact, although almost all the property
of the fleeing Rohilas was plundered and appropriated by the
Mughals. Champion had already reached the Rohila camp and
secretly appropriated for himself, according to Gentil, two chests
of Hafiz's treasure. The wazir after meeting him there took his
seat in the Rohila chief’s audience tents, and received congratu
lations and presents from his friends and officers. After these
formalities instructions were given for burying the dead bodies
of both the sides and a body of cavalry was sent in pursuit of
the enemy and for occupying Bareilly and other principal towns
in Rohilkhand.31 On return to his own camp in the afternoon
the wazir rewarded his officers and distributed thousands of
rupees among the dancing girls.82
The significance of the battle
The battle of Miran Katra, though short, was sharp and
decisive. Hereafter no organised attempt was made by the
Rohilas as a whole to challenge its verdict and regain any part
of Rohilkhand which passed, as a consequence of their defeat,
into the hands of the wazir without any further resistance.
Faizullah Khan’s tactics at Lal-dang were purely defensive,
30 Macpherson (Soldiering in India, 195) says that Shuja ‘‘Taking the
head by the beard showed it in triumph to the spectators.”
31 Khair-ud-din, 25 5-256 ; Gentil, 285.
82 Imad, 117.
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and did neither aim at recovering the Rohila State nor their
military power. The sequel of the contest at Miran Katra was
the breakdown of the Rohila confederacy and the loss of their
independence once and for all. Besides the loss of their leader
Hafiz Rahmat, and some other men of note, two thousand
Rohilas lay dead on the field, and their total casualties in killed
in the battle and as a result of pursuit and rising of zamindars
against them amounted, according to Champion’s A.D.C., to five
thousand, one-eighth of the total number they had brought into
the field. They lost forty of their guns and all their equipage and
valuables except what they had on their persons and perhaps their
jewels. They lost their treasures and ornaments left in their homes.
Hafiz’s defeat is attributed by his son and grandson to the
treachery and defection of several Rohila chieftains who were
reported to have joined the wazir before the battle. This state
ment of the Rohila historians, like many others of the kind in
which their works abound, is baseless. It is clear from Macpherson’s diary that no such desertion took place either on the field
of battle or during the course of the allied army’s march to
Miranpur Katra, and of all the Rohila chieftains of note only
Dunde Khan’s sons remained netural and did not take part in
the battle. And those who joined Hafiz and took part in fight
ing were not half-hearted allies, but rendered a good account of
themselves, and Champion had to pay a rich and well-deserved
tribute to the courage, firmness, bravery and soldierly talent of
the Rohila troops and their leader. He wrote to Calcutta that they
“gave proofs of a good share of military knowledge” and that “ It
is impossible to describe a more obstinate firmness of resolution
than the enemy displayed.......” The Rohila defeat was not due
to lukewarmness on the part of Hafiz’s colleagues, nor to treach
ery or defection of Hafiz’s kinsmen. It was due to their having
been outclassed in weapons, especially in field artillery. The
Rohilas were given no opportunity to charge with swords in
hand, for the battle did not pass beyond the stage of an artillery
duel, as the allied guns were the best then known to the country
and so well-served that they easily made a short work of those of
the Rohilas who attempted to advance for a hand to hand attack.
C ham pion’s account of Shuja’s conduct exam ined
Champion’s despatch of 24th April 1774 is so drafted, and
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no doubt deliberately, as to produce the impression that Shuja
not only did not cheerfully co-operate with the commander-inchief but also created difficulties in the prosecution of the battle,
that contrary to his promise he sent only a negligible number
of his troops to join the English brigade, that these troops played
no important part in the fighting, that the victory was due
solely to the valour of the English army, and that the wazir’s
troops fell to plundering as soon as the Rohila army had turned
its back. No historian has so far made a critical examination
of these charges. But even a casual study of the diary of Cham
pion’s A.D.C., Allan Macpherson, gives the lie to some, if not
all, the above charges. Champion vaguely remarked in the
letter referred to, that the wazir “promised solemnly to support
me with all his force, and particularly engaged to be close at
hand with a large body of cavalry to be used as I should direct
.......But Macpherson’s account which is not only more
specific but also more accurate records that it was settled that
“ our army followed by Bussent’s [Basant Ali Khan’s] battalions
to begin the attack, and he [Shuja] would also send the Najib
Fultan [paltan] and 2000 horse with us and follow with his
whole army.”83 While Champion did not like to mention that
the wazir sent that part of his army he had promised, Macph
erson’s account makes it absolutely clear that he fully discharged
the promise and placed Basant’s battalions, the Najib paltan
and 2000 cavalry, numbering 18,000 in all, at the commander-inchief’s disposal. Considering the fact that the total English army,
including Indian sepoys, was not, according tothe highest compu
tation, more than 7,200 strong, Shuja’s contribution of 18,000 of
his best troops was not insignificant or unreasonable. Although
both Champion and Macpherson say that he remained standing
with the main part of his army beyond the Gurra, we know
from Gentil, who too was present with the wazir, that he was
two miles34 in the rear of the English army, which seems to be
more reliable agreeing as it does with the versions given by
contemporary Persian sourccs than the biased verdict of the
two English officers who had a deep grudge against Shuja.
33 Soldiering in India, 191.
34 Gentil, 285.
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Moreover, the battle was over, contrary to expectations, just in
2\ hours and Champion who wanted the wazir to be nearby
so that he could requisition the use of his fresh troops in case of
necessity, did not ask for any further help. Had he asked for
more troops and been refused Shuja would surely have been
guilty of breach of faith. As regards the commander-in-chief’s
story of Shuja’s refusal to give him “some particular pieces of
cannon”, it may be said that even Macpherson, to say nothing
of other authorities, is silent on the point, though being his
A.D.C. he should have been in the know of it, as the commander-in-chief had not personally asked the wazir for them but
had “applied to him” . Champion has not a word to say about
the part played by the wazir’s troops ; but his A.D.C.’s stray
remarks reveal that they displayed as much coolness and valour
as the English and their contribution to the victory was equally
great. The Najib paltan on the left flank was, according to
him, the only part of the allied army that had marched to the
farthest point from the lines to occupy a village about 600 yards
from the enemy front, and it was the first to fire upon and
engage the Rohilas. When ordered to move to the left, it perfor
med the duty, to use Macpherson’s words, “ with more regula
rity than could be expected.” “ Bassunt’s five battalions,” writes
he, “ from the good example given them by the regiment (imme
diately upon their right) behaved with remarkable steadiness and
bravery . Indeed more than could be expected from t roops who
had no European officer at their head.” 35 Macpherson’s account
is confirmed by the number of casualties suffered by wazir's
infantry. While the company’s troops lost 123 men, Shuja’s
infantry36 alone had 254 casualties, practically double those of
the company’s army and the late Sir John Strachey, who was
unaware of the existence of Macpherson’s diary, rightly suspect
ing, fifty years back, the English commander's partiality expre
ssed the opinion “ that it is probable that the Vizier’s infantry
took a larger share in the action than might be supposed from
35 Soldiering in India, 192 and 194.
36 List of casualties enclosed with Champion’s letter of 24th April, 1774,
vide Ben. Sec. Com., Vol. XXIV, p. 283.
No return of the casualties of Shuja’s cavalry is given, though there
must have been some.
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Colonel Champion’s despatch.”37 How correct this conjecture
was is known to the readers of Soldiering in India. But no
serious student of Indian history can endorse Strachey’s remark
that the “ Brunt of the battle fell, as has always happened in
our Indian wars, on the British troops” , unless by British troops
he meant not only white troops but also the Indian sepoys in
the company’s service. At least so far as this battle was con
cerned, the wazir’s trained infantry and next to them the Purbia
infantry in the company’s service who formed the right wing
and the whole of the rear line bore the brunt of fighting and
suffered the largest casualties. And the same is true about
the other battles described in the first volume of this work.
Similarly, Champion’s observation that “ Their (Rohila’s) camp
equipage.......with whatever effects they could not carry off, fell
a sacrifice to the ravages of the Nabob’s people .......” is open to
criticism. Firstly, it was only the wazir’s cavalry, 2,000 in number,
that was responsible for plundering (as is quite clear from
Macpherson’s diary), but not his infantry (16,000 strong) that
had remained standing in regular order after the victory like
the most English troops, and Champion’s use of “ the Nabob’s
people” was unfortunate and misleading. Secondly, Champion’s
remark was exaggerated inasmuch as the enemy camp with
most of its equipage was not touched by the Mughal cavalry
and passed into the wazir’s possession.38 Thirdly, one cannot
think well of Champion for having intentionally omitted to
mention both in the said despatch and in his subsequent letters
the fact that his own troops too took part in plundering as soon
as the battle was over—a fact communicated to Hastings by
Middleton, the only difference between the two groups of plun
derers being that while Shuja's cavalry looted the enemy, Cham
pion’s troops fell on the property of their ally, the wazir’s depen
dants and officers.30 Finally, the commander-in-chief’s charge
of “his (Shuja’s) shameful pusillanimity” , though it has misled
many an English writer, must be lightly dismissed by one who
has made a careful study of the valiant part played by the
37 Hastings and the Rohilla War, 141.
38 Khair-ud-din , 254.
39 Middleton to Hastings, June 2, 1774, quoted in Strachey’s
Hastings and the Rohilla War, p. 161.
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wazir in the battles he had to fight, specially those of Panchpahari and Baksar on the basis of the observations made by
contemporary English officers, and also by readers of this and
the previous volume, as malicious fabrication.40 Champion’s
attitude towards Shuja was far from friendly from the very
beginning of the campaign, and now their relations had almost
reached the breaking point owing to the English commander’s
disappointment in not getting a share in the spoils of the victory
and the unbecoming conduct of his troops in falling upon the
wazir’s officers and dependants on the day of the battle and
plundering away their effects for which they were not brought
to book. This explains the fact that full one-fourth of Cham
pion’s despatch of the 24th April was devoted to a censure of
Shuja’s conduct, while the remaining three-fourths to a descri
ption of the battle, behaviour of the British officers and troops,
his recommendation for rewarding them, and to the plundering
activity of the wazir’s cavalry,—a censure that ended with the
significant sentence, “ I have been thus particular with regard
to the Vizier’s conduct that it may be better known how to deal
with him in future.” It may interest the readers to know that
Champion’s injustice was not confined to Shuja and his troops.
Many of those white officers and troops, such as Leslie, Ironside,
Hannay, etc., who had distinguished themselves most in the
battle were passed over in silence and were not commended to
the government, “ while,” remarks an indignant Englishman,
“a parcel of Scotch Aid-de-camps, retainers to Mr. Graham,
and who were forced into Champion’s family, were recommen
ded for carrying half a dozen orders and messages. What excel
lent encouragement.”41 One might add : What excellent justice !

40 Lawrence, a critical and judicious writer, does not believe that
Shuja was a coward. See Essays on the Indian Army and Oude, pp.
308-309.
41 Soldiering in India, p. 2 0 In.

Chapter Ten
Oh*, Occupation oft RofuMuind : £ait dayi oft
iPAu-fa

The failure of N aim ’s B undelkhand expedition
The celebration of the victory over Hafiz was marred by
the news of a reverse that Shuja’s arms had, on the very day of
his success at Miran Katra, suffered in an expedition against
Bundelkhand. After his conquest of Etawah the wazir had
invited Rene Madec from Gohad, taken him in his service and
had with his help planned an expedition against Kalpi and the
neighbouring districts that were still in the hands of the Marathas.
The wazir’s ambition was to conquer those districts. He thought
it was easy to do so, as owing to dissensions at Poona, the
Maratha agents in the north were insolated and left to shift
for themselves. He had won over the Rana of Gohad who paid
a visit to the wazir at Etawah and received the title of ‘son*.
When the preparations were complete Naim Khan, a comman
der of Sabit Khani battalions, was nominated to undertake the
campaign. He was honoured with the title of Naim-ud-daulah
Sabit Jung and despatched along with Madec, at the head of
30,000 horse and foot. As rumours magnified his might and
numbers, Gangadhar and Balaji, sons of the late Govind Pant
Bundele, then in charge of the fort and district of Kalpi, were
filled with consternation, and having evacuated the fort fell
back in the interior of the country. The invader having arrived
meanwhile, they gave him battle somewhere near Kalpi, and
though the contest was altogether unequal, the Maratha army
being only 2,700 strong, while the enemy more than thirty thou
sand, they succeeded in inflicting a decisive defeat on Naim
and putting him to flight across the Yamuna. Notwithstanding
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assistance from the Rana of Gohad, Naim retired in great
confusion to the indignation of the wazir whose pride was
so much hurt that for a day he seriously thought of blow
ing the defeated commander from a gun and proceeding
against Bundelkhand to avenge himself and chastise Govind
Pant’s sons for their audacity. But the idea had to be given
up in view of the absolute necessity of completing the
subjugation of Rohilkhand without loss of time. Naim was
forgiven and Basant with his battalions was deputed to cross
the Yamuna, occupy Ater and prevent the Bundelas from taking
advantage of their recent success and creating disturbance in the
wazir’s territory. It seems that Basant performed the mission
and returned to his master before the Rohilkhand expedition
was over.1
Faizullah flees to Lal-dang
Immediately after Hafiz fell in the field, the entire Rohila
army followed the lead of Faizullah Khan, the eldest surviving
son of Ali Muhammad Khan, and now leader and chief of the
tribe, and fled in precipitation, pursued hotly by the wazir’s
cavalry both for plunder and military advantage. The Hindu
population that had lived under an unwilling subjection to this
alien race for about forty years rose against the fleeing Rohilas,
fell on them and stripped them of their belongings. A large
number of the fugitives in this manner fell under the sword of
the neighbouring zamindars. Faizullah, however, with many
thousands of his followers managed to reach Rampur in safety,
and from there taking his family and whatever valuables and
other property he could, he retreated rapidly, via Moradabad
and Najibabad, to the hills, and took refuge at Lal-dang. Here
he was soon joined by the remnant of Hafiz’s army and other
Rohilas and their families and made an improvised arrangement
for defending himself. Among officers and men of note who
reached Lal-dang were, besides Faizullah, Ahmad Khan Bakhshi,
Ahmad Khan Khan-i-Saman, Mustaqim Khan, Muhammad
Hasan, Abdul Jabbar Khan, Saif-ud-din Khan and Mulla Mir
Baz Khan.
1

Im a d ,

117-118 ; C.P.C., IV, 1044 ;

M adec,

II, 50.
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Some other notable chieftains, on the other hand, chose to
stay at home, afraid of proceeding to Lal-dang or to any other
place of safety owing to the hostile attitude of the zamindars
who infested the roads. Muhammad Yar Khan, younger
brother of Faizullah, remained at Aonla. Dunde Khan’s sons
Mahibullah Khan, Fatehullah Khan and Azimullah Khan,
• who had already entered into a secret agreement with Shuja,
went to their residence at Bisauli, and Hafiz’s sons fled to
Pilibhit. Zulfiqar Khan, who was put in charge of Bareilly by
Hafiz, stuck to his post and on hearing of the disaster of Miran
Katra gathered the gentry of the town in order to send a depu
tation to wait on the wazir and beg quarter for the inhabitants.
Some of the above-mentioned persons expected a favourable
treatment from the victor, while certain others were not inspired
by any such hopes and yet they could not help staying where
they were.2
Shuja occupies Bareilly and P ilib h it
The allies passed the night following the battle and also the
next day on the field, when the dead were buried and the
wounded of both the sides were attended to. All this time the
pursuit of the fleeing enemy was maintained and the wazir’s
cavalry took possession of Bareilly at 10 o’clok during the night
of 23rd April without any opposition. On the 24th one of
Hafiz’s sons came to Miran Katra of his own accord and delive
red himself up to Shuja. The allies began their march towards
Pilibhit at half past three in the morning of the 25th. A cool
ness had sprung up between the wazir and Champion, because
of Shuja’s giving preference in his attention to Middleton, the
English troops’ falling on the effects of the wazir’s men on the
23rd, and the commander-in-chiePs jealousy of Shuja who had
not shared with him the booty in Hafiz’s camp. The breach went
on increasing from day to day till it degenerated into personal
bitterness and bickering, and Champion’s dislike and jealousy
of the wazir spread to his A.D.C. and the entire rank and file
of the white army. As early as 24th April Macpherson wished
that Hafiz’s son instead of submitting to the wazir should have
sought Champion’s protection, and the English disliked Shuja’s
2

G u lista n ,

121.
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troops marching or passing near their lines. “I myself proposed”
recorded Macpherson on 25th, “ to the Colonel not to suffer the
Nabob to march in our front.” Champion wrote angrily to Shuja
who had to agree to the former's desire that his troops should
either march in front or behind the English army, but there
must be at least one day’s gap between them. Accordingly the
English halted that day and the wazir’s army continued march
ing and on 26th its vanguard consisting of the two companies
of the Najib paltan took possession of Pilibhit, including Hafiz’s
residence with his women and seven sons, the city having been
evacuated by all Rohila troops a little time before their arrival.
It was proclaimed by beat of drums that the city was taken
possession of on behalf of Shah Alam and that the inhabitants
would be given every protection, if they remained quiet. On
the 28th both Champion and Shuja arrived at Pilibhit and the
English commander immediately sent two companies of sepoy
grenadiers under two English officers to take possession of the
gates of the city as a preliminary step to have a share in Hafiz’s
treasure. These men entered Pilibhit, and began committing
violence and oppression3 upon the inhabitants. Then he sent
word to the wazir that he was despatching some English officers
to examine on behalf of the company the treasury of Hafiz, and
he was free to depute his own men for the purpose. Greatly
surprised and offended, Shuja immediately went to see Cham
pion and told him how unreasonable it was to claim anything
over and above the salary of the brigade and the sum of forty
lakhs as agreed upon between him and Hastings. But Cham
pion would not listen, and on the plea that the king of England
always gave to the troops whatever money and other things
were found in the conquered places, he sent his officers to
examine and take charge of Hafiz’s treasures. He held out a
threat that if the officers were prevented from going to Pilibhit,
the English troops would plunder and lay the entire country
waste. He became guilty of addressing the wazir in a manner
derogatory to his high rank. However, Shuja was not in a
position to prevent the audacity on the part of the commanderin-chief and the episode came to an end, as the officers deputed
3 C. P. C., IV, 10 36.
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came back without getting anything of value in the Rohila chief’s
treasury.4
Shuja m arches to Bisauli
After two days’ halt at Pilibhit during which the town and
the district were settled Shuja, preceded by the English army,
started for Bareilly on the 30th, taking with him Hafiz’s wives,
sons and other dependants. The Rohila chief’s sons rode on
horses or elephants, while the women and children were carried
in forty-five covered carriages. The Rohilas were conscious of
the English being the real power behind the wazir and of the
strained relations between the latter and the commander-inchief, and therefore they preferred to place their grievances, some
genuine while others exaggerated and imaginary, before Cham
pion and even before ordinary English officers, over the head of
Shuja-ud-daulah. The English would not only welcome such com
plaints but even encouraged the Rohilas to come and throw them
selves on Champion’s mercy instead of making their terms
directly with the wazir, who naturally resented such proceedings
and became cold towards the commander-in-chief and stiff
towards the Rohilas. Space forbids the recounting of unbecom
ing sentiments and extravagant remarks recorded in the pages of
Macpherson’s diary, such as, Shuja “will most certainly destroy
the race ofHaffies” which were belied by the subsequent history
of the campaign and were not so much inspired by feelings of
humanity as by those of ill-will against the wazir. These served
to widen the gulf between Shuja and Champion and hampered
the operations. However, on 3rd May the allies reached
Bareilly which had already been occupied by the wazir’s
cavalry during the night following the battle of Miran
Katra, and it did not take many days to establish regular
administration in the district. It was considered necessary to
take immediate steps to settle the western Rohilkhand and to
prevent Najaf Khan, who was on his way from Delhi, from
interfering with the wazir’s plans and demanding a share in
the conquest, and therefore the allies crossed the Ramganga on
the 5th and arrived at Aonla on the 6th. On both the days
4 Soldiering in India, 205-206 ; C.P.C., IV, 1036, 1062 ; Gulistan,
122-23.
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there was a vulgar scene between the wazir’s troops and those
of Champion about the order of their march and the places of
their encampment, and the English commander wrote angrily to
Shuja to keep bis artillery and troops in the rear of the English
army which was complied with by the latter. The English were
further piqued by the wazir’s refusal to dismiss the French from
his service. “ I advised,” writes Macpherson, “ to remove the
insolent French vagabonds, but this was not attended to.” After
a day’s halt at Aonla the wazir resumed his journey and arrived
at Bisauli, 15 miles west of the former town, in the afternoon
of the 7th. Bisauli was plundered by two battalions of the
nawab’s army, and Mahibullah Khan, son of Dunde Khan,
was confined in his own house. The wazir made a show of
punishing the troops of the said battalions but did nothing
beyond making them disgorge their plunder which amounted
to a considerable sum, 300 to 500 gold mohars, being found in
the possession of each soldier. Arrangements were now made
for appointing amils and establishing garrisons in western Rohil
khand, and as summer was far advanced and rainy season was
at hand, it was decided to canton the army at Bisauli.6
A Secret treaty betw een Shuja and N ajaf
It will be recalled that Shah Alam had set out from his
capital on 5th April in response to his wazir’s appeal to lead
the imperial forces against the rebellious Rohilas but had to
return from Ghaziabad owing to illness, deputing Najaf Khan
to help Shuja in the war. Accompanied by Elich Khan, the
wazir’s premier, he started from Shahdara on 22nd April and
had not yet covered more than a few stages when news reached
him of Hafiz’s defeat and death. Yet Najaf continued his
journey and met the wazir at Bisauli on 9th May and was
cordially received. He claimed one half of Rohilkhand on be
half of his master in fulfilment of the terms of the secret treaty
entered into between Shuja and Shah Alam. But as the impe
rial troops had not arrived in time to participate in the battle
of Miran Katra, the wazir naturally did not agree to part with
6 Soldiering in India, 206-2 11 ; Gulistan, 123 ; C.P.C., IV, 1080
(exaggerated), 1106, 1113.
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any part of his newly conquered territory. Hastings, too, in
spite of Champion's inclination to seize the opportunity of inter
fering, refused to meddle in the matter, firstly because he and
the council had no knowledge of the said treaty and secondly
because they were dissatisfied with the emperor who had taken
Samru in his service and was hostile to the English.6 Najaf
too, being overwhelmed by the wazir’s royal reception and un
common attention, did not press the proposal, and the two
notables came to an understanding regarding their respective
territorial ambitions. It was settled that the whole of Rohil
khand including Zabita Khan’s paternal estate, enclosed by the
eastern bank of the Ganga, should belong to Shuja, besides the
lower and mid-Doab which had for some time been a debatable
land between the Marathas and the Rohilas but had recently
been annexed to Awadh. On the other hand, the whole of the
upper Doab consisting of the districts of Bulandshahr, Muzaffarnagar, Mirath and Agra, except Saharanpur which was Zabita’s
estate and was contemplated to be left to him, was to belong to
the emperor and to be under N ajaf’s management. Similarly,
the country west of the upper half of the Yamuna comprising
Panipat, Sonepat, Rohtak, Hansi and Hisar, was recognised as
under Najaf’s sphere with which the wazir had nothing to do.
The above territorial arrangement, which was kept a close secret,
was highly advantageous to Awadh. Besides definitely reducing
Zabita and Muzaffar to the status of petty vassals of the wazir,
it circumscribed Najaf’s ambition and vision in the east to the
western bank of the Ganga and in the south to the district of
Agra. Moreover it secured the safety of the wazir’s frontiers on
the south-west from Anupshahr on the Ganga to a point on the
Yamuna some miles east of Agra, the only line in the west
vulnerable to attack from a foreign enemy. The conference
ended with Shuja’s recognition of Najaf as one of the most
outstanding personalities in northern India and with the betro
thal of the wazir’s daughter to him. Following the Indian
custom the wazir took a diamond ring from his finger, put it
6 Ben. Sec. Cons., 23rd May and 3rd June, 1774 ; C. P. C., IV,
1152 ; Fifth Report App. 27; Forrest, Selections etc., Vol. I, 106 ;
D. C., 282.
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on that of Najaf and celebrated the occasion with rejoicings.
On the conclusion of the ceremony Najaf returned to Delhi,
reaching there on 12th June.7
The R ohila prisoners sent to A llahabad
By the middle of May practically the whole of Rohilkhand
was brought under subjection and there remained no notable
enemy in arms except Faizullah Khan who was seeking refuge
in the hills on the northern outskirt of his homeland. There
was no danger of an immediate outbreak, and therefore impro
vised barracks of mud and straw were erected at Bisauli for
shelter during the rains. Hafiz’s family and dependants were
despatched on 26th May under the custody of Salar Jang to
Allahabad to be lodged in the fort there, the Rohila chief’s
widow travelling in a palanquin presented to her by Bahu Begum
and her sons riding on elephants, while others had carriages for
their conveyances. On 28th Mahibullah Khan, Fatehullah
Khan and Azimullah Khan, sons of Dunde Khan, and their
ladies and children were sent as prisoners to join the party under
Salar Jang. Shuja had a deeprooted grudge against Dunde who
had betrayed rancorous animosity and misbehaviour towards
the ruling family of Awadh, especially during Shuja’s flight to
Rohilkhand after the disaster*of Baksar, and the wazir satisfied
his spite by being particularly severe to the progeny of that
Rohila chief. His wrath was deepened by their attempt to
secrete their treasure and to pass on considerable sums of
money and jewels to two of the English officers.8 Shuja insti
tuted a search under his personal supervision for Dunde Khan’s
treasure, deprived his sons’ wives and other ladies of the house
of their cash and jewellery and sent them to be confined in the
Allahabad fort.9
Faizullah seeks C ham pion’s intercession
Soon after the allies had arrived at Bisauli on 7th May
’ Khair-ud-din, 257 ; Siyar, III, 938-39 ; Maadan, IV, 255 b ;
Ghulam Ali, III, 57 ; M. L ., 155 ; Mirat, 265b ; Soldiering in
India, 210.
8 Middleton to Hastings, 17th June, 1774, vide Hastings and the
Rohilla War, pp. 209-10.
9 Soldiering in India, 220-222 ; Gulistan, 125.
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their spies brought the reports that Faizullah had taken shelter
at Lal-dang, 17 miles north of Najibabad, a strategically situated
place at the foot of the Garhwal mountains and sheltered by a
chain of hills and a belt of dense forest. Rohila fugitives from
all parts of the province, paralysed by the reports of Hafiz’s
defeat, had flocked to Lal-dang and Faizullah soon found him
self at the head of a respectable force. But he shrank from
engaging in another deadly conflict with a superior enemy, and
towards the end of May opened negotiations with Champion to
whom he made two alternative offers. These were that if he were
placed in possession of the whole of Rohilkhand, he would pay
eighty lakhs of rupees in three years either to the company or the
wazir, or an annual tribute of thirty lakhs to the wazir and a
lump sum of twenty five lakhs to the English, if the latter gua
ranteed the proposed treaty. He further promised to attend the
wazir and the English with 15,000 troops whenever he was requi
red to do so. But in spite of Champion’s desire to the contrary
these terms were disdainfully rejected not only by Shuja but also
by Hastings who wished the wazir to acquire the whole of Rohil
khand for a scientific frontier on his western border. Faizullah
therefore attempted to bargain for a portion of the province and
implored Champion’s protection, offering to pay the wazir twenty
lakhs for a jagir yielding six to eight lakhs per annum. But Shuja,
though he raised no objection to the English commander’s pro
tecting Faizullah’s person, refused to reinstate him in any part
of Rohilkhand even for a kror, and wanted his absolute submi
ssion and all his wealth. He detached some of his troops to
pursue the Rohila fugitives so as to prevent them from swelling
Faizullah’s ranks.10
The allies proceed ag ainst Faizullah
It was reported on 17th June that Lal-dang being very un
healthy, Faizullah was marching to take possession of Pathar10 Champion to Hastings and Council, May 16, 1774 ; Fifth Report,
App. 27 ; Soldiering in India, 211.
Najm-ul-Ghani, vide Akhbar-ul-Sanadid, II, pp. 540-41, says that
Champion was supported by Hastings and the committee that it was
not proper to march against Faizullah, but the wazir won over Cham
pion by feasts and presents. The first part of the above statement is
contrary to truth.
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garh before the rains. Similar other reports about the activity
of the Rohila chief, of his fast swelling strength and of the
encouragement he was receiving from the emperor seem to have
arrived in quick succession and impelled the wazir to take imme
diate steps for the reduction of the fugitives. But Champion
was averse to campaigning during the rainy season, especially
against such an inaccessible and strongly fortified place as Laldang. Although the wazir referred the commander-in-chief’s
objection to Hastings, a reply from him was likely to cause delay
and, therefore he promised a handsome donation to the English
army which had been openly clamouring for a share in the
spoils, and silenced their murmurs. The allied troops now set
out from Bisauli and in the first week of August Shuja announ
ced a donation of seven lakhs for the English army and three
lakhs for Champion. The latter, while applying to the governor
for his permission co accept the seven lakhs, withheld from him
and the council the information about three lakhs that were
intended for him. The government of Fort William did not
permit the acceptance of the donations and requested the wazir
to postpone the grant to a more favourable time, when it should
have the appearance of a voluntary gift. But as the nawab’s
situation demanded an immediate allying of the discontent of the
English troops, he could not safely accept Hastings’ advice.11
By 26th August the allies arrived near Pathargarh, one mile
east of Najibabad and only J7 miles short of Lal-dang. The wazir
took advantage of this journey by establishing military posts
and appointing revenue collectors in the conquered territory.
He requested Zabita Khan to deliver the forts of Najibabad
and Pathargarh into the hands of his men ; the measure being
necessary, he said, owing to the close proximity of the forts to
the enemy, and promised their restoration after the war. Zabita
complied with the request and sent his family and treasure
11 Champion to Hastings and the Board, 8th August, 1774; the Board
to Champion, 29th August, 1774, vide Ben. Sec. Com., 29th Aug. 1774 ;
C.P.C., IV, 1208, 1238 ; Middleton to Hastings, Aug. 7, 1774, vide
Strachey’s Hastings and the Rohilla War, 162-3 ; Forrest’s Selections, 1,
1158. The C.D. permitted the acceptance of the donation 12 years later
and the money was divided among the officers and troops, C.P.C., IV,
1227, 1234.
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across the Ganga to Ghausgarh.12 Thus the entire province of
Rohilkhand, including its northernmost corner, came into the
possession of the wazir who appointed Sidi Muhammad Bashir
Khan as faujdar of Najibabad district and commandant of the
forts.13*Meanwhile negotiations were proceeding with Faizullah
through Ensign J. Murray. The wazir, though not privately
disinclined to assign a small portion of Rohilkhand to the
fugitive chief, no doubt owing to the lukewarm attitude of the
English troops, did not authorise Champion to bring the matter
to a conclusion. The commander-in-chief would not proceed
further, as Lal-danglay beyond the northern boundary of Rohil
khand which he was not authorised to cross. The Fort William
authorities, however, promptly directed Champion “ to pursue
the most vigorous measures in conjunction with the Vizier effec
tually to reduce the Rohilla army without confining your opera
tions to the Rohilla dominions” and even to cross the Ganga
with a part or the whole of his army in order “ speedily to
terminate the war by acting decisively against them and obliging
them to disperse....... 99 He was further instructed to leave all
negotiations to the wazir, and on no account to allow anybody
under his command “to be employed as a negotiator on the part
of the Vizier.”14 Therefore preparations were made to push on
to Lal-dang.
The Rohila Position at Lal-dang described
The slope at Lal-dang, where the Rohila encampment was
set up, was designed by Nature to be an ideal place of defence
against a superior enemy. The spot lay at the foot of the
Garhwal mountains, 1232 feet above the sea level, was fortified
by two hills, one on each flank and sheltered in front by a
natural embankment, 14 to 16 feet high and over 400 yards
long, behind which Faizullah and his men had taken up their
position. The fugitives were encamped along both the banks
of a river that ran between the two hills on their flanks. On
12 Bihari Lai , 19.
13 Haricharan , 514b ; Maadan, IV, 254b.
14 Champion to Board, Aug. 26, 1774 ; Hastings to Champion,
September 16, and the Board to Champion, Sept., 17 and 19,
1774 ; C.P.C., IV, 1253, 1254.
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both the corners of the natural embankment the Rohilas threw
up entrenchments, erected low earthen walls and dug ditches.
Barring a small open space of irregular breadth in front of the
embankment the entire region south of it as far as Najibabad
was covered by a dense jungle, consisting of large trees inter
spersed with bamboos, thorny bushes and prickly long grass
(kans) through which was cut a narrow passage leading to the
foot of the hill on the left flank of the Rohila entrenchment.
But the utility of the place was marred by its unhealthiness
owing to which the Rohilas suffered greatly. They were also
in great distress for want of provisions, as the supplies from the
plain below were cut off by the allied troops.16 For these
reasons it was not possible for Faizullah to stand a long siege,
and the only alternative to submission were either to fall des
perately on the superior enemy and be cut to pieces or retreat
further into the country between the hills.
Shuja reaches near Lal-dang
As the negotiations had proved futile despite many proposals
and counter-proposals, the allies kept on advancing in a north
westerly direction from Najibabad. Leaving Mohanpur on
28th September, they arrived on the 30th at a spot near the
eastern bank of the Ganga and north of the village Nagal, within
8 miles of Lal-dang. The necessity of having a good road to
transport heavy artillery obliged them to clear the jungle and
construct a passage leading to the centre of the Rohila position,
Fortunately as the troops advanced further, they found the
forest less dense, the space between trees larger and fewer bam
boos, but the grass was as high as that they had left behind.
On 1st October Champion went on a reconnaissance ride about
three miles along the road made by the Rohilas and “found it
extremely good and the jungle on either hand so open” that he
decided to push on to the foot of the enemy entrenchment with
out delay. Accordingly the army set out early in the morning
of the 2nd and marched three miles. The English advancepost proceeding further north established itself within a mile of
15 C ham pio n to Ben. Sec. Com ., 26th September, 1774.
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the Rohila earth-work, which was erected on the road at a little
distance from their entrenchment.16
T reaty w ith Faizullah K han
On 30th September Champion had written to Faizullah
inviting him to submit and avoid the conflict. The Rohila chief,
whose main object was to procure from the stronger enemy as
advantageous terms as possible, had no stomach for fighting, as
his men were dying of hunger and sickness. In compliance
with the wazir’s request the raja of Kumaon had changed his
attitude of helpfulness towards the fugitives and Najaf had sent
some troops under Afrasiab Khan to the western bank of the
Ganga near Hardwar to cut off grain supplies for Lal-dang.
So Faizullah took the opportunity for the resumption of nego
tiations, and sent his wakil on 1st October to wait on Champion
who, though equally anxious for a cessation of hostilities, pushed
on with rapidity with a detachment of his force to near Lal-dang
in order to compel the fugitive chief to give up bargaining and
make up his mind about the terms. The commander-in-chief’s
policy bore the expected result and his message (sent through
the Rohila wakil on 2nd October) that he would be glad to see
Faizullah Khan met with a ready response. Two hours after
the message was delivered a Rohila officer came to inform that
Faizullah was coming, and he actually arrived at about 12 a . m .
at the spot where the main body of the English army was en
camped and which was about four miles behind the allied advancepost. He was cordially received by Champion who took him to
the wazir the next morning (3rd Oct.). Shuja received Faizullah
'‘with much propriety’* and presented him with a dress of
honour and some other articles. This was followed by exchange
of ceremonious visits and diplomatic talks which resulted in an
understanding on the 6th. The next day (7th) a formal treaty
was drawn up and signed and sealed by the contracting parties
and attested by Champion.17
The treaty, divided into two parts, consisted of the following
provisions. Firstly, Faizullah Khan was given the district of
Rampur and the parganahs dependent thereon, “producing
16 Champion to Ben. Sec. Com., Septr. 30, Oct. 1, 2, 1774.
17 Champion toBen. Sel. Com., Oct. 2, 3, 6, 8, 1774.
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altogether an annual revenue of 14,75,000 rupees.” Secondly,
he was to “ retain in his service 5,000 men, and not a single
man more.” Thirdly, he was to “ enter into no connection
with any power but myself [Shuja] and that he shall hold no
correspondence with any person except the English chiefs.’’
Fourthly, he was to consider the wazir’s friends as his friends
and the wazir’s enemies as his enemies. Fifthly, whenever
Shuja went to war with any power, Faizullah was to “send
2,000 or 3,000 men according to his ability to join my [Shuja’s]
forces” ; and if the wazir marched in person, Faizullah was to
accompany him with his troops. Sixthly, Faizullah would
disband the excess of 5,000 of his troops from his service. And
finally, the wazir bound himself to promote Faizullah’s interest
and advantage to the utmost of his power, if the Rohila chief
faithfully observed the above terms.
In a separate agreement under his hand and seal Faizullah
Khan solemnly promised to strictly abide by all the terms of
the treaty and wrote that “ I will always, while I live, continue in
submission and obedience to the Nabob Vizier.......and that
whatever the Nabob Vizier directs, I will execute, and that I
will at all times and on all occasions, both in adversity and
prosperity, continue his firm associate.”18
Faizullah promised to deliver half of his treasure and effects
to the wazir ; but this term was not mentioned in the treaty
It was estimated that the total value of the Rohila chief’s trea
sure and property was in the neighbourhood of thirty lakhs and
the wazir preferred to accept fifteen lakhs in cash to dividing
his effects.19
18 Copy of the treaty under Shuja’s seal and that under Faizullah’s
seal, vide Ben. Sec. Cons., Vol. XXV, pp. 279-283 ; C.P.C., IV,
1358 ; S.P.D., XXIX, 280, 281.
18 Champion to Ben. Sel. Com., Oct. 14, 1774 ; S.P.D., XXIX, 280.
I have carefully read Dr. A. F. M. Khalil-ur-Rahman’s article,
“ Shuja-ud-Daula as a Diplomat” (1765-1775) in Indian Culture
Vol. IX. But I do not see the slightest reason to modify any of my
conclusions, though these chapters were written years before the
publication of the above article. The curious reader is requested to
read these pages side by side with Dr. R ahm an’s and to see for him
self as to whose conclusions are more scientific and impartial.
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Shuja re tu rn s to Faizabad ; the settlem ent of R ohilkhand
On the day following the conclusion of the treaty the wazir
withdrew his troops from their position south-west of Lal-dang
and the English drew off on the 9tli. On 14th October Shuja’s
share in the treasure and effects of Faizullah having been settled
at fifteen lakhs and the boundaries of the jagir to the latter
finally defined, the wazir set out towards Bisauli en-route for
Faizabad, while Champion stayed on for a few days more to see
that the Rohilas in arms, who could not be employed by Faizullah nor absorbed in the wazir’s service, quitted Rohilkhand
and crossed the Ganga in his presence. Faizullah went back
to Lal-dang on the 15th after seeing the wazir off, to make arran
gements for the payment of fifteen lakhs to the latter’s men and
for returning to Rohilkhand to take possession of Rampur.
The payment was made to Elich Khan who took leave of the
Rohila chief and Champion on 23rd October to join his master,
while the commander-in-chief and Faizullah quitted their res
pective encampments, the one for Ramghat and the other for
Rampur.20
At Bisauli the wazir made a brief halt for settling the
country and making a permanent arrangement for its adminis
tration. He had already appointed Sidi Muhammad Bashir
Khan to the charge of northern Rohilkhand, consisting of
Najibabad, Pathargarh and other districts that had until his
successful campaign belonged to Zabita Khan, and he was now
honoured by the bestowal on him of the insignia of the Fish
(mahi-maratib) and of the privilege of playing state music
(naubat), besides a fringed palanquin. The Khan made Pathar
garh his headquarters with a garrison of 5,000 cavalry and
10,000 infantry. The wazir established three more garrisons at
20 Champion to Ben. Sel. Com., Oct. 8, 14, 23 and Nov. 14, 1774 ; Midd
leton to Hastings, Oct. 14, 1774 ; Shuja to Hastings, received on Nov.
5, 1774 ; C.P.C., TV, 1381. In these dates there is one day’s discre
pancy between the Hijri and Christian calculations.
According to the Maratha wakil, who was all along present at the
wazir’s camp and whose reports in other particulars are corroborated
from other sources, Champion accepted five to six lakhs of rupees
from Faizullah as the price of the service he rendered to the latter
during the negotiations. See S. P. D., XXIX, 280.
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important places in the remaining parts of the conquered territory,
one of 4,000 infantry and 500 cavalry at Bisauli, the second of
four to five thousand foot and 500 horse at Aonla, and the
third of four to five thousand infantry and three to four
thousand cavalry at Bareilly. Bareilly became the new capital
of Rohilkhand and here Mirza Saadat Ali Khan, the wazir’s
second son, who was appointed governor of the province, took
up his residence with Murtaza Khan and Gopal Rao as his
advisers. For the purpose of revenue collection the conquered
subah was divided into three parts and was farmed out to three
men (one of them being Sidi Muhammad Bashir Khan) for an
annual sum of sixty-five lakhs. Having completed the above
arrangements the wazir with his family, which had been lodged
at Bisauli during his absence in the Lal-dang campaign, quitted
Rohilkhand once and for all. On the way he appointed Anup
Giri Gosain as deputy governor of the entire mid-Doab in his
possession (districts of Etawah, Etah, Mainpuri, etc., right upto
Ramghat on the Ganga and the boundary of Agra), farming
it out to him for an annual sum of fifty-one lakhs of rupees,
payable in eleven instalments. At the ceremony of leave-giving
on 30th October the Gosain chief was given, besides other
rewards, an elephant and a state kettle drum with the right to
play it in the wazir’s camp. With his mind at rest regarding
the administration of his new acquisitions, the wazir continued
his journey ; but he was obliged to stay for some days at
Lucknow owing to illness. When there appeared no marked
improvement in his condition, he thought it better to hasten
to Faizabad where he arrived on 15th December, 1774 and was
given a rousing reception by the citizens.21
The value of the spoils acquired by Shuja
No history of the Rohila war can be complete without an
examination of the various reports about the spoils in cash and
kind that Shuja-ud-daulah was said to have acquired. The
Persian and Marathi sources speak only in general terms about
21 S.P.D., XXIX, 280, 281 and 282 (the last not being very accurate) ;
Haricharan , 514b ; Imad , 118 J, Maadan, IV, 256a. The date of arrival
according to Memoirs oj Delhi and Faizabad (Vol. II* p. 13) is 16th
December ; but here again Haricharan's date is more reliable.
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the immense booty that fell into the wazir’s hands and therefore
the historian has to confine his enquiry to the biased obser
vations of Champion, the diary of his A.D.C. Macpherson and
the very meagre information contained in the letters of Middle
ton and Macleane. In his despatch of 24th April announcing
victory over Hafiz, Champion did not mention any treasure
coming into the hands of the wazir, and only referred to his
troops falling on the enemy’s treasure and effects and appro
priating them like bandits. On 28th April he informed the
committee that it was reported that Pilibhit contained a treasure
of four krors in cash and therefore he had sent some of his
officers to take an inventory of the same so as to claim a share
in it. How baseless the reports were and how credulous the
commander-in-chief can be judged from the fact that the said
officers returned in the evening without finding any treasure.22
“ Since the defeat of the Rohillas”, wrote Champion on 16th May,
“ the Nabob has plundered the whole country ; in so much that
in Peelybheet, Bareilly, Onlah and Bisouly he has found jewels
and money, above and underground, elephants, camels, horses
and other effects, to the value, I am confident, of above fifty
lacks of rupees, besides what the individuals of his army have
possessed themselves of, and if he can lay hold of Fayzulla
Cawn’s treasure and effects, his acquisitions in ready money etc.
will exceed a crore of rupees.”23 And he added that Faizullah
Khan’s treasure “ at most modest account is seventy-five lacks
hard cash”, besides his jewels, ornaments and other valuables
which must amount to much more.24 It is interesting to note
that champion had to correct his wild and fanciful guesses of
16th May in a subsequent report (14th October) he sent to the
Fort William authorities that Faizullah’s entire treasure and
effects were estimated at thirty lakhs and that the wazir accepted
the estimate and took fifteen lakhs.25 According to Champion’s
22 Champion to Ben. Sel. Com., April 28, 1774 ; Shuja’s letter to
Hastings, received on 23rd May, vide C. P, C., IV, 10 36 ; Soldie
ring in India, 206.
23 Champion to Ben. Sel. Com., May 16, 1774, vide Ben. Sec.
Cons., 3rd June, 1774.
24 Ibid.
25 Champion to Com., 14th Oct. 1774, vide Ben. Sec. Cons., Nov.
7, 1774.
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final account prepared for him by Macpherson the total plunder
acquired by the wazir was over 150 lakhs.26 It is certain that
after his acquisitions at Pilibhit, Bareilly, Aonla and Bisauli which
Champion puts at “above fifty lacks’*, Shuja got no further
spoils from any part of Rohilkhand except rupees fifteen lakhs
from Faizullah Khan. Therefore, if Champion’s estimate of 16th
May may be taken as correct, Shuja’s total acquisitions should
have been sixty-five lakhs and not 150 lakhs. Champion’s one
of the two estimates is wrong, and obviously the latter. Any
way, Champion’s reports and estimates are extravagant and
unreliable and seem to have been inspired by considerations
other than regard for accuracy and truth. Middleton’s estimate
of seventy-five lakhs seems to be nearer the truth, despite the
fact that Shuja put his acquisitions at less than forty and told
the English Resident more than once that he was willing to
relinquish all the spoils he had gained “ for an acquittance of
the stipulation [of forty lakhs] which he is bound to pay to the
Honourable Company on the dismission of the brigade.......
However, it is certain not only from the remarks of Middleton
but also from the facts that subsequently came to light that
Shuja’s total acquisitions from Rohilkhand did not suffice to
meet all the expenditure he had incurred in its conquest.27
Sufferings of the R ohilas
Of the contemporary Persian authorities only “ Gulistan-iRahmat,” written by Hafiz’s son Mustajab Khan (amplified
much later by his grandson under the title of Gul-i-Rahmat)
gives a fairly detailed account of Shuja’s treatment of the
families of Hafiz Rahmat and other Rohila chiefs. The Khan
says that all the troops and followers of Hafiz were disarmed,
deprived of their horses and ordered to leave Pilibhit. The
wazir asked Muhabbat Khan, the eldest surviving son of Hafiz,
to point out the spot where his father’s treasure lay buried ;
but he replied that his father had left no treasure. Then the
ladies of the family were ordered to hand over all their ornaments
and jewels to Sidi Muhammad Bashir Khan and were removed
26 Soldiering in India , 229 ; Hastings and the Rohilla War, 171.
27 Middleton to Hastings, 11th July, 1774, quoted in Strachey,
Hastings and the Rohilla War, 171-72.
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to some tents in order to allow the wazir’s men to search for
the treasure in their apartments in the fort. Troops were posted
round the ladies’ tents to prevent the inmates from escaping.
When the wazir marched to Bisauli Fatehullah Khan and his
brothers were imprisoned and their families .met the treatment
similar to that of Hafiz’s. All these were sent prisoners to
Allahabad where they were kept under close surveillance, suffe
ring greatly not only on the way but also in confinement at
Allahabad. Muhabbat Khan was given an allowance of one
thousand rupees a month, and Hafiz’s family was given that of
one hundred a month.28 Other writers give even more meagre
accounts. It was Champion who was responsible for formulating
charges of oppression and cruelty against the wazir. But these
charges are vague and indefinite and palpably general in
character, and in spite of Hastings’ repeated demands Champion
failed to substantiate them by providing specific instances of
cruelty and oppression.29 Champion’s report on the subject
submitted to the Bengal supreme council long after the war was
over is more definite and needs a close examination.
The report is said to have been based on the information
supplied by the harkaras (news carriers) who were posted by
the commander-in-chief with the Rohila families and was
recorded by Macpherson with the explicit purpose of submitting
it before the majority of the supreme council. It runs into
nine pages in print and was delivered to Champion on 3rd
February, 1775. Obviously either it was prepared a few months
after the prisoners had been safely lodged in the Allahabad fort
or the original manuscript was revised and garbled, for other
wise at would not have been delivered to Champion as late as 3rd
February, 1775. According to it the total number of prisoners
of the various Rohila families, including men, women, children
and servants, was 700, and the misery and sufferings endured
by the;m were great. Four hundred women, including slaves
and rmaid-servants, belonging to the families of Hafiz and his
sons, were stripped of everything except the clothes on their
28 GUilistan, 123 - 25 , 128 .
29 Chiampion to Ben. Sel. Com., May 4, June 12, Septr. 3, 1774 and
Jamuary 30, 1775 ; to Hastings, May 10, June 15, 17 74 ; Hast
ings and Com. to Champion, May 23, 27 and July 1, 1 774.
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persons, carried in 45 covered hackiries and were kept in three
tents one of which was large and covered and two small and
open, surrounded by old screens (qanats). Hafiz’s ten sons and
six chelas were taken on horses and lodged in one tent. Very
insufficient, coarse food and water were supplied, and they were
not provided with carpets and had to sleep on the bare ground.
The guards behaved insolently, and bad food, insufficient water
and discomforts of heat and cold brought on them sufferings of
various kinds, and many of the ladies fell ill. The families of
other Rohila chiefs had to undergo similar hardships and
miseries. One hundred and fifty women of Mahibullah and
Azimullah had to travel in thirty covered hackiries and 100
belonging to Fatehullah in twenty closed carriages, and for
their board and lodging the same arrangements were made as
for Hafiz’s people.80 Macpherson supplied some additional
information in his diary (21st May), such as, two cots were
provided to the prisoners, one to Hafiz’s widow and the other
her sick sons. Describing their condition at Allahabad he says
that they were as ill off as before and had still (13th July) to
sleep on the ground, without cots.31
Between the versions of Macpherson's diary and the above
report, which too is prepared by the same person, there are a
number of discrepancies and contradictions that deserve special
notice. In the dairy it is mentioned that Hafiz’s sons marched
on elephants and his chelas (slaves) rode on horses, while in the
report the sons were seated on horses and the chelas made to
walk on foot.32 In the entry dated 2nd May, the third day of
march from Pilibhit, it is recorded that the wazir’s wife (Bahu
Begum) presented a palanquin33 to Hafiz's widow to ride in; but
there is no such mention in the report which produces the impre
ssion that she must have been compelled to travel in a crowded
hackirie at least till 27th May when a doolie was sent to her by
lbadullah Khan of Shahjahanpur.34 The diary has it that on
24th of May all the knives, scissors and betel-nut crackers were
30
31
32
33
34

The report is given in Soldiering in India, pp. 216-225.
Ibid., p. 224.
Ibid.. 207, 216-217.
Ibid., 207.
Soldiering in India, 220.
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taken away from Hafiz’s widow and other women of the family
and the school-master who used to attend the children was
“ordered not to come near them any more,”35 while it is empha
sised throughout the report that all the prisoners, including
women and children, were allowed to have nothing with them
except the clothes they had on at the time of their arrest and
that they reached Allahabad in the same dress. From Mac
pherson’s own account one can guess that at least servants of
the prisoners were allowed restricted liberty of movement, for
he mentions in the report that on 22nd May Nur Muhammad,
Hafiz’s chela, “brought a message from the sons” to the English
camp and on 27th May Mahibullah and Fatehullah sent their
spiritual preceptor to Champion. This message, quoted with
approval in the report, contains absurdities one of which is that
“ There is only one jar of water which affords them [456 prisoners
of Hafiz’s family] a very scanty proportion.......*\86 “ This is
contradicted by the report itself (vide entry of 21st May) which
reads that “when any of the women wants to drink an old wo
man brings a beasty [water-carrier’s] bag to which they generally
put their mouths37.........” This remark clearly shows that at least
one woman water-carrier was attached to the women prisoners
of Hafiz’s family. Several other discrepancies can be pointed
out, but space forbids their multiplication.
Champion’s report gives rise to the suspicion that it is not a
faithful picture of the sufferings of the Rohila prisoners not only
because of its contradictions and its being in conflict with
Macpherson’s diary in several particulars, but also because it is
strongly controverted by the English Resident Middleton A\qo
was all along present during the Rohilkhand campaign and by
the evidence of Leslie and Hannay who served under Champion,
before the supreme council38 in January, 1775. Hastings him
self had suspicion about the truth of the charges, and Shuja
35 Ibid., 219-220.
36 Ibid., 219-220.
37 Ibid., 218 ; also C . P. C., IV, 1044 which says that a Water-carrier
was posted.
38 Middleton to Hastings, June 17 and July 5, 1774 ; and the evi
dence of Leslie and Hannay, vide Strachey’s Hostings and the Rohilla
War, 208-220.
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positively denied them and informed the governor that Hafiz’s
family was “well-supplied with provisions and 3,000 rupees per
month is appointed for this purpose.” The wazir maintained
that his conduct had been grossly misrepresented and he ex
pressed his desire to meet the charges, if they were revealed.89
Champion’s evidence before the supreme council at Calcutta
and years after his cross-examination by the House of Commons
weakened rather than strengthened his case. In fact the whole
evidence in our possession tends beyond doubt to the conclusion
that Champion’s charge-sheet was highly exaggerated and con
tained misstatements and half-truths. It was only natural for
the prisoners to magnify their hardships and appeal to Cham
pion for their release, as they were aware that the wazir could
not afford to displease the English commander-in-chief who was
not friendly to Shuja and was therefore encouraging them to
place their grievances before him.
It does not, however, follow that the Rohila prisoners were
well-treated and that they suffered no privation, hardship and
misery. They were not treated according to their rank in life
in respect of focd and drink, dress and accommodation, con
veyance and menial service, and were deprived of all their wealth
and ornaments. It can be easily imagined that the guards
must have been insolent and that a variety of humiliation must
have been their lot. Middleton’s observations seem to be just
and true, when he wrote that “They certainly have been impro
perly neglected and have suffered much distress and inconve
nience for want of proper accommodation in camp, but my own
knowledge does not furnish me with any instance of cruelty or
violence wantonly exercised upon them.” 40 And for these suffe
rings Shuja-ud-daulah must be held responsible and not Hastings
who remonstrated against such a policy and strongly urged the
wazir to rectify the wrong. It must, however, be added in fair
ness to the wazir that it was natural for him to have been
prejudiced against his prisoners who from the very beginning
made an attempt to seek the intercession of Champion and even
39 Middleton’s letter referred to above ; Shuja to Hastings, vide
C. P. C., IV, 1 179.
40 Middleton to Hastings, June 17, 1774.
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of lesser English officers and some of them like Muhibullah Khan
and other sons of Dunde Khan abused the liberty given to them
by trying to secrete their wealth.41
The charge of the extermination of the Rohilas as a people
is preposterous and does not need refutation. A number of
villages in Hafiz’s territory were plundered and burnt by the
wazir’s cavalry before the battle of Miran Katra ; but the
sufferers were, as is clear from Macpherson’s diary, mostly
Hindus.42 On the field of battle 2,000 Rohilas had fallen
(according to Macpherson 5,000 in all in the field and on
the roads due to pursuit by the wazir’s cavalry etc.), and on
the conclusion of the campaign 20,000 were banished across the
Ganga, while 7,000, including women, and children, were carried
prisoners to Allahabad. There is nothing on record to show
that there was any further loss of life, any further imprisonment
or expulsion from Rohilkhand either during or after the war.
After a careful consideration of all the available evidence the
present writer finds himself in agreement with the conclusions of
Strachey and Davies that the charge is baseless.
Why w as C ham pion against Shuja ?
It may be asked as to what motive Champion had in grossly
exaggerating the so-called cruelties inflicted on the Rohila
people. Hastings believed that his charges were inspired by his
ill-feeling towards the wazir and dissatisfaction with the Bengal
authorities, as he had not been promoted to the rank of bri
gadier-general to which he considered himself entitled, and his
powers were strictly confined to the military conduct of the
expedition, while the wazir was allowed to retain all other
matters relating to war, negotiations, peace, etc., in his hands,
and the recently appointed resident at his court (Middleton) was
entrusted with the conduct of political affairs and the manage
ment of the relations between Shuja and the company. Cham
pion had set out on the campaign “ in a disgruntled frame of
mind” , and it was galling to his sense of racial pride that the
control of war should be concentrated in the hands of the wazir
who should turn for advice to Middleton and not to the
41 Ibid.
42 Soldiering in India, 189-190.
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commander-in-chief. It became, therefore, his deep-rooted desire
to prove the unworkability of the above arrangements and that
was why as early as 24th April he had charged the wazir with
cowardice and with hindering the successful prosecution of the
war. He had concluded his accusation with the significant
remark, “ I have been thus particular with regard to the Vizier’s
conduct that it may be better known how to deal with him in
future .*’43 Champion could not long conceal his motive and with
in seventeen days of his making the first accusation against the
wazir he requested Hastings’ permission to return to Calcutta,
for “ the authority given to the Vizier” , he wrote, “over your
army has totally absorbed the degree of consequence due to my
station.”44 In this and a few other letters subsequently written
he drew a pitiful picture of the sufferings of the Rohila families
and pleaded for enhanced powers fo r himself so that he might be
in a position to protect the orphans and the widows from
wanton cruelty and oppression. Another powerful motive that
inspired the above charges was Champion’s desire to share the
plunder and spoils of Rohilkhand with the wazir and both
these feelings working simultaneously found their expression in
his behaviour towards Shuja, poisoned his relations with him
and led to almost daily occurrences of an unpleasant nature.
Some of these occurrences, showing strained relations between
these two personages beginning with plunder of Shuja’s men by
some troops belonging to the second brigade and Champion’s
failure to trace and punish the offenders, have already been
given in the previous pages, and others may be read in the pages
of Macpherson’s diary and in the private letters of Middleton
to Hastings. “ Every day produces the warmest remonstrances
from the Nabob” , wrote Middleton, “on subjects which but for
the unhappy misunderstanding which has occurred, could never
have claimed a moment’s reflection.”46 Such incidents and
43 Hastings to Middleton, May 22, 1774 ; Strachey, Hastings and
the Rohilla War, 156-59.
44 Champion to Hastings, May 10, 1774, vide Ben. Sec. Cons., Vol.
XXIV, p. 448.
45 Middleton to Hastings, vide Strachey, Hastings and the Rohilla
War, p. 161. For charges and counter-charges between Shuja and
Champion see C. P. C , IV, 1036, 1062, 11 1 1, 1 114,1122,
1 126, 1 142, 1 177, 1179, 1442. *
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their original cause, namely, Champion’s claim to a share in the
plunder which he asserted in several of his letters to Hastings,
alarmed the governor and the wazir, and while Hastings refused
to agree to permit the English troops any share in the spoils,
Shuja, not being in a position to earn the open hostility of
Champion in the midst of the campaign, tried to appease him
by promising him three lakhs of rupees, besides seven lakhs to
the English troops and 50,000 to their officers. But even after
having been tipped so handsomely, Champion continued send
ing exaggerated reports about the value of the treasure the wazir
had acquired and the magnitude of the sufferings he was inflict
ing upon the Rohila captives. Obviously he was not satisfied with
the donation from the wazir, probably because it did not come
up to his expectations and also because he was not permitted to
accept it till twelve years later.
•
D eath of Shuja-ud-daulah, 26th Jan u ary , 1775
Shuja-ud-daulah, who had not been keeping good health
since about the middle of March 1774, was taken ill a few days
after his victory over Hafiz Rahmat, and owing to exertions
caused by constant journeying through Rohilkhand to Laldang and back to Faizabad, and toil of campaigning in the
inclement weather (summer and the rainy season) the complaint
continued increasing till he became prostrate and incapacitated.
Yet his presence was so absolutely necessary for restoring order,
settling the conquered country and reducing Faizullah to submis
sion that he could not leave for Awadh till the end of October.
At Lucknow his condition was considered serious, and he had
to hasten for Faizabad where he arrived on 15th December.
Being too weak to ride a horse or an elephant, he entered his
capital in a palanquin covered with glass (abrak ) shutters and
was given a cordial public reception. Shops were decorated
and many bankers, jewellers and other well-to-do merchants,
mostly Hindus, strewed silver coins and flowers made of silver
on his way. But the pleasure and joy of the public on his
victorious return was marred by his illness from which he had
been suffering for nearly nine lunar months. Although he must
have all-through been under medical treatment, regular and
anxious attention was paid only now. Thirty Indian physicians,
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the most notable among whom was Mualij Khan, were emplo
yed on one lakh of rupees per month ; but their best efforts
proved of no avail and the wazir’s wound, which was the cause
of his illness, continued rapidly degenerating. A French surgeon
named Visage was next tried and this man applied liniment of
mercury w'tiich produced an entirely adverse effect, throwing
the wazir into a salivation and causing so much swelling of his
mouth that it became impossible for him to eat anything.46 A
further complication was caused by the appearance of dysentery
and the consequent physical weakness which brought him to the
verge of collapse. Visage’s treatment was therefore abandoned
at the request of Salar Jang and of the ladies of the harem for
that of the Indian physicians and surgeons (jarrahan), but to no
purpose. Finally at the wazir’s own desire Campbell, SurgeonMajor of the English brigade and Captain Stuart began to
attend him. They dressed his wound and administered to him
opiate for several days which gave him sleep and partial and
temporary relief from pain and dysentery. But the original
complaint continued to aggravate, and the ladies getting alarmed
from their painful experience of Visage’s experiment would not
permit him from 23rd January onward to take any medicine for
internal application from a foreigner. Two days after a prepara
tion of rhubarb (rewand ) was prescribed to stimulate bowels,
which led to the recurrence of dysentery. He began to sink
from the 24th and obviously his dissolution was at hand. An
attempt was made to invoke the intercession of the gods, and a
large number of Muslim divines and Hindu priests was employ
ed to offer prayers for his recovery. Large sums of money were
given away in charity to Sayyids and dervishes and beggars of
various denominations. But all these proved to be of no avail.
During the last twenty four hours of his life Shuja-ud-daulah
remained almost unconscious, unable to take anything and
powerless to speak. He died at about six in the morning47 of
26th January, 1775.
46 Haricharan, 5l5a. He is supported by Galliez, vide his letter to
Governor and Council of Bengal, Dec. 31, 1774. Gentil, however,
wrongly accuses Indian physicians of this blunder. See Gentil, p. 228.
n Haricharan, 514b-5l5a ; G. Ali, III, 64 ; M . L., 161 ; Siyar, III, 939
and 940 ; Imad, 118-119 ; Maadan, IV, 257a and b ; Mirat, 267a ;
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V arious versions of his d eath exam ined
Two different versions are on record regarding the origin
of the complaint that hastened the end of Shuja-ud-daulah in
the prime of his life. The first story is that after the occupation
of Pilibhit the wazir had Hafiz’s daughter brought to him one
night to satisfy his lust, and the proud and brave girl inflicted
the blow of a dagger, dipped into poison and concealed under
her garments, in his thigh for the double purpose of saving
herself from molestation and avenging her father.48 This very
wound is said to have degenerated so much as to have become
the cause of the wazir’s death. The other version says that
about the middle of March 1774, a little more than a month
before the battle of Miranpur Katra, a very small syphilitic
tumour had appeared on the wazir’s thigh, which owing to the
exertion of the campaign and want of proper care and treatment
gradually degenerated into a cancer to which eventually he
v succumbed after ten months’ suffering.49 The first story stands
discredited not only because it is apocryphal and is denied by
most of the well-informed and impartial contemporary autho
rities, but also because the three different versions in which it
is presented differ so materially as to contradict one another
and throw doubt on its authenticity. According to one version
of this story the scene of the outrage was Pilibhit and the victim
of Shuja’s lust was Hafiz’s daughter60; according to the second,
the place was Bisauli and the victim the daughter of Muhibullah Khan,61 while the third is silent about the place, but
Mutakherin, 215b ,’ Kalyan , 187a ; T. M., 266a ; Gentil, 228 ; Gailliez
to G. G. and Council, Dec. 31, 1774, January 16, 23, 26, 1775 ;
Middleton to Hastings, Dec. 21, 1774 ; Polier to G. G. and Council,
January 24, 26, 1775 ; C.P.C., IV, 1253, 1496, 1532, 1552 and 1558.
48 The only contemporary Persian authorities who seemed to have
believed it are two, D. C.» 290 ; M. L„ 161. But even they say that
news reached the emperor that it had happened.
40 Haricharan, 514b; Siyar, III, 939 ; G. Ali, III, 6 4 ; T. M., 226 ;
Gulistan, 127 and 28 ; Abdul Karim , 316 ; Mirat, 267a ; Imad, 119 ;
Maadan, IV, 257a ; Mutakherin, 215b ; Kalyan, 187a.
50 Siyar, III, 939 (The author says there was a strong rumour to that
effect, yet it was wrong); Mustafa, the translator believed the above
version—see Siyar, Eng, Tr., Vol. IV, 60-61 n.
51 Soldiering in India, 222.
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mentions the victim as a daughter of Dunde Khan.52 If the first
version of this story may be believed the date of the happening
must be either 28th or 29th of April when the wazir’s wound
was already more than a month old,.for Haricharan Das
who was present at Faizabad at the time of Shuja’s return
from Rohilkhand says in clear words that his wound was
then nine months old {zakhm-i-mazkur ki az muddat nuh mah
bud),58 while according to the second version the date was 29th
of May,54 when the wazir was incapacitated for committing
such an outrage owing to the advanced state of his illness,55
whereas the third version makes it happen four months before
his death,56 that is, sometime about 26th of September 1774,
which is on the very face of it absurd. It was further main
tained by the protagonists of the story that the girl was stabbed
to death by the wazir’s orders, according to Thomas Deane
Pearse, just before his death and according to the French rene
gade Mustafa (Raymond) immediately after she had wounded
Shuja, while in the English camp at Bisauli the rumour was
circulated (29th May) that she had committed suicide “ to testify
her own innocence and redeem the honour of her family.’*
Middleton, who was then present with the wazir and who
possessed unique opportunities of knowing the facts, investigated
into the allegations as he heard the story and he found it a
malicious fabrication by an important personage in the English
camp, outside the reach of the wazir’s just wrath, and the
supposed victim of his lust alive and hale and hearty. He in
formed Hastings that the wazir’s physical condition was then
(29th of May) such, of course owing to the wound in the thigh,
as to incapacitate him for any sexual indulgence.57 It may be
argued that these versions of the story refer to two different
events, namely, the outrage committed on Hafiz’s daughter and
52 Col. Thomas Deane Pearse to General Pattison, Feb. 23, 1775,
vide British Indian M ilitary Repository , Vol. I, 29-30.
53 Haricharan , 514b.
54 Soldiering in India, 222.
65 Middleton to Hastings, June 17, 1774.
56 Pearse’s letter of 23rd February 1775 referred to above.
67 Middleton to Hastings, June 17, 1774, quoted in Strachey ;
Hastings and the Rohilla W ar , 208-210.
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another on Muhibullah’s daughter, and that if the la tte r was
found by Middleton to be devoid of any foundation, it did not
follow that the former too was untrue. Obviously such a
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tant officer with the definite object of injuring Shuja-ud-daulah’s
reputation, and though in the course of transmission from person
to person and place to place it departed from the original in
some important details, its framework remained the same. The
story gained credence in some circles, because it was known that
the wazir was suffering from a wound and had died of it. Some
individual Englishmen were primarily responsible for its wide
circulation, but it was the French renegade Raymond (Mustafa),
the translator of the Siyar , who, accustomed to the love of
romance in his own life as well as thought and expression,
perferred the tale of an unknown gossipy woman supposed to
have been in the wazir’s harem to the sober testimony of the
English surgeon and the author of the book he was translating,
and transmitted it in a highly coloured and romantic grab,
which would have amused even Macpherson and Pearse, to
posterity.60
H is b u rial ; universal g rief a t his d eath
Shuja-ud-daulah's death cast a gloom over the cities of
Faizabad and Ayodhia and he was mourned throughout Awadh
and Allahabad. The people bad spent three days in dreadful
silence and when the news spread in the morning of 26th January
nothing was heard except wailing and crying from all sides.
“Great and small,” writes Gentil who was an eye-witness of
the scene, “all appeared to have lost their father. Every one
thought that ruin had come to him ; the merchants, the workmen
of all kinds quitted their shops ; their women and their children
ran lamenting through the streets, asking one another, ‘where
shall we find a prince like him, a veritable father ? We have
lost all.’ ‘Shuja-ud-Daulah is dead,’ they cried. And at the
same time they struck their breasts, dishevelled their hair, and
rent their garments. Sorrow and despair were at their height
in the seraglio. One would say that everything was in fire and
blood, and all the night the same desolation continued. The day
60 In order to make the story as romantic as he could Mustafa trans
lated the word
ascribed by the author of the Siyar to
Afghan girls in general and Hafiz’s daughter in particular, as
‘ferocity’, though it really means ignorance or rusticity’. See
Siyar, Eng. Tr. Vol. IV, p. 60.
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that followed was yet worse, and the mourning and despair
redoubled, at the moment when the body was carried to the
grave.’’61 Haricharan Das, another eye-witness, writes in the
same strain and he is supported by Ghulam Hussain Khan, the
author of the Siyar , who assures us that even Muhabbat Khan,
son of Hafiz, and the wazir’s captive and enemy, shed a flood
of tears on the occasion.62 Major Anthony Polier, then at Faiza
bad, was struck by the universal grief that he witnessed and
wrote to Hastings, “It is difficult to find words to express the
sorrow and grief of almost all his attendants and in general of
every inhabitant of this place at this event.......”63 The sight
was even more touching when the dead body was taken to the
Sarju for a wash, according to Shia rites, and then placed on a
bier and carried in state, followed by the deceased’s sons, relati
ons and officers, Gailliez, Polier and other Europeans at Faiza
bad and thousands of wailing men and women to Gulab-bari,
where it was buried after due ceremonies. Many of the faithful
servants of the deceased nawab, such as Hasan Raza Khan,
head of his household department, Habib Beg, Umrao Giri
Gosain, Nishat Ali Khan, Bahar Ali Khan, Jawahar Ali Khan
and several others, discarding their costly robes for those of
dervishes, took up their abode round his grave. But they were
one by one recalled by Asaf-ud-daulah who succeeded his father
as nawab.64
The claim of Asaf-ud-daulah, the wazir’s eldest son, to suc
cession was universally recognised and Shuja’s death was not
followed by any disturbance whatever, and utmost tranquillity
prevailed in the capital and the provinces.65 The dying wazir
had dictated a letter in one of his intervals of consciousness, to
Hastings, recommending Asaf-ud-daulah to his friendship and
assistance, promising that the latter “ will pay the same attention
and regard to your frinendship as I have always done and will
61 G entil, 289.
62 Siyar, III, 940.

63 Polier to Hastings, 26th January, 1775, vide Ben. Sec. Cons., Feb.
6, 1775.
84 Haricharan, 5 16b ; Gentil, 289 ; Siyar, III, 940-941 ; Maadan , IV,
257b and 258a ; Imad, 119.
65 Galliez to Ben. Council, January 28, 1775.
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in the same manner always act conformably to your advice and
ever remain in alliance with you.’’ “If your conduct on this
occasion is upright,” he added, “it will redound to your eternal
honour and will be transmitted to posterity that the English
chiefs acted in this upright manner in consideration of their
friendship.”66 How Hastings would have treated his ally’s last
wishes had he possessed the power of government in his hands
is not possible to guess accurately. It is, however, notorious
that the supreme council paid scant attention to them and defi
nitely closed the chapter of that theoretical equality which had
hitherto existed between the nawab-wazir of Awadh and the
English in Bengal.

66 Tr. of Shuja’s letter, sent by Polier and received at Calcutta on
6th Feb. 1775, vide Ben. Sec. Cons., February 6, 1775.

Chapter Eleven
& LC U ia a le .> i

S h u ja ’s c h a r a c te r a s u b je c t o f c o n tro v e rs y
No character in modern Indian history has been the subject
of so much popular controversy and misrepresentation as that
of Shuja-ud-daulah. Nor has any elicited such diametrically
opposite judgments from sober writers, contemporary and
modern. The reason seems to be that his indomitable perso
nality, dominating the stage of North-Indian politics for over
two decades, excited jealousy and ill-feelings of his Indian and
English rivals and opponents who pursued his memory even
after his death with unforgiving vindictiveness. With no access
to the material other than the denunciations and exaggerations
of this class of men, most English writers of the 18th century
fell into the error of partisanship, and historians of our genera
tion have not yet been able to get over the difficulty of balancing
the opposite views by a dispassionate examination of all available
evidence. Shuja-ud-daulah’s personality, and his virtues and
faults, are apparent on the face of the narrative as given in this
and the previous volume, and it is proposed to give here only a
brief resume of the same, with an emphasis on those aspects of
his character that need further elucidation.
H is f e a tu r e s d e s c r ib e d
All contemporary authorities agree in representing Shuja-uddaulah, since his attainment of maturity till a month or two
before his death, as a tall, well-built, stout and extremely goodlooking man of fair complexion, with long arms, broad chest,
a prominent nose and open forehead. From his several extant
portraits it is clear that his face was clean shaven except for a
long moustache which was allowed to grow and kept twisted
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after the semi-Hindu fashion and, unlike the usual Muslim prac
tice, left untrimmed in the middle. His eyes, though not very
large, were bright and penetrating and, gave an indication of
fire and vigour within. His person was so well-formed and the
limbs of his body so symmetrical that all kinds of clothes seemed
to suit and embellish him.1 Jean Law, a famous French general
who saw him in his early manhood (1758-1761), was struck by
his splendid appearance and described him as ‘‘the most hand
some person I have seen in India.” 2 Alexander Dow, a pre
judiced Englishman, thus spoke of him in 1768 : “ Suja-ulDowla is extremely handsome in his person, about five feet,
eleven inches in height, and so nervous and strong that, with
one stroke of the sabre, he could cut off the head of a buffalo.
He is active, passionate and ambitious ; his penetrating eyes
seem, at first sight, to promise uncommon acuteness and fire of
m ind........ ” 3 Another Frenchman with gifts of observation and
judgment, who saw him towards the end of his life, had to ditto
other observers and write that he possessed “ plenty of spirit/*
“ His strength and skill in all physical exercise,” he added, “ had
something of the romantic.” 4
H is v ir tu e s a n d f a u lts
With an imposing person Shuja combined the natural gifts of
sweet disposition, stentorian voice and ready speech, the highly
cultivated virtues of urbanity of taste and manners, and above
all a dignified mien and carriage. “ Like all men of rank in
Asia,” observes George Forster, “ he was courteous and affable,
had an insinuating address and accomplished manners.” 5 His
polish and personal magnetism as well as eloquence gave him
powerful advantages in his dealings with men and affairs, and
officers, foreign agents and suitors for justice who waited on him
seldom went away disappointed. We have it on the authority
of a well-informed chronicler of his son’s court, who is substan
tially supported by the English traveller quoted above, that who1
3
4
6

Maadan, IV, 285b.
Memoire sur V Empire Mogol, ed. by M artineau (1 9 1 3 ), p. 181.
Hisotry o f Hindostan, A ppendix to Vol. II, p. 92.
M odave’s Journal du Voyage, Paris M S., p. 39.
A Journey, etc., Vol. I, p. 184.
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ever entered Shuja-ud-daulah’s closet came back happier, thin
king that the nawab was more friendly towards him than towards
anybody else.6 He was full of energy, activity and enterprise.
But these gifts were somewhat marred by boundless ambition,
impetuosity, and love of ostentation, and by occasional fits of
vanity which were born out of consciousness of his high station
in life. It should, however, be added in fairness to him, that
vanity and temper were displayed in his dealings with persons
of an equal or superior rank or pretensions and that these saved
him from humiliation at the hands of some of the equally vain
and arrogant agents of the English company7—humiliation that
had been the fate of Mir Jafar, Mir Qasim and even of Shah
Alam. The Fort William authorities, aware of his pride, often
advised8 their representatives to show proper deference to the
wazir who was jealous of his dignity and reputation. English
observers from Alexander Dow to Verelst9 were of opinion that
he suffered from impatience, inconstancy and volatility, which
induced him to abandon schemes and projects which were con
stantly formed in his mind by ambition and enterprise. Super
ficially seen this might seem to be a valid charge ; but a close
examination reveals that he never really abandoned any impor
tant scheme, however early it might have been formed in his
mind. What he did was to discard his means one after another
till he succeeded in achieving his object. It was probably this
constant change of diplomatic devices, intended as much to keep
6 Maadan, IV, 285b.
7 English governors, commanders, etc.» talked contem ptuously of Indian
rulers, in their own circle. Even H astings wrote to Barwell on 22nd
July 1772 : “ I always thought the man (Shuja) and his connection o f
too little importance...” (vide Gleig, Vol. I, p. 3151). He poured scorn
over Shah Alam, calling him ‘King o f shreds and patches’. Smith,
B arker and others used sim ilar unbecoming words ab o u t Shuja—see
Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., Feb. 23, 1768. C ham pion was m ost guilty in
this respect.
s Vide Soldiering in India ; Bengal G overnm ent’s instructions to D epu
tatio n to Shuja in 1768.
9 D ow ’s History of Hindostan, Vol. II> Appendix, p. 92 ; Verelst’s letter
of M arch 28, 1768, vide his View o f the English Government in Bengal,
p. 103 ; Smith to Ben. Sel. Com., Feb. 6, 1768.
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others off his scent10 as to discover the means most suited for a
particular emergency, that was mistaken for volatility. His
policy, correspondence and net achievements are a clear proof
of the fact that he never really lost sight of material projects
most of which, like his appointment as wazir, displacement of
Munir-ud-daulah, reduction of Hindupati, conquest of Rohil
khand, military and fiscal reforms, etc. were realised after
several years’ constant exertion and in the teeth of great obsta
cles a long time after they were first conceived of. This shows
that he was not devoid of constancy, patience and steadiness.
H is e d u c a tio n , ta s te a n d h o b b ie s
Shuja-ud-daulah had received liberal education of a high
order. Besides mastering Persian language and literature, he had
acquired a good knowledge of Turki and Arabic and had some
acquaintance with Marathi and Hindi. He must have been pro
ficient in Urdu which was becoming the mother-tongue of the
upper class Indian Musalmans during the first half of the 18th
century. At any rate he took delight in Urdu poetry and was a
patron of Urdu poets. He also seems to have picked up rudiments
of spoken English during ten years of his close contact with the
com pany’s representatives from Bengal. He wrote a good hand
and his style in Persian was clear, forceful and elegant, and he
had scholars, poets and calligraphists at his court. His pro
ficiency in Mathematics11 had given him an insight into the
intricacies of financial administration, and saved him from abso
lute dependence on the skill of his secretaries and accountants.
He had a special taste for music and we are told by a contem
porary writer that he was personally a skilled musician. He
was likewise greatly interested in architecture and painting, and
there were good architects and painters in his service, some of
them being Europeans lent to him by the government of
Calcutta.12
10

See chapters IV and V, and also the a u th o r’s paper on “ Was
the A bdali Invasion of 1 7 6 6 -6 7 a Real Menace to Bengal” , vide
Calcutta Reviewy July, 1940.
11 Haricharan, 518b.
12 Maadan, IV, 2 6 3 b -2 7 0 b , gives a list o f scholars, poets, musicians,
etc. A nthony Polier, a Swiss engineer and architect, was in his
service. See C .P .C ., III, 9 7 3 , Vol. IV, 293, 1022.
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Though not devout, Shuja was a believing Shia Muslim, but
no fanatic and not even punctilious in the observance of the
prescribed daily five prayers and the fast of Ramzan, as is clear
from the daily routine of his life and the succinct but sigificant
statement of the chronicler of his son’s court that he [Shuja]
never abandoned the prayers and f a s ts that were necessary .13 He
was, however, careful in celebrating with due mourning rites
the anniversary of the martyrdom at Karbala of Husain, a
grandson o f Prophet Muhammad, which is one of the most
important religious festivals of the Shias. There was hardly
any form of medieval Indian amusement which did not attract
h im ; but it were hunting, hawking, animal combats, music and
dance, kite and pigeon flying that particularly interested him
and there were many thousands of pigeons in his menageries.
Similarly he indulged in almost every species of pleasure except
perhaps the drinking of wine.14 The greatest blot on his
character, however, was his excessive fondness for the company
of women and his addiction to sexual hobbies which absorbed
much of his time, interfered sometimes with the business of ad 
ministration and neutralised his great qualities of head and heart.
In this respect he fell below the standard of the age, for though
18th century Indian and European15 princes alike were guilty of
sexual immorality none was a greater voluptuary than Shujaud-daulah. Notwithstanding his endeavour to correct himself
after the battle of Baksar and with considerable success, unbrid
led prostitution and venery remained with him as the besetting
sin of his life. His harem was filled with more than two thousand
and seven hundred women of whom 2000 were maid-servants
and seven hundred and odd his wives,—one, namely, Bahu
Begum, being the principal begum and the remaining only co
wives, entitled khurd mahals (secondary wives).16 From these
18 Maadan , IV, 258b.
14 I have n ot come across any contem porary authority m aintaining
that he used to drink. W hat S hakir K han ( vide Tazkira Shakir
Khahi, p. 88) says probably m eans th a t he was intoxicated with
the pride o f valour and w ealth, etc.
15 C om pare the character of Louis XV of France who was S h u ja’s
contem porary.
16 Haricharan, 5l8a. According to Forster (vide vol. I, p. 185) his wives
num bered 800, while according to M odave (see Journal du Voyage, p.
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women he had more than four dozen children, 32 sons according
to one authority (28 according to another) and 18 or 19
daughters.
As has been said Shuja-ud-daulah was devoted to all sorts
of manly sports. He could ride and even tame a most unruly
horse or elephant, and he took delight in attacking wild animals
of the jungle with an arrow, spear or matchlock and sometimes
with the sword. The game of chase was one of his absorbing
hobbies, and it afforded him welcome excitement and adventure
practically every day for seven months (November to May) in
the year when he undertook an annual tour of his provinces,
combining business with pleasure. The French captain Gentil,
who accompanied him, says that “every day of the march was
a hunt” and gives a graphic description of some of the interesting
excursions which it is not possible to reproduce here for want of
space. The nawab was a magnificent shot and bagged numer
ous tigers and other ferocious animals of the forest, besides a
large variety of fowl. In one of these expeditions he saved the
life of the English captain, Gabriel Harper, who was about to
be attacked and torn to pieces by a ferocious tiger, when Shuja
fired his musket with such effect that the beast dropped down
dead on the ground “ at the same moment as it rushed on the
English captain.” 17 He was a mighty wrestler and so daring
and expert in swimming that he could alpne swim across the
Ghaghra from one bank to the other during rainy season when
the river was in flood.18 He possessed considerable skill in the
use of arms and was expert in wielding the bow and matchlock,
the sword and spear. Haricharan Das relates an anecdote that
armed with spear he once went to the M aratha army, disguised
as a Qizilbash Mughal cavalryman, on the pretext of applying
for employment. On being questioned as to the weapon in the
use of which he might be most proficient he named spear and in
the contest that followed as a trial between him on one side and
39) all his women were 5,000. F o r his children see Haricharan, 518a ;
Kalyan, 187a and b. Forster’s num ber is 50, M odave’s 57 and an
anonym ous report on his family preserved in India Office Library has
49. See W. Hastings and Oudh by C. Davies, 68.
17 Gentil, p. 268. F o r an account o f S h u ja’s hunts see pp. 2 6 5 -2 7 1 .
18 Haricharan, 518b.
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four skilled M aratha spearsmen on the other he beat them all
and returned to his camp covered with glory.19 Champion
himself testified to his proficiency as a skilled soldier before he
had come into clash with the wazir. “ His Excellency,” he
writes in his diary on 20th February, 1773,' “ breakfasted with
me, after which he entertained me with the dexterity of the
Mogulls, riding full speed, discharging their matchlocks at a
spear with a little bit of cloth fixed thereat, and throwing their
lances, which they are very expert at. He and his sons per
formed with great strength and agility.” 20
W as S h u ja n o t a b r a v e s o ld ie r ?
So far our authorities have been practically unanimous ; at
any rate none has sought to deny Shuja any of the physical
virtues described in the foregoing pages. Towards the end of
his life, however, opinion was expressed by Champion that he
lacked that physical courage which is necessary for a soldier in
the hour of crisis, and this opinion was so agreeable to most of
his English contemporaries in Bengal that it soon became the
accepted view among them, and was even transmitted to the
posterity almost as an uncontroverted historical fact. George
Forster, an English traveller of uncommon gifts of observation,
who was fully aware of Shuja-ud-daulah’s fondness for violent
physical exercises, love of adventure and proficiency in the use
of arms, particularly sketched that aspect of his character.
“ .......He [Shuja] himself,” observed he, “ was not endowed with
the genius of a soldier. He wanted that valour, or courage,
which is ever shown in the event of common danger, and at
every season which requires its exertion ; but when personal
strength, or skill, was to decide the combat, Shuja-ud-Dowlah
had few equals. He rode, without fear, the most unruly horses ;
he would attack with the sword, matchlock, or the bow, in the
use of which he was wonderfully expert, the most ferocious
animals of the field. This species of courage he seems to have
acquired from his skill in the use of arms, and in the strength
and activity of his body. In situations of indiscriminate danger,
as in the day of battle, he is said to have been deficient in the
19
20

Ibid.
Soldiering in India , p. 113.
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ordinary exertions of fortitude. Though Shuja-ud-Dowlah was
the ostensible conductor of the Rohilla war, he evinced through
out the campaign a marked pusillanimity ; and in the engage
ment...sheltering himself in the rear, is accused of betraying
evident signs of fear, which were not wholly effaced until he
saw the severed head of the Rohilla chief.” 21
Whatever may be the verdict of medical science, common
sense cannot deny physical courage to one who could readily
risk his life in riding a most unruly horse or elephant, in hun
ting a ferocious tiger with the sword or lance and in swimming
across a river more mighty than the Ganga during the rainy
season and infested with dangerous reptiles. Nor does it stand to
reason that the species of courage possessed by a soldier is essen
tially different from that of a mighty hunter of tigers, of a reck
less rider of incorrigible animals or of one devoted to all sorts
of violent physical exercises which involve grave danger to life.
And it should be remembered that Shuja combined all these
qualifications in an abundant degree. Apart from the above
considerations Forster’s theory falls to the ground when critically
examined in the light of the contemporary evidence from
various sources. In the first place, no contemporary non-English
writer (though there was a goodly number of French and Indian
chroniclers) ever held any such views. In the second place,
all those English writers who, like Forster charged Shuja with
cowardice expressed this opinion after Champion’s indictment
of 24th April, 1774, and borrowed directly or indirectly from
him or his A.D.C. Macpherson both of whom were openly
hostile to Shuja. Thirdly, Indian and French historians who
knew the wazir intimately record in unambiguous terms that
he was not only proficient in the use of arms but was also a
brave and daring 22 soldier. Fourthly, those Englishmen of
affairs who were acquainted with Shuja and wrote anything
about him before Champion’s despatch referred to, positively
ascribed to him personal courage and bravery. Alexander
21
22

A Journey, etc., vol. I, p. 183.
Siyar, III, 895 says that he possessed bravery and v alo u r ; Hari
charan, 518a ; Maadan, IV, 2 5 8b used the word diler (brave and
courageous) to express his character.
M odave’s Journal du Voyage, p. 39.
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Dow, for instance, who was highly prejudiced against the
wazir for his refusal to farm out to him saltpetre in one of
his districts, and who painted him as black as he could in a
denunciatory sketch of his character, written in 1768, testified
to his courage and bravery. “ Together with being heir to the
fruits of his father's crime,” remarked Dow maliciously, “ he
(Shuja) inherits all his latent baseness of mind, for if we except
personal courage , he possesses not one virtue more than Seifdar
Jung.*'23 Fifthly, even some of those English writers, writing
subsequent to Champion’s despatch, who were possessed of
greater critical acumen and impartiality, recognised in Shuja
that daring and coolness in times of trials and dangers which
go to make a courageous soldier. William Francklin, author
of the H istory o f the Reign o f Shah Aulum , and an exact con
temporary of Shuja wrote of him in these words : “ If we take
his character comparatively Shujaa O ’Dowla will be allowed
considerable merit : active and vigorous in his mind , he was
bold , daring and enterprising , which he manifested on various
occasions and in situations o f danger and difficulty.” 24 And
finally, Shuja-ud-daulah’s active part in various fields o f battle,
such as Panipat, Panch-pahari and Baksar in which he per
sonally commanded his troops, with whom he shared the toils
and risks of the campaigns,25 give the lie to the theory so
maliciously propounded by Champion and his right-hand
man, Macpherson, and unsuspectingly believed in by some of
his contemporaries.
Shuja-ud-daulah was something more than a brave and
successful soldier. He was also a military organiser, reformer
and administrator. To him belongs the credit of being one of
the first eighteenth-century Indian rulers to perceive the necessity
of replacing the outworn medieval army of his day by a scientifi
cally trained force, consisting mainly of modern infantry and
artillery. He became the founder and organiser of a new model
army for Awadh which could compare, and not unfavourably,
with that of their foreign neighbours in Bengal in respect of
23
24
25

D ow ’s History o f Hindostcin, A p pendix to Vol. II, p. 92.
History o f the Reign o f Shah Aulum , 1934 ed., p. 67.
The reader is referred to Vol. I o f this work.
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organisation, training, discipline and equipment. Recruited
personally by himself as far as possible, paid directly from the
state treasury, drilled and officered after European model by
men of his own choice and equipped with weapons which were
not inferior to those of Europeans in India, his battalions looked
formidable and excited jealousy and fear of the neighbouring
powers. He realised the value of artillery in modern warfare
and established an up-to-date foundry which turned out cannon
of the latest design, calibre and efficiency, and the guns, muskets
and other small arms manufactured in his arsenals extorted the
admiration from English observers and experts and were conside
red by them “ by no means inferior in quality to the very best
exported (from Europe) to India.” 26 His organising ability was
much in evidence in his military reforms as well as in his intelli
gence service which was the most efficient in the entire country.
His personal attention, vigilance and activity were responsible
for what Verelst described as “ amazing improvements” . He
was the inspirer of a new hope among his troops and one of
the foreign observers opined that he might transmit his name to
posterity as a great warrior27 and conqueror.
S huja a s a d ip lo m a t
Although pre-eminently a soldier, Shuja-ud-daulah was a
diplomatist of no mean order. Endowed with a sense of realism,
political sagacity and a fund of common-sense, he could easily
grasp the essentials of a political or diplomatic situation and
he always attempted to turn it to his advantage, first by diplo
macy and failing that by force of arms. But before undertak
ing an enterprise he acquainted himself with the strength and
weakness and the vulnerable points in the position of bis enemy,
and he endeavoured to make out a diplomatic case in his
favour prior to having recourse to military force. If he found
at any stage in the progress of an enterprise that his ambition
had overstepped the bounds of his capacity, he had the
sagacity enough to retrace his steps and to retrieve his position
by other means. During the early years of his reign when the
Marathas enjoyed the position of arbiters in north-Tndian
26 Verelst’s letter, dated April 10, 1768.
27 Mrs. Kindersley, Letter No. 49, p. 204.
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politics and the highest offices in the empire, like those
of prime minister and commander-in-chief, to say nothing of
lesser ones such as governorship of the provinces, could be
bought with their assistance and had to be relinquished at their
frown, Shuja-ud-daulah kept up a show of friendship with
them and got their moral support, and yet he managed to avoid
compliance with their demand of entering into a definite engage
ment with them that might involve the cession of any part of
his territory or loss of any portion of his revenue. That this
was no mean diplomatic achievement can be seen from the fact
that the M aratha policy had during that epoch aimed at the
acquisition of the seats of Hindu pilgrimage in Awadh, that
is, Ayodhia, Banaras and Allahabad which were the biggest and
most populous towns in his dominions, besides at trying to keep
him stripped of real political independence. Next, he played the
dominant role of a peace-maker during the long-drawn MarathaAfghan contest and his clever diplomacy culminated in shifting
the centre of political gravity from Poona and Delhi to Faiza
bad. Before launching his campaign against the English in
Bengal in 1764, he made out a clear, cogent and practically
unanswerable diplomatic case against the company’s representa
tives, which despite all the retaliatory messages of the Fort
William council and their chief commander John Carnac and
the wazir’s subsequent failure in the military contest that follo
wed, must always remain a memorable document in the history
of the Indo-British struggle for mastery over the country. After
the treaty of Allahabad his skilful diplomacy can easily be
traced in his successful attempts at maintaining the integrity and
independence of his dominions from the danger of an encroach
ment by the veiled though certain policy of expansion of his
new allies the English in Bengal, in his acquiring an effective
control over the affairs of Shah Alam, in getting the unjust
treaty of 1768 annulled, and in retaining in his service till his
death a corps of French troops under Gentil in spite of great
diplomatic pressure from the successive English governors from
Clive to W . Hastings.28 By a series of diplomatic manoeuvres
28

Gentil was nominally dismissed by Shuja owing to H astings’ repeated
requests on May 14, 1774 (vide C.P.C., IV, 1073), but he really conti
nued to reside with him till his death. (See G entil’s Memoirs.)
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he kept himself aloof from the English policy of making him
take the lead in the formation of a coalition of north-Indian
powers against the Marathas. He showed even greater skill in
winning the company’s military assistance in his aggressive
scheme of conquest of Rohilkhand against a power with whom
the English were on friendly terms. Shuja-ud-daulah’s force
of character and diplomacy were responsible, by diverting the
English attention from scheme to scheme, for preventing Awadh
from falling into a position of absolute subordination to the
company’s government in Bengal—a fate that befell it as soon
as his masterful personality was removed from the scene by the
cruel hand of death.
As a r u le r a n d a d m i n i s t r a t o r
Except in the first few years of his reign when he was immer
sed in sensual pleasures, Shuja-ud-daulah proved himself to be
an efficient ruler and administrator. His dominions enjoyed
internal tranquillity, peace and freedom from foreign invasion
at a time when all other parts of India (except Bengal after
1756) were subject to periodical Maratha visitation and lived
under a perpetual threat of external aggression. Internal feuds
and rebellions were few and far between as compared with the
times of his father and grandfather, and a defiant taluqdar was
becoming a thing of the past. He administered justice with a
strong hand, and though in all cases it was not absolutely even
justice, he was on the whole “ an excellent magistrate, a lover of
justice.......” His military reforms and intelligence service reveal
not only his organising capacity, foresight and love of details,
but also his appreciation of the needs and demands of the age.
His economic policy safeguarded the interests of his people,
saved Awadh industry and commerce from an unfavourable
competition with the foreign merchants from Bengal, prohibited
the export of gold, silver and other precious specie and metals,
and all through maintained the balance of trade in his country’s
favour. He wisely encouraged the extension of cultivation, if it
is permissible to infer from the high state of agricultural pros
perity. Grain, clothing and other articles of common necessity
were more abundant and much cheaper in Awadh than in the
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territory under the English company,29 and literature and art
flourished in every corner of his dominions. Much of the above
success must be ascribed to the wazir himself, and not solely to
the ability of his officers as George Forster bad wrongly supposed.
Shuja was the mainspring of his entire administrative machinery,
responsible for the initiation of his policies and their execution,
and contemporary English as well as Indian observers main
tained that “he plans, directs, oversees and executes everything
himself.’'80 If his officers carried out his instructions faithfully
and contributed to the success of his administration, Shuja must
get the credit for choosing able and royal assistants and for
supervising their work. His carefulness about the details of the
revenue, finance and military departments is testified by many
an English officer. The English commander-in-chief advised his
subordinates to be careful in making purchases for the English
army in Shuja’s service, for the wazir, he added, would not pass
anything without proper scrutiny and would raise objections if
purchases were made at a price higher than that prescribed by
him.31 George Forster and long after him Sir Henry Lawrence
expressed the opinion that the security and extension of Shujaud-daulah’s dominions were due to his connection with the Eng
lish.32 While it must be admitted that their is some truth in their
contention inasmuch as this alliance exerted a wholesome influence
on his neighbours and secured the English assistance against the
Marathas and in the conquest of Rohilkhand, it will be missing
the truth, if one forgets, firstly, that before this connection when
the political situation was even worse owing to M aratha ascen
dancy, he had not only successfully defended his frontiers but
also played an aggressive part in foreign politics, secondly, that
his military strength after 1765 was much greater than ever
2® Col. Thom as Deane, Pearse to General Pattison, 1772, vide British
Indian Military Repository , Vol. I, p. 20.
F o r his love of justice see F ran ck lin ’s Shah Aulunu p. 67.
so Verelst’s view o f the English G ovt, in Bengal, p . 103 ; see also Smith
to Ben. Sel. Com ., Feb. 6, 1768 and Barker to Ben. Sel. Com ., Feb. 17,
1768.
81 Soldiering in India, pp. 117, 118 and 138.
32 A Journey from Bengal, etc., by George F o rster, Vol. I, p. 183 ; The
Kingdom o f Oude, vide Calcutta Review of 1845, and Essay on the
Indian Army and Oude, p, 284.
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before and that of the rival Indian powers relatively less, and
thirdly, that the same British connection which is given credit
for the expansion of his dominions became responsible for their
contraction immediately after his death and on the accession of
his son Asaf-ud-daulah. Is it not therefore more reasonable
and true to conclude that it was Shuja’s character and policy
that succeeded in hiring the British troops and employing them
in the pursuit of his aggressive schemes of conquest and against
the declared intention of the company, that was the real cause
of the said extension ?
S h u ja n e ith e r lo y a l n o r p a tr io tic
Conscious of the fact that he was an Indian and India his
motherland, Shuja rightly believed that it was at once unwise
and difficult to identify himself politically, racially or culturally
with his co-religionists of Persia or Afghanistan, and this was
one of his greatest objections to an alliance with Ahmad Shah
Abdali of Kabul83 in 1760. He knew th at it was unpatriotic to
have allied himself with the English, and that was why he told
them time and again that his unpopularity34 was due to his
alliance with them which meant a great sacrifice on his part.
At an early age he had recognised that Hindus and Indian
Musalmans must always live together in the country and it was
highly injudicious for either of the two communities to alienate
the other by injuring its religious susceptibilities. He did all in
his power to secure the dead bodies of Viswas Rao, the Bhau
and other M aratha victims at Panipat in 1761 from the Afghans
for their cremation according to Hindu rites, and he told the
victorious Shah that if he refused to comply with his request,
Indian Musalmans, who bad to live with the H indus all through
their lives, would suffer and not he who was a foreigner.35 He
had also genuine love for his hereditary dominions which he had
succeeded in converting into a virtual kingdom. But all this
was the result of considerations of practical politics and love of
personal and family interests. He had no patriotism, much less
38 Shuja-ud-Daulah , Vol. I, p. 90.
34 C ham pion to Hastings, 29 th January,
Progs., 15th Feb. 177 3.
35 Shuja-ud-daulah, Vol. I, p. 105.

1773, vide Ben. Sel. Com.
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of an instinctive and emotional variety, for the country as a
whole, and, like most of his Indian contemporaries he always
subordinated national interests to those of his dominions and of
himself. Nor was he at all loyal to his nominal suzerain, the
Mughal emperor or the empire itself. As a matter of fact he
was eager to barter away the interest of the empire and the
entire country for a trifling personal gain : he was the first
Indian prince of note to express his. willingness to accept the
sovereignty of the king of England in place of that of the
Mughal emperor, to offer to coin rupees in the name of George
III and to act as the latter’s prime minister (wazir) in India,38
at a time (1773) when the titular Shah Alam was still ruling at
Delhi and the English had yet to establish their claim as a p ara
mount power in the land. English writers are never tired of
eulogising Warren Hastings for his political vision as reflected
in his so-called proposal for the feasibility of the establishment of
the king of England’s sovereignty in India in place of the
Mughal emperor’s by asking Indian princes to enter into a
subordinate alliance with the British Crown ; but they forget
that the suggestion first came from the mind of Shuja-ud-daulah
and Hastings only elaborated the idea in communicating it to
his countrymen in England. In asking for direct relationship with
the British Crown through the crown representative and without
the medium of the parliaments, British and Indian, Indian princes
of the pre-independence era echoed the sentiments expressed by
Shuja-ud-daulah more than a century and a half ago.
S h u ja’s p la c e a s a r u le r
Despite the blemishes of his private life and lack of that
sturdy and instinctive patriotism which is the fountain of right
conduct and an antidote to sectional or individual selfishness,
Shuja-ud-daulah was at his death the most notable Indian ruler
of his time. Surajmal and Najib-ud-daulah had passed away
years before 1775 ; Madho Rao Peshwa’s brilliant and pro
mising career was cut short by the cruel hand of Fate in 1772,
and Mahadji Sindhia had not yet fully come into his own.
The vastness of his territorial possessions and revenues, the
efficiency and strength of his military establishment, the here36 C .P.C ., IV, 478 ; Gleig, Life o f W. Hastings , Vol. II, pp. 1 3 6 -1 3 7 .
Shah Alam was aware of Shuja’s disloyalty.
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ditary, political and aristocratic importance of his family and
above all his own personal character of which the dominant
features were energy and ambition, combined to give him an
unchallenged position among the contemporary rulers in the
land and make him an object of suspicion on the part of the
English. He was not inferior to any of the English governors
of Bengal, Clive and Hastings not excepting, in natural gifts and
talent, political sense and sagacity, diplomatic skill and organi
sing ability. N or did he suffer by comparison with them in res
pect of purely moral virtues, if we ignore his inordinate love of
sexual indulgence, for both Clive and Hastings, to say nothing
of lesser Englishmen, were equally fond of private gain, often by
questionable means and did not care for moral scruples in the
pursuit of private ends. But he had to yield to them, even to
the most insignificant of them, such as Verelst or Cartier, in
their love of order and discipline, in their steady pursuit of a
well-thought-out national policy, whether their own or bequea
thed to them by their predecessor, in their habit to confer and
work together for any common objective and above all in their
patriotic fervour and desire to place their national interests
above their own. The sum total of his achievement is without
doubt less than Clive’s or Hasting’s ; but it must be mentioned
to Shuja’s credit that he left to his son double the dominions
and revenues he had inherited from his father and a reformed
modern army, unknown to any Indian State of his day, and
that under him the people of Awadh were more prosperous and
happy than the people of Bengal under any English governor
from Clive to Cornwallis. Among the rulers of his own dynasty,
both before and after him, he was probably the most successful,
if not the best, and the aged historian Haricharan Dass who was
an eye-witness of the effects of his administration from its very
inception and survived him by several years sketched his cha
racter a few years after his death in these words : “ He was an
extremely well-intentioned ruler. There was abundant pros
perity (literally blessing) during his reign ; people lived in satis- *
faction and the towns and markets were full of life. From the
day of his death prosperity, happiness and brilliance have depar
ted from the world [Awadh].” 37
37

Haricharan, 518b.

Chapter Twelve
AdtnititiUcUion.

T h e e x te n t o f S h u ja ’s d o m in io n s
Shuja-ud-daulah had inherited from his father a compact
dominion consisting only of the two provinces of Awadh and
Allahabad. But a considerable territory that formed part of
the Allahabad subah had never been in the possession of Safdar
Jang. Most of Bundelkhand (except the district of Kalpi that
belonged to the Agra province), though nominally included in
Allahabad, was independent under Bundela chiefs, the most
notable among whom was Hindupati of Mahoba. Notwith
standing Shuja’s ambitious schemes, incessant diplomacy and
one after another four well-planned military expeditions, his
dream of recovering that valuable region of diamond mines
remained unfulfilled. But he succeeded where his father had
failed and practically doubled the extent and revenues of his
hereditary dominions by making conquests in the west and
south-west, which brought to him the whole of Rohilkhand,
besides Etawah and the neighbouring territory right up to Agra
and the vicinity of Aligarh. In October 1774, a few months
before his death, Shuja-ud-daulah’s dominions comprised nearly
the whole of the modern U ttar Pradesh except the districts of
the Upper Doab from Garhwal to Agra and those of the Jhansi
division. These extended from the Himalayas in the north to
Bundelkhand in the south, from the Karamnasa and the pro
vince of Bihar in the east to the Ganga in the west. They were
bounded in the north by the hills and forests of the Himalayan
Tarai, in the north-east by the upper course of the Gandak, in
the east by a line drawn from the Gandak to the walls of the
towns of Chhaprah and Baksar and by the K aram nasa ; in the
south by the Karamnasa, the Sone and the Yamuna, and in the
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west by a line emerging from near the vicinity of Agra on the
Yamuna to Ramghat on the Ganga and proceeding along the
course oPthe latter river to Hardwar and beyond into the hills.
The whole territory was divided into four provinces, namely,
Awadh, Allahabad, Rohilkhand and the mid-Doab (consisting of
Etawah and the neighbouring territory and extending as far
north as Ramghat).
It included the estates of his three
principal vassals, the raja of Banaras, and the nawabs of
Farrukhabad and Rampur.
C e n tr a l G o v e rn m e n t
Shuja-ud-daulah was in theory nothing more than an here
ditary governor owing allegiance to his Mughal suzerain, Shah
Alam II of Delhi. But in actual practice he behaved like an
independent ruler, and although he refrained from adopting the
visible symbols of Muslim sovereignty, such as the recitation of
the Khutba, and the minting of coins in his own name, he exer
cised the less spectacular but more substantial royal prerogatives
of appointing and dismissing his ministers, giving the law to his
people and controlling his home and foreign policy. His
administration, internal and external, was not subject to control
by any outside authority,1 and a popular balad known as the
Jangnama of Wazir Ali Khan, referring to Shuja’s son and
immediate successor said that “ you may call him nawab, but in
fact he was King of the land.” 2 Shuja-ud-daulah possessed and
exercised the autocratic powers of his contemporaries of Euro
pean countries minus their enlightenment and national patrio
tism. His power and prestige were considerably enhanced by
two factors—his being the head of the Shia population of
Northern India and the hereditary prime minister of the yet
morally sound empire. There was no constitutional check on
his will, which was unhampered by any other considerations
except those of expediency—safety and peace of his dominions
1

2

Shuja did not recognise any grant o f land made by the titular
M ughal em peror in his subahs. C harles Alfred E lliot’s investigation
led him to the conclusion that “ N o Delhi surtnud exists in the O anao
district and probably none in Oudh which is dated during Shuja-oDowla’s reign.” See Chronicles o f Oanao, p. 24. The English inter
ference began from the time of his son.
Ibid.
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and immemorial political and social conventions of the land. He
kept in his hands all the strings of policy and his ministers and
other officers only executed his orders.
The main offices and the duties appertaining to them may
conveniently be summarzied here.
The Naib. The highest officer was officially known as naib
or deputy, as the nawab himself was subahdar or governor.
The titles were a relic from the days of the empire when both
the subahdar and naib, who was his official subordinate but no
servant, were appointed by the emperor and worked under his
orders. The position was now reversed. The nawab was indepen
dent and the naib his servant, appointed and dismissed at his
will, and responsible to his master for day-to-day administra
tion. The naib may therefore be conveniently designated as the
nawab-wazir’s prime minister. His duties were not clearly
defined ; but he was particularly in charge of the portfolios of
law and order, had to be a soldier, an administrator and a
diplomat, and had to act for his master during his illness or
absence or whenever he was especially commanded to do so.
The nature and scope of his duties depended upon the ability
and character of the individual naib, but it may be observed in
general terms that all the naibs of Shuja were the executors of
his will. “ Since the late Nawab used to discharge all business per
sonally,” writes Abu Talib, “ Naibs were men of no influence.” 3
Shuja’s first naib was Ismail Khan Kabuli who had earned for
himself special regard of the Awadh ruling family, of the official
world and the people by his signal services to Safdar Jang and
consequently his position was not merely that of a prime
minister but also of the guardian and guide of the young nawab
throughout his tenure of office (5th October 1754-13th October
1755). Shuja being then absorbed in youthful sports, the authority
and work of administration were concentrated in Ismail K han ’s
hands, and as he was also the head of the Mughalia force, the
naib acted like a de fa cto ruler till his death in October, 1755.
His successor Musawi Khan (October 1755 to 1756) does
not seem to have been a man of outstanding ability or
character and he succeeded to the office but not to the authority
3 Abu Talib , p. 3.
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of his predecessor. At any rate he did not leave the impress of
his personality on the administration. He was succeeded by
K hawaja Tamkin who seems to have acted only for a year or
two during the course of which he had to resign twice. The
fourth incumbent of the office was the famous M aharaja Beni
Bahadur who was an able and energetic officer and filled the
naib’s post from 1759 to February 1767. He was employed in
every kind of work, had his hold over every department of
administration and figured as an important administrator,
diplomat and financier. Though not a distinguished soldier he
led many an expedition against the rebellious barons of Awadh
and against the M arathas and the Rohilas, and took part in
most of the wars which his master had to fight. His boundless
influence with the wazir led to the formation of a party headed
by Salar Jang, which together with his own faults brought about
his downfall in February 1767. The fifth and last Naib was
Muhammad Elich Khan who, though nominally the head of a
large contingent of troops, possessed no aptitude for a soldier’s
profession and much less for unravelling the intricacies of
finance. But he was a clever diplomat and was present with
his master in all his important negotiations whether with the
Delhi court or with the English, and his chief qualifications
were his loyalty and constant attendance on and personal
services to the wazir. He, however, possessed no real power
and was a mere agent of Shuja. It is noteworthy that all these
naibs were men of obscure birth and except Musawi Khan (who
too was otherwise a mediocre) were illiterate, transacting official
business and correspondence with the help of able and experi
enced assistants, and maintaining a big office with many clerks
and accountants. It may be assumed from the practice during
the days of the empire, that all important papers, whether of
civil or military departments, had finally to pass through the
naib’s office and to bear his seal before being despatched for
execution.
The Diwan. The next important officcr was the diwan, who
had enjoyed an equality of status with the governor during the
palmy days of the Mughal empire, but was now definitely
inferior in status and authority even to the naib. Like his
colleague the naib, he was appointed by the nawab and was
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responsible to him only ; but in actual practice he was also a
subordinate of the naib and had to carry out his orders. After
the retirement of Shuja’s first diwan Raja Ram Narain and the
appointment of his son Maha Narain, who was addicted to
drink and debauchery, the prestige of the diwan’s office seems
to have suffered progressive deterioration until its amalgamation
in 1759 with the prime minister’s post under Beni Bahadur.
After Beni Bahadur’s fall, however, the two offices were sepa
rated and Raja Surat Singh, who was a Khatri and a relative
of Ram Narain, was appointed diwan (February 1767). Under
him the revenue department revived something of its former
glory and usefulness. Possessed of a long experience of revenue
administration and endowed with the uncommon qualities of
steadiness of character, equanimity of temper, loyalty to his
master and sympathy for the people, he deservedly earned the
reputation for honesty and good temper that had never been
the lot of any of his predecessors. “ Not a single soul was dis
satisfied with him,” writes Sultan Ali, author of the Maadanus-Saadat, “ and whoever came to see him went out [of his office]
happy and pleased.” 4 He continued in office till Shuja’s death.
The diwan was the head of the revenue department and
obviously his important duties were the assessment and collection
of revenues, keeping a register of the income and expenditure,
and checking and auditing revenue papers from the districts and
parganas. The administration being highly centralised, all the
district revenue officers were appointed by the nawab himself;
but the diwan seems to have enjoyed the privilege of nominating
lower revenue officers in the parganas and his voice counted for
much in the government’s relations with zamindarsand taluqdars.
He had a hand in the selection of farmers of revenue and in
the determination and fixation of the amount of revenue charged
from each chakla.
The Khan-i-Saman. Another office that possessed the impo
rtance and dignity of a department was that of khan-i-saman
or the controller of the household. He was in charge of the
harem , the kitchen, the wardrobe (toshak khana) and various
4

Maadcin, IV, 216b. See also Abu Talib, p.
Faizabad and Delhi. II, p. 19.
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other institutions connected with the private life and affairs of
the wazir and the ruling family. Maulvi Fazal Azim was Shuja’s
khan-i-saman with Hasan Raza Khan as his deputy, and on
his death the latter succeeded him as head of the office. Hasan
Raza Khan was related to the wazir’s family, being sister’s son
of Kalb Ali Khan whose daughter was married to Saadat Khan
Burhan-ul-mulk, and was endowed with intelligence, resolution
and perseverance. But he was at the same time easy-going and
parsimonious, and as he served Shuja as a faithful servant with
out presuming on the close relationship with his grandfather, he
secured a place in his affection.6 Each of the institutions that
comprised the household department was under a darogha or
superintendent, with an office consisting of an accountant, a
head clerk and a number of clerks and menial servants. In
some cases two institutions were put in charge of one darogha .
Ambar Ali Khan, for example, was allowed to combine toshak
khana and the kitchen under him and he was permitted to
absent himself from the headquarters whenever he accompained
the nawab on tours and expeditions.
Charity and Nazul. There seems to have been no Muhtasib
or censor of public morals, and there was certainly no Sadr or
officer in charge of religious endowments and charity. But
Shuja every year set aprat certain sums of money for charitable
purposes, especially for distribution among pious Sayyids, and
it was entrusted to the chief physician Mualij Khan, son of
Hakim Muqarib Khan. But the physician had earned notoriety
for misappropriating a part of the money for his own private
ends.6 In addition to these there was a bayutat whose duty was
to register the property of deceased persons, particularly nobles
and officers, in order to secure the dues of the state and to
escheat the whole of their property if they had died without a
natural or adopted heir, and a part of it, if they left an heir
behind. Rai Tipur Chand was Shuja’s chief bayutat with
several assistants under him, and the nature of his duties had
brought him much unpopularity. He was, however, a notable
and trusted officer, and besides being the head of bayutat’s
5
6

Abu Taliby p. 4.
Haricharan , 5 0 5 a.
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office, he was also head clerk of the treasury office and superin
tendent of the Bakhshi’s office.7
The Bakhshi . The bakhshi was responsible for keeping an
account of the salaries and grades of military officers and troops
and for the disbursement of the same. While the Mughal Mir
Bakhshi under the later emperors had risen to be the chief
commander of the imperial forces, Shuja’s bakhshi continued to
be merely a paymaster. The office was not of as much conse
quence as of the diwan or of the khan-i-saman, and there is little
reference to it in the pages of the contemporary writers.
The Department o f Justice

The authorities are silent as the agency through which
judicial administration was carried on, and also on the proce
dure and system of laws. Although the nawab-wazir considered
himself to be the fountain-head of justice, and besides consti
tuting himself as the highest court of appeals decided sometimes
preliminary cases, there must have been a supreme judicial
officer for the whole of his dominions, for we know that under
the Mughals there was a kazi in each province and chief kazi
in Awadh under Shuja’s successors. We are, however, on abso
lutely firm ground regarding the judicial administration of the
principal divisions or provinces in each of which the faujdar
was entrusted with this work in addition to his main duty as an
executive officer in charge of law and order. In the districts amils
and in the towns kotwals acted as judges, while much of the
local judicial administration in villages and even towns, especially
relating to causes arising out of social and civil disputes, was in
the hands of panchayats. Important civil and criminal cases in
the rural areas were decided by zamindars and taulqdars in
their respective areas. Fresh laws were not made, and cases were
decided according to customary as well as written Hindu and
Muslim laws that came down from the past. Criminal law
seems to have been harsh and arbitrary and in some cases barb
arous punishment was inflicted for petty offences. For example,
without proper trial certain drunkards were condemned to
suffer amputation of their arms at Shuja’s orders, some other
offenders had their ears and noses cut off, and a whole family
7

Maadan , IV, 2 6 1 b .
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of many members was consigned to die because the head of
that family was found guilty of embezzlement of state money.8
Intelligence , Foreign and M ilitary Departments

The nawab kept the above portfolios in his own hands. The
Intelligence Service was reckoned as a branch of the military
administration and was placed under a darogha (superintendent)
who was directly responsible to Shuja as the head of the army.
In the regulation of foreign relations and diplomacy the nawab
was assisted by the naib, while in the general management of
the army, such as military regulations, discipline, reviews etc., he
was helped by Sidi M uhammad Bashir Khan who, besides
being the commander of one of the finest divisions in the wazir’s
army, was also superintendent of the hall of public audience and
something like his military secretary. That was why he was
sometimes unofficially known as the second naib.9
L ocal A d m in is tra tio n
Of the four provinces into which Shuja-ud-daulah’s domi
nions were divided, two, namely Awadh and Allahabad, were
well-regulated subahs and subdivided into sixteen districts
(sarkars), each of which was placed under an amil. The ami I
was essentially a revenue collector ; but he was also the head of
the silahdari troops stationed in the district for assisting him in
the realisation of revenue from zamindars. He was also respon
sible for the maintenance of law and order and for the adminis
tration of civil and criminal justice in the district. The amil’s
power was limited by the extent of the control exercised by the
wazir, who was in touch with his doings through the reports of
the spies and news writers appointed by him (wazir) in each
district. Each district was divided into a number of parganas10
or chaklas with a tahsildar at the head of each who had practi
cally the same duties to discharge in the pargana as the amil
in the district. Every city, every town and in fact each big
village with a considerable population and trade had a kotwal
who, with his staff, the strength of which varied according to
8
9
10

F o r the above punishment see above pp. 122-123.
Abu Talib, p. 3.
The divisions are given in A b u -T alib ’s work.
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the character and strength of the population of the area under
him, was charged with the duties of maintaining peace and
order and dispensing criminal justice within his jurisdiction.
Villages were practically autonomous so far as measures regar
ding watch and ward, settlement of disputes, education, sani
tation, public works, poor and medical relief, fairs and festivals
and arrangements for recreation, etc., were concerned. There
were, however, three officers in each village who, though they
were servants of the village community and not of the central
government, were partly controlled by the wazir through the
tehsildars and amils. They were the patwari , the chaukidar
and the muqaddam. The first was the village accountant and
maintained a record of the names of the cultivators, the number
of fields, total produce of each field, the share of the zamindars
and of the government in the produce of the soil, etc. The
chaukidar was the village watchman and the muqaddam the
headman, who, besides several other duties, assisted the
tehsildar in the work of revenue collection.
The Doab, which was acquired in 1773, was constituted
into a separate province and placed under the Gosain chief,
Anup Giri, who was officially designated faujdar , but was in fact
a veritable governor with full control over the amils and other
officers in the subah. He was not required to furnish an account
of the income and expenditure of the province, and had to pay
a fixed sum of money every year in a number of instalments.11
The fourth and the last province with its headquarters at
Bareilly, where resided the governor Mirza Saadat Ali Khan,
was Rohilkhand. It was divided into three parts, northern,
central and southern with a faujdar in charge of each part. The
faujdars were responsible to the governor for the maintenance
of law and order in their respective divisions and were probably
empowered to appoint amils for revenue collection and
administering justice. The famous Abyssinian captain Sidi
Muhammad Bashir Khan was faujdar of the northern division,
a difficult charge in view of its geographical situation, and the

11

S. P. D., Vol. X X X I ,

280.
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revenues of this division were farmed out to him for a fixed sum
of money.12
As the Doab and Rohilkhand were recent acquisitions, their
administration was military in character. Besides being ruled
by military governors they had garrisons of troops stationed in
suitable localities. Their revenue administration was not
regularised and crude system of farming of revenues was
introduced.13
R ev en u e A d m in is tr a tio n
Despite paucity of contemporary evidence, it is clear from a
close study of the subject that Shuja-ud-daulah did not have
one uniform revenue policy and the same system of assessment
and collection of the state share of the produce of the soil for
all the districts in his dominions. Various parts of his dominions
differed so widely in administrative usage and practice that a
uniformity of revenue rules and regulations was difficult to be
established within a short period. His dominions had in fact
all the four land tenure systems, namely, zamindari, jagirdari
or inam, rayatwari , and ijara (farming), then known to India,
working side by side in different areas. In most parts of Awadh
and Allahabad and more particularly in the former where the
greater portion of the country was in the hands of powerful
hereditary taluqdars, zamindari system was prevalent. A fixed
sum of money, which had the appearance of revenue, but was
in fact tribute, was charged from each taluqdar who was averse
to submit to any further exaction on any other account and
who did not agree to an addition to the tribute except at the
point of the bayonet. Those parts of the provinces that were
not in the possession of the zamindars or were not given away
in assignment, constituted the khalsa or the reserved land and
in a special sense the property of the wazir, and were directly
administered by the officers of the state under the general super
vision of the central government. The state dealt directly with
the cultivators in such areas. The provinces of mid-Doab and
Rohilkhand were farmed out for a fixed sum of money to two
12

13

Ibid.
S. P. D „ Vol. XXXI. 280.
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P°"%f individuals, who kept for themselves what was left out
% collections after the payment of the state dues. Shuja’s
P°*%imed at abolishing jagirdari system, and in pursuance of
thi*iHcy he not only did not make further grants of land to
auny#his officers but also escheated to the state those lands
been assigned to the Shaikhs, Sayyids, and other
rel^fci or scholarly men.14 Yet it is too much to assume that
^ e%*re no jagirdars in Awadh or Allahabad in his time.
wi<n mx months of his death their presence in a large number
K M * * bv a despatch from the political Resident to the
®emigovernment.15 The jagirdars paid nothing to the state
exc9^endering personal, military or religious service. Jagirdars
Pos%td the same privileges in their jagir lands as the
za,*%ars in their zamindari lands.
% enquirer has to face the same difficulties in his quest
.
the mode of assessment of the produce of the soil. But,
vogi \*i in modern Awadh before the abolition of
^
in 1952 were practically the same as those that obtain^ $ f ) e 16th century and described in the Ain-i-Akbari , it may
^>*ned that the latter had been transLXtedJto us through the
;'robably, with nominal modification^ The chief modes
k^Sfcsment under Shuja seem to have b« cn three, as they were
a^ W 5 2 namely, naqdi or ja m a i , batai <Jr ghalla-bakhshi,
^ 'Wkut o r muqtai. Naqdi or Z a b ti is a soft o£ contract betindividual peasant and the zamin<|ar or the amil,
^fixes, in cash the^rate of the rent per bigha of land per
i ^ Wi&spective of crops or total produce. fc*r three years or
The rate depends unon the fertility of the soil and its
such as nearness to water, and may therefo re vary
^ ( fe ld to field in the possession of the same peasant. The
^®*is at liberty to ra i^ rncro ;han one crop a year, and he

J5
16

5 / 5 7 Shuja issued a s oiuinance confiscating m any freelands and substituting cash payments in place o f jagirs.
years later, that is, in July 1768, he'w ent a step further,
to p p e d cash payments loo, causing financial distress to many
of families. The above m easure was equally applicable
*°t*S%ious and educational endowm ents. See Siyar, III, 940 ;
682.
T - Hastings and Oudh, p . 8 7 .
Vol. I, 296, 303 ; Vol. II, 5-6, 44.
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can expect no remission for failure of the crop owing to a
drought, excessive rain or any other natural calamity. Nor is
the rent enhanced during the period of contract, even if the
crops raised are far more rich than normal. Batai means sha
ring the produce with the peasant, and this means of determi
ning the state’s share seems to have been the most primitive and
popular in all ages. Batai is of three kinds, khet batai , lank-batai
and rasi-batai. The first means the determination of the land
lord’s share while the ripe crop is standing in the field or imme
diately after the field has been sown, by a division of the field
itself, the crop of the one part going to the peasant and of the
other to the zamindar or the state. But before dividing the
crop, a part of it is left in the field for the village watchman,
carpenter, blacksmith, washerman, barber, sweeper, and the
priest. According to the second, the peasant reaps the crop
and brings it to the threshing ground where it is divided bet
ween him and the zamindar without the grain being separated
from the husk and after giving away certain portion of it to the
village watchman, and other workers each of whom gets what
are known as lehna, tihai and anjuri, in addition.17 The third
means dividing the grain, after it has been separtaed from husk,
between the two parties, after, of course?*.the village workers
have been paid out of the common stock. Kankut implies a
rough estimate of the produce of the soil without actually
measuring the unthrashed crop or grain, and it is a combrous
and disadvantageous mode of assessment for the cultivator, and
sometimes for the zamindar also. When the crops have ripened
but are still standing in the fields, the agent of the zamindar or
of the government goes round each field, accompanied by the
vilage headman and one or two more responsible people, and
each man separately makes an estimate of the total yield of
each field, and the mean of all the separate estimates is set
down as the total produce of the field on the basis of which the
government’s share is calculated. This estimate is exclusive of
the village workers’ wages. If the cultivator objects to the
17 Lehna is a bundle of u n th rash ed crop, tihai consists o f grain calcu
lated on the basis of the area o f land under a cultivator, and anjuri
is grain given away in charity.
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estimate as being too high, negotiations follow and after some
higgling a compromise is arrived at. Out of the estimated pro
duce as finally agreed upon between the parties, is allowed a
deduction of 2 to 3 seers per maund called chhut in case of
every cultivator and a further deduction of 6 \ seers per maund
known as kur in case of every privileged peasant (who is either
a village headman or a Brahman, Kshastriya or Kayastha), and
the residue is divided into two equal parts, one representing
the peasant’s share and the other of the government’s. After
these processess are gone through the village weightsman (taula)
is sent to the nearest market to ascertain the current prices of
each kind of corn and the government’s or zamindar’s share is
then commuted into cash. Thus according to each mode of
assessment the zam indar’s share is calculated after the village
workmen have been paid from the common stock and it is
usually less than half of the residue. Of the three systems
naqdi or jam ai has always been preferred by the peasants and
kankut is least liked by them.18
Besides land revenue there must have been several other
sources of the state’s income. We know it for certain that there
were excise and custom duties known as sairs ,* but there is no
means of ascertaining their number or their rates. Another
important source of revenue was the escheat system, which was
originally introduced by the Mughals, but had fallen into disuse
since the decline of the empire. It was revived by Shuja who
appropriated a certain part of the property19 of his deceased
nobles and officers. There was no jizya , but Hindu pilgrims to
Banaras, Allahabad, Ayodia and other sacred place had to
pay a pilgrims’ tax, as is clear from several contemporary
Marathi letters and a court chronicle in Persian. The historian
Haricharan Dass, a pensioner of Shuja, records that Kripa
Dayal, faujdar of Allahabad, was in the habit of tyrannically
demanding an exorbitant tax from the pilgrims to holy Prayag
and one Deccani family consisting of eight persons, having been
unable to pay more than two gold coins (asharfis) and a few
18 The au th o r is intim ately acquainted with the working of all the
three systems as they existed before 195 2, as his father was an
im portant hereditary revenue officer in an estate in Awadh.
19 Abu-Talib, 91 \ Maadan, IV, 2 6 1 b .
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rupees, was not allowed to take a dip in the Triveni and they
purchased fuel and oil and burut themselves to death.20 Shujaud-daulah might not have been responsible for the oppressive
conduct of the tax collectors; but there is nothing on record to
show that he brought them to account for their inhuman conduct
or that he imposed a similar tax on Muslim pilgrims to Salar
M asud’s tomb at Bahraich or any other Muhammadan shrines
in his dominions.
Shuja-ud-daulah’s annual revenue in 1766, a year after the
treaty of Allahabad, did not exceed two krors of rupees.21 But
at the time of his death in January 1775 it amounted to
£3,600,000 sterling,22 that is, three krors and sixty lakhs of
rupees, calculating the value of £s at the rate of Rs. 10 each.
The increase was due partly to the improved administration
and personal vigilance of the wazir, but mainly to his acqui
sition of the districts of Kora and Allahabad (whose revenue
was about thirty lakhs), the m id-Doab (revenue 51 lakhs) and
Rohilkhand (sixty five lakhs).
The revenue was collected by amils and tahsildars with the
help ol muqaddams and chaudharis in khalsa villages but
faujdars were entrusted with this work in the areas under zamindars and taluqdars.
The collections, together with the balance-sheets from each
district, were lodged with the diwan after their arrival at the
capital, and Shuja used to examine every day the consolidated
balance-sheet for the whole of his dominions prepared by
Surat Singh diwan from the district papers, and order Elich
Khan and Sidi Muhammad Bashir K han to make speedy
arrangements for the realization of the balances of the revenue
20 Haricharan, 511a, The English also realised this tax during their
temporary occupation of Awadh and A llahabad after the battle of
Baksar. See S. P. D., XXIX, 86 and 110.

21 Alexander Dow, History o f Hindustan, Appendix to vol. II, p. 91
22 Burke’s Speeches at Impeachment o f W. Hastings (Calcutta ed.
1903), Vol. II, p. 155 ; Forster, A Journey, etc., II, p. 182 ; Oudh
Gazetteer (orig. ed.), vol. I, 460, gives three krors. Swanihat (vol.
I, p. 89), a later work, put it as two krors and seventy lakhs.
Lawrence, Kingdom o f Oude, vide Essays on Indian Army and
Oude, p. 284, agrees in general terms with Burke.
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from the district officers or their agents. The daily collections
were divided into two halves, one was sent to be deposited with
Bahu Begum and the other to the state treasury which was in
charge of Tipur Chand.28
The efficiency of Shuja’s administration in general and
finance and revenue departments in particular was not so much
due to the excellence of the institutions as to his personal vigi
lance and control over the distant district and pargana officers.
Several anecdotes of his active interest in the details of revenue
administration and his prompt interference, if any kind of
maladministration was reported to him by his spies, are on
record. One instance will suffice as an illustration. The amil
of Khairabad (modern Sitapur) district relying on the strength
of his troops and his intimate connection with the people,
misbehaved and made some improper request. This annoyed
the wazir who abolished the amil’s post and summoning seven
local Kayasthas, appointed each of them to one pargana, plac
ing at their disposal a good contingent of troops for assistance
in the work of revenue collection. He continued to supervise
and control their work through correspondence and “ the result
was prosperity, economy in expenditure, a surplus of revenue
and all other tokens of a good administration.” 24

R eligious Policy
However orthodox in views and sentiments, Shuja was not
in practice a fanatic in any sense of the term. In fact the poli
tician and the statesman in him had so much widened his out-,
look that he could not act as a religious bigot, and his policy
therefore was one of toleration. Following in the footsteps of his
father and grandfather, he opened careers to talent irrespective
of religious considerations, and appointed Hindus to the highest
posts in his gift. All the diwans of Shuja-ud-daulah were
Hindus, as also most of the high officers as well as clerks in the
revenue and finance departments. One, out of his five naibs,
was a Brahman and this man was longer in office than any
other naib under Shuja, wielded much greater power and
23 Memoirs o f Delhi and Faizabad, Vol. II, p. 19.
24 Abu-Talib, 6-7.
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influence than any of his predecessors and successors except
Ismail Khan. Among less than two dozens of his first-rate
military officers of various nationalities, such as the French, the
Abyssinians and Indians, six were Hindus none of whom com
manded less than a thousand troops and some of them were
placed at the head of four to five thousand disciplined horse
and foot. Shuja did not impose undue restrictions on the
freedom of Hindu worship or the public celebration of their
religious festivals. Tradition has it that many Hindu saints,
who came from various parts of the country, were allowed to
settle down in Ayodhia and granted plots of land for the erec
tion of temples and dharamshalas for pilgrims. Five Jain
temples built by one Kesari Singh, of course, with Shuja’s
permission, stood “ even amongst the very mosques and tombs
of the faithful.” 26 An order under Shuja’s own signature
conferring a plot of land in Ayodhia on a Hindu hermit named
Abhai Ram Bairagi for laying out a garden and constructing a
house [dharamshala] for the use of Hindu fa q irs has been pre
served.26 There was, however, one disability imposed upon the
Hindus, namely, a pilgrims’ tax, but it must be added in fair
ness to Shuja that this practice was a relic from the intolerant
reigns of Aurangzeb and his immediate successor and that so
far as the wazir was concerned it was retained primarily for
financial gain.
Though true enough the above facts cannot by themselves
form a complete picture of the wazir’s religious policy or give
its effect upon the vast majority of his subjects whose religion
was different from his. However enlightened a medieval ruler
professing a faith that believes in proselytism might have been,
his court and his harem and clergy combined to exert an
influence that normally went against the religious interests of
the people who did not believe in the state religion. Even in
the court of Akbar the Great whose name became a synonym
of religious toleration and liberalism, Hindu artists “ found it
convenient and profitable to conform to Islam.”27 Shuja’s
25 See Oudh Gazetteer (original ed.), Vol. I, pp. 5-10.
26 Tarikh Ayvadh of Najmul Ghani, Vol. V, p. 200.
27 Smith, Akbar the Great, p. 422.
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court was no exception, as we have it on the testimony of a
first-rate contemporary Muslim historian28 that two notable
Rajput taluqdars, compelled by peculiar personal circumstances
and encouraged, no doubt, by the wazir’s court, became con
verts to Islam. One of these was Hindupati, Sombansi chief
of Pratabgarh who enrolled himself among Shuja’s chelas, and
the other was Mahabali, a Gaur R ajput and taluqdar of Akbarpur in the present Sitapur district. There is no record of
humbler people who might have succumbed to a similar pressure.

28 Hadia, p. 674 ; Oudh Gazetteer (original ed.), Vol. II, 297.

Chapter Thirteen
/Uittuj,

S h u ja’s a rm y before 1765
The army that came to Shuja as an inheritance from his
father was, besides a powerful park of artillery, about fifty
thousand strong, next only to the imperial forces at Delhi in
number and efficiency. The most highly prized branch was
cavalry which numbered about 20,000 picked horse, consisting
mainly of Qizilbashes, Irani and Turani Mughals, and Hindu
Rajputs and Nagas or Gosains (noted for their reckless bravery
and contempt of death). It was well-equipped and well-paid,
the salary of a trooper ranging from fifty to sixty rupees a
month. But the infantry, though more numerous, was of much
less consequence and was ill-equipped and poorly paid, the pay
of a foot-soldier not exceeding ten or twelve rupees per month.
The artillery was crude and cumbrous, essentially medieval and
inefficient. Before his defeat at Baksar the wazir’s army was
mercenary in character and lacked scientific training and dis
cipline. The Mughals, dominated by greed for money and
habitual love of plunder, were little amenable to rigorous dis
cipline, were undependable in an hour of crisis, and fell on the
baggage and effects of their master with as much avidity as on
those of his enemy, whenever they could have an opportunity
to do so. Their example had demoralizing effect on other
troops, and we find even the Nagas succumbing to the tempta
tion of plunder in one of the battles. Thus the wazir’s army
before 1765 was a medieval institution in its composition, organi
sation, training and discipline and in the mercenary character
of its troops and their out-of-date weapons.
There was, however, one small exception, namely, a contin
gent of about two hundred European troops, mostly French and
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some trained Indian sepoys with eight guns, divided into eight
small battalions under Samru, Gentil and Madec ; but as they
had been enlisted only a few months before the commencement
of his memorable campaign against the English, they did not
influence the nawab’s military policy till, at any rate, after the
conclusion of the treaty of Allahabad in 1765.

T he L esson o f B a k sa r
The engagement at Panch-pahari and, much more than that,
the decisive battle of Baksar brought about a complete change in
Shuja’s military policy. He beheld with amazement the enemy’s
infantry, most of whom were recruited from his own dominions
and particularly from Awadh and belonged to the same classes
and castes as his own troops, standing like a wall against the
onslaught of his superior numbers. His men were by no means
inferior in physical strength, valour and disregard to danger and
death ; but the enemy’s sepoys, under the impact of European
military training, were better soldiers and much more accus
tomed to act together and precisely in obedience to orders.
Their weapons, especially firelocks and muskets were of the
latest design and efficiency—a type then unknown in the country,
and their field artillery more handy and better served than the
wazir’s combrous and out-of-date cannon. He could not fail to
notice that his cavalry with its bow and arrow, sword and lance,
and medieval mukets was particularly misfit in a modern battle.
What must have bewildered him most was the mercenary cha
racter of his Mughals many of whom were in treacherous collu
sion with the enemy and deserted him to join the foreigners
after the battle. The inevitable result of this sad experience
was the conviction that his defeat was due to his troops being
out-classed in training, discipline and weapons as well as to
treachery on the part of his Mughal cavalry, and that for the
rehabilitation of his power and prestige a complete overhauling
of his military policy on the basis of a scientific training and
organisation of his troops on Western lines was an indispensable
necessity.

Shuja m o d e rn iz es h is a rm y
This momentous decision proved to be of the highest conse
quence, as it led to a series of concerted ordinances which,
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coupled with vigorous action, modernized the Awadh army and
made it such a powerful instrument of force as the province
had never before seen. Immediately after making peace with
the English, he issued an ordinance dismissing most of his
Mughal troops still in his service ; another provided for the
enlistment of Rajputs, other martial castes among the Hindus
and Indian Musalmans with sturdy and fleet horses, to fill the
places of the disbanded Mughals. He reduced the number of
cavalry and increased that of foot soldiers. A vigorous cam
paign of bringing able-bodied youths from all parts of the two
provinces and even from beyond their boundaries was under
taken in right earnest, and experienced commanders, intimately
acquainted with western military science and army organisation
were appointed to train and officer them. Although he was
obliged to remove Samru and Madec from his service and terri
tory in accordance with a clause of the Allahabad treaty, he
managed to retain the services of Gentil, an able French captain,
till almost the very day of his death, and further employed some
of Mir Qasim’s veteran generals, Indian and Abyssinian.
Gentil the French, Aratoon the Abyssinian and some other
officers of note, who had seen service under English or French
officers and a few under both, were commissioned to frame rules
and regulations for the training and organisation of the new
army. An arsenal was established at Faizabad under the French
auspices, and guns, muskets and field artillery of good calibre
and modern design and efficiency as well as lead shots and
ammunition were manufactured on a large scale. Shuja-uddaulah personally supervised the training of his infantry batta
lions, spending several hours every day in overseeing the troops
at drill, parade and military review. He introduced the practice
of paying his troops individually and regularly month by month
and in cash from the state treasury, and no officer was allowed
to draw the salary of any of the soldiers under his command.
Within two years his army became, in respect of numbers,
organisation, training and equipment, not only superior to its
predecessor but also to those of other Indian princes. A Euro
pean lady who visited Allahabad in June 1767 and stayed there
for several months observed exactly two years after Shuja had
made a treaty of peace with the English, that he “ has modelled
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his army after the European manner ; he makes constant
improvements ; he casts cannon, he disciplines his troops him
self, and is indefatigable in the improvement of his army and in
increasing his infantry, so much that none of the other Black
Powers would be able to resist him. Such a man as Shuja,
having none but the Hindoos or the Mohamedans of India to
contend with, might transmit his name to posterity as a cele
brated warrior, and conquer the chief parts of the Empire.” 1

The E nglish com pel Shuja to re d u c c h is a rm y
Mrs. Kindersley’s observations, based as they were on the
infatuation supplied to her by the English troops stationed at
Allafcbad, are notable not only for their accuracy but also for
p ro v in g an authentic evidence that as early as August to Septemb* 1767 the English were keeping a vigilant eye on the
wazk) military improvements and had evinced a veiled jealousy
of hkfising power. This feeling could n o t remain concealed for
a lopgtime, and Richard Smith, taking the lead, made numerous
repoife to the Fort William council on the subject of the wazir’s
prepaations and improvements and on the marvellous efficiency
of his intelligence service which provided him with accurate
detaikof happenings at the courts <>f other Indian rule**1? as wefi
as thife at Calcutta*. He worked hard to prove th a t rhe sole
objectaf the wazir's e x tra o rd in a ry military activities was to fight
a war of revenge and to attempt to <kive the English from eastern
India. G o v e r n o r Verelst who had< abundant reason to believe
in theiectitude of Shuja’s intentions and possessed a knowledge
of the inadequacy of his means for such an en terp rise, refused
to b^igve Smith’s charges a n d did nothing bey o n d asking
him tefceep a vigilant eye on th e m o v em en ts o f the A w a d h
ruler. Several m o n th s after, however, when Sm ith re tu rn e d to
Calcm& from A lla h a b a d and to o k his seat as a member of the
council he succeeded in forcing his views on his colleagues and
persuaijog them to send a deputation consisting o f three mem
bers d the council, including himself, to A w a d h to reduce
Shuja&anviy by a fresh treaty and failing th a t by force. The
deputation accom plished the task by a m ixed policy o f persua1

K itkrsS ey,

p. 204.
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sion, art and threat, and obliged the wazir to reduce his force to
35,000 troops in all of whom only 10,000 were to be trained
after European model.2

T h e s tr e n g th o f h is a rm y in 1775
At the time of this treaty (1768) Shuja-ud-daulah’s army
numbered, according to the Bengal government’s information,
15,825 cavalry under twenty commanders and 26,285 infantry
commanded by ten or twelve officers, besides several hundred
irregular troops and peons.3 His artillery consisted of 64 big
modern guns, 13 of which were 9-pounders to 12-pounders and
the remaining four to six pounders, fifty small pieces, all mounted
on field-carriages, with tumbrels, timbers, elevating screws, etc.
There were 164 camels with large pieces mounted on them and
525 boatmen to man the boats and throw a bridge on a river
whenever the army bad to cross one. Despite the limit imposed
by the English, the strength of the wazir’s army w as not impai
red to any appreciable degree. Its progress was temporarily
checked, for he made no further addition to it. Nor did he fill
up the gaps caused by retirement, death or resignation of some
of his troops and officers. But he did not dismiss, it was con
fidently said, a single soldier in consequence of the above treaty.
In September 1773 Hastings on his request cancelled the treaty
of 1768, and removed the restrictions on the number of the
troops in the wazir’s army, and from that time Shuja resumed
the open policy of rearmament to the utmost possible limit. In
this work he achieved a remarkable success. An inventory
taken after his death in January, 1775, revealed that the total
number of military servants of all descriptions, including clerks
in that department and peons, etc., in his service amounted to
one lakh and fifty to sixty thousands. Of these eighty thousand
must have been effective regular soldiers. His stables possessed
500 elephants and 3,000 horses (besides those given to the
2 See chapter III.
3 Ben. Se]. Com. Progs., Vol. I of 1768, pp. 614-618.
The above figures seem to have been accepted by the Bengal
govt, as correct. There are, however, a few more letters from Smith
and Barker which give a slightly different figures. See Ben. Sel.
Com. Progs., Vol. I of 1768, pp. 621-624.
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cavalry) and the number of his artillery pieces of various calibre
and variety was indeed very large.4
The cavalry was 25,000 strong and commanded by Sayyid
Jamil-ud-din K han (1,500 horse), Sheikh Ahsan (500 horse),
Mir Habibullah K han (1,000 horse), Husain K han (1,000 horse),
Raja Himmat Bahadur (2,000 horse), Umrao Giri (2,000
horse), Gopal Rao M aratha (3,000 horse), Bhau Singh (2,000
horse), Rai Singh Bundela (1,000 horse), Sidi Muhammad
Bashir Khan (3,000 horse), Mahbub Ali K han (500 horse), Mir
Naim K han (4,000 horse, known as Risala-i-Sabit-Khani),
Murtaza Khan Barij (1,200 horse), Abu Barakat Khan entitled
Muzaffar-ud-daulah Tahawwar Jang ofK akori, Muhammad
Muiz-ud-din Khan, Haider Beg Khan, Yusuf Khan Qandhari,
K aram Beg Khan Mughal, Mir Sayyid Ali Muhammad Yar
K han, Mirza Taqi Khan, Baqir K han and one or two others.5
The regular infantry, numbering over 50,000, was divided
into about fifty battalions. Five battalions were commanded
by Khwajah Basant the Primus who bore the designation of
colonel, two by Mir Sayyid Ali who held captain’s rank, two by
Saif Ali, two by Bahadur Beg, four by Prasad Singh, three by
Khwajah Pedrose Armenian, and four by Khwajah Gregory
Armenian. Captain Mahbub Ali K han was in charge of six bat
talions, which were clad in black uniform and were called Barq
Paltans. Four battalions in green uniform, known as Jhilangas
constituted a separate regiment under the command of Basant
Ali Khan, the Secondus. Mir Ahmad commanded six battalions,
about 8,000 strong, clad, like the Jhilangas, in green uniform,
but differing from them in badges and weapons, and bore the
name of Najib Paltans. Latafat Ali K han was the head of a
regiment of six battalions in green uniform and also called
Najib Regiment, differing from the N ajib Paltans of Mir Ahmad
in some minor details of equipment and discipline. Danishmand
K han Khwajah-Sara commanded two battalions and three
other eunuchs, Jawahar Ali Khan, Ambar Ali Khan and Usuf
4 Haricharan, 517b. Maadan, IV, 259b gives the total number of
troops as one lakh and eighty thousand, horses 5,000, elephants
1,000, camels 5,000, and transport oxen 50,000.
5 Maadan, IV, 259b-260a ; Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., Vol. I of 1768, p. 614 ;
Memoirs o f Delhi and Faizabad, II, 6 ; Imad, 101-102.
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Ali Khan, were placed at the head of a few other battalions.6
Besides these scientifically trained battalions, there were many
hundreds of half trained infantry. For example, Himmat
Bahadur, Umrao Giri. and several other commanders had some
foot soldiers in their contingents in addition to cavalry, the
principal branch of their arms.7
Besides the above, there were 200 to 400 French troops in
the wazir’s service, commanded by their countryman, M. Gentil,
a captain and diplomat of reputation. Gentil had under him
some well-trained and equipped Indian infantry, also a few guns
and some pieces o f light field-artillery, the whole forming a selfcontained unit.

How th e a rm y w as o rg an ised
The entire infantry was composed of seventy pahans or
battalions, of which fifty consisted of regular and trained troops,
and the remaining twenty of half-trained soldiers. For purposes
of training and organisation the regular battalions were divided
into three classes, namely, Najib paltans, Tilanga paltans and
Jhilanga paltans. In the Najib paltans the unit w’as formed by
25 troops; over every 25 Najib troops there was a Jamadar, over
fifty Najibs a naib-tumandar, over 100 a tumandar and over
500 an ulusdar. The head of a Najib paltan was called salar
(commander). All the Najib troops of whatever rank belonged
to noble birth, were dressed in green uniforms and were divided
into two regiments, one under Mir Ahmad and the other under
Latafat Ali Khan. The Tilangas were organised on almost
similar lines. Seven Tilangas formed one unit and at their
head was an amaldar. The commander of 15 was called havaldar, of 30 jam ad ar and of 100, that is, one full company was
known as subahdar. The head of a Tilanga paltan bore the
designation of kumaidan (commander). Tilangas were recruited
from all classes of people and they wore black uniform.
6

Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., Vol. I of 1768, p. 615 ; Maadan, IV, 261b262b ; Memoirs o f Delhi and Faizabad, II, p. 7. The last named work
says that regular infantry numbered 80,000 and irregular 40,000.
Imad, p. 102, gives the number of infantry as one lakh and thirty
three thousand.
7 Maadan, IV, 259b.
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Jhilangas were similarly organised, but their uniform, like that
of the Najibs, was of green colour, and unlike the Najibs and
Tilangas who were armed with muskets and bayonets, they
carried spears and pikes. They usually accompanied the nawabwazir on march.8
There is nothing on record to show how the cavalry was
organised. It seems that the lowest unit was formed by 25
troopers, and higher units were of 50, 100 and finally of one
paltan. The troopers and their officers wore red uniforms.
The troops were mostly Hindus, a large number of them
being Rajputs and Kanyakubja Brahmans, from the nawabwazir’s own dominions, particularly from Awadh and old
soldiers already in service were made to stand surety for new
recruits. At the time of recruitment the names of the villages
from which the recruits came and other particulars about their
relatives, etc., were recorded for apprehending deserters from
the army and punishing them.9 The infantry was armed with
muskets and bayonets or firelocks which were by no means in
ferior to those imported from Europe for the English and French
troops.10 The cavalry was equipped with lances and spears
besides muskets and swords. The Najib paltans were the most
disciplined and efficient of the wazir’s infantry, while the Naga
troops under the two Gosain brothers, Himmat Bahadur and
Umrao Giri, constituted according to the English11 commanderin-chief Champion, his best cavalry.
The wazir’s army, chiefly infantry and artillery-men, were
given scientific military training after Western model by French,
Armenian, Abyssinian and Indian officers who had themselves
received training in English or French armies, and some in both.
Regular drill and parade were made compulsory, regimental
discipline was strictly enforced and distinctive uniforms and
badges were, as we have seen, supplied to various divisions. Raw
8 Imad, pp. 101-102.
9 Smith to Ben. Sel. Com., Feb. 6, 1768.
10 Verelst’s letter, April 10, 1768 ; Smith to Ben. Sel. Com., Feb. 6,
1768. See also Memoirs o f Delhi and Faizabad, Vol. II, p. 7 which
writes, “ The English firelocks were nothing to their [Oudh troop’s]
matchlocks for quickness in loading and rapidity of firing.”
11 Soldiering in India, p. 123.
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recruits after their enlistment were required to undergo exercise
and drill morning and evening, and after a prescribed period
they were supplied with bamboo staff and then with firelocks
the use of which they were taught as fast a& possible. They were
assigned to a regular battalion only after this preliminary trai
ning for a fixed period had been gone through,1* and thereafter
they were subject to a rigorous military discipline. “ He (Shuja)
has adopted the use of court martial,” observes Smith, “ and
pays his sepoys regularly and enquires into all military matters
himself; so attentive is he to the minutest transactions in his
army, so vigilant in the detection and rigid in the punishment of
every fraud and misdemeanour that a commandant of one of his
battalions is banished to Chunargarh for twelve months for
having dismissed a single sepoy and entertaining another without
leave ; and another commandant is confined to the same fort for
some malpractices concerning sepoys' pay.”18

S h u ja ’s a rtille ry
The artillery was placed under the command of a Frenchman
named M. Sosan (?) who was GentiPs comrade and had the
experience of long service in the French army in Bengal.
Besides two pieces of cannon attached to each battalion, there
were at the end of 1768 as many as 64 big guns—the heaviest
among them from 9 to 12 pounders—distributed among impor
tant towns in his dominions. In 1775 their number must have
been at least doubled, that is, 128. In the wazir’s artillery park
at Faizabad there were, early in 1768, nine pieces of cannon of
the heaviest calibre, mounted on field-carriages with screws, not
inferior to those of the English in Bengal or elsewhere, and 500
artificers. According to Barker he had 22 foundries and armou
ries, and his main foundry at Faizabad was worked by a native
of Bengal who was in charge of casting cannon. These produced
six pieces of mounted ordnance per month. For the manu
facture of small arms 500 artificers were employed and 150 to
200 firelocks of European type were manufactured14 every
month. Matchlocks as well as firelocks were produced at
12 Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., 1768 (vol. I), p. 615.
13 Smith to Ben. Sel. Com., Feb. 6, 1768.
u Barker to Ben. Sel. Com., Feb. 1 7, 1768.
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several other places besides Faizabad. “ His Excellency showed
me,” writes Smith, “ many of his own manufacture. I think
them in every respect equal to those arms which the company
send out to their army, except the heaviness of their stock...........
Of the military stores, he is collecting a large magazine in every
city or principal town, he is making shot and rockets, pikes,
swords, etc., and herein he spares no labour or expense.” 15

S huja’s p e rso n al in te re s t in h is a r m y
The efficiency of his army was due, not in a small measure,
to the personal interest that Shuja took in its recruitment, equip
ment, training and discipline. He paid his troops regularly in
cash and a higher salary than the English in Bengal, a trooper
in his service getting 50 to 60 rupees and a foot-soldier 10 to
12. His commanders enjoyed princely emoluments. Himmat
Bahadur and Umrao Giri drew rupees four thousand each, pro
bably per year, excluding the salaries of their troops. Other
officers were similarly treated, some of them, like the Gosain
chiefs and Sidi Muhammad Bashir Khan enjoying the privilege
of naubat (state kettle-drum) Mahi M aratib (insignia of fish) and
the use of a palki ,16 He was very solicitous for the welfare of his
troops. “ The indefatigable attention,” wrote Barker, “ he has
given to his military department and the progress he has made
in his army is beyond conception........... ” 17 Richard Smith testi
fied that “ His Excellency employs his mornings in seeing his
battalions exercise, and in overseeing his founders and gunsmiths
with whom he usually spends two or three hours daily.” The
English commander-in-chief paid the nawab-wazir a deservedly
high tribute, though it was not inspired by feelings of generosity,
when he wrote that : ‘ He (Shuja) is an immense projector” and
that “ when 1 consider Shujah Dowlah, himself Vizier, son of a
Vizier, and grandson of a man who held one of the first offices of
government when the Mogul Empire was in its flourishing state,
and that Shujah Dowlah bred up in all the luxury of the East,
and ever much addicted to pleasures, should now so totally
change his manners as to adopt this system of conduct which in
15 Smith to Ben. Sel. Com , Feb. 6, 1768.
16 Imad, 102 ; SPD., XXIX, L. 280.
17 Barker to Ben. Sel. Com,, Feb. 17, 1768.
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time must infallibly render him truly formidable—I own I
cannot but admire the man for the great progress he had already
made in his new system....... ,n8
T h e In tellig en ce D e p a rtm e n t
The history of Shuja’s military administration cannot be'
complete without an account of his intelligence service. Smith
who had the occasion to acquire a first-hand knowledge of the
department speaks of it in these w ords: “ The Nabob has, I
believe, the best intelligence of any man in Indostan. He piques
himself on this point and with justice, for he spares no money to
obtain from all quarters the best and earliest information of
every material event.” 19 The department consisting of several
hundred peons ; harkaras and newswriters functioned through a
darogha (superintendent) and was under the personal control
and supervision of the wazir himself. Ghulam Ali, author of
the Imad us-Saadat estimates the total number of harkaras (news
carriers) at 18,000 which seems to be an exaggeration.20 We
know definitely from an absolutely contemporary and reliable
Marathi letter that the wazir’s monthly expenditure21 on the
news-service amounted to Rs. 18,000. Out of this sum twothirds must have been consumed by the official establishment
and not more than one-third could have been the salary of the
harkaras . If we calculate the pay of each harkara at rupees two
and annas eight per month (which was the rate in Shuja’s time),
we have 2,400 harkaras in his service. The number could not
have been larger. As for news-writers and spies of various
descriptions, their number in all probability could not have risen
beyond a few hundred. News writers and harkaras were posted,
besides in the important towns and rural areas in his own domi
nions, at the courts of notable Indian princes, at Delhi and
Calcutta and at well-known centres in the country intervening
between these places and Faizabad. Their duty was to send
regular reports of all important occurrences and transactions
which were considered to be of any value for the wazir. So
18 Smith to Ben. Sel. Com., Feb. 6, 1768.
lw Ibid.
20 Imad, p. 103. Memoirs o f Delhi and Faizabad (vol. II, p. 7), still
further exaggerates the number as 22,000.
21 SPD., XXIX, L. 280.
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efficiently did the department work that news from Poona rea
ched Faizabad on the 9th day and that from Kabul on the 12th
day. The news of Zabita K han’s defeat at Shakartal, which is
260 miles from Lucknow, reached the wazir just in 12 hours.22
His news-reporters kept him in constant touch with Calcutta
and “ from thence,” writes S m ith ,. “ he is early acquainted with
material circumstances, not only those which are past, but often
times of what is expected.” 23 On this important branch of
service which kept him informed of the doings of his people and
of the neighbouring powers, and on which greatly depended the
efficiency of his internal administration and foreign policy, he
spent, as we know from the M aratha envoy at his court, rupees
two lakhs and sixteen thousand per year.24

22 Imad, 103 and 107.
28 Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., Oct. 16, 1767.
24 SPD., XXIX, L. 280.

Chapter Fourteen
yiocieiy and GuUuAe

T h e c o u n try ; its to p o g ra p h y
Shuja-ud-daulah’s dominions constituted the central portion
of the great alluvial plain— the Gangetic plain—and was one
of the most fertile and populous regions in the country. The
capital.. Faizabad, was well.connected by roads with every part
of his territory and with those of his neighbours. Of these roads
two were most important, and were kept in good condition,
and frequented by troops as well as people. The one passing
through Jaunpur, Banaras, Mughal Sarai, Jagdishpur and Sarai
Sayyid Raji connected Faizabad with Patna and Calcutta, and
the other connected Faizabad with Lucknow and whence proce
eding via Akharpur, Bangarmau and Bilgram reached Sandi.
Near K anpur this very road branched off in another direction
and passing via Farrukhabad reached Delhi. The FaizabadLucknow road was well-kept, and we have it from Champion’s
diary that it had “ obeliskques or stones at every coss,” indicat
ing the number of miles from Faizabad.1 Besides these main
roads, there were many others joining most of the populous
towns and a glimpse of some of them can be caught in the pages
of George Forster’s travels and the diaries of Champion and
Macpherson.2
The wazir’s metropolis (Faizabad) had eclipsed Delhi, after
the anarchy of 1759-61, in prosperity and magnificence. In
its origin a small country-house of mud walls and thatched
roofs built by Saadat K han (1722-1739) and surrounded by
1
2
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quarters of his chiefs and followers, Faizabad, then known as
Bangla, had rapidly developed into a large town with gardens,
markets, residential buildings and offices, and assumed its
present name in the time ofSafdar Jang. Its importance was
temporarily overshadowed by Lucknow where Shuja with his
court took up residence during the early years of his reign, but
it resumed its rightful place as the first town in the provinces
after the nawab's restoration in 1765. “ He (Shuja) built anew,
on a grander scale, the walls of Burhan-ul-mulk’s citadel and
raised the houses of the Mughals. He ordered some of his
private retainers to build houses for themselves outside the
enclosure. A vast plain extending for more than two miles, on
each side of the fort was reserved and round it was dug a deep
trench. In the middle of this plain all his retainers and mili
tary officers built themselves residences and out-offices as spacious
as they desired.” But owing to security that Faizabad afforded
during an age of uncertainty and disturbance numerous families
from all parts of the country and especially noble families from
Delhi flocked there to make that town their permanent home and
all the space, though several miles in area, was occupied within
a few years. “ After some years, in addition to the enclosing wall
of the fort, there were two other large walls constructed by way
of city defences : one enclosed on three sides a great area, two
miles long by two miles broad, on the east, west and south ; the
other was between the fort and the outer-wall, and a mile long.”
The city wall, made of mud, was 30 ft. thick, and the top of
the breast-work 15 ft. thick. The wall was completed before
1772, but it was not fortified.3 A grand market, entitled ChaukBazar, extended from the southern gate of the fort to the Allah
abad gate of the city and was so broad that “ nearly ten bullockcarriages can run abreast it.” It was entered through a hand
some three-arched gateway (tripolia). A visitor to the palace
had to pass through the Chauk-Bazar, and Macpherson who
visited Faizabad in 1773 was struck by the breadth of the street.
He, however, noted that the houses on either side of it were “ very
indifferent.” The palace stood on the bank of the Ghaghra
(also called Dewa), and Shuja’s new strong mud fort and palace,
3
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which were still under construction in January 1773, had 40,000
men employed daily to complete them. The walls of this new
fort were made of mud and were sixty feet thick and “ so well
beat that elephants made no impression with their feet.” 4 There
were three well-laid-out flower and fruit gardens within the city
walls, Anguri-bagh inside the fort occupying one-fourth area of
the enclosure, M oti-bagh , situated in the heart of the Chauk
Bazar, and Lal-bagh , the largest and the most beautiful of the
three, was situated probably just outside the fort. There were
two more gardens, Aishbagh and Buland-bagh, on the Lucknow
side of the outskirts of the city, but inside the wall.6 In the
suburbs, outside the walled city and probably on three sides of
it, prosperous towns had sprung up, and Muhammad Faiz
Bakhsh, author of the Tarikh-i-Farah-Bakhsh, mistook Mukhtarnagar, situated 4 miles on the west gate of the city, for Chauk
Bazar of Faizabad, from the numerous shops and crowds of
men. What he saw in the city bewildered him. “ At last when
I did enter the city” , he writes, “ I beheld dancing and shows
everywhere, which quite bewildered me. From sunrise to sunset
and from sunset to sunrise noise of the drums and kettle-drums
of the regiments never ceased, and the sound of the gongs which
told the hours and the watches deafened men’s ears.......Welldressed picked men, the sons of nobles of Delhi, physicians of
the Greek school, singers and dancers o f both sexes and of every
land, were in the enjoyment of large salaries. The pockets of
all, high and low, were crammed as full as they could be with
gold and with silver, and no one as much as dreamt of poverty
and distress.’’6 Shuja-ud-daulah was very keen to advance the
prosperity and enhance the beauty of his capital and had he
lived for a few years more, “ there would have grown up another
Shahjahanabad or Delhi.” 7
Almost adjacent to Faizabad and on the bank of the Sarju
stood the ancient and sacred city of Ayodhia, the birth place of
4
6

6
7
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Shri Ram Chandra, whose lofty temples, spacious houses for
pilgrims, and palatial residential quarters seemed to mock at
the material grandeur of its newly sprung up rival. In antiquity
and religious sanctity this town was next only to Banaras, and
was frequented all the year round by pious pilgrims from all
parts of India.
Lucknow, next to Faizabad in importance, though ancient
in origin and very large and populous, was a haphazard growth,
except some of its parts like Chauk, and therefore it did not
impress the English traveller George Forster who visited it in
January 1783. “ Lucknow is a large and populous city,” he
writes, ‘‘but wholly inelegant and irregular. The streets are
narrow, uneven, and almost choked with every species of filth.”8
But it was Banaras that owing to its antiquity and cultural
pre-eminence claimed the attention of writers and travellers of
Shuja’s time, as it does today. As the traveller from Patna
side approached the holy Kashi he had to pass along a road
lined by shady trees on either side and by pakka tanks at
frequent intervals, the results of private Hindu philanthropy
and enterprise. “ The road for a considerable distance before
you enter into Banaras is through long avenues of lofty trees,
planted there as a shade to travellers, from the inclement heat.
Spacious tanks lined with stone, and descended into by stone
steps, are made on the road-side, where travellers may refresh
themselves by bathing or drinking water.” The town itself was
very large, thickly populated and wealthy and full of grand and
beautiful buildings the like of which were not found either at
Lucknow or Faizabad. “ Many of the houses,” wrote an English
traveller eight years after Shuja’s death, “ which are remarkably
high, some of them being six or seven floors, are built of stone
resembling that species found in the querries of Portland, and
which abounds in this part of the country. But the streets
where these lofty buildings stand are so narrow as not to admit
of common carriages abreast........... The irregular and compressed
manner which has been invariably adopted in forming the
streets of Benares, has destroyed the effect which symmetry and
arrangement would have otherwise bestowed on a city, entitled
8
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from its valuable buildings to a preference of any capital which
1 have seen in India.” “ Many of the houses are covered with
red tiles,” remarks another traveller, “ which gives Benares
more the appearance of an European city than any I have seen
in India.” But the elegance and beauty of this intellectual and
spiritual capital of India were marred by filth thrown here and
there in the streets indiscriminately and by the ruins of many a
building surrounding the city which were the effects of Muslim
intolerance.9 Being the greatest centre of Sanskrit learning and
Hindu religion and philosophy, Banaras had many academies
where principles of Hindu religion and sciences were taught.
It was also famous for manufacture of cotton and silk cloth.
Allahabad was then a small tow'n, having partially lost its
political importance after the death of M uhammad Quli Khan
and completely after the departure in 1772 of Shah Alam for
Delhi ; but it retained, like Chunargarh, the strategic value of
no mean order in the eastern part of the wazir’s territory.
Gorakhpur seems to have continued to flourish throughout our
period, but Balia and Azamgarh are more populous today than
in Shuja’s time. Mirzapur and Ghazipur have suffered greatly
through the lapse of time, and so also Pratabgarh, the seat of
Sombansi Rajputs, and a very flourishing town surrounded by
dense forest in 1775. Patita, now nothing more than a village,
4 miles north of Chunargarh, was in 1782 “ a large town,
surrounded by a rampart, and defended by a fort.” Jaunpur,
though no longer “ Shiraz of India,” had a number of schools
and was the headquarters of the d irtric t; Sultanpur was “ a
large town commanded by a Foujdar,” Rai Bareli was equally
populous and Paparghat possessed “ a large mud fort.”
K hairabad, then one of the largest cities in Awadh, was the
headquarters of the district and Sitapur, the modern head
quarters, was no more than an insignificant village. Hardoi
and Lakhimpur, so important in our days, were then of no
consequence, while Bilgram, Gopamau, Sandilah and Shahabad,
now insignificant, were large prosperous towns with flourishing
academies. Shahjahanpur had obviously much larger popula
9
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tion than now, as it was divided into four faujdarships, each
independent of the others. Miranpur Katra, famous for its
close proximity to the scene of the Rohila war of 1774, was “ a
very large town, with some capital buildings” and with “ a good
pacca bridge” on the Bohgul nala that ran south of it. Before the
conquest of Rohilkhand by Shuja Aonla was divided among the
Rohila chiefs who held their meetings there, and it had “ several
very large mosques and a large brick fort.” Bisauli, formerly
the capital of Dunde Khan, was one of the most prosperous
towns with stately buildings and “ the palace is considered,” in
the words of Macpherson, “ as the first piece of architecture in
that country.” Pilibhit and Bareilly surpassed all other towns in
Rohilkhand in population, buildings and prosperity. Despite
George Forster’s dogmatic assertion that the ruin that overtook
Rohilkhand was due to Shuja, the countryside and towns in
that province were in a flourishing condition in 1775, and the
later desolation in Rohilkhand as well as in Awadh must have
been the result of Asaf-ud-daulah’s misrule. Some towns were,
however, in ruins even before 1775. Badaun, for example, was
in decay, and Qanauj was “ but a heap of ruins and not worth
seeing.” But Farrukhabad and Fatehgarh were well off, and so
was Etawah. Most of the large villages as well as towns were
protected by mud or brick walls and strengthened by forts, and
there was hardly any village of some consequence which had no
sarai with separate apartments for travellers, where food and
lodging could be had for them.10

T h e People
In view of the absence of records it is by no means easy to
ascertain with any degree of accuracy the strength of the
population in Shuja-ud-dualah’s dominions. The present
population of the districts over which he ruled is, according to
the census of 1941, approximately a little less than four krors.
From a study of the census figures of 1881 to 1941 it is clear
that the average increase of population in this area per decade
10
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has not been more than 5 to 6 per cent. Assuming the average
rate of increase to be the same during the entire period (1775—
1941), it may be conjectured that the total population in Shuja’s
kingdom at his death might have been approximately a little
more than one kror or so. A vast majority of the people were
Hindus. The total Muhammadan population consisting both
of immigrants from foreign lands and of Hindu converts of the
soil, must have been like a drop in the ocean. Even now after a
lapse of one hundred and seventy years it does not exceed, in
these provinces, fifteen per cent. The most notable and
influential element, though not as numerous as some other
castes, among the Hindus were the Rajputs, political and
military leaders of the people, who were spread over the whole
territory and divided into many clans and sub-clans. Promi
nent among them were the Bais and Kanhpurias in the modern
districts of U nao and Rai Bareli, the Bisains and Janwars in
Gonda, the Bandhalgotis in Sultanpur, the Raikwars in Barabanki, the Sombansis in Pratabgarh, the Gaurs in Lakhimpur
and Sitapur, the Khichis in Kora Jahanabad and the Bundelas
in southern Allahabad and Bundelkhand. Chauhans were
found in large numbers in Etawah and Mainpuri, Chandels in
Sachendi near Kanpur and Rathors and some other insigni
ficant clans in Rohilkhand. Each landlord, from chiefs
enjoying sway over a pargana or more down to the petty thakur
of a village, possessed according to his means either a strong
brick fort or a mud fortalice (garhi) situated in a village or
town, surrounded by a thorny jungle and almost inaccessible to
the outer world. Here he lodged his family and treasure,
defended by his retainers who defied the authority of the Awadh
government whenever the nawab-wazir was involved in diffi
culties or his agents were guilty of improper behaviour or
making of exorbitant demands upon the purse or honour of the
feudal chief. Rajputs as a class and more particularly those of
the petty zamindar variety who resided in the rural area were
very intimately connected with their peasants who acted as
their retainers in times of war and common danger. Besides
revenue collections, judicial and executive duties were also
concentrated in the hands of the zamindars who were leaders
of the people. In view of such close ties the zamindar could
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hardly be deprived of his villages by the might of the state. The
zamindar has in our days lost his position as the natural leader
of his people, as medieval inter-dependence has ceased to exist,
social ties have slackened and he is reduced to the status of a
mere rent collector. The rank and file among the Rajputs who
had no land of their own followed military profession, serving
in the armies of their own chiefs, and in those of the wazir and
the English in Bengal.11
The Brahmans, of whom the most numerous and influential
were Kanyakubjas, while Sanadhya, G aur and Sarjuparin were
confined to a few different local areas, followed sacerdotal and
literary careers. Most of them were priests, astronomers, astro
logers and teachers, and many made as good and active troops
as the Rajputs. The famous Purbia infantry of the Bengal army
was recruited mainly from these two classes, Rajputs and Kanyakubja Brahmans, from Shuja-ud-daulah’s dominions. The
Kayasthas came next in social importance, and almost all their
twelve sub-castes were found in these provinces ; but Shrivastava
and Saxenas were dominant in all parts in points of number and
state employment. As their main profession was clerical and
administrative service, especially in the revenue department and
the secielariat, they were almost cent per cent educated and
illiteracy carried reproach with them as it did with no other
caste, Brahmans including. Naturally Kayasthas disputed with
Brahmans the intellectual leadership of the entire Hindu commu
nity, and they counted among them many scholars and poets of
Sanskrit and Hindi besides Persian in which they were of all
Hindu castes the most proficient. Though their numerical
strength was infinitesimally small, Khatris held some of the
highest positions in the revenue department and many of them
were masters of Persian. But some of these topmost Khatri
families, like that of the famous Diwan Atma Ram, were immi
grants from the Punjab, and the rank and file among the
Khatris, who were children of the soil, were engaged in commerce.
Barring a few such families there does not seem to have been,
unlike today, any settlements of the people from other provinces
11
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in Shuja-ud-daulah’s dominions except perhaps a few Maratha
and Bengali families in Banaras. Among the Vaishas, only a
few Agarwala families were interested in the study of Persian or
Sanskrit and in state employment, and a majority even of
Agarwalas, as of the remaining Vaish sub-castes, were engaged
in trade and industries and wielded little cultural and political
influence. Kurmis and Ahirs who were found throughout theprovinces, were the principal agriculturists, enjoying a greater impor
tance in village economy than now. Pasis were soldiers as well
as watchmen and were spread over the entire country. Almost
every village had a blacksmith, a carpenter, a barber, and a
washerman, and there was no large village without a goldsmith.
Kahars, Baris and Malis were found everywhere and Chamars
and Lonias formed a considerable part of the rural population
in central and eastern divisions of the provinces. The
M uhammadans were, in these provinces as now, essentially an
urban people, and except just a handful of them who followed
the professions of bakers, confectioners, menial servants and the
like, a large majority of them shunned agriculture and industries,
and were either soldiers or civil officers or theologians. The
most numerous among them were two classes—Pathans and
Shaikhs—who were mostly converted Hindus or descendants of
such converts, with a sprinkling of foreign settlers and their
progeny. The Pathans had their colonies at Jaunpur, Allaha
bad and Malihabad and in most parts of Rohilkhand and
Farrukhabad, while the Shaikhs had settled in large numbers in
Lucknow, Kakori, Faizabad, Khairabad, Gopamau, Pihani and
Bilgram. The bulk of the Muslim community was formed by
the lower orders, such as Behnas (cotton-carders), Jolahas
(weavers), Ghosis (milkmen). Bhands, barbers, etc., who were
wholesale converts from the corresponding Hindu castes. As
they were Sunni Musalmans, it might be presumed that the
change had taken place before the establishment of the Shia
dynasty in Awadh.12
The people were, generally speaking, tall, well-built and longlived, a n d a c a re fu l c o m p a r is o n o f the size a n d physique o f the
12 This section is based on District Gazetteers of U. P., and W.
Crooke’s Tribes and Castes o f N. W . Provinces and Oudh, 4 vols.
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living men and women of the older generation with those of the
younger confirms the popular belief that both have been gradually
deteriorating for about a century. The downward trend may be
due as much to deterioration in the quality of diet caused by in
creasing economic difficulites as to want of opportunities of bear
ing, handling and using arms, of military service and a career
of adventure and enterprise. Whatever may be the cause, it is
clear from all accounts that in the 18th century the people of
these provinces were possessed of greater physical stamina and
Mrs. Kindersley was struck by the change in the appearance of
the inhabitants as she had crossed the Karamnasa in 1767. “ The
men in this part of India,” she wrote, “ are in general much taller
and more robust than those in the province of Bengal, and value
themselves upon being better soldiers18.......” The late Sir Henry
Lawrence, Chief Commissioner of Awadh wrote in 1845 :
“ —They [Hindus of Awadh] furnish the best disciplined infantry
in India. Three-fourths of the Bengal Native Infantry come
from Oudh and recruiting parties from Bombay are sometimes
seen to the east of the Ganges.” 14 It is by no means easy to
attempt with absolute certainty an ethnological analysis of the
population. It is, however, evident from the physical types in
our time, that Brahmans, Rajputs and Ahirs must have been
taller and more robust with long faces and noses than others ;
but even a casual observer cannot fail to notice that some
members of the lowest castes, for example, Chamar, possess as
good features and complexion as any Brahman. There is a
traditional saying in Awadh that it is unnatural for a Brahman
to be dark in complexion, for a Sudra to be a fair colour, for a
Muhammadan to be green-eyed and for a Rajput to be of gray
complexion.15 Most Khatris were fairer and more handsome
than other castes, as they are today, and their ladies were
distinguished for their physical charms. The other type was
represented by some of the lower castes with their rather round
than long skulls, medium size, and either wheat-like or light
dark complexion. Some castes, like Kayasthas, Vaish and gold
smith, ranged betw een these tw o types. There might have been
13 Kindersley, L. 58, p. 249.
14 Essays on the Indian Army and Oude, p. 285.
15 Karia Brahman, goria Sudra, kanja Turk, bhura Rajput.
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a strain of Dravidian blood in the veins of some of the lowest
castes ; but there could not have been any group of people in
the 18th century with purely Dravidian features as no such group
exists today. The upper class Muhammadans belonged to the
first type and the generality of them to the second, and except
in some minor details were hardly distinguishable from the
Hindu population in appearance and dress.
D re s s , o r n a m e n ts , to ile t etc.
The dress of both Hindus and Muhammadans was practically
the same. “ .......Indeed their whole appearance is so much
alike,” writes a foreign contemporary visitor to Banaras and
Allahabad, “ that it would be difficult to know the religion they
are of, if Mohamedans and Hindoos, who wear garments, did
not tie the strings of the jemmas (jamas), (he first on the left, the
other on the right.” The upper classes of both the communities
wore a shirt quite open at the neck and wrists (called kurta ),
a long jam a or angarkha , both with long straight sleeves, coming
down almost to the ankles, a sash round their waist, a turban
and pyjama. Brahmans usually put on dhotis instead of pyjamas
and sometimes a kind of jacket called chaubandi instead of
kurta ; otherwise their dress was the same as that of other upper
class people. The fez cap, so universal among M uhammadans
of the first half of our century, was unknown to their ancestors
of the 18th century whose head dress was turban. The small
white cotton cap. called palledar , now common all over the pro
vince, had not come into existence. The dress o' poor people
consisted only of a dhoti and turban. The garments of high*
born and well-to-do Muslim women “ consist of a pair of long
drawers of silk, or gold or silver stu ff; a sort of gown, called
jemedan, mostly of very fine muslin, worked with thread, or
gold or silver ; jemedan has very long straight sleeves down to
wrists ; and the waist so short that it scarcely reaches below the
arms ; the skirt is plaited very full, and hangs down upon the
ground....... their long black hair is parted on the forehead,
combed smooth, and hangs down behind : they generally throw
a piece of shawl or a silver gauze over them, which is a sort of
veil or cloak.” There was practically no difference between the
dress worn by Hindu and Muslim women, except what Mrs.
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Kindersley calls jamadan, did not have its sleeves, in the case
of Hindu ladies, down to wrists, but stopped much short of
elbows and underneath it there was invariably a light bodice or
kanchli. Nor was there any difference in the articles of clothing
of the rich and the poor women except in the costliness or other
wise of the stuff.16 Some poorer Muslim women seemed to
have been accustomed to tight pyjamas as early as the reign of
Aurangzeb (1658-1707) who had issued an order forbidding
women in tight drawers to appear in public. Both Alberuni in
the early years of the 11th century and Babur in those of the
16th century noted that Hindu women of their time put on saris
and not skirts (ghaghras). When did ghaghra take the place of
the sari is difficult to ascertain ; but the change was not
universal, for some Hindu women, especially of lower strata of
society, continued to wear saris and all Hindu women irres
pective of caste and economic status, retained their ancient dress
for some special occasions, such as for use in the kitchen and the
prayer room.
Gold and silver ornaments and jewels have in all ages been
favourites with Hindu ladies. Muslim ladies who were not
altogether unfamiliar with them in their home-land borrowed
Indian ornaments and in course of time most ornaments became
common to the two communities. During the 18th century
jewels worn by upper class Indian ladies were ‘‘mostly superb”
and their necks were ornamented with long rows of pearls mixed
with rubies, emeralds, etc. They were also fond of wreaths
made of jewels and jewelled ear-rings, and put on rings on their
fingers and toes, and many of them in their noses too. ‘‘Eastern
ladies” , observed Mrs. Kindersley in September 1767, “ are
not strangers to arts which embellish their person ; they wash
their hair and eyebrows with a leaf which makes them of a per
fect black........... they stain the nails of their fingers and toes
with red, and paint the palms of their hands and bottom of their
feet.” They used collyrium in their eyes.17
It may b e presumed from the general deterioration in the
physique of men and women of the 20th century in this land
16
17
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and from the painting left by 1 8th century English travellers
like Hodges, that Indian ladies in that age looked very beauti
ful. Mrs. Kindersley who had the opportunities of seeing
Indian women in the streets and markets of Patna, Banaras
and Allahabad, and meeting high class Muslim ladies in the
harem of a gentleman, probably at Allahabad, was forced to
admit, though she had the average European’s dislike of their
complexion, that they possessed attractive looks. “They are
generally small persons,” she writes, “ and delicately made ;
crookedness is a defect unknown amongst them and it is said
that their black skins have a most delicate softness.” She
admired the beauty of their ‘‘long cut eyes and long eyebrows
which most of them have naturally” and mentioned a curious
custom of sometime cutting the skin at the corners of the eyes
of those who were not gifted by nature with large eyes, to
increase their length and give them more room to play. “ ....... It
must be acknowledged,” she concluded, “ that there is often a
wantonness in the rolling of their eyes, but, exclusive of that,
many of the eastern [Indian] women have so much beauty in
their large black eyes, eyebrows and long black eyelashes that if
they were set off by a fine red and white complexion they would
be incomparable.” 18
C u s to m s , m a n n e r s , d ie t etc.
Upper and middle class women lived in seclusion. Child
marriage was the rule, and little formal education was given to
girls. “ The Hindoo women we can know little of, as none but
the very lowest are visible ; they are almost in their infancy
married by the care of their parents to some of their own caste/'
Polygamy was permitted among the Hindus too, as it is now,
but in practice it was confined to a small number of ruling
families and a very vast majority of the people was monoga
mist.19 Widow remarriage was unknown among the Hindus, and
sati was practised, but “ this custom is not at present [1767] so
frequent as formerly; they cannot burn without permission from
the Nabob of the province.” Caste rules were more rigorous and
18
19
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Hindus of all classes had then stricter notions of the honour of
their ladies than now-a-days; and excellence of moral character,
more particularly sexual, was so much prized that the absence of
it was enough to stigmatise any one, however learned or weal
thy, as fallen. “ No people in the world have stricter notion of the
honour of their women,” writes Mrs. Kindersley, “ particularly
those of the higher castes. If any one has an improper con
nection, such a women has not only lost her caste, but is an
indelible stain upon the honour of her family ; and in case of
an elopement, it has been known that the girl has been pursued
and recovered by her parents who have put her immediately to
death to expiate by her blood part of the disgrace she has
brought upon them.” 20 William Hodges, another English
traveller who visited the interior of the province in 1781-1783,
testifies to the extremely modest conduct of the Hindu women,
even of the lowest class, whom he saw working outside their
homes. “ The simplicity and perfectly modest character of the
Hindoo women cannot but arrest the attention of a stranger.
With downcast eye and equal step, they-proceed along, and
scarcely turn to the right or to the left to observe a foreigner as
he passes, however new or singular his appearance.” 21
The Hindus were simple and temperate in their diet. The
common people in the eastern districts lived chiefly on rice,
while for those in central and western districts wheat was the
staple food. We cannot take Mrs. Kindersley’s statement that
“ their superiors have the addition of gee [ghee], milk, sweet
meats, etc.,” too seriously, as till recently practically an average
peasant in the province had a cow or two and milk and curd
etc. must have been available to a vast majority of the rural
people. Plain temperate living, simple diet and purity of moral
conduct gave the generality of Hindus good health and ensured
them freedom from chronic diseases. “ I believe,” observes
Mrs. Kindersley, “ the natives are as free from disease as the
people in any part of the world. They do not live to a great
age ; but while they live are afflicted with but few' disorders.”
According to her, Indians p3ssessed purity of blood (in medical
20
21
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not racial sense) to a greater degree than Europeans, and she
noted that Indian sepoys were easily cured of such wounds
which often proved fatal to Europeans.22
All over India Hindus impressed contemporary travellers as
being polite and attentive in conversation, patient, temperate
and frugal in their lives and friendly to foreigners. William
Hodges during his journey (1781-1783) from Calcutta to Agra
and Gwalior, via Banaras, Faizabad and Lucknow, met with
great consideration at the hands of the Hindus of all classes.
“ The (Hindu) men are no less remarkable for their hospitality,
and are constantly attentive to accommodate the traveller in his
wants. During the whole of the journey in my pallankeen
whatever I wanted, as boiling water for my tea, milk, eggs etc.,
I never met with imposition or delay, but always experienced
an uncommon readiness to oblige, and that accompanied with
manners the most simple and accommodating.” 23 George
Forsterr*another English traveller, had the same pleasant
experience from Banaras to Bilaspur in Rohilkhand in the
winter of 1782-83 and observed with frankness that “ I should
hold myself guilty of an injustice, did I not unreservedly declare
that the inhabitants treated me with civility and usually with
kindness.” 21 And this treatment to foreigners was shown by
our people when these parts were not under English rule.
Hodges had, however, an entirely different experience of the
generality of Indian Muhammadans. “ In perfect opposition”
(to the Hindus), he writes, “ is the Mussulman character ;
haughty, not to say insolent, irritable and ferocious.” But an
upper class Muslim gentleman, he added, was “ a perfect model
of a well-bred gentleman.” 25
Hindu charity and philanthropy were too prominent features
in the social life of our people in the 18th century to be missed
by observant foreign travellers. More remarkable was the
fact that Hindu men and women of means made no discrimination in the distribution of their charity between Hindus and non22
23
24
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Hindus, Indians and foreigners. “ The great virtues of Hindoos,”
remarked Mrs. Kindersley in July, 1767, “ is their extensive
charity : the Brahmans inculcate with the utmost zeal the neces
sity of building and endowing pagodas (where themselves are
maintained in ease and plenty), feeding the hungry, relieving
the poor and providing against the distress of their fellow crea
tures, whether of their own religion or strangers.*'26 Cleanliness
was another important feature of their character. “ A surprising
spirit of cleanliness is to be observed among the Hindoos : the
streets of their villages are commonly swept and watered, and
sand is frequently strewed before the doors of their houses.” 27
This was, however, not so in big towns like Banaras and
Lucknow where such strong feelings of brotherhood did not exist
and where the population was more cosmopolitan, being com
posed of both Hindus and Muhammadans.
The drawing and audience rooms of Shuja-ud-daulah, Chait
Singh and other notable personages of the time were .furnished
with rich carpets and cushions, and chairs and tables were
extremely rarely used. A ruler or chief usually took his seat on
the cushion with his officers sitting to his right and left on the
carpets, and menial servants and attendants standing behind
him. A visitor, whatever his rank, was required to take off his
shoes before entering an audience hall, and unless he was a man
of an equal or higher rank than his host, he was seated on the
c a rp e t; in the latter case he was given a seat on the cushion
(masnad) on the right or left of the host, according to the degree
of his importance. English officers of the highest rank, such as
governor and commander-in-chief, were allowed by Shuja to
share his cushion ; but they too like others had to take off their
shoes before entering the audience room. Respectable guests of
high rank were received a mile or two in advance and after
embracing, which was the proper form of salutation among
princes or rulers, both the guest and the host rode together on
the same elephant to the place appointed for the former’s resi
dence. At the time of a visit of ceremony the host advanced to
the gate of his audience hall to receive a guest of an equal rank,
26
27
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and itr (scent), rose-water, betel leaves, etc., were offered and
nautch (female dance) was very often arranged forentertainment.
It was customary to exchange presents on such occasions, which
were usually, with rich people, rarities, such as jewels, wearing
apparels, watches, etc. Champion tells us that he made a
present worth Rs. 8,000 to Shuja and a similar one to Muzaffar
Jang of Farrukhabad.28 Europeans seeking interview with
Indian noblemen had to observe Indian etiquette and to squat
on the carpet, chairs being provided on rare occasions only and
for the highest among them. Indian noblemen would not as a
rule rise from their seats even when English visitors of the rank
of an ambassador called on them. The reception ceremony of
Major Brown who was deputed by the Bengal government to
settle certain political matters with Mirza Shafi, a minister of
the titular emperor Shah Alam, in February 1783, is described
by William Hodges who accompanied the Major, in these words :
“ A few days after our arrival, I attended Major Brown to the
durbar of the Nabob, where we found the principal commanders,
amongst whom were several old Persian chiefs, with beards
descending to their girdles, and countenances of great dignity.
........... After the ceremony of reception, which was by touching
the turban with the right hand, without rising from their seats,
we were desired to sit, for which purpose there were old-fashioned chairs brought........... otter and rose water were handed
round, as a mark of distinction. The Nabob Mirza Suffeh sat in
the centre of a semi-circle, surrounded by his chiefs, with an in
numerable crowd of servants standing behind.29 After remaining
about half an hour we returned.” Practically the same etiquet
tes were observed in pre-independence twentieth century Indian
States ; but European guests, of whatever rank, no longer follow
ed the rules of Indian social life, and were treated differently.
A m u s e m e n ts
Plain in dress and diet though they were, our ancestors of
the 18th century were not without amusements or extravagance.
Village outdoor games, such as kabaddi and kho in which not
only boys but, sometimes, also grown-up-men participated, indoor
28 Hodges, Travels, p. 1 1 6 ; Soldiering in India, 82, 103, 108, 145, etc.
29 Hodges, Travels, pp. 115-116.
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games like chess, ganjifa , surbagghi, etc., shows like katputli and
Taj-bibi ka rauza , performances given by jugglers, acrobats,
posture-masters, fire-eaters, magicians, snake-charmers, monkeydancers, etc., and above all nautch of dancing girls, were much
more frequent than can be imagined by one living in the days
of talkies. Numerous religious and social fairs and festivals,
and according to Mrs. Kindersley the number of Hindu religious
festivals amounted to one-third of the year, furnished occasions
for rejoicing and amusement. Although the Hindus lived “ in
this abstemious m a n n er/’ she writes, “ they spend vast sums of
money in tamashcs (she explains the word in a footnote to mean
all kinds of shows, entertainments and processions) ; this they
do in the marriages of their children, or in the honour of their
gods ; all ranks of people have their tamashes , according to
their different abilities ; the money spent in them is in lights (for
they illuminate the houses in the inside), ornaments, music,
dances and perfumes/’ She was not much impressed by some
of the shows given by jugglers, posture-masters and fire-eaters ;
but she could not help admitting that “ these fellows are surpri
singly dexterous in the postures they throw themselves in to /’ The
well-to-do ruling families, particularly of Rajputs and Musal
mans, were fond of hawking, fights of beasts, wild elephants and
buffaloes. Kite and pigeon flying and domesticating of birds and
animals afforded pleasure to many. It was, however, mutch
that was most popular and easily available amusement for all
classes of people. “ The girl sings, while she is dancing, some
Persian or Hindustani song,” writes Kindersley, “ some of which
are really pleasing to the ear ; but are almost drowned by the
accompaniments.” That nautch girl who could explain the
meaning of her song and the fine shades of emotion produced by
it by delicate gestures and rhythmic movements of her body was
considered an excellent dancer.30
Besides sharing with men in festivities and rejoicings, nautch
and shows, women had their own additional amusement which
consisted of songs, recitation of poems, story-telling and some
30
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indoor games. Rich ladies took delight in bathing, smoking
huqqas, and seeing their maid-servants dance and sing.81
R e lig io u s b e lie fs a n d p r a c tic e s
The 18th century was a period of degeneration for Hindu
religious thought and practice, when undue emphasis was laid
on forms and when substance was lost in the pursuit of the
shadow. Sect after sect with nominal differences in principles
and practices crowded the religious stage, and excessive reverence
for the guru (religious preceptor) fostered slavish habits, blind
obedience to authority and degenerated into something like manworship. Our holy places,—and there have always been too
many in the province and some of the most important for the
entire country—became resorts of parasite class of beggars,
ignorant priests and licentious hypocrites.32 Rai Chhatraman,
author of Chahar Gulshan, gave in 1759 a graphic picture of
numerous Hindu religious sects of the time, their queer beliefs
and showy practices and of the ignoble life of the Hindu
beggars.33 The noble conception of tapa , which originally
signified sacrifice of personal pleasures, conveniences and inte
rests in the pursuit of a glorious end, communal or national, was
interpreted to mean in the medieval age useless torture of the
body, and one who resorted to this form of austerities was highly
revered by the people. In the city of Banaras alone a European
traveller came across in 1767 many examples of tapa of that
age. “ The Brahmins practise incrcdible austerities in matters
of no importance ; at Banaras is one who is revered almost
as a god for keeping a vow he had many years since never to
sit or lay down ; but to stand, with his arms extended above his
head ; and it is not known he has broke through it. This is one
instance amongst many others of similar kinds, and of equal
use (?) to society. It would fill a volume, was I to recount a
hundredth part of the variety of punishment and tortures the
Brahmins condemn themselves to.” 34 Sudras were debarred
from studying the religious scriptures and although Kshatriyas
31 Ibid., L. No. 54, pp. 2 2 4 -2 2 5 .
32 Hadia, p. 67 5.
33 Chahar Gulshan, pp. 7 8 b -8 5b.
34 Kindersley, L. No. 29, July 1767, p. 118.
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and Vaishas were not, yet in practice learning was confined to
the Brahmans who contented themselves with preserving the
sacred texts than making any advance over the knowledge of
their ancestors. Religion became narrowed down to regulations
for ceremonial purity in matters of diet and everyday
life, and ceased to be a source of moral uplift for the average
man. The number of fasts prescribed was so large that the
conduct of business and daily mundane duties were interfered
with. “ The number of holidays their religion commends engross
at least one-third part of their time : these are either feasts or
fasts devoted to some or other of their gods.” 86 Notwithstand
ing these defects, the Hindus had not altogether lost touch with
the sublime truths embodied in our ancient scriptures, nor were
they altogether ignorant of the meanings of the ceremonies
which they performed with meticulous care, as Mrs. Kindersley
who did not possess training or sympathy for understanding
and appreciating a foreign theology, wrongly supposed. William
Hodges was struck in 1782 by the scene on the banks of rivers
and tanks and in the holy shrines of numerous Hindus absorbed
in religious contemplation,—a practice akin to yoga and must
always be considered as the highest form of devotion. “ It is
common on the banks of the river,” he writes, “ to see small
Hindoo temples with gauts or passages, and flights of steps to
the river. In the mornings or after sunrise, the women bathe
in the river....... (and go)...with vases on their heads, carrying
water to the temples. A sight no less novel or extraordinary,
is the Brahmins at their oraisons, perfectly abstracted, for the
time to every passing object, however attractive.” 86 However
polytheistic in appearance Hindus have always believed in one
supreme God and it was not difficult for an English traveller
of the ability of George Forster to see it in 1782. “ Hindoos
believe in one G o d ,” he writes, “ without beginning and without
end, on Whom they bestow, descriptive of His powers, a variety
of epithets.” 37
86 Kindersley, p. 113.
83 Hodges, Travels , pp. 33-34.
37 Forster, A Journey , etc., vol. II, p. 34
September 1782).
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The age saw the degeneration of Islam as much as of
Hinduism. Musalmans despised enquiry and rational thinking
to a much greater degree than the Hindus, and they had no
thing but contempt for sciences, as Mrs. Kindersley was careful
to note.88 Despite their simple and definite creed they practi
cally worshipped relics, revered tombs and adored saints and
all kinds of nominally religious mendicants. Thousands of them
flocked every year to Bahraich and other shrines in Awadh
with costly offerings for the tomb of Salar Masud to invoke the
deceased soldier’s spirit for the fulfilment of their worldly
objects.89
A close student of this period of Indian history, who has
lived in the enlightened 20th century, is struck by communal
amity and good-will and absence of religious frenzy, communal
riots and questions like music before mosques and the Muslim
right to cow-slaughter that have caused considerable worry and
baffled solution in our age. During the long period from the
appointment of Saadat Khan to Awadh in 1722 to the death of
Shuja-ud-daulah in 1775 there is on record only one incident of
religious bigotry which disturbed harmony in Banaras. But
happily the trouble remained confined to that town, and was
nipped in the bud. There is no record of any other communal
tension, and none at all of disturbance of peace on that account.
It may be that the communal peace might have been partly due
to the fact that Muhammadans were a ruling community and
Hindus in general were indifferent pacifists. But that cannot
be an adequate explanation, for we know that though pacifists,
Hindus were not inclined to put up with religious persecution
and that there was no slaughter of cows in Banaras and other
sacred towns. Had the Muslims so desired they could have
easily established their right of cow slaughter in Banaras.
Referring to the fact that the ruler of Banaras was a Hindu
raja (a vassal of Shuja) whose religion enjoined peace with men
and animals, Mrs. Kindersley wrote in 1767 : “ Peace reigns in
their (Hindu) territories ; even animal blood is not sh ed ” 10
38 Ibid , L. No. 47, p. 197.
39 Hadia, p. 653.
40 Kindersley , L. N. O. 27, A llah abad, June 1767, p. 105.
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Obviously there must have been an earnest desire on the part
of both the communities to live together in peace and amity.
I n d u s tr ie s a n d tr a d e ; e c o n o m ic c o n d itio n o f th e p eo p le
Agriculture was the most important industry, providing work
and means of livelihood, in some form or other, to more than
eighty per cent of the population. During the 18th century
every piece of arable land had not been brought under culti
vation as it is to-day, and extensive belts of forests and barren
land existed in many districts, especially in Gorakhpur, Gonda,
Bahraich and modern Lakhimpur. But the yield per capita
seems to have been much higher than now. Awadh, Allahabad
and Rohilkhand have been rich in agricultural wealth since the
dawn of recorded history, and their equable climate, copious
rainfall and fertility of soil have combined to produce a variety
of rich crops. Besides wheat, rice, gram, oats, pulses (such as
urd , arhar and moong ), oil seeds and other corn, more valuable
crops like cotton, opium and sugar-cane were grown in most
parts of the provinces. Fruits like musk-melons, water-melons,
cucumber, mangoes, guavas, black-berries, yellow-berries and
vegetable of numerous kinds were-found, as now, in almost
every village, and in certain parts, such as the neighbourhood of
Jalesar and Jaunpur, extensive cultivation of sweet-scented
flowers like rose, bela, jasmine, etc., was undertaken for extrac
ting oil from them. Indigo, finer than that now found in Bihar,
was cultivated in some parts, especially in the vicinity of Agra,
Bayana and K hurja41 ; but it has now altogether ceased to be
produced. Sugar-cane cultivation in Etawah, Kora Jahanabad
(Fatehpur) and Allahabad districts has considerably declined
since the end of the 18th century during which they were noted
for good sugar and gur industries. In the first half of the 18th
century and no doubt throughout the time of Shuja-ud-daulah
extremely fine rice “ matchless, for whiteness, delicacy, fragrance
and wholesomeness’* was produced in the region extending
from Qanauj in the west to Gorakhpur in the east and from the
Himalayas in the north to Siddhaur (in Barabanki district) in the
south.42 Contemporary evidence establishes it beyond doubt that
a R. K . Mukerji, vide U . P. H. S. Journal, Vol. XIV, Part II, p. 46.
42 U. P. H. J. Vol. XIV, part 1, p. 46.
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Shuja’s territory was in the enjoyment of great agricultural pros
perity, and was much better cultivated than any other parts of
the country. Colonel Thomas Deane Pearce writes in 1772 in a
private letter to general Pattison : “ ...-...his (Shuja’s) country
abounded with plenty when we were in the utmost distress
(1769-1770); and on his shores* were well-cultivated villages,
when thousands starved at Buxar........... In that country (Oudh)
there is hardly a square mile uncultivated, and it everywhere
swarms with inhabitants. In ours cottages are hardly to be
found—whole villages are deserted—the country is waste.” 43 The
fall in cultivation44 in Awadh occurred under Asaf-ud-daulah
and his successors.
Cotton and silk industries were next in importance and their
output, besides supplying adequately the needs of the local
population and some neighbouring parts of the country, was
exported to European countries, such as England and France, as
well as to Japan, Malaya and other regions in South-East Asia.
In matters of specialised production and organization for supply
ing to foreign merchants and for transport to frontier posts or
seaports Indian industries had reached a higher stage of develop
ment during the Mughal period than those of contemporary
Europe, and despite the break-up of the empire the general
industrial efficiency had continued practically unimpaired during
the period under review (1722-1775). In every town and in
almost every big flourishing village there lived cotton carders
and weavers who produced large quantities of handloom cotton
fabrics, and in some places silk also, throughout the year. But
the most notable centres of cloth manufacture in the 17th and
18th centuries which supplied handloom fabrics to England,
France, Holland and some other European countries and to East
Africa and South-East Asia were Khairabad (in modern Sitapur),
Daryabad (in Barabanki), Akbarpur and Jalalpur (in Faizabad),
Nayagaon (in Hardoi) and Banaras, and the cloths from these
centres were designated by European merchants as Kerriabads,
«
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Derriabads, Echbarrys, Gelalepores, Mereoolees and Amertees.45
Contemporary European travellers and merchants, such as
Manrique, John Kenn and others, testify that in the 17th century
Banaras possessed 7,000 looms for weaving very fine cotton
cloths alone, which worked throughout the year. But its pre
eminence in the industrial world was due to silk manufacture.
White muslin, kimkhab (a silk cloth variegated with gold, silver
and various coloured silk threads), turbans with gold and silver
borders and gold and silver embroideries were specialities of this
town and commanded a ready market in Persia, Central Asia
and Turkey where these finished articles were used in great
numbers. It is no matter for surprise that every European
visitor was struck by the wealth and prosperity of Banaras from
its abundant merchandise in cotton and silk manufactures and
in other goods.46 These industries had continued in a flourishing
state in the 18th century, as is clear from the account left by
Mrs. Kindersley who noted in 1767 that besides priests who
were numerous, “ the rest of the people (in Banaras) were mostly
manufacturers, such as weavers etc.” “ At Benares,’’ she wrote
in another letter, “ is a great manufactory of gold and silver silks
and gauzes ; they are very costly........... ” Other important
towns in the provinces had similar manufactories, besides
numerous families of weavers who worked on their own account,
and the industry everywhere absorbed a considerable portion
of the population. We have it on the testimony of the traveller
quoted above that in the 18th century “ weaving is the employ
ment o f the greatest number o f the people throughout India.”
She thought it proper to record that “ it is but just to give some
account of that patience and neatness by which some of their
manufactories are brought to such perfection that Europe can
boast of nothing to equal them. The most curious of which are
Muslins and Filligrane.” She had the highest praise for Dacca
muslins, calicoes and filligrane, and Banaras manufacture came
next. According to her “ the exquisite fineness of some of the
45
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muslins is inconceivable. About filligrane she writes that “ this
is a work which requires great delicacy and patience ; it is not
perforated like the filligrane made in Europe but the gold or
silver is cut into long pieces like fine threads, and folded to
gether with such extraordinary neatness that it is impossible
upon the most curious examination to discover by what means
it is joined. It is extremely light, but still vastly expensive, for
the labour costs about ten times as much as the material.” 47
Besides manufactures from the above mentioned towns,
Awadh calico and mercolies (a kind of coarse cloth used as a
wrapper quilt) produced in many an insignificant place found
warm welcome in European markets. Chintz, gazi and broad
cloth for tents and screens were manufactured at Shahbazpur
in Allahabad, and Mirzapur was a prominent mart of silk and
woollen cloths. Carpets and bed sheets were produced in western
Awadh. Dyeing, printing and embroidery and needle-work,
the natural accompaniments of handloom productions were
found in almost every town. Several towns in Rohilkhand,
notable among them being Farrukhabad, Bareilly and Najibabad,
were flourishing centres of cotton industry. A variety of cotton
and silk products, finished and complete, was from these
provinces transported by land to Surat and Calcutta and thence
shipped to Persia, South East Asia and Europe. Another route
for transport was via Delhi, Lahore and Kabul to Central Asia;
but owing to inroads of the Sikhs in the second half of the 18th
century it had to be diverted from its former channel and took
its course through Najibabad, Lai Dang and the mountainous
region to Kashmir and thence to Persia and Central Asia. The
English traveller George Forster, while at Lai Dang in February
1783, “ learnt that about one hundred mules, laden with raw
silk, cotton and ordinary calicoes, for the Jumbo [Jummu]
market, had already moved to the outskirts of the town.” The
proprietors of the cargo were, he adds, chiefly residents of
Banaras, Lucknow and F arrukhabad ; they had appointed
agents to follow the caravan. A large number of such caravans
frequented between Awadh and Kashmir every year.48 This
47
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was at a time when Shuja had been eight years dead, and the
misrule of his son, the draining of Awadh wealth to Bengal, the
accumulations by private Englishmen and the oppression that
followed in the wake of the company’s trade in Awadh, had
greatly reduced the output of cotton and silk manufactures and
hampered their export to foreign lands which George Forster
was careful enough to note in his famous Journal.49
Some of the other notable industries were salpetre, manu
facture of arms and ammunition, especially sw'ords of various
kinds, some with jewelled handles and others ordinary, spears,
daggers, bows, arrows, shields, sheaths and muskets. M anu
facture of gold and silver ornaments and household vessels such
as trays, plates, dishes, betel-cases, rose-water holders, flowerholders, ink boxes, spoons, etc., brass, copper and other metal
works, artistic pottery, carpentry and bidri and enamel work
were more common in many parts. Saltpetre and mica were
monopolies of the State and contract for their collection was
given to individual natives or foreign merchants by the wazir
himself Weapon manufacturing industry must have supported
several thousand families, as every man fit to bear arms carried
them without any restrictions, disarming of the population
having been effected by the British after 1857. Boat building
was another important industry that must have provided work
for several thousand men, for besides being used in large number
for travelling and transport of merchandise by water, they were
utilized in building temporary bridges for armies to cross rivers.
A considerable number of boats were permanently employed
by Safdar Jang’s military transport department50 and as early
as 1768 Shuja-ud-daulah had more than a hundred boats in
his establishment and 525 boatmen in his service.51 It is highly
probable that boats that plied in Awadh waters were in shape
and workmanship like those of Bengal, described by an English
traveller who sailed from Calcutta to Banaras in W. Hastings’
company in 1782. He says that boats used by the people for
travelling were called bajras > which were of various sizes, were
both sailed and rowed and had from 12 to 20 oars. Some of

49 Ibid., IT, pp. 86-87.
50
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them were “ about sixty feet in length, having very high sterns;
many of them twelve feet from water’s edge, and quite sharp at
the upper point ; in the centre they are broad, having a consi
derable bearing in the w ater...” There was generally one mast
in the centre with a square sail and a top mast with a square
sail for fine weather. The boats were “extremely commodious,
having in the centre a small verander [verandah], or open
portico, opening by a door into a handsome room, lighted by a
range o f windows on each side. This is the dining or sitting
room, within which is a convenient bed chamber, generally
containing a small closet, the height of the sitting room is
usually from seven to nine feet.” A nobleman or a high officer
had, besides a boat of the above design, two small boats, while
travelling, one for accommodating his kitchen, called Palwah,and
the other for conveying him on board the boat or on shore and
known as Paunchway.52 Hodges mentions boats of several other
types of which one was known as moarpankhi (or of the shape
of a peacock feather), usually more than a hundred feet long and
not more than eight feet broad. It was steered by forty sailors
who were directed by a man “ who stands up and sometimes
makes use of a branch of a plant to direct their motion. In
one part of the stern is a canopy supported by pillars, in which
are seated the owner and his friends, who partake together of
the refreshing breezes of the evening. These boats are very
expensive, owing to the beautiful decorations of painted and gilt
ornaments, which are highly varnished and exhibit a very con
siderable degree of taste.” Hodges mentions a few improve
ments made by the English in Bengal, such as broad flat floor,
square sterns and broad bows.5*
Scents, perfumed essence and fragrant oil were special
favourites with upper classes and were prepared at many a place
in the provinces. Ghazipur and Jalesar were the chief centres
for the manufacture of rose-scent and rose-water. Jaunpur,
which even now holds the field in spite of the market being
flooded with foreign products, was noted for perfumed essence
and fragrant oil, chiefly bela oil.54 Qanauj itr was renowned
62 Hodges, TravelSy p. 39.
53 Hodges, Travels, p. 40.
54 Hadia , pp. 677-678.
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throughout the country. Amroha in Rohilkhand was noted for
its artistic pottery. Earthen vessels after being beautifully
polished were artistically variegated with silver and coloured
designs. A clay huqqa (hubble-bubble) with chilam and cover
a n d its accessories cost from one gold oshrafi to two or three.
Similarly a clay glass for drinking water, or a dish, artistically
designed and painted would cost one to three Jgold coins.65
There were similar other local industries in various tbwns and
villages which it will be tendious to recount. Of the great
commercial marts Mirzapur, Banaras, Faizabad, Lucknow and
F arrukhabad were most notable. Woollen' and silk cloth such
as blankets, shawls, alwans, etc., and other commodities from
Kashm ir, Nainital, Kamaun, Lhasa and Bengal were in great
dem and at Mirzapur which swarmed with,, merchants who
imported various article from the neighbouring provinces and
foreign lands and exported those manufactured in the locality.
Bahraich was famous for the products from the hilly regions
such as honey, wax, musk-pod, ginger, turmeric, vinegar, gold
ornaments, pomegranates, guavas, chillies, etc., and hunting
birds, like falcons and hawks and numerous other things.
G orakhpur abounded in plenty and there was hardly anything
o f everyday use that could not be got there.56
It is pleasing to mention that the balance of trade had remain
ed in India’s favour throughout the Mughal period as during
the earlier ages of her history, and huge amounts of coined and
uncoined wealth from foreign lands used to be absorbed in this
country. Shuja-ud-daulah inherited from the past the policy of
not allowing gold, silver and precious metals to go out of his
dominions except in payment of subsidies to the English troops
whose aid he had sought in furtherance of his aggressive scheme.
He rightly believed that English trade in his territory would
drain the wealth of his country and unfavourably affect the
interests of native traders, besides causing a rupture between
him and the Bengal government. That was why he did not
agree to allow the company’s agents to open up trade with
Awadh, despite great pressure from the successive English
65 Ibid , p. 138.
56 Hadia, 152-153 and 6 6 8 -6 7 9 .
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governors from Clive to W. Hastings. In his last interview with
the wazir in September 1773, Hastings promised that no English
man would reside in his dominions and that Shuja would have
the power to decide all disputes with their gumashtas, and yet
the nawab refused to agree to have free trade with the English,
as “ he seemed confirmed,” to use Hastings’ words, “ in the
opinion that the current specie of his country would be drained
by a free trade with ours” [the English possessions], and the
governor “ found it impossible to overcome his objections.” So
Hastings entered into an agreement with Chait Singh of Banaras,
whose position did not permit him to object to the scheme, to
the effect “ that articles of broad cloth, copper and lead brought
at the company’s sale should pass duty free through his territories
to Mirzapore and that on all other goods he should collect an
equal rate of duties from all merchants, European or native or
others indiscriminately.” 57 Shuja-ud-daulah’s wisdom and
firmness thus saved all his dominions, except Banaras, from
those adverse economic consequences which were the concomi
tants of free trade with the English company and from which
Bengal, Bihar and Madras were suffering since the foreign do
mination over them. But the nawab permitted such individual
Englishmen as were recommended by the governor or other
high officers to trade in Awadh subject to the laws of the land,
and enjoy some petty advantages provided these advantages
did not interfere with his tariff system and did not subject his
people to any serious discrimination.58
The upper class, consisting of big landlords and high
officials, formed a fringe of the population and were wealthy
and extravagant. The balance of trade being in the country’s
favour and the export of every kind of specie being positively
57

Ben. Sel. Com. Progs., 4th October, 1773.

58

M any instances of the English asking for seme favour or advantage
may be seen in the pages of Calendar of Persian Correspondence,
vols. II-l V., of which one may be given here : on January 3, 1772
C artier requested Shuja to allow an Englishman named Archdeacon
“ to coin two or three lakhs of rupees at Banaras (mint), unless this
should occasion the addressee any loss.’* “ This will strengthen our
friendship,” added the English governor, “ and please the said gentle
m an.’’ (Vide C. P. C., III, L. No. 1013).
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forbidden, wealth tended to accumulate and was mostly in the
possession of the nobility. The members of this class, especially
courtiers, ministers and district officers as well as powerful
barons, lived in comfort and enjoyed most luxuries of the time,
spending large sums over them. Every person of consequence
kept his treasure in jewels or gold coins to be able to carry
them in his day of misfortune, and employed a train of atten
dants and menial servants at nominal salary. The servants
compensated themselves by impositions on those who were in
an y w a y dependent on their master’s favour, extorting petty
presents and obliging merchants to under-sell their things to
them. Polygamy was common among this class, of course, more
among Muslims than Hindus ; but topmost Hindu taluqdars
also married more than one wife.69 Extravagance was more
pronounced a feature of the Muslim than Hindu nobility, and
so also prostitution was more common among the former than
among the latter. Dancing girls and women of ill-fame were
so prosperous that most of them had two or three tents each.
At the time of Shuja-ud-daulah’s march their tents went ahead
of his, and they had 10 to 12 armed retainers each. “ Hence
cavalry and infantry used openly to pursue the same course
(love of prostitution) as their master, without fear of check.”60
When troops with scanty income could misbehave in this
manner, the condition of the wealthy official class could better
be imagined than described. Dances and nautch, shows and
entertainments, were frequent and in some cases daily routine
in the life of the leisured aristocrats. An idea of the standard
of diet, taste and expenditure of the taluqdars of that age can
be formed from the account of an ordinary feast given sometime
about 1739 to an ordinary officer, not above the rank of a
captain in the army of the governor of Allahabad by Rani Sujan
Kunwari, wife of Raja Chatradhari Singh of Pratabgarh, on
behalf of her husband who was absent at Allahabad. “ Having
reached the fort,” writes Murtaza Husain Khan Bilgrami who
was the guest referred to, “ we dismounted and entered into it.
We saw an extensive courtyard on the three sides of which
59 * Hadia, 672.
60 Memoirs o f Delhi and Faizabad, Vol. II, p. jq
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stood the palace with lofty double-storeyed buildings, the walls
of which were made of massive stones. The courtyard as well
as the large rooms were furnished with carpets and were further
covered with white sheets. The Rani who sat on the roof of
the palace which was lit by lamps, was overlooking us from
behind the stone-lattice. Thirty to forty iron lamps were
suspended from the branches of the trees on all sides of the
courtyard, and there were rows of lamps placed on two sides of
the floor. I advanced to the courtyard and took my seat on the
masnad , while 500 of my men sat in rows on the carpet. Rammast Singh and the R aja’s other trustworthy servants, Hindus
and Muslims, now came to serve us, and spread before us white
sheets of cloth to place dishes on. Menial servants brought
four sets of aftabas and chilamchis (a jug for holding water and
a basin for washing hands in), one set of which was made of
silver, for washing our hands. Soon after big enamelled plates,
some of which were made of silver, containing a large variety
of food, such as roasted meat, mutton curry, pulao , both sweet
and saltish, various kinds of sweetmeats and vegetables, loaves
of shirmaU of Baqar-khani and Indian dishes like puri and
kachauri, each puri weighing one pakka seer, dahi-bara , several
other sweet preparations, sauces soaked in vinegar o f pudina ,
etc., were brought and placed before us. The writer’s brethren
(followers) enquired of the manner of (obtaining) the flesh of
fowls and animals. The R aja’s men replied, ‘The M aharajah
has four separate cooks and kitchens for Muhammadans
(guests), and care is taken to see that the meat provided to
them is of animals slaughtered after Muslim style.’ In short,
after we had finished our meal........... we were conducted to a
bigger and neater hall and seated there, and our servants were
entertained in the room vacated by us, At this new place trays
full of betel leaves and tobacco with their accompaniments,
such as, betel-nut, elaichi, hung , etc., were brought and placed
before us. When our servants had taken their food, we desired
to take leave for our encampment. Now, once again, a silver
betel-case full of well-prepared betel-leaves and a perfumestand containing four phials with different kind of itr were
brought and these together with silver aftaba and chilamchi and
all the silver utensils in which food had been served for me,
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one thousand rupees in cash and a purse containing one hundred
and one gold coins, and two horses, one of which was of Turkish
breed and white colour with black spots and the other of Tazi
breed and of triangular joints, each valued between five and six
hundred rupees approximately, were presented to me. I was
also asked to instruct my servants to take for my use the carpet,
the white sheet spread over it and the masnad etc., on which I
had been seated when dinner was served.” 61 A Muhammadan is,
from the economic point of view, accustomed to a higher stan
dard of living and is more extravagant than a Hindu of the same
income and social status and it should not occasion any surprise
to the modern reader that in the 18th century zardah, pulao,
shrimal etc., besides meat, were daily common dishes of a
Muslim noble or a high officer. An English traveller who visited
Faizabad in 1782 fancied himself as transformed into “ an Indian
Nabob*' when he received “ a number of dishes of various (meat)
curries and pillaus” (pulao) together with compliments from the
widow of Shuja-ud-daulah.62 Fruits were commonly used by
the middle class people as well as by the upper class.63 Shuja
made a present of fruits from foreign lands to Kalyan Singh,
and Beni Bahadur placed a variety of delicious fruits before the
nawab-wazir when he paid a visit to him. Many an impoveri
shed noble family, such as those of late Qamr-ud-din Khan,
ex-wazir, M uhammad Ishaq K han and Qasim Ali Khan, de
pending upon the assignments of villages given by the nawabwazir, passed their days in indolence and inactivity. Similar
refugee families from Delhi lived at Farrukhabad on the charity
provided by Ahmad Khan Bangash, the late ruler of that State.
Taluqdars, however, could not afford to be lazy in that age, as
much of the administration of their respective areas was concen
trated in their hands, and they had to be vigilant against their
neighbours as well as against the nawab.
The wealthy merchants and bulk of the official world formed
what may be called the middle class, though there was no such
class in the European sense of the term. Industries and
61 Hadia, 673.
62 Hodges, 104-105.
63 Soldiering in India, 82.
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commerce were in the hands of the Hindus, as we know from
the letters of Mrs. Kindersley, and they were clever business
men indeed. They were wealthy, but plain and thrifty, hoarding
their savings and spending a part of them on extensive charity,
on religious ceremonies and marriages, etc., of their children.
Mrs. Kindersley, from the tales she heard from English mer
chants, who were prejudiced against their more thrifty and
successful Hindu rivals, paints a highly overdrawn picture of
their avarice, effeminacy and dishonesty in their dealings, which
is not only not borne out by contemporary Indian writers but
is actually contradicted by the accounts of William Hodges and
George Forster. At any rate Hindus of that age were successful
business men. “ They are more perfect and more successful,”
confirms Mrs. Kindersley herself, “ in their favourite occupation
of trade than the Moor-men (Muhammadans) in theirs of
war64...’’ Menial trade was, however, followed by “ the people
of both religions, though particularly by H in d o o s/’65 Clerks
and troops were fairly well off. “ The pay of soldiers in
Hindostan is very great,” observed Alexander Dow in 1768,
“ being 60 to 200 rupees per month to every single trooper/'66
A foot-soldier’s salary was 10 to 12 rupees a month, while a
cavalryman, who was usually required to bring his own horse,
was paid rupees fifty to sixty per month and a jam adar or an
officer of a similar rank had 200 or more, according to his rank.
But the common people were poor, earning not more 2 to 3
rupees monthly. Weavers, for example, who manufactured
costly calicoes, muslin and embroidered cloth did not earn
“more than three or fou r rupees a month .” 67 The monthly
wages of peons, coolies and other ordinary unskilled labourers
were approximately rupees two and annas three in the urban
areas and one rupee and, fourteen annas in the rural districts. In
Calcutta, where grains and other necessities were a bit dearer
than in Awadh the company’s agents paid the coolies and
workers of the lowest grade in 1767 at the rate of Rs. 2-12-per
Kindersley, L. N o . 47, A llahabad, August, 1767.
Ibid.
6(3 Dow, H istory o f Hindostan, Vol. I, p. XIX.
67 Kindersley, L. No. 57.
64
65
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head for a month.88 Women labourers were paid much less. The
rates of payment remained practically unchanged for a long
time, as is clear from Buchanan’s report which says that in the
early years of the 19th century men servants’ monthly wages in
Gorakhpur were from 2 to 3 rupees, while those of women
servants ranged between eight to ten annas.69 The mass of the
people were thus poor and in want of some of the necessities of
life. “ As to the common people,” observes Mrs. Kindersley,
“ I cannot speak of them without pain ; or ever pass through
the bazars of Patna, or any other place, without drawing com
parison between the poor of this country and those of England :
these are poor indeed ; scarce any covering, their food rice and
water ; their miserable huts of straw ; in the cold season they
have a fire made with a little straw in the middle of their huts,
which smothers them with smoke, their minds, except what
Nature gave them, no more informed than the beasts’ which
perish : no liberty, no property, subject to the tyranny of
every superior. But what seems to complete their misery is,
that whether pinched by cold or enervated by heat, indolence
equally prevails, to such a degree as seems to absorb every
faculty ; even immediate self-preservation scarcely rouses them
from it.” 70 While the above description is substantially correct,
it will not be either safe or honest to assert that the mass of the
people in the 18th century were poorer than they are to-day.
As a matter of fact the contrary view is established by the con
temporary evidence in our possession. The purchasing value
of the rupee was several times higher in Shuja’s time than in
ours—say in the third decade of the 20th century—, and grain,
milk, ghee, oil and other commodities of everyday use were
extremely cheap. An idea of extraordinary cheapness can be
formed by the following schedule of prices current during the
year 1764 A.D., a year of scarcity, as is incidentally recorded
in the pages of Sayyid Muhammad Bilgrami’s Tabsirat-ub
N azirin , a very reliable and accurate contemporary work.
68

Long : Selections from Unpublished Records o f Govt., 1748-1767,
Vol. I, pp. 30 and 483 ; also Hunter, Annals o f Rural Bengal, 410.
69 Martin : Eastern India , Vol. I, p. 309.
70 Kindersley , L. No. 43, Allahabad, August, 1767.
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Wheat
1 maund 10 seers a rupee.
Barley
2 maunds a rupee.
Urd
1 maund 20 seers a rupee.
Moong
1 maund 10 seers a rupee.
Brown Rice
1 maund a rupee.
Gram
1 mauud a rupee.
White rice
30 seers a rupee.
Ghee
3 seers a rupee.
Mustard oil 10 seers a rupee.
Kodaun (a kind of maiz) 3 maunds and 20 seers a rupee.
Raw sugar
30 seers a rupee.
Sugar
7 seers a rupee.
The historian expressly mentions that the reason why he
recorded the above prices was that the year was one of scarcity
and things were consequently “ very dear,” 71 meaning that in
normal times things were much cheaper. Cloth, the next great
human necessity after food, was then also cheaper, as it was
cheaply manufactured in the country, practically in every village
and town and out of cotton produced in the land spun into
thread by village people themselves, as we know from accounts
left by European travellers, and confirmed by tradition that
still lingers in many parts of Awadh. There was then no
foreign competition, as India generally imported only woollen
cloth and exported cotton cloth to foreign lands. No doubt
during the 19th century and in our times there has been some
rise in wages along with rise in prices,72 but the former has not
kept pace with the latter. A worker in Shuja-ud-daulah’s time
could easily feed himself on rupee one, but one cannot do so to
day on three to four rupees. Dr. Radhakamal Mookerji is
right when he says that “in the 19th century agricultural wages
rose, but the real wages were reduced appreciably.” 73
71
72

73

F or the schedule and the historian’s rem ark see Nazirin , p. 667.
During 1 8 58 -1 86 8 the average daily wages in U. P. were between
l j to 2 annas, during 1 8 7 8 -1 9 0 0 , two to three annas, and during
1 9 1 4 -1 9 1 9 four to six annas. There has been a decrease in wages
since 1934 and between th at year and 1941 the average wages are
three annas per labourer per day.
The Economic History o f India
by R. K . Mookerji, vide U. P. H. S. J. Vol. XIV, p. 67. The rise
in 1942 and 1943 is due to war, that is, to unnatural causes.
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LITERATURE AND ART

P e rsia n
Notwithstanding the fact that the period under review did
not produce a single first-rate genius in literature, science or art,
there was no dearth of scholars, poets and writers of an average
capacity and in some cases of some eminence, and the intellectual
activity in certain spheres was indeed vigorous. During the
early years of this period a fundamental literary change occur
red in the history of Indian Musalmans as a result of which
they could no longer retain Persian as their mother-tongue whose
place was now taken by Urdu. Yet Persian continued to occupy
the place of pride, was the court language and was preferred as
a medium of polite intercourse and of instruction in Muslim
academies, in some of which both Hindus and Muhammadans
had their schooling. Saadat Khan and Safdar Jang were not
only enlightened patrons of Persian scholars and poets but had
themselves composed poems in that language. Shuja-ud-daulah
does not seem to have inherited poetic talent from his ancestors;
but he loved poetry and there were some Persian and Urdu
scholars at his court. Sultan Ali Safawi, author of Maadan-usSaadat , mentions the names of three prominent scholars of
Persian,74 among whom the first place belonged to Sayyid Sariud-din, son of Ashraf Mahmud of Faizabad, renowned for his
deep and wide learning. Next in importance was Mulla
Ataullah who was considered matchless for his knowledge of
theology ; and the third was no other person than Maulvi
Majid, a reputed teacher of Rudauli in Barabanki, where he
held a school which was attended by a large number of pupils.
He spent his later years in the service of Shuja’s mother. One
of the wazir’s physicians named Hakim Sadiq M uhammad and
entitled Mualij Khan, was, besides being highly skilled in his
profession, an erudite scholar of Traditions (hadis) and jurispru
dence ( fiqah ).75 But the literary productions in this language,
whether poetry or prose, fell much short of the standard attained
during the age of Akbar and they are inferior, as works of art,
to those of the second half of the 17th century. Chahar-Gulzar74 Maadan, Vol. IV, pp. 26 3b -2 64 a.
76 Ibid.
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i-Shujai of Haricharan Das. the only work of sober history
written under the patronage of Shuja-ud-daulah and dedicated
to him, forms a class apart, and, though unfinished at his death,
constitutes an abiding monument of his reign, if not of his
patronage to learning. Haricharan Das was the master of an easy
and flowing style in Persian and his book must for ever remain
an indispensable authority for the history of the period. He
was in the service of Bibi Khanam, wife of Qasim Ali Khan
and daughter of Jshaq K han Najm-ud-daulah, and lived at
Faizabad from 1755 to his death. He was in the enjoyment of
a monthly allowance of rupees forty from Shuja’s treasury,
which was temporarily stopped by Beni Bahadur and restored
only after the latter’s dismissal in 1767. The author referring
to the stoppage of the allowance vents his spleen on Beni
Bahadur in these w o rd s:

«U> alyi\S j\

JiS

U ut

Another great chronicler, though, unlike Haricharan Das, not
connected with the wazir’s court, came from Bilgram in the
Hardoi district in Awadh. Sayyid M uhammad Bilgrami’s
Tabsirat-ul-Nazirin, written with the pious desire of commemo
rating the deeds of his co-religionists of the town of his birth
and residence, incidentally describes many useful occurrences
and details of the history of the country from 1100 A.H. to
1182 A.H. with an impartiality and accuracy which were rare in
other contemporary works. It is written in plain and yet grace
ful Persian and is interspersed with many verses some of which
are of real literary value. There is yet a third historian who
appropriately belongs to this period, though his work, Karzari-Sadashixa Bhau w>a Shah Ahmad A bdali , was composed and
published in 1780 A.D., five years after Shuja-ud-daulah’s death.
A Maratha Brahman by birth and upbringing, Kashi Raj, had
spent most of his life in the service of Safdar Jang and Shujaud-daulah, and was a distinguished diplomat and writer and
a master of Persian in which language he wrote a lucid and
polished style, rich in vocabulary and, idiom alike. From the
historical point of view this work occupies the first place among
the chronicles on the fateful third battle of Panipat. Besides
the above notable scholars there were many lesser literary lights
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at Lucknow, Jaunpur, Rudauli, Bilgram, Gopamau, Sandila,
Farrukhabad, Aonla, Badaun, and Bareilly which were wellknown seats of Arabic and Persian learning. Scholars and
theologians in these and many other places were formerly
supported by subsistence allowances and grants of land from the
wazir’s governm ent; but since Shuja resumed jagirs and stopped
allowances in 1768, the masters were left to the device of
making their living by imposing fees upon their pupils.76 The
measure must have adversely affected the spread of education
and learning in the provinces.
U rd u
The reign of Shuja-ud-daulah coincided with a brilliant epoch
in the history of Urdu poetry. The origin of Urdu is traced
back to the thirteenth century when the necessity of a common
medium of intercourse between the foreign Muslim settlers and
the indigenous Hindu population gave birth to a dialect having
the same grammatical structure as Hindi but slightly differing
from it in vocabulary owing to preponderance in it of foreign
Persian and Arabic words, which became common in the vicinity
of Delhi, the capital of the newly sprung up Muslim state.
Urdu remained a despised spoken dialect till in the 16th and
17th centuries some of the enlightened Sultans of Bijapur and
Golkunda and a few Muslim poets of the Deccan under their
royal patronage adopted it as the medium of expression of their
poetic compositions. Their poems aroused interest in Delhi and
in the first half of the 18th century Delhi poets like Hatim,
Abru, Arzu and others, inspired by the example of the Deccan
pioneers, laid the foundation of the earlier Delhi school of Urdu
poetry. Sauda, Mir Dard, Mir H asan and Mir belonged to
the next and Shuja-ud-daulah’s generation when Urdu had
developed to the status of a written language and Urdu poetry
reached a high water-mark of excellence. The compositions of
this age and more particularly of Sauda and Mir, commended
themselves as models of Urdu poetry and to the posterity as
classics to be treasured and imitated.
Anxious to make his court a real seat of culture Shuja-uddaulah extended a courteous invitation to Mirza Muhammad
76 Soldiering in India , 131.
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Rafi Sauda of Delhi, reputed to be the most eminent U rdu poet
of the age, and sent him a sum of money for the expenses of his
journey. But the contented poet, declining the invitation, sent
the following verse in reply :
C

s j i 'A

*

y*

An adverse turn of fortune, however, obliged the poet, some
years later, to bid farewell to the city of his birth and heart, and
seek the patronage of Ahmad K han Bangash of Farrukhabad
after whose death in April, 1771, he came to Faizabad and be
came the chief poet at Shuja’s court. He continued to enjoy the
naw ab’s patronage till the latter’s death in January 1775.
Shuja’s successor Asaf-ud-daulah, more profuse in his bounty
to poets and scholars than his father, nominated Sauda as his
poet-laureate which position he held till his death at Lucknow in
1781.
During his long poetic career of about forty years Sauda
tried almost every form of Urdu poetry besides ghazals and
odes in Persian, but his permanent fame rests on panegyrics and
satires which he made his own and in which he has not been
equalled, much less surpassed, by any U rdu poet before or after
him. His collection of qasidas> known as Sauda’s diwan , con
sisting of panegyrics on the notables of Delhi and Awadh, is
probably the best work of its kind and so also his twenty-four
masnavis of satires and lampoons, which bristle with sparkling
wit and entertaining stories. His services to the Urdu language
are equally great. Sometimes he wrote prose also, and imported
words and constructions from Persian in prose and verse alike
without ignoring the Indian literary tradition, allusions and
mythology,—a practice unhappily abandoned by later Urdu
writers and poets. Critics agree in maintaining that “ Sauda is
undoubtedly one of the greatest of U rdu poets and shares with
Ghalib, Mir and Anis the highest place in Urdu literature.” ' 7
Another notable Urdu poet at Shuja’s court was Mian
H asrat7ewho was an apothecary by profession and an excellent
77 A History o f Urdu Literature by R. B. Saxena, p. 67.
78 Maadan , Vol. IV, p. 269a.
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versifier. His original name was Mian Jafar Ali Hasrat, but he
is known to us as Hasan Dehlawi. Like Sauda he quitted
Delhi which was experiencing confusion and poverty consequent
on the decline of the Mughal empire, and made Faizabad his
home, where he was granted a small pension by Shuja-uddaulah. After the wazir’s death he became a favourite of his
successor. A third poet, more celebrated than Hasan, who
spent some time at Shuja’s court and enjoyed his patronage,
was Ashraf Ali Khan, bearing the nom de plume of Fighan.
Fighan’s Urdu poems are charming for the purity of language,
eloquence and fluency, for their freedom from low and debased
sentiments, and for happy combination of Urdu and Persian
idioms.79
A part from the above poets, there were some others at
Faizabad and Lucknow who were not directly connected with
Shuja-ud-daulah, but without doubt shared his patronage
through Salar Jang, the wazir’s brother-in-law, who was a
liberal patron of poets and scholars. One o f these was Sirajud-din Ali Khan, surnamed Arzu, and also sometimes called
K han Sahib. He was a distinguished scholar and poet of
Persian, and composed poems in Urdu also. After Nadir’s
invasion and massacre in 1739, he migrated to Lucknow on the
advice of Salar Jang, where he spent the rest of his life and
died there in 1756. He is remembered chiefly for his Urdu
dictionary, Gharaib-ul-lughat and for N awadir-ul-farz , a biogra
phy of Indian poets who wrote in Persian and Urdu.80 Mir
Ghulam Hasan, better known by his nom de plume of Hasan or
Mir Hasan, was another famous Delhi poet who sought shelter
at Faizabad and was employed by Salar Jang. He shifted to
Lucknow along with the Awadh court and died there in 1781.
Like Sauda, he was a prolific writer and poet both in Urdu and
Persian, and tried practically every species of U rdu poetry. But
he excelled in masnavi and his Sihr-ul-bayan “ is considered one
of the finest and best productions in Urdu.” 81
79 Saxena, A History, etc., p. 52.
80 Saxena, A History etc., pp. 48-49.
81

Ibid., p. 68.
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S a n sk rit
Sanskrit learning was in a state of decline during the 18th
century, principally for lack of patronage and also because
Hindi was gradually displacing it in Hindu literary circles.
Since the decline of the Mughal empire there were no Sanskrit
poets at the court of Delhi, and Shuja-ud-daulah’s court too
was not adorned by any scholar in that language. But thanks
to the presence of some Hindu rajas of taste and to the fact
that it is the sacred language of all Hindus, Sanskrit learning
was kept alive, though it became stereotyped and stagnant.
Banaras was even then the principal seat of Sanskrit learning
in the country and the home of some notable scholars a few of
whom were patronised by Maharajah Balwant Singh and his
successors. Sukh Lai Misra of sacred Kashi was famous for
his vast learning and among several works of which he was the
author, two, namely, Alankar-Manjari and Shringar-Mala were
considered important. Nagoji Bhatta, grandson of the celebra
ted Bhattoji Dikshit, author of the classical Sidhant Laghu
Kaumudi, was one of the greatest Sanskritists of his day. He
lived at Banaras and was attached to the court of Ram Singh of
Shringaverpur. Shankara Dikshit (probably of Banaras) was
a court poet of Sabha Singh of Bundelkhand and died in 1780
A.D. He wrote a drama entitled Pradumna Vijaya and also
Gangavatar Campu and Shankaracetovitasa, a campu on the
life of Raja Chait Singh of Banaras. Bhimsen of Qanauj was
a great grammarian. His chief work is a commentary on
Sudhasagara, besides which he wrote several other works. He
had three brothers all of whom were writers and poets in Sans
krit. Another scholar whose name figures very important was
Visveshwara of Almora who resided at Anupshahr on the
Ganga. “ His writings are many and cover poetry, drama,
poetics and dialectics.” His Rukmini-paridaya is a natak , Nava malika is a natika , Shringar-manjari is a satak and Mandarmanjari “ is a romance in prose.” “ His Aryna-saptasati is
really a work of erotics of considerable poetic thought,” accord
ing to a modern critic. He wrote many other independent
works and some commentaries also. There was another Viseshwara who too belonged to Almora. He was the son of
Lakshmi Dhar Pande. “ He was a literary genius” and began
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writing at the age of ten. He died at the young age of thirty
four. He had several Sanskrit works to his credit, and in
poetics especially his writings were various.82
There must have been quite a good number of Sanskrit
knowing men, for each flourishing village had a pandit , a priest
and a astronomer combined into one, and every good town must
have had more than one. Besides, Sanskrit schools were usually
attached to all notable shrines. Therefore there could have
been no dearth of lesser Sanskrit scholars who, of course, did
not produce anything original or second-rate.
H in d i
Hindi, though far older and more developed than Urdu,
was like the latter confined, for purposes of literary expression,
to poetry during the period under treatment. After the classi
cal age of Sur Das and Tulsi Das whose works do not bear
any appreciable trace of the influence of Persian poetry or of
Muslim religion and culture on Hindu life and thought, Hindi
poetry had taken a downward trend in the matters of selection
of themes and purity of ideas and diction and in the employ
ment of imagery and allusions. In the 18th century it entered
upon that phase in its evolution, which concerned itself primarily
with the enunciation of rules of prosody and poetics and their
application in poetic constructions. The epoch is therefore
fittingly called the riti-kal or the age of forms in Hindi litera
ture. Throughout the century love was the most prominent
theme and though devotional and heroic songs were not
altogether ruled out, they did not appeal to a vast majority of
writers who seem to have been directly or indirectly influenced
by Muslim life and thought, and whose poetic fancy was
employed in the analysis and description of various moods and
postures, feelings and sentiments of an imaginary beloved
suffering from pangs of love for her separated lover, and in
similar other allied themes. Hindi poetry of this period is,
therefore, more conventional and profane than that of the 16th
century and the poets of this epoch took great pains in perfect
ing the form in respect of metre and beautifying the language
82 History o f Classical Sanskrit Literature by M. K rishnamachariar,
M adras (1937), pp. 355-56, 516-17, 758, 759, 111 and 786.
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of their compositions to the neglect of niceties of emotion and
thought.83
Shuja-ud-daulah was not interested in Hindi poetry, and
when the chronicles of his son’s court spoke of his patronage of
Hindi poets he meant by that expression Urdu poets, such as
Sauda and Mir Hasrat. In aristocratic Muslim circles Urdu
continued to be referred by the name of Hindi or Zaban-iHindavi even in the early years of the 19th century. Nor is
there any record to show that any of the wazir’s courtiers en
couraged Hindi scholars. Yet the literary productions of this
age in Hindi are immense. There were scores of Hindi poets
in all parts of Awadh and Allahabad, some in Rohilkhand,
(who flourished under the patronage of numerous Hindu
taluqdars and zamindars), and there were still others who
wrote independently for self-expression or for the sake of service
to the language.
Among the Hindi poets of the 18th century two, namely,
Bihari and Das, stand out prominent by almost the universal
consent of critics, and share between them the glory of being
the foremost exponents of this school (riti leal) of Hindi poetry.
But we are not concerned with Bihari, as in point of time he
flourished a little before the period under review. Nor is he
decidedly superior to Das whose style is marked by directness
and spontaneity ; while that of Bihari is laboured, artificial
and gorgeous. Born at the village of Tuenga near Pratabgarh,
Bhikhari Das was a Kayastha of Shrivastava sub-caste and
flourished during the first half of the 18th century. He is the
author of nine poetical works of which Kavya-Nirnaya , Ras
Saransa , and Shringar-Nirnaya are the most well-known and
valuable. His Shringar Nirnaya is a unique work of its kind.
Das lived at the court of his patron Hindupati, brother of
Prathipati of Pratabgarh. As an exponent of Hindi prosody
and poetics, he easily occupies the first place and as a poet his
compositions are marked by lucidity and eloquence, clear
critical diction and perfect mastery over the language. His
works reveal his intimate knowledge of Sanskrit prosody and
literature. Tosh-nidhi, another notable poet, belonged to
83 See R am chandra Shukla, Hindi Sahitya ka Itihcis.
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Sigraur in the Allahabad district and was the author of an
excellent work entitled Sudhanidhi, in addition to Vim yasatak
and Nakha-shikha which have been recently discovered. M aha
raja Balwand Singh of Banaras was a liberal patron of Hindi
poets and at bis court there were among others Raghunath,
Gokulnath, Gopinath and Mani Ram, all the four of Bandijan
caste and blood relations and poets of high order. They conti
nued to enjoy the patronage of Balwand’s successors and besides
producing several independent poetic works of merit, they
jointly undertook the translation of the M ahabharata and
Harivansha Puran into Hindi verse which contained about
2,000 pages and constituted the biggest story books in Hindi.
One of Gokulnath’s works is Chait Chandrika, named after
Balwand’s successor Chait Singh, which, though primarily a
book of rhetoric, has some historical value, as it gives the
genealogy of the ruling house of Banaras. In fact Banaras was
a great cultural centre and there lived and worked many
Sanskrit and Hindi scholars and poets besides those given above,
such as Harinath, G anjan and others. The rulers of Amethi,
like those of Banaras, were men of literary taste. Rajah
Himmat Singh was the patron of the famous poet Udainath
alias Kavindra who was the author of three works of which
Ras chandrika is particularly notable. Himmat Singh’s succes
sor Guru D utta Singh was himself a good poet with Bhupati as
his nom de plume and author of a Sat-sai and two other small
works. His personal bravery in cutting through the lines of
Saadat K han’s superior army is celebrated in one of the poems
of his court poet Kavindra. Kavindra’s son was a promising
young poet during the lifetime of his father, and subsequently
became author of some poetic works. Shambhu Nath Misra,
famous for Ras-kal/aula (th
Ras-tarangini and Alankardipika was a protege of Bhagwant Singh Khichar of Asother in
Kora Jahanabad, whom he survived, for many years. Rishinath
of Asani, father of the more famous poet Thakur, was patronised
by Sadanand and Raghunath Kayastha, cultured officers of the
Banaras court. Barisal was another poet from Asni, and Dutta
from a village near Kanpur and court poet of Khuman Singh of
Charkhari. Ratna, another luminary of a high order, was in
the service of Raja Fateh-sal of Shrinagar (Garhwall) for whom
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he composed a panegyric and named it Fateh-bhushan. Than
Kavi was a resident of Daundiakhera in Rai Bareli district and
court poet of Dalel Singh of Banswara whom he has eulogised
in his well-known book Dalel Prakash. Brijbasi Das of
Vrindaban occupies a unique place and his Brij Vilas, a
voluminous work dealing with various episodes of Lord
Krishna’s life and written after the style of Tulsi Das’s Ram
Charitramanasa , has been deservedly popular throughout the
provinces since its publication in 1770 A.D. He also rendered
the well-known Sanskrit drama Prabodh Chandrodaya into
Hindi verse. To this class belong the works of Nagridas and
Sabal Singh Chauhan. The former was the nom de plume of
Maharaja Sawant Singh of Kishangarh who turned a recluse,
lived at Vrindaban for many years and composed many
devotional songs, while the latter, probably a resident of Etawah
district, is famous for rendering the M ahabharata into Hindi
verse in 18 volumes. The name of Chhatra Singh Shrivastava
of Ater has come down to us for his Vinaya-muktawali which
contains some bright poems. Pt. Ram Chandra Shukla gives a
high place to G hanananda, a very scholarly Kayastha from
Delhi, who renounced the world and lived as a recluse at
Vrindaban, among the bhakti poets of the age. Guman Misra was
a court poet of Raja Ali Akbar K han of Pihani under whose
patronage he translated Harsha’s Naishadhi Kavya into Hindi
verse, which brought him fame. In the introduction of this
work the poet has contributed some poems in praise of Ali
Akbar Khan. Apart from this, he wrote two independent
works, but they do not seem to be of much value. Girdhar
Kavirai of Bandijan caste was another popular versifier whose
poems, called Kundaliyas and dealing with matter-of-fact things
of everyday life and experience, though not of much poetic
importance, are quoted even now by indifferently educated and
illiterate village folk in Awadh and Hindi knowing people in
other provinces in the country. Besides these there were many
other lesser poets and scores of obscure versifiers, too numerous
to be mentioned in this work.
Rohilkhand was not backward. Qanauj w'as the home of
Mani Ram Misra whose fame rests on two scholarly works,
namely, Anand-Mangal an d Chhand-chhappani of which the
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former is a translation in Hindi verse of the tenth chapter of
Bhagwat Purana . Another poet, Deokinandan, was a resident
of Makrandpur, a village near Qanauj, and author of four
poetic works. Of these two are of historical .interest, as they
were named after his patrons, Sarfraz Giri, a Gosain hermit and
Awadhut Singh, a wealthy landlord in Hardoi district, whose
virtues are eulogised therein. Chandan, another equally wellknown poet, was born at the village of Nahil Puwayan in
Shahjahanpur district, and composed thirteen small books some
of which are of more than average poetic value. H e was a
scholar of Persian too and has left a collection of his poems
known as Diwan-Sandal, Sandal being his pen name.
Of the Muhammadan poets of this age writing in Hindi the
names of two are worthy of mention. The first is Ali MuhibK han of Agra whose nom de plume was the Sanskrit word
Pritam and who has immortalised himself in his work of
humour, entitled Khatmal BaisU which consists of twenty-two
poems on bug. According to a competent critic (Ram Chandra
Shukla) Pritam deserves a place among first-rate Hindi poets
and he is a pioneer in the field of humorous verse. The second
name is that of Sayyid Ghulam Nabi of Bilgram whose poetic
name was the Hindi expression Ras-lin (Ttfsfk). He is the
author of the well-known and popular work named AngaDarpan
which is considered by critics to be a work of sufficient merit.
Another work of his is Ras-Prabodh , which, however, does not
occupy the same place in Hindi literature as Anga-Darpan ,84
The literature of this age, Hindi and Urdu, though varied
and abundant and a part of it imbued with lofty sentiments of
love and devotion, reflects, when it is viewed as a whole, a slight
degeneration in ideas and taste, and makes it abundantly clear
that the political decline of the people had been accompanied

84

This section is based on Misra Bandhu Vinod and R am C handra
Shukla’s Hindi Sahiiya ka Itihas as well as the a u th o r’s indepen
dent study o f many of the works of the poets in the original. For
smaller poets whose names could not be given in these pages, see
R. C. Shukla’s Hindi Sahitya ka Itihas (1999 V. S. edition),
pp. 2 69-437.
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by the intellectual deterioration of the upper and middle classes.
The best poets of this period could not take rank by the side of
the great masters of the 16th century. Their works do not
inspire a new philosophy of life, lofty patriotism or even an
optimistic interpretation of moral truths. Nor do they impress
one as works of art of the highest order.

Chapter Fifteen
DJh& SpLioyue.

No period in our medieval history, (the one following the
breakdown of the Tughluq kingdom excepting), is marked by
such an utter disregard of national interests by our rulers as the
twenty years during which Shuja-ud-daulah lived and worked.
The central government had been paralysed owing to a long
process of natural deterioration in the character of the later
Mughal emperors and also owing to a short-sighted policy
pursued by selfish and unpatriotic ministers, giving rise to
independent provincial dynasties with narrow interests and out
look. The energy and attention of the self-appointed ministers
at Delhi were so completely absorbed in their mutual quarrels
for the acquisition or retention of control over the titular
emperor and the territory that still remained under his rule that
they had neither time and ability nor desire to keep themselves
in touch with even momentous happenings in the remote parts
of the country. Nor did they have enough of patriotism and
statesmanship to take at times long view of things or indulge in
an occasional thought for the national interests of the country
as a whole. In such an atmosphere of confusion and sleepiness
it became easily possible for a handful of foreign merchant
adventurers to subvert the lawfully constituted authority in the
distant and neglected province of Bengal and acquire the power
of making and unmaking ‘nawabs’, unnoticed by and without
interference from the faction-ridden, ‘impotent central govern
ment and the indifferent rulers of the neighbouring provinces
till the adventurers had so thoroughly consolidated their gains
as to have become a menace to these very sleepy neighbouring
states. The history of the period, when studied in this light,
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has a lesson for every patriotic Indian and particularly for our
communal and national leaders.
Since the reign of Emperor Ahmad Shah (1748-1754) it had
become increasingly clear every day that the Delhi court could
neither maintain internal peace and order nor protect its fron
tiers from foreign invaders without M aratha co-operation and
assistance. The nobly born and aristocratic Imad-ul-mulk, a
grandson of the founder of the Hyderabad State, had won the
civil war against Safdar Jang and attained wazirship with
M aratha aid, and as he realised the imposibility of functioning
as the first minister of the empire without M aratha backing, he
entered into a close alliance with them. The upstart Rohila
retainer Najib-ud-daulah, once an obscure and poverty-stricken
trooper, who bad risen to importance through the good offices
of Imad-ul-mulk, aspired to the position held by his patron and
in conformity with the traditional policy of his race allied him*
self with the foreign invader Ahmad Shah Abdali of Kabul to
realise his life’s ambition. The contest between the parties, the
one backed by the indigenous Hindu M arathas and the other by
the foreign Muslim Afghans with whom Najib claimed kinship,
assumed frightful dimensions even before 1757 when the
Rohila chief was appointed by the invader as his supreme
agent at Delhi and it culminated within four years in the fatal
battle of Panipat. Actuated as it was by selfish, sectional and
sordid motives, this struggle produced threefold results, all in
the anti-national direction, besides fouling the atmosphere and
demoralising politics all over the country. In the first place it
gave the English merchants in Bengal an ample opportunity to
seize political power and consolidate their position in the three
eastern provinces with impunity, an opportunity which they ex
ploited to the fullest extent. The well-informed Clive started on
16th October, 1756 for the recovery of Calcutta, just thirteen
days after the occupation of Lahore (4th October) by the
Abdali’s vanguard, which had completely unnerved the imbecile
government of Delhi and diverted the attention of the disturbed
provincial rulers. The fall of Calcutta (2nd January, 1757), the
treaty with Siraj-ud-daulah, nawab of Bengal (9th February)
and the humiliation of the French of Chandranagar (23rd
March) took place, while the invader was inflicting a terrible
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blow upon Delhi and the neighbouring territories and the ner
vous ruler of Bengal dared not provoke any internal dissension
against his government owing to the uncertainty of his own posi
tion in view of the critical times through which north-western
parts of the country were passing. It is significant that Clive
and his colleagues, who were fully in touch with these develop
ments through their soies and news-writers, hurried through the
conspiracy against Siraj and the farce of Plassey (23rd June) not
only before Delhi could recover from the devastating shock but
even while one branch of the invader’s army under Jang Baz
K han was still in the Doab engaged in a conflict with Shuja-uddaulah, the nearest and most formidable neighbour of the
English. Clive’s successor Vansittart engineered another capital
revolution by deposing Mir Jafar and giving the gadi of Bengal
to Mir Qasim on 27th September 1760 when the Abdali’s biggest
invasion of India was in progress and events were heading to
wards the decisive engagement a t Panipat. The coincidence of
the above-mentioned events in Bengal, with the Abdali’s inva
sions of north-western India and consequent distraction of the
central government was not due to a chance. It was brought
about deliberately by the English policy of turning India’s difficul
ties to their own advantage. In the second place the contest,
as it ended in favour of the foreign party, dashed to the ground
the hope, as it turned out for centuries, of the establishment of a
truly indigenous central government composed both of Hindus
and Musalmans and strong enough to keep the whole country
unified and contented. Such a government could have been
established only with M aratha co-operation, for the Mughal
ruling family and the Mughal aristocracy had degenerated
beyond redemption, and the Rohilas were double-dyed traitors
to the country and the Mughal dynasty alike, aiming at nothing
short of the foreign Afghan rule or their own sovereignty to be
established with foreign assistance. The Marathas, on the other
hand, however selfish and extortionate in character, did not aim
at the displacement of the Mughal dynasty. Their main object
was to be the power behind the Mughal throne and to exercise
that power through the Muslim wazir, Mir Bakhshi and
other chief officers appointed with their consent.
This is
abundantly clear from the history of their ascendancy at Delhi
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during 1752-1760 and from their subsequent dominance under
Mahadji Sindhia in 1789. Nana Sahib revived the experiment
of his forefathers during the great Indian rebellion of 1857 when
he re-enthroned the deposed Mughal monarch Bahadur Shah,
contenting himself with the position of his chief agent. In the
third place, the culminating phase of the struggle crushed at
Panipat the M aratha power in the north and thus removed the
only formidable obstacle in the path of the English expansion
westward, leaving the nascent British power in Bengal free to
pursue schemes of enslaving the rest of India. Thus did the
third battle of Panipat sow the seed of India’s slavery, not
under the Afghans, as Najib and his partisans had fondly hoped,
but under a western people from beyond the seas.
Though Najib and his inspirer the sufi saint Shah Wali-Ullah,
must primarily be held responsible for this national catastrophe,
Imad and the M arathas must also share the blame with them inas
much as the selfish and pusillanimous wazir took no proper steps
for the destruction of the traitors at home when he was in a
position to do so and to organise a united national resistance
against the invader, and the latter (Marathas) because of their
selfishness and greed for plunder, which made them almost
universally hated in northern India. Nor can Shuja escape the
odium of having actively helped the forces of reaction against
those of nationalism. More generous in sentiments and posses
sed of greater love for the land of his birth, with which he had
three generations’ hereditary connection, than either Imad or
Najib, Shuja in actual practice never really placed the country’s
interests above his own. The policy pursued by him no doubt
served his immediate interests, but in the long run it proved to
be short-sighted and anti-national. His intrigues against Imad
with whom he had hereditary feud, and his desire to bring about
a balance between Najib and the M arathas were unexception
able according to the standard of the age. But his intervention
in the third battle of Panipat proved disastrous for his interests
as well as those of his community and country. Little did he
know that within four years of the Panipat episode he would be
enslaved by the power whose hands he was unconsciously
strengthening by his conduct during 1760-1761. He would
have suffered the fate that he did a little later even though he
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had not provoked the British by his open support of Mir Qasim’s
cause, for despite repeated disavowal by the authorities in
England the company’s policy was assuredly one of expansion.
Such was at least the determined policy of the ‘men on the spot’
and many an Englishman at this period advised his government
to conquer the whole of India for the benefit of the British
race.1 Other Muslim rulers fell one after another and the turn
of the Hindus came only next, the Marathas of them being the
last to lose their independence. And this was what should have
been ; for of all the people the Marathas were the most patriotic
and enterprising. Muslim rulers of that period knew little of
patriotism or even loyalty to the Mughal throne, for, as Sir
Jadunath Sarkar rightly remarks, India was not their patria. The
Rajputs were loyal to the Mughal ruling family, but their patrio
tism was circumscribed to their •own land, that is, Rajasthan.
Not only the M aratha leaders but even the rank and file
among them felt poignantly about the fate of Bengal as well as
of the Punjab at the hands of the foreigners, as is clear from the
numerous contemporary Marathi letters on the subject. And
the English in this country, who feared the M arathas most, paid
them, of course unconsciously, the highest compliment for their
patriotism by pursuing a relentless opposition to them and by
consistently endeavouring to incite all North Indian powers to
form a league against them.
It is noteworthy that our political decline during this period
was not accompanied by the same measure of economic disloca
tion or disruption or by intellectual and moral degradation.
There is no denying the fact that the revenues of the empire had
been immeasurably reduced owing to the shrinkage of its terri
tory, and trade and commerce had been greatly hampered due
to lack of security and safety of roads. Yet the country was
prosperous and as was testified by contemporary European
travellers, industries and trade were in a flourishing condition.
If our economic condition became responsible for the loss of
our independence, it was because our natural wealth and
prosperity tempted the foreigners to acquire a political hold
over the country so as to exploit it more conveniently and
1 Alexander Dow> History etc., Appendix II, pp. 94-96.
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effectively. There was similarly some intellectual and moral
deterioration ; but it was slight, and only affected a fringe of
our population, namely the upper class, notably Muslim, while
a vast majority of teeming millions had remained free from its
mischievous influence. The Indian intellect was as active and
virile as ever ; but it was not expressing itself in politics and
military exploits. The absorbing interest of our poets and
thinkers was either love poetry or religious composition in both
of which some sort of debasing influence was perceptible. The
neglect of military science and establishment, which did not
keep pace with the new developments in Europe, may therefore
be set down as the only other main cause of the beginning of
the era of our enslavement, the first being the political decline
of the central government. Both these can be traced to the
single prime factor, namely, absence of unselfish, patriotic and
far-sighted leadership. The heart of the masses was undoub
tedly sound, and the fall was due to self-seeking and un
patriotic ruling class.4
The curious reader may be interested in the enquiry as to
why Shuja-ud-daulah who was an independent prince at the
time of the treaty of Allahabad and at least nominally an equal
ally of the company, sank gradually into a secondary position
and why his immediate successor definitely became a subordi
nate ally of that mercantile organisation within a few months
of his father’s death. For such a change partly the policy of
the nawab-wazir’s new allies the English and partly his own
conduct were responsible. The subtle English diplomacy had
made it appear to the entire Indian world that Shuja’s restora
tion was an act of British generosity and not one of policy and
necessity that it really was, and the wazir therefore stood as a
suppliant before the company’s chief agent to whom he continued
showing habitual deference, accepting for himself a slightly in
ferior position at least on social occasions. This social precedence
was cleverly but gradually turned into political superiority. More
over, the English consistently followed the policy of gradual but
steady encroachment upon the sovereign rights of their Indian allies
by putting upon their treaties with them such interpretations as
4

D o w , History , etc., A p p e n d ix to V ol. I I , p . 9 5 .
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were likely to attain the desired result, and forcing these inter
pretations upon their allies in the form of fresh treaties. The
treaty of 1768 which reduced Shuja’s military strength was
based upon such an interpretation of that of 1765, and the
treaty of 1775 which reduced Asaf-ud*daulah to the status of a
subordinate ally was based on the unwarranted English assump
tion that all the treaty engagements with his father were per
sonal and not binding on the company after his death. And
above all, the unquestioned English military superiority always
tended to exert an unwholesome influence upon the freedom of
the Indian prince, not only by its normal presence but also by
the threat of its employment to impart effective sanction to
their diplomacy, as was actually done to secure Shuja’s consent
to the unreasonable treaty of 1768 . Moreover, contrary to the
treaty of 1765, the English continued to have their garrisons
at Chunar and Allahabad, the two most important forts and
strategic places in the wazir’s dominions, which had the effect
of forcing the English superiority upon Shuja, besides securing
other important military and political results. Shuja-ud-daulah’s
own ambition became no less a cause of his political suicide.
His absorbing passion of acquiring full control over Shah Alam’s
affairs as his de facto wazir and the emperor’s aversion for
such a proposal led him to appeal to the English governor for
assistance, and this together with charges and counter-charges,
rejoinders and their replies that followed in quick succession and
lasted for more than a year raised Verelst to the position of an
arbiter and a judge vis-a-vis the emperor and his wazir, and
reduced Shuja to that of a mere petitioner, begging English aid
for the settlement of a domestic dispute. Then his aggressive
schemes against his neighbours, especially the Rohilas, could
not materialise without active military assistance from the
English. This foolish desire drove him to commit the second
capital mistake of his life, namely, begging for a loan of British
troops from time to time, which in the long run produced dis
astrous results. The presence of a foreign army, though friendly
and in his pay, at his capital had a demoralising effect on his
power both from military and political points of view. In course
of time it became a rival institution to the nawab’s own forces
and furnished the occasion for the appointment of an English
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political resident at Faizabad. Shuja could not regularly pay the
salary of these English troops and at his death he was under a
huge debt to the company. His sins were visited upon his son
and successor Asaf-ud-daulah who was made to part with an
extensive and fertile tract of his dominions, namely, the State
of Banaras, in return for a conditional English guarantee
to allow him to enjoy the rest of his paternal inheritance, and
was obliged to sign a fresh treaty soon after his accession
which reduced him to the status of a subordinate ally to the
company.

B IBLIO G R A PH Y
AiH6ng our sources of information for this volume contemporaiy records in English, consisting of official proceedings,
despatches, etc. of the English East India Company and letters,
mem$i& and travels of non-official Englishmen, take the first
placc^ £s they were written by participants in the affairs of the
period and are full of copious details and accurate dates. Of
courfc some of their views and opinions c a n n o t be accepted
without a critical examination on the basis of the material in
languages. The Persian annals and letters, though they
m u s t ays co n s ti tu te th e basic f r a m e - w o r k of Shuja’s life a n d
careo^come next in importance. T h e y a r e neither so graphic
and acfciirsfe in details, nor are they works of participants or
even^e-wanesses except in a few cases. Bu* even these d
not record the
*1
.cy had occurred
and frote from memory years after, sometimes ten or fifteen
yearsi^ter. Several thousand M arathi letters and d o c u m e n ts
receqjy discovered an d published a r e as valuable as the records
in E lfish so far as they go ; but as they do not throw light on
manyiftomentous events, a n d movements they must occupy the
third jpace among o u r primary sources, i ne material in French
is as 4v j(Uable as th a t in M a ra t h i , it likewise suffers from the
same^tfects as the former. Hindi, Rajasthani a n d U r d u works
consljfote a se c o n d a ry source for this period.
A—CONTEM PORARY
1— English (unpublished)
Oj) Ben. Pub. Cons.,— Bengal Public Consultations, \ 1 511787.
(2} Ben. Sel. Com. Progs.,— Bengal Select Committee P roce
edings, 1765-1775.
(3) Ben. Sec. Cons.,—Bengal Secret Consultations, 17651775.
(4) Sec. Ls. to C. D .,— Secret Letters to the Court o f D ir e c 
tors, 1765-1775,
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(5)

Ls. Rd. from C. /).,— L etters Received from the Court
o f D irectors . 1765-1775.

(6)

Sec. Ls. Rd. from C. D .,— Secret Letters Received from
the Court o f D irectors , 1765-1775.

(7)

Trans. Per. Ls. Issd. — Translation o f Persian Letters
Issued , 1765-1775.

(8)

Trans. Per. Ls. R d. — Translation o f Persian Letters
Received , 1765-1775.

(9)

Abs. Per. Ls. Rd. — Abstract o f Persian Letters Received.

(10)

Abs. Per. Ls. Issd.—Abstract o f Persian Letters Issued.

The above are the E. 1. Company’s record preserved at the
National Archives, Government of India, New Delhi. The progs,
include not merely minutes, resolutions, etc. but also correspon
dence with officers in various parts of the country.
II— English (published)
(1)

C. P. C .— Calendar o f Persian Correspondence. Vols.
1-5. (Government Press. Calcutta, 1911-1930). Consist
of many thousand letters from and to English Governors,
Shuja and other notables and are of priceless importance.

(2)

A View o f the Rise , Progress and Present State o f the
British Govt, in Bengal. By H. Verelst.

(3)

L etters , Despatches , and other State Papers preserved in
the Foreign Department o f the Govt, o f India , 17721785, Vols. 1-3. (1892). Ed. by G. W. Forrest.

(4)

Selections from the State Papers o f the Governors
General o f India : W. Hastings. Vols. 1-2 (1910). Ed.
by G. W. Forrest.

(5) Soldiering in India , 1764-1787. Ed. by W. C. Macpherson. William Black-Wood and Sons, Ltd., Edinburgh
and London, 1928. Contains extracts from the Journals
and letters of Allan and John Macphersons and also
from Champion’s Journal—extremely valuable and next
in importance to C.P.C. Indispensable for the Rohila war.
(6)

Treaties, Engagement
Aitchison, 1909.

and

Sanacls,

Ed. by C. U.
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Speeches o f the Managers and Counsel in the Trial o f
Warren Hastings , By E. A. Bond. Vols. 1-4. 1859-61.
Burke*s Speeches at the Impeachment o f W. Hastings ,
Vols. 1-2, Calcutta edition, 1903.
Kindersley—Letters from the Island o f Teneriffe, Brazil ,
the Cape o f Good Hope and the East Indies. By Mrs.
Kindersley, London. Printed for J. Nourse in the
Strand, Bookseller to His Majesty, 1777 A. D. The
author visited Calcutta, Patna, Banaras and Allahabad,
and stayed for some months at the last named town from
where she wrote a number of letters which throw wel
come light on society and culture, arts and industries.
On these topics there is no other authority as reliable
and as full of details as this letter-book. Some of her
remarks, however, regarding Hindu religion and learn
ing are fantastic.
H istory o f Hindostan : From the Earliest account etc .,
with a Dissertation concerning the Religion and
Philosophy o f the Brahmins, etc. Vols. 1-3. By Alexander
Dow, London, 1768 A.D. The dissertation and the-.
appendix are very useful for our period, as the former
records Dow’s own personal observations and reflections
about society, etc., and the latter (particularly sections
V and VI) gives the state of the country in 1768 and the
character of Shuja, from the author’s point of view.
Travels in India , 1780-83. By William Hodges,
London, 1793. It supplements Kindersley and Dow,
and is invaluable for the condition of the country after
Shuja’s death, and for art and architecture.
A Journey from Bengal to England through the
Northern part o f India , Kashmire, etc. By George
Forster. In 2 vols., London, 1798. The author was a
civil servant in Bengal and a contemporary of Shuja and
therefore well-acquainted with his work and achieve
ments. His description of the country and the towns
through which he passed including their trade and
commerce is interesting and useful.
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(13) The British Indian M ilitary Repository. Pub. 1822. This
work consists of letters of Col. Thomas Deane Pearse of
Bengal written from Calcutta, P atn a , Allahabad, etc.
Many of these deal with Shuja’s transactions and as
they were written by a contemporary, they throw good
light on the reign of the nawab.
I l l — Persian (iunpublished)
(1) Tilismat-ul-Khayalat. (A.S.B. MS. No. 403) of Nawal
Kishore (pen-name Nazakat) in 3 vols. and collected
in book-form in 1783 A.D. It consists of letters exchanged
between most of the Indian rulers of the 18th century
and is valuable for the history of the period.
(2) D. C. or Delhi Chronicle —Waqayat-i-Shah Alam Sani
(Sarkar MS.) is a diary of events and news of the empire
between 1739 and 1798 and “ constitutes a record of
supreme value to the critical historian of this period.”
(3)

G.
A li or Ghulam A li — Shah Alam Nama of
Ghulam Ali K han (Vols. M i l Sarkar MSS—Vol. I also
printed in Bib. In. Series of A.S.B.). Described in Vol.
I of this work.

(4) M. L . — Tarikh Shah Alam alias Shah Alam Nama
(Sarkar MS.) of Munna Lai (wr. 1811). Described in
Vol. I.
(5) Khair-ud-din—Ibrat Nama (Sarkar MS.) by Khair-uddin Muhammad of Allahabad. Described in my First
Two Nawabs o f Awadh. Very useful.
(6) Alam-i-Ashob (M aharaja of Banaras Library MS.) by
the same author. Noticed in Vol. I.
(7) Hari Charan-Chahar-i-Gulzar-i-Shujai (Sarkar MS.) by
Haricharan Das (wr. 1789). Invaluable. For details
see my First Two Nawabs o f Awadh .
(8) Kalyan—Khulasat-ut-tawarikh (O. P. L. Bankipore MS.)
by Kalyan Singh, son of Shitab Rai. A first rate
authority on the period.
(9) Nur-ud-din — Life o f Najib-ud-daulah (Br. Mu. Per. MS.
or 24,410) by Nur-ud-din, rotographed for Sir J. N.
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Sarkar, written in 1773. Is a first rate authority on
Shuja’s relations with Najib.
(10)

Bihari
Lai — Ahwal-i-Najib-ud-daulah
Amir-ul-Umra
Sabit Jang. (Sarkar MS.) by Bihari Lai, a nephew of
Mansukh Rai who was a confidential wakil of Najib.
The work was composed in 1787 at Fatehgarh in U.P.
for Col. Stuart. It is our primary authority in Persian
on Shuja’s policy towards the Rohilas and the rela
tions between him and Zabita Khan. It gives the
reasons why Zabita went over to Shuja’s side and how
Zabita’s paternal territory passed into the wazir’s
hands.

(11)

Farhat-un-Nazirin (P. U. L. MS.) of Muhammad Aslam
who was in Shuja’s service. Written in 1770 and is
useful.

(12)

Gulistan—Gulistan-i-Rahmat (Ram pur State MS.) by
Mustajab K han, son of Hafiz Rahmat. Described in
my F. T. Ns. of Awadh and Shuja-ud-daulah, Vol. I.
Partial and unreliable.

(13)

Tabsir— Tabsirat-ul-Nazirin (A.S.B. MS. No. 190) by
Sayyid M uham m ad Bilgrami, written in 1768 and
described in my F. T. Ns. of Awadh. Extremely accu
rate and valuable.

(14)

T. M . — Tarikh-UM uzaffari (V. H. L. Udaipur MS.) by
Muhammad Ali Ansari, son of Lutfullah Khan Sadiq
of Delhi. Written about 1800 and described in my
F. T. Ns. of Awadh.

(15)

Miskin — Q isai-M iskin (Sarkar MS.) by Tahmasp Khan
Miskin. Written about 1780. His account of Najib,
Zabita and N ajaf has an originality and freshness of
its own. Shuja’s relations with the Rohilas and the
Marathas have been accurately described.

(16)

Hussain Shahi alias Tarikh Ahmad Shah Durrani (O.P.L.
Bankipore MS.) by Sayyid Imam-ud-din Hussaini.
Wr. 1798. N ot useful.

(17)

Maadan—Maadan-us-Saadat (A. S. B. MS. No. 181) by
Sultan Ali Safawi, who was a court chronicler of
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Shuja’s son Saadat Ali Khan. The work is a first rate
authority on the court life of the nawab-wazir.
(18)

Balwant—Balwant Nama alias Tuhfa-i-taza (A. S. B.
MS.) by Khair-ud-din. Written about 1780, it is
valuable for the relations between the Banaras ruling
family and Shuja-ud-daulah. For details see my First
Two Nawabs of Awadh.

(19)

Shigarf Nama (V. H. L , Udaipur MS.) by Aitisam-uddin. Composed in 1781 A.D. The author was sent
as an envoy to George III in London by Shah Alam
II for requesting aid in his proposed expedition to
Delhi. Besides an accounfyof his journey and adven
ture, the author tells us hcfw Clive played a trick on
the unsuspecting titular emperor. Useful for relations
between the English and Sliah Alam.

(20)

Tarikh-i-Banaras (O. P. L. Bjankipore MS.) by Ghui&m
Husain Khan, son of Himmat Khan. Deals wii'r t! *
same topics as No. 18 and rms
next to it in importance
a
and usefulness.
it
M ira t-M ira t-i-A fta b -N a m a l(V . H. L. Udaipur MS.j
by Abdur Rahman, entitled Shah Nawaz Khan com
pleted in 45th year of Shah Alam II’s reign—is useful
for our period.
.
Mutakherin—A hwaI-I-Sal at in -Mu taker in (V. H. L. U dai
pur MS.) by an anow m ous writer. Covers the same
ground as No. 21 and seems to have been copied from
it word for word

(21)

(22)

I N—Persian (published)
(1)

(2)

Ruqqai-i-Iakskm i Narayan — (N. K. Press, L u c k n o w ,
i8*<2). Consists of contemporary letters and is invalu
able. The conquest of Etawah is given in detail.
Siyar — Siyar-ul-Mutakherin (N. K. Press, Lucknow,
1897) by Sayyid Ghulam Husain Khan of Patna.
Commenced in 1782, the work is a primary authority
on Shuja’s administration, foreign policy a n d character
and his relations with the English. Being a pens io ne r
of the English, the author is a little prejudiced against
Shuja.
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(3)

Imad —Imad-us-Saadat (N. K. Press, Lucknow, 1897) by
Sayyid Ghulam Ali Naqvi of Lucknow. Written in
1808, it is described in my F. T. Ns. of Awadh. It is
one of the most valuable Persian chronicles on Awadh
history. No other work gives such detailed account of
. - Shuja’s military reforms and his internal adminis
tration as this book.

(4) H adia—Hadiaqat-ul-aqalim. (N. K. Press, Lucknow) by
Murtaza Husain K han Bilgrami. Written in 1781-82.
A first rate Persian authority on arts, industries, topo
graphy, culture, etc., of the period.
(5)

Tarikh-i-Faiz Bakhsh (tr. into English by W. Hoey in
2 vols. and entitled Memoirs of Delhi and Faizabad)
by Muhammad Faiz Bakhsh. Deals with Shuja and
is very useful.

(6)

Tarikh-i-Farah Bakhsh (P. P. L. MS.) by Shiv Prasad
and tr. into English by W. Hoey. It is a history of
the Rohilas and is useful. Written in 1776 A.D.

(7)

Abu Talib — Tafzih-ul-Ghafilan (tr. into English by W.
Hoey and pub. in 1885) by Abu Talib, London.
Written in 1797. The work is a history of Asaf-uddaulah, and is of much value for the reign of Shuja
also.

(8)

Z ikr-e-M ir—( Per. Text. ed. Abdul H aq and pub. by
Anjuman-i-Urdu, Aurangabad, 1928). An autobio
graphy of the famous Urdu poet Mir Taqi (pen-name
Mir), it throws some light on Shuja’s reign.
j -

V— M arathi (published)
(1)

Rajwade — Marathanchya Itihasachin Sadhanen , ed. by
V. K. Rajwade and others, vols. 1-21. Contain thou
sands of contemporary letters. Vols. I, III and VI
are specially important.

(2)

S. P. D. — Selections from the Peshwas ’ Daftar , vols.
1-45. Edited by G. S. Sardesai. Extremely valu
able.

(3)

Pat re n Yadi— Aitihasik Patren Yadi Lakh Wagaira.
(2nd ed.), ed. by Sardesai and others. Valuable,
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Aitihasik Patra Vyawahar, ed. by Sardesai and others.
Not very useful.
Aitihasik Lekh Sangrah , vol. I. (1897), ed. by V. V.
Khare. Useful.
Purandare D aftar , vol. 1, ed. by K. V. Purandare,
Poona (1929). Important.

(7)

Selections from Satara Rajas' and Peshwas’ Diaries.
Ed. by G. C. Vad and others. Not useful for us.

(8)

Holkaranchi Kaifiyat , ed. by A. N. Bhagwat (2nd ed.).

(1)

VI— French (unpublished )
M odave’s Journal du Voyage du Bengale a Delhy (Paris
MS.). Comte de Modave travelled from Chandranagar to Delhi, via Faizabad, Lucknow and Agra in
1774, and stayed in India till his death in 1777. A
highly educated man. Modave has left behind in
this journal valuable information “ on the topography
and the economic and military condition of the
Mughal Empire, the state of administration, the cha
racters of the different races and leading personages,
religion, manners, and the policy of the English and
French.’' His observations on Shuja’s character, etc.,
are invaluable.
VII— French (published)

(1)

M emoire Sur I ’ Empire M ogal —of Jean Law. Ed. by
Martineau (1913). Very useful.

(2)

Gentil — M em oires Sur /’ Indostan of M. Gentil (Pub.
1822). As the author was in Shuja’s service for many
years and had the privilege of personal friendship with
him, his account of his many transactions, policy and
character is invaluable.

(3)

M adec—La Nabob Rene M adec :
(1894). Useful.

(4)

Memoire of M. Madec, parts I and II. (Bib. Nat. Nouvelles. Acquisitions, francois. I. 368). Autobiography
of Madec. He was in Shuja’s service, and though his
work is very meagre as compared with Gentil’s, it is
nevertheless important.

By Eamile Barbe
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B -S E C O N D A R Y
I.

Persian (unpublished)

(1)

Tarikh-i-Muhtasim (O. P. L. Bankipore MS.) by M uha
mmad Muhtasim, a grandson of. Hafiz Rahmat.
Written in 1837 A.D. and based on Imad-us-Saadat,
it does not possess any independent value of its own.

(2)

Gul-i-Rahmat (O.P.L. Bankipore MS.) by Saadat Yar
Khan, a grandson of Hafiz Rahmat. Composed in
1248 A.H., it is an amplified edition of Gulistan-iRahmat, with all the defects of the latter. Is not of
much use.

(3)

Tarikh-i-Farrukhabad (A. S. B. MS.) by Muhammad
Waliullah. Written at the request o f Col. Baillie of
Lucknow, it is primarily a history of the Bangash rulers
of Farrukhabad. Is also useful for Shuja.

(4)

Tarikh-i’Sawanihat-i-Salatin-i-Awadh (A. S. B. MS.) of
Kamal-ud-din Haider of Lucknow. Written in 1847
A.D., it is a history of Awadh, is based on Imad and
at places has independent value.

(5)

Sultan-ul-Hikayat (Rampur State library MS.) of Lalji,
son of Shital Prashad. Written in 1853, it is a history
of Awadh. It has two editions, the amplified one is
full of details and is useful. The abridged edition is
preserved in the Library of His Highness the M aha
raja of Banaras.

(6)

Majmu-e-tawarikh-i-Bedar (my own MS. procured from
a Kayastha family of Lucknow) by Sanath Singh, penname Bedar. Written in 1200 A.H., the work gives
chronograms of various notable events. It is very use
ful for Shuja’s reign.

(1)

(1)

II. Persian (published)
Bostani-Awadh. (Per. text, lithographed at Lucknow,
1892) by Raja Durga Prasad of Sandilah. Is based
on Imad and is useful for the reign of Wajid Ali Shah.
III. English (published)
An Historical Relation o f the Origin , Progress and Final
Dissolution o f the Govt, o f the Rohilla Afghan in the
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N. W Provinces o f Hindostan. By Charles Hamilton,
in E. I. Com pany’s service. Pub. 1787 A.D., London.

(2)

The H isto ry o f the Reign o f Shah Aulum. By W.
Francklin, 1798. Third ed. 1934. P. Office, Allahabad.

(3)

Life o f R obert, Lord Clive , Baron of Plassey. By Char
les Caraccioli. 4 vols., (London 1775).

(4)

History o f India, as told by its own Historians, vol.
VIII. By H. M. Elliot and J. Dowson.

IV.

H indi (published)

(1) H im m at Bahadur Birdawali : By Padmakar, ed. by
Bhagwan Din, Nagri Pracharini Sabha, Banaras.
Throws light on some of the activities of Himmat
Bahadur Gosain.
C —M O D ERN W ORKS
I.

English

(1)

An H istorical Account o f the Bengal Native Infantry ,
1757-1796. By Captain John Williams, London, 1817.

(2)

Life o f Robert, First L ord Clive.
(London : John Murray, 1848).

(3)

Life o f R obert , First Lord Clive. By Sir John Malcolm
(London, 1836). 3 vols.

(4)

Life o f Lord Clive.
(1918).

(5)

Clive o f Plassey.

(6)

Innes—H istory o f the Bengal European Regiment.
P. R. Innes (London, 1885).

(7)

The Chronicles o f Onnao.
1852.

(8)

A Report on the Family H istory o f the Chief Clans o f
the R oy Bareilly District. By W.C. Benett, Lucknow,
1870.

(9)

The Bangash Nawabs o f Farrukhabad in J. A. S. B. of
1878 and 1879. By W. Irvine.

(10)

By G. R. Gleig

By Sir G. W. Forrest. 2 vols.

By A. Mervyn Davies.
By

By Alfred Elliot, Allahabad,

The Rohila Afghans in Calcutta Review, 1875.
R. S. Whiteway.

By
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(11)

The Kingdom o f Oude in Calcutta Review, 1845.
Sir Henry Lawrence.

(12)

M emoirs o f the Life o f W. Hastings.
3 vols. (London, 1841).

(13)

Warren Hastings.

(14)

H istory o f British India. By J. Mill. Ed. by H. H.
Wilson, Vols. I-VI, 1840.
Hastings and the Rohilla War. By Sir J. Strachey, 1892.

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

By

By G. R. Gleig,

By Sir Alfred Lyall, 1891.

Fall o f the Mughal Empire, vol. III. By Sir Jadunath
Sarkar, Calcutta, 1938.
Cambridge H istory o f India , vol. V. Ed. by H. H.
Dodwell.
Warren Hastings, the M aker o f British India. By A.
Mervyn Davies (London, 1935).

(19)

Warren H astings and Oudh.
(O. U. Press, 1939).

(20)
(21)
(22)

Oudh Gazetteers , vols. 1-3, Original ed.
The Garden o f India. By H. C. Irwin, 1880.
A Comprehensive H istory o f India , Vol. I. By Henry
Beveridge, 1867.

(23)
(24)

Imperial Gazetteer o f India, 1908.
Shuja-ud-daulah. By A. F. M. Abdul Ali. Reprinted
from the proceedings of I. H. R. Commission, 1926.
A booklet of no independent value.

II.
(1)

(2)

By Dr. C. C. Davies

H indi and Rajasthani

Vansh-Bhaskar (Ram Shyam Press, Jodhpur), by Surajmal Charan of Bundi. Written about 1840 A.D. It
is primarily a history of Rajput ruling families of
Rajputana. But it notices the events relating to other
parts of Northern India. Is based on traditions and
historical poems of the court bards of Rajputana and
is not generally accurate in the description of events.
Vir Vinode by Kaviraj Shyamal Das of Udaipur, 4 vols.
It is a history of the ruling family of Mewar j but
the author has given a long introduction of more than
200 pages in which he gives about 1£ pages for Shuja.
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Chapter 13 which describes Rajput activities during
the epoch shows how indifferent Rajput chiefs were to
the fateful developments in Bengal and elsewhere.
III.

Urdu

(1)

Sawanihat Salatin-i-Awadh by Kamal-ud-din Haider,
Vols. 1-2, N. K. Press, Lucknow, 1879.

(2)

Guldasta-i-Awadh (Muir Press, Delhi), by Bulaki Das.

(3)

Tartkh-i-Awadh (2nd ed., N. K. Press, Lucknow) by
Najmul Ghani, vols. 1-5.

(4)

Akhbar-ul-Sanadid, vols. 1-2 (N K. Press, Lucknow).
By the same author, 1918.

(5)

Tarikh Haiderabad Deccan.
By the same author.

(6)

Tar ikh-i-Banaras. (Sulaimani Press, Banaras, 1916).
By S. Mazhar Hussain.

(N. K. Press, Lucknow).

All these works are described in my First Two Nawabs o f
Awadh.
IV.
(1)

Marathi

Marathi Riyasat , Madhya Vibhaga, 1761-1774. By
Rao Bahadur G. S. Sardesai, Ganesh Mahadev and
Co., Bombay, Ed. 1925. Valuable.

